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ABSTRACT

This is an archaeological and historical study of the Vieux Fort archaeologicalsite

(ChAl-04) in Placentia (formerly Plaisance), Newfoundland. Plaisance was the location

of the only official French colony in Newfoundland. The French held the colony until it

was ceded to the English under the terms of the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713. The Vieux Fort

was, between 1662 and 1690, the only fortification in Plaisance, and was the first

garrisoned fortification in Newfoundland.

The artifacts and features unearthed at the Vieux Fort site have allowed a

reconstruction of the Vieux Fort, which is not well-documented historically. The Vieux

Fort was a substantial fortification; it was reasonably large, with some considerable effort

expended on constructing stonebuiJdings inside the fort. Fouryearsofarchaeological

investigation at the barracks building permit a detaiJed analysisofthedailylivesofthe

soldiers and officers posted to the fort. The half-company of soldiers who lived at the

barracks only had their basic needs partially met by the state; soldiers spent a portion of

their time working as fishing servants for Plaisance's colonists to augmenttheirpayand

their rations. The artifacts from the Vieux Fort are representative of the world of goods

that circulated in the early colony. The analysis of the artifacts, coupled with a detailed

investigation of archival documents, allows the trade networks thatsupportedthecolony

to be explored. The colony of Plaisance was firmly embedded in the French Atlantic

world; from its earliest years, the colony was well-connected to France andtoother



The Vieux Fort was occupied only until 1690, when it was destroyed during an

English raid on the colony. The fort was never rebuilt, and the land remainedlargely

unoccupied. Unlike the other French forts, dwellings or infrastructure in the colony, the

Vieux Fort was never re-used by the English after 1714. The French contexts are thus

undisturbed,anddateto a period which is relatively poorlyunderstood from historic

documents. The Vieux Fort site thus provides an important new perspective on the

formative years of the French colony at Plaisance.
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Chapter!

Introduction

Background

In 1662, two ships-the Aigle d'or and the flute Royale-brought a small

contingent of French settlers and soldiers to the harbourofPlaisance,Newfoundland.'

This small group, transposed from their homes in France to this faraway place on the

western coast of Newfoundland's Avalon Peninsula, began the work of constructing a

colony in the harbour (Figure 1.1). This was not the only Frenchsenlementin

Newfoundland; other small permanently settled French communities began to be

established elsewhere in Placentia Bay, Fortune Bay and on the islandsofSt. Pierre. Of

these settlements, only Plaisance was the official French colony and the physical

embodiment of the authority of the French Crown in Newfoundland. Though the colony

experienced setbacks and reversals of fortune, it continued to grow and would become the

administrative, military and religious home base for France in Newfoundland

(Proulx1979a). Plaisance was also an economically important centre in itsownrightand

was the largest French settlement on the island.

'This harbour was known to the French as Plaisance and to the Engl ish as Placentia. It retains the

Ialter name today.



Map prepared by Amanda Crompton, with map data derived from www.atlas.gc.ca.



The colony of Plaisance was hardly blessed with longevity; from the time it was

decreed into existence in 1662 until the time it was bartered away by treatyin1713,just

over 50 years had passed. The Treaty of Utrecht, signed between England, France and

other European nations, effectively ended the War of the Spanish Succession. The

signing of this treaty had immediate implications, not just for wars in Europe, but also for

colonieslocatedanoceanaway.Oncethetreatywassigned,thecolonyofPlaisancewas

lost to France and ownership was completely ceded to Britain. Bylate1714,thecolony

had been completely evacuated; all that was French became English andlacoloniede

Plaisance became the town of Placentia. The complete replacement of the population

meant that French houses, gardens, fishing rooms, warehouses, outbuildings,

administrative buildings and fortifications were adopted andadapted by the newly arrived

English and Irish settlers (Proulx 1979b).

Though Placentia's French origins would continue to beremembered,the

colony's existence would eventually be characterized as a quaint episode in which

PlaisancefunctionedforashorttimeasanancientFrenchcapital. Historiographically,

Plaisance is typically portrayed as a doomed experiment from the start---{joomedeither

by inept local administrators, orby distant French bureaucrats whose anention was

focused on more successful and larger settlements elsewhere in New France (Humphreys

1970; Innis 1954; Prowse 1895). Only with more recent historical andarchaeological

research has this interpretation of Plaisance been altered in any appreciable way. Through

the lens of recent scholarship, the colony has started to appear as morethanjustamilitary



outpost;Plaisanceisnowportrayedasapermanentlysettled,socially and economically

complex community (Landry 1995:160).

Much of what we know of the colony comes from documentary and

archaeological studies that have focused on the post-1690 period. Documentation

including official correspondence and notarial documents-increases remarkably in

quantity after this time period. This means that the majority of historic research on the

colony is centred on the later years of the colony's life. The same is true for

archaeological research. A large-scale archaeological project had been carried out in

Placentia in the late 1960s, centred on the post-1693 Castle Hill site(GrangeI971).Asa

result, the period between 1662 and 1690 is not nearly as well understood by either

historians or archaeologists. As the first fort constructed by the French in Plaisance, the

Vieux Fort archaeological site dates to this critical early period of the colony's life-from

1662 to 1690. Additionally, the Vieux Fort is (at the time of writing) the only French

archaeological site in Placentia that was neverre-occupied orre-used by the English after

1713. Both of these factors mean that the Vieux Fort site has the potential toprovidea

new perspective on Plaisance's earliest years. The site was first recorded by Gaulton and

Carter (1997). Following this, theVieux Fort site was the subject of archaeological

survey and full-scale archaeological excavation between 2001 and2004,underthe

direction of the author (Crompton 2002, 2006; Crompton and Temple 2004, 2005). The

analysis of the Vieux Fort site forms the basis of the current study.



1.2 Content Outline

The French colony at Plaisance has been the subject of much historicalwriting.

Historiographically, the colony is often conceptually placed at the periphery of New

France, and is generally described as a small colony at the eastemmostreachesofFrench

North America. In much of this research, Plaisance sits at the margins of influence,

power and importance in the French colonial world. Chapter 2 explores some of the

reasons why this is so and describes how the colony is situated indifferentresearch

traditions. Likewise, the material remains of the French colony havelongbeenofinterest

to antiquarians and archaeologists. From the studies of nineteenth-century antiquarians,

to a fluorescence of federally funded research in the late 1960s, material culture from

both French and English contexts have been excavated and studied. InChapter2,the

current research project will be placed against the background of this previousresearch.A

summary of Plaisance's history is outlined inChapter3,providing a backdrop against

which subsequent archaeological and historical interpretationscanbeset.Muchrecent

historical work has resulted in a re-examination of the colony's history,providinganew

perspective on the lives of Plaisance's settlers (or habitants) andtheir fishing servants (or

engages). Chapter 3 both summarizes this work and adds new interpretations and new

data wherever possible.

Little is known of the Vieux Fort. Historical references to the fort are rare and the

onlymapdepictingthefortinanydepthcontainsquestionabledetail that is exaggerated.

Because the historic record for this early period is so fragmentary,the fort itself has been



dismissed as being of little consequence (Humphreys 1970: 11). As Chapter 4

demonstrates, a re-examination of the historic record has uncovered new data and has

allowed some of the existing data to be re-interpreted. A new picture of the Vieux Fort

emerges, drawn from archaeological excavation, a close examination of available

historical documents and comparisons with other fort sites in the French New World. In

this chapter, the rationale for site selection is discussed and theoverallappearanceofthe

fort is reconstructed. The factors that encouraged and constrained the fort's form and

development are also outlined. Additionally, some consideration is given to the reasons

for the fort's abandonment in the l690s and attention is given to the post-abandonment

Full-scale archaeological excavations at the Vieux Fort targeted one structure

found inside the walls of the fort; from the earliest weeks of excavations,itbecame

apparentthatthisbuildinghousedsoldiersandthusservedasabarracks. This discovery

merits an examination of the history of barracks buildings in New France, which is

discussed in Chapter 5. Archaeological investigation of the barracks building spanned

four field seasons at the Vieux Fort. Chapter 5 outlines the interpretationsofartifacts,

features and site stratigraphy. An examination of chronologically sensitiveartifacts

indicates that the date of the barracks building isentirelyconsistent with a mid-to-late

seventeenth-century occupation. The wider implications of barracksconstructionarealso

outlined, both in terms of how the building was used and what its construction

represented for Plaisance's soldiers.



In order to interpret the material cultureoftheFrenchsoldierinPlaisanceina

culturally meaningful way, a framework for the analysis of glass and ceramic artifacts

needed to be developed. Artifact typologies are thus constructed inChapter6. Similar

typologies developed for sites elsewhere in New France areadapted to render them

suitable for a seventeenth-century Newfoundland site. Data on the material world of the

Frenchsoldierarealsoderived,principally(butnotexc!usively) from Plaisance's notarial

records, dating to the early eighteenth century. The data are combined to provide a

suitable analytical framework for the artifacts from the Vieux Fort sitediscussedin

Chapter? The artifacts found fromthesiteareidentifiedandanalysed,inordert0

illustrate the activities that took place at the Vieux Fort barracks.

At present, the Vieux Fort site is the only French site in Placentia dating

exc!usivelytothefirst30yearsofthecolony'sexistence,withoutany further re

occupation by either the French or English in later years. As a result, the Vieux Fort site

provides an opportunity to study the relations between those who Iived in the colony

during this early period and those living in the larger Atlantic worId.Chapter80ffersan

exploration of the larger trans-oceanic networks that would have supported the fort and

byextension,thecolony. Artifacts from the VieuxFort site offer insight into these larger

networks, to the extent that their production locations and probable histories as items of

trade can be deterrnined. Being able to say that artifacts were manufactured indifferent

locations does not explain how they came to be on the Vieux Fort site in Plaisance.

Reconstructing how larger pan-Atlantic networks were incorporated into local systems of

exchange is aided in no small part by the discovery of an inforrnative setofdocuments



belonging to a French trader working out of Plaisance in the 1670s. Together, a

combination of artifact provenance and documentary analysis can contextualizetheways

in which those living in Plaisance ensured the continued survival andgrowthoftheir

colony.

Theoretical Considerations: Background

The excavation of historic fortifications, trading posts and otherfortified sites has

alonghistorywithinthedisciplineofhistoricalarchaeology(Deagan 1982:155;

Doroszenko2009:507; Little 2009:366). Manyofthesesiteswereexcavated solely for

the purposes of architectural reconstruction and public interpretation, with the result that

much of the published literature has a particularistic and descriptive focus (Moussette

2002:145; Walthall and Emerson 1991:3;Waselkov2009:625). Studies of French

colonial historic sites thus tend to be "site-specific, descriptive,andessentially

atheoretical--or,perhapsmoreprecisely,lackinginexplicittheoreticalexposition"

(WaselkovI997:25). This reflects larger trends within the discipline as a whole.

Theoreticalengagementinhistoricalarchaeologybegantoemergeinthe1970sandonly

became common after the early 1980s (Cleland 1988; Orser 1996:5-16). From this point

onwards, the theoretical interests of historical archaeologists multiplyanddiversify

substantially (Johnson 1999a:28-34;Wilkie2009:335-337).

The following section is not intended to provide a comprehensive reviewof

theoretical applications in historical archaeology generally 0 rinFrenchcolonial



archaeology specifically. Rather, the intent is to provide a review of some of the

theoretical concerns that have shaped research on French sites, particularly those which

involves fortifications, trading posts and outposts. This will provide the intellectual

antecedents of some of the theoretical concerns that will be addressed elsewhere in this

dissertation. The first explicitly framed theoretical archaeology to be applied to French

colonial sites stems fromprocessual theory as it was articulated in the 1970s, when

Lewis Binford suggested that different French and English colonial patterns could be seen

at Fort Michilimackinac (Binford 1978). Binford's processually-informed scientific

archaeologywouldbefurtherexpandedbyStanleySouth(SouthI977,1978). South

developed pattern recognition, inwhichquantitativelydefinedpatternsofartifact

distributionfrequencieswereattributedtodifferentculturalsystems. South believed that

European colonial patterns-belonging to French, British,Spanish, or other cultural

groups-could be distinguished from each other. Despite the popularity of South's

approachinthelate1970sandl980s,littleattentionwaspaidtodeveloping a French

colonial pattern (Walthall and Emerson 1991:12). Further interest inlarge-scale

patterning resulted in the construction of broad economic models toexplaininter-site

variation (Keene 1991:41).

The search for pattern began to be replaced with the quest for markers of French

identity, as seen in the identification of French ceramics and correspondingFrench

foodways by Jean-Franyois Blanchette (1981). Other studies explore the maintenance

and adaptation of French cultural norms in new colonial settings (Desjardins and Duguay

1992:30;FaulknerandFaulknerI987;Lavoie2002;Silvia2002;YakubikI990).Further



research explores how French colonial cultures were formed, including the development

of distinctly new regional identities as well as new practices and cultural behaviours

(Gremillion 2002; Gundersen et al. 2002; Mann 2008; Moussette 2002:144-145, 2003:37;

Nassaney2008;Rees2008). The quest for broad cultural patterns as delineated by

Stanley South has, in many respects, been supplanted by aconsiderationofthe

importance of local factors and historical contingencies in archaeologicalexplanation

(Moussette 1994,2008).

A similar theoretical trajectory characterizes the literature that deals with

interpreting interactions in the French colonial world. The relationshipsbetweenFrench

colonists and Native inhabitants have been particularly well-studied,while interactions

between metropole and colony or between different colonial regions have received less

attention (Walthall and Emerson 1992; Waselkov 1997:13-14,21-22). Where French

inter-regionaltradehasbeenstudied,theinfluenceofworld-systems theory is broadly

apparent. World-systems theory was specifically developed to investigate trade between

European colonies and their home countries in the early modem period(Bushnelland

Greene 2002:4-13; Stein 1999:10-14). World-systems theory, at itscore, is based on the

notion that home countries dominate exchange systems that supply the colonies, which sit

at the periphery of the system (Orser 2009). Large-scale exchange is thus seen as a global

process, entwined with colonial expansion and the growth of capitalism (Carroll

1999:131-132).

In the later 1970sand 1980s, this theoretical orientationbecameapopular

perspective for understanding large-scale economic structures, particularly of complex



societies (Trigger 2006:438). Archaeological applications 0 flarge-scaleeconomic

processes have found some traction in French colonial archaeology. For example, one

early influential study develops a hierarchical model of French fur tradesites,basedon

geographical distribution, economic organization and functional complexity (Tordoff

1983). In so doing, discernible differences in patterning at French fur trade sites are

connected to larger-scale systemic structures. FollowingJudithTordoffswork,others

have continued to apply systemic frameworks to the analysis offortification and trading

outpost sites in New France (Balvay 2006:74; Brown 1985; Keene 2002).

More recently, critics have argued that analyses structured by world-systems

theory tend to produce mechanically reductionist explanations (DietlerI998:297;Johnson

1999b:64-84). Specifically, colonial peripheries are portrayed as passive recipients of the

home country's influence, and this de-emphasizes the importance of local-level processes

or human agency in the colonial periphery (Carroll 1999:132; Stein 2002). In recent

years,theoriesattendingtotheimportanceoftheagencyofindividuals, or groups of

individuals, have come to the fore. These theories recognize the ability of individuals or

groups to influence and interact with larger social structures and the extemalworld

(Dobres and Robb 2000:11; Doman 2002:304,309). Colonial peripheries are now being

re-envisioned as places of influence in their own right (Choquette 2002:202-2036; Stein

1999:16). Attention is now also given to the specific historical contexts that influence

inter-regional exchange (Loewen 2004; Pope2003c; Pope and Batt 2008; Shorter 2002).

These theoretical developments broadly reflect larger trends inarchaeologicaltheory

generally, in which earlier concerns with broad systemic processes and the search for



patterns were later mediated by a new attention to the means by which local and

contextual factors affect archaeological interpretation (Hodder 2003; Trigger 2006:467-

478).

Theoretical Considerations: AtianticHistory

This dissertation builds on the theoretical developments discussed above and

situates them within the context of recent developments in Atlantic history. Though its

intellectual antecedents can be traced back to the mid-twentiethcenturyatleast,Atlantic

history did not emerge as a specifically articulated field until the 1970s,andonlyattained

widespread popularity in the 1990s (Games 2006:744; Morgan and Greene 2009:3). This

perspective has most frequently been adopted by historians. The majority of the literature

is written as Atlantic history, though cultural geographers have also made contributions to

the field (Gabaccia 2004; Ogborn 2005). At its most fundamental level, this approach

takes the Atlantic basin and its surrounding continents as an analyticalfocus. Beginning

in the late medieval period,theAtlanticbasin emerged as a key region for demographic,

social,economicand cultural exchanges between its bordering continents(Morganand

Greene 2009:3; Steele 1986; Vinson 2000). Atlantic history piacesemphasis on the ocean

as a connector that knits together diverse peoples, places and processes;atitsbroadest

conception,itisaframingdevicethathighlightstheconnectionsacross the Atlantic and

between continents (Cohen 2008:390; Games 2004:3). Atlantic studies document "the

creation, destruction, and re-creation of communities as aresultofthe movement, across



andaroundtheAtlanticbasin,ofpeople,commodities,culturalpractices, and values"

(Elliott 2002:239). Within this geographic space, cultures, beliefs and objects were

linked together in an increasingly complex and dense set of connections (Morgan and

Greene 2009:8).

Though the Atlantic world interlinked people and places, it is not conceivedasa

monolithic geographical entity. Superficially, the conceptappearssimilartoFemand

Braudel's Mediterranean, which is portrayed as a self-contained sea,linkingits

surrounding peoples with shared connections (Braudel 1949). Yet beyond the broadest of

similarities, the Atlantic and the Mediterranean are different entities. By many

measures-geographic, climactic, cultural and linguistic, just to name a few-the Atlantic

and its surrounding regions exhibit much greater variety. Thediversity of the Atlantic

region resulted in encounters and experiences that variedprofoundIy, both within and

between cultures (Bailyn 2005:61; Games 2006). The Atlantic is thus more than a simple

geographic entity; it is a multivalent concept which was experiencedbydifferentpeople

in different ways. For example, people from different regions experiencedtheAtlanticin

ways that related to their place of origin. Thus, we can speak of the English, French or

Spanish Atlantic, or the Black Atlantic of the African diaspora. We might also think of

theAtlanticasexperienceddifferentlybythosebelongingtoaspecificoccupationor

social class, such as a working-class Atlantic or a merchant Atlantic. Similarly, the

Atlantic can also be expressed in religious terms, resulting in studiesofaJewish,

Catholic, or Huguenot Atlantic (Armitage 2002; Augeron et al. 2009; Games 2004:3-4;

Gervais 2011:29; Morgan and Greene 2009). Ultimately, no singular narrative or



perspective can illustrate the experiences of those who lived andworked in the circum

Atlantic region.

One of the interpretive advantages of the Atlanticisttheoretical position is that

researchers are encouraged to think outside of traditional scholarlyboundaries,andtocast

aside the limits of national historiographies and regional research traditions (Games

2006:749-750). Major research paradigms in Atlantic history have been broadly

categorized into a number of thematic clusters. Circum-Atlantic studies examine the

Atlantic region as a whole, while trans-Atlantic studies adopt an international

comparative approach and cis-Atlantic studies examine a region within a larger Atlantic

context (Armitage 2002: IS; Cohen 2008:390). These research foci open the way for

analyses that span historiographies, languages and researchtraditions.

The Atlantic perspective is not intended to reductively ascribeoceanic-centric

explanations to all cultural and historical developments. Not all topics of inquiry require

an Atlantic explanation; multiple perspectives (which need notbeAtlantic) can be

usefully applied to a single region (Games 2004:4, 2006:749). Furthermore, care must be

takentoensurethattheAtlanticperspectivecanbereadasmorethanjustanother

Eurocentric framework for interpreting the past. The lives and perspectives of Native

peoples,inparticular,havenotfiguredprominentlyinAtlanticstudies (Cohen 2008:394).

Unless care is taken to make sure that Atlantic approaches are inclusive and cross

traditional research boundaries, Atlantic history may simplyberead as old imperial or

colonial history, repackaged under a new name (Games 2006:745; Morgan and Greene



2009:5). However,ifcarefullyconsideredandthoughtfullyframed,theAtlantic is a style

of inquiry that is "good to think with" (Cohen 2008:390).

Generally speaking, British Atlantic studies form the largestproportion of the

literature; by comparison, far fewer authors have explored theFrenchAtlantic(Burnard

andPotofsky2011:3;HodsonandRushforth201O). Certainly, French scholars have

made contributions to Atlantic history even before the field was formallyarticulated,and

have continued to make contributions since the concept of Atlantic history was fully

developed(BurnardandPotofsky2011).FindingFrenchAtlanticliterature is not

difficult; significant contributions have been made by many scholars. For example, Dale

Miquelon(1978),John Bosher (1987) and James Pritchard (1999) haveinvestigated

French merchants on both sides of the Atlantic and the trade to New Francegenerally.

Kenneth Banks (2002) investigates the administration of French overseascolonies. The

French fishery has been the topic of study by Charles de laMorandiere(1962),Laurier

Turgeon (1987) and Jean-Franyois Briere (1990).

Yet when compared to the profusion of British Atlantic scholarship, the body of

French Atlantic work is certainly less abundant. This less-frequent engagement with the

concept of the French Atlantic has been attributed to disciplinary compartmentalization

and research regionalisation. In France, colonial and post-colonialstudiesareweakly

developed. In Canada, historical studies typically focus on North American issuesand

sometimes exhibit less of an interest in a larger transatlantic context (Hodson and

Rushforth 2010; Vidal 2006). Additionally, some parts of the French colonial Atlantic



world-such as the French Caribbean-are simply not as well-researched as others

(Burnard and Potofsky 2011:5).

Another reason the French Atlantic has not been as widely adopted lies in the

presumption that modem Atlantic history is a better fit for Anglo and Iberian research

traditions, where the field has had its most enthusiastic reception(VidaI2006).By

comparison to the English and Spanish Atlantics, the French Atlantic world was relatively

limited in scale and in economic importance. As a result, some critics view the concept

of the Atlantic as one that cannot be satisfactorily applied to Frenchhistory(Marshall

2009:2). Others have described the French Atlantic as both tenuously-established and

over-reliant on the state, which may also contribute to thecomparativelackofinterest

from French historians (Cohen 2008:393). Historiographical studies of the French

Atlantic have also argued that this situation has been exacerbated by the perception that

some French colonial dependencies (such as those in the French Caribbean) were failures.

As a result, these regions are less likely to be included in broad Frenchhistorical

narratives (Burnard and Potofsky 201l:7). In recent years, the quantity of French

Atlantic scholarship has increased considerably (Greer 2010). Some historians have noted

that the transnational emphasis that characterizes more recent Atlantic history may help

alleviate some of the disciplinary fragmentation that marks the Frenchscholarlyliterature

(Dubois 2009:147).

For the purposes of this dissertation, the content-driven objectionstoaFrench

Atlantic are put aside. Even if the French Atlantic presence was different than the English

or Iberian Atlantic presence interrns of population size, economic stability and degree of



state dependence, the construct itself is still meaningful. Atlanticexperienceswerea

product of unique historical contingencies and so will have differentdevelopmental

trajectories (Marzagalli 1999; Schmidt 2009: 180). Furthermore, the concept of a French

Atlantic is particularly useful fora study that involves the French Newfoundland

fisheries. The size of the French transatlantic fishing fleet was significant, rapidly

growing through the sixteenth century to encompass perhaps 500 ships and 10000 men.

The scale and economic impact of the French Atlantic fishery cannot be dismissed as

insignificant (Pope 2004:19-20; Turgeon 1985, 1998:592). The transatlantic French cod

fishery was, by its very purpose, inextricably entwined with the Atlantic.

Indeed,theAtlantic provides a useful vantage point to begin thinking about the

colonisation of the coastal regions of I'Amerique seplemrionale. The need to secure

adequate shore stations for processing fish on land would have promptedfamiliarisation

with Atlantic coastlines (Briere 1990:3-4). Early exploration and colonization attempts

oflen involved persons with previous experience in the fisheries (Trudel 1973:12,65-66).

Indeed,"thecodfisheryallowedtheFrenchto'occupy'thecoastsofnorth-eastemNorth

America, to symbolically consume this space and progressively constructacolonial

territory. In a sense, their colonial project originated in the fishery" (Turgeon 2009:34).

Settlements at Plaisance and Louisbourgwerefoundedwiththepurposeofsafeguarding

the North Atlantic cod fishery. French administrators also hoped that the fish produced in

its North American settlements would become integrated into Caribbean trading networks

(Turgeon 1985:263-264). Thus, the quest for marine products from the North Atlantic



providedmotives,bothsyrnbolicandtangible,fortheestablishmentofoverseascolonies

in the North Atlantic region.

Atlantic influences played out in the development of coastal settlements

established along the Atlantic littoral. Most French colonies shared some very broad

characteristics, including legal and administrative structures (Banks 2002:9). However,

New France was not a clearly delineated territory, nor was it a uniformly administered

political entity (Greer 2010:701). French settlements were notestablished with a set,

comprehensive package of institutions or colonial mechanisms; rather, such institutions

were transferred to the colonies in an uneven fashion (Johnston200I:x ix-xx,303).The

polyglot assortment of settlements and outposts in New France were thus an "unsorted

collection of peoples and possibilities and they received 'assembled bits of attention'

from the state" (Banks 2002:7). As a result, settlements in the French colonial world had

different developmental histories and by the eighteenth century, had developed distinct

Settlements along the Atlantic littoral developed along a differentsocial,

economic and cultural trajectory than their inland counterparts (Greer 1997:112). Atlantic

influences played an obvious role in the economic livelihood of coastal Iybased

settlements. Those who lived along the Atlantic coast tended to draw their living from

the sea-such as at Louisbourg, where fishing, wholesale trading and the coasting trade

forrned some of the principal economic activities (Balcom 1984; MooreI995:237-238).

Social institutions that were present in some parts of New France-the seigneurial system

oflandtenurefoundintheLaurentiansettlements,forexample--wereabsent in the



Atlantic settlements of Plaisance and Louisbourg(Greer 1997:112). Frenchcolonial

projects can thus be characterized as diversely organized and situationally adaptable,

depending on their location. Atlantic influences certainly played a role in colonial

development(HodsonandRushforth201O;]ohnston2oo1:303;Potofsky2008:384).

Atlantic Historical Archaeology and the Colony of Plaisance

Atlantic perspectives have largely been adopted by historians and cultural

geographers, though the framework can be easily adapted to other disciplines,including

anthropology and archaeology (Games 2008). Archaeologists are beginning to tum to the

concept of the Atlantic as a fruitful analytical construct. Initialinterestinadapting

Atlantic history to suit the needs of archaeology has particularly comefrom

archaeologists concerned with environmental reconstruction (Coles and Housely 2004;

Hambrecht and Arendt 2009). A consideration of the research specifically focused on

Newfoundland fmds that most of the Atlanticist research has come from historians. but

archaeologists are beginning to adopt this framework (Bannister 2003:3-4;Codignola

2005; Dwyer 2006:315; Pope 2004). Atlantic historical archaeology can easily be

expanded to embrace the full extent of themes covered by Atlantic history. Thematically,

the concerns of Atlantic history overlap with the issues typicallytackledinhistorical

archaeology, such as the development of capitalism, the origins of the modem world and



studies of class, consumerism, gender and colonialism (Bailyn 2009; Games 2006; Little

2009; Orser 1996). For the purposes of this dissertation, Atlantic historicalarchaeology

encompasses the study of the material culture (including the written record) of the

Atlanticregion,withanemphasisonthecontact,connectionsandculturalentanglements

established around the Atlantic littoral and across the ocean. Atlantic historical

archaeology does not necessarily centreona single historical process, location, or series

of events, though it certainly can.

The Atlantic framework has a particular utility for Newfoundland-focused

researchers and for the present study of the history and archaeology 0 fthe colony of

Plaisance. The Atlantic was not just a watery highway that provided the means of

settlement and a boundary to be crossed and re-crossed in the process of the growth of

European settlement in Newfoundland. The Atlantic also provided, in its marine

biomass, the principal reason forEuropeanexplorationof,andsettlementin,

Asthenotionthat'oceansconnect'gainscurrencyamonghistoriansand
geographers, we would do well to remember that. .. people not only
crossed oceans and used them to stitch together empires of commerce and
meaning, but also relied on ocean products and services as neverbefore.
The salient connections were not only across oceans, but between people
and the sea (Bolster 2008:23; original emphasis).

Anocean-centredperspectivereflectsthecentralityandimportanceofthe ocean to the

peoples who lived in Newfoundland. Plaisance was established inalandscapeand

seascape that had been familiar to French mariners for over 150 years. The colony had



been founded with the purpose of making manifestFrance'sdesireforashare of the

Newfoundland fisheries, and had an economic basis firmly centred upon the extraction of

cod from the ocean. The Atlantic was a vital highway for those who lived in Plaisance,

for ships brought labour, supplies, correspondence and informationfrom France and from

other colonies. Locally, navigating waterways surrounding the colony meant that planters

could fish,gatherwood and hunt on adjacent islands and in nearby bays. Theocean

brought people-French, Basque, Native, English, African and Irish-into contact with

each other in ways that were unique to this part of the world. The Atlantic had the

potential to constrain the colony and individuals' lives as much asitprovided

opportunities. Storms, winter weather, pack ice, persistent fog and navigational dangers

meant that the Atlantic took lives by shipwreck and drowning. The Atlantic Ocean

enabled connections, conflict, competition and co-operation between the people who

lived there, shaped by Plaisance's distinct historical trajectory.Bymanymeasures,the

French colony of Plaisance and the Atlantic Ocean are inseparable.

AnAtianticperspectivealsoprovidesameanstointegratedifferentscalesof

analysis. This approach encourages a consideration of both the impact of larger trans-

regional structures, as well as the role of individual experiencesin(literallyand

metaphorically) navigating the Atlantic world.

This was a world in which people's horizons could be intensely local -at the
level of a village, a clan, a band, or a family, whether in Europe, America, or
Africa. But at the same time, the transformations within that local world were
determined by a process of interaction with a larger world (Games 1999: 163).



In other words, the Atlantic perspective concedes the existence of largercultural,social

and political structures. However, such structures were often adapted,subvertedand

diverted by local actors to suit local needs (Dawdy 2008:4-5,227). This attempt to find a

balance, or at least an interpretive accommodation, for the effects of both structure and

agent within Atlantic-framed histories corresponds well with parallel developments in

archaeological and anthropological theory (Hauser 2009; Hicks and Beaudry 2006;

Pauketat2001; Sassaman and Holly 2011). As the brief theoretical overviewabovehas

outlined,historical archaeologists have also been grappling with these concepts of

analytical scale: from a search for large scale patterns (identifying French patterns, or

constructing large-scale models of trade and economic orientation),toaconsiderationof

the importance of local actors, locally dependent contingencies and small-scale

adaptations to explain the variability seen on French colonial sites.

The encouragement to integrate different analytical scales will beusefulforthe

present study. Plaisance was part of New France, broadly defined, which means that

wider comparisons between the colony's material culture and documentary record should

be sought with the rest of the French colonial world. For example, the material

manifestations of the colony's administrative structures (including fortifications,

governor's residences, churches, property divisions, storehouses and military residences,

just to name a few) ought to be compared to other French colonies elsewhere in the New

World. Commonalities might be expected, testifying to ways of building colonies that

might be thought to be characteristically French. For example, how do the fortifications

constructed in Plaisance compare with those constructed elsewhere across the French



colonial world? Such questions do not equate with a quest for a Frenchcolonialpattern,

ashistoricalarchaeologistsofthel970smighthavecharacterized it, but rather for

broadly based similarities influencedbya shared colonial administrativestructure. Such

comparisons might in fact reveal that shared cultural and administrativestructures do not

translate into shared material expressions: fortifications at Plaisance may not resemble

fortifications at French Michilimackinac, for the simple reason that Plaisance is not

located in the Illinois country. We may in fact see that Plaisance's fortifications were

influenced in appearance and design just as much by its location and its own history, as

by its French cultural origins.

Infact,adoptinganAtlanticapproachmeansthatweshouldlookoutside of

standard national research traditions; in other words, we should not restrict our

comparisons to the archaeology of the French colonial world. The English and the

French settled in Newfoundland mostly for the same reasons; the demands and

opportunities presented by living on the island of Newfoundland mayhaveprompted

similar responses from both groups. What is more, Atlantic historians remind us that

studies of early modern Newfoundland should encompass not only the English and

Frenchexperience,butalsotheAfrican,Aboriginal,lrish,Basque,Portugueseand

Spanish experiences as well (Candow 2006:370). This is an ideal that should be pursued,

though practically it is difficult for one person to achieve a masteryofallofthe

languages, documentary and artifactual records that derive fromthese groups. The current

study is aided by the fact that the historical andarchaeologicalrecordsfortheEnglish



presence in early modem Newfoundland are well-understood and will provide a useful

comparative perspective.

Ultimately, the Atlantic perspective allows us to characterize PIaisanceasa

colony that must be considered on its own, as a unique colonial entity,aswellasapartof

the larger administrative and political entity of New France. The theoretical viewpoint

adopted in this dissertation is that New France is not a monolithic overseas empire, but

rather a patchwork of French settlement, French influence and French territorial

pretentions(Greer1997:3;Marzagalli1999:7l). Indeed, colonies in New France can best

be regarded as fundamentally experimental entities (Dawdy 2008:1 8). Inthecaseof

Plaisance, we can take into account the colony's positionanddevelopmentwithinthe

larger cultural, administrative and political entity of New France as a whole. Equally as

important is an understanding of the co!ony's ill situ development in its specific colonial

context. Local factors influenced how the colony was established and the physical shape

it took during its development, the location and design of its fortifications and the lives of

the soldiers who lived there, as well as in a consideration of the relationshipsbetween

Plaisance and other communities along the Atlantic littoral. Uniting all of these analytical

threadsisanAtlantic,ocean-centredperspective,inwhichtheestablishmentand

historical trajectory of the colony of Plaisance is resolutely intertwined.



Chapter 2

Plaisance in Context: Previous Research and the

Placentia Uncovered Archaeology Project

Background

Plaisance's status as the only official French colony in Newfoundland means that

it has been the subject of much scholarly research and popularwriting,extendingback

well over a century. Research focusing on Plaisance is scattered across disciplines;

furthermore, the colony is treated in varying degrees of depth and detail in the relevant

literature. Most large scale histories of New France typically refertoPlaisanceina

parenthetical fashion, as a distant outpost on the edge of the empire thatwas New France.

A much smaller proportion of the available literature takes the colony asa focus of

analysis in its entirety. TheoveraJlperipheraltreatmentofthecolonyinhistoricaland

archaeological surveys of New France and Newfoundland is perhaps aresultofthe

regionalisation of research traditions. For example, Quebecois historians tend to study the

Laurentian settlements, while the history of Louisiana and Illinois tends to be written by

specialists in American history (Greer 2009:21). Work in these different

historiographical traditions also tends to treat the French and Engl ish separately-and this

is true of the historiography of New France and the historiography of Newfoundland

(Candow 2006:370; Greer 2003:469,484). [n a similar fashion, archaeologists who



focused on French colonial archaeology developed their own regionallyspecific

interpretive traditions (Moussette 2007:151; Waselkov and Walthall 2002:64). Thus,

while the colony of Plaisance is referred to in many publications, only a few actually

focus on the colony in any depth.

This review must also accommodate different disciplines, for Plaisance has been

the subject of study by varied scholars, from antiquarians, popular andacademic

historians, to archaeologists and folklorists as well. As much as one might wish to

construct a standard historiography-neatly docketing scholarly work decade by decade,

or paradigm by paradigm-the totality of research on Plaisance cannotbe fitted into such

a scheme with any sort of ease. Because the unit of focus is a particular location, nota

subject, ora theme, or a single event, this summary of relevant research does not always

conform to a chronologically ordered historiography. Thus, the present summary is

divided into categories that sometimes crosscut periods and themes. This review is aided

in no small part by the Olaf Janzen's literature review(1994),updatedon the intemet in

Janzen(2011),amongothers. Sites referred to in this chapter are located in Figure 2.1.

The Early Histories

The earliest histories referring to the French colony at Plaisance, at least in

passing, are French in origin. The very earliest histories tendto document the heroic

elements of military action that were launched from Plaisance against English



Figure 2.1 The location of selected archaeological sites in Placentia.

Sites are indicated eitherbya provincially designated Borden numberorby a federally

designated Parks Canada [PC] site designation. Map prepared by Amanda Crompton,

usingdatafromhttp://gis.<1eosurv.gov.nl.calresourceatlas/viewer.htm.

I) The Vieux Fort [ChAl-04].

2) Fort Frederick [ChAI-OI].

3) Fort Louis/New Fort [ChAI-09].

4) The Gallardin [PC number 2AI8].

5) Castle Hill [PC number 2AI].

6)Crevecoeur Battery [ChAl-15].

7) Point Verde [ChAm-OI].

8) Mount Pleasant Knoll [ChAl-ll].
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Newfoundland (Charlevoix (1900 [1744]). Though dating to an early period, Charlevoix's

writings occupied a central place in both the English and Frenchhistoriography of New

France for almost a century (Trigger 1985:23).

Early English-speaking historians, most notably Francis Parkman, occasionally

touched on Plaisance, but usually only to highlight its failure asacolony. Anearly

Newfoundland historian, Judge D.W. Prowse, has cast a long shadow through

Newfoundland historiography (Bannister 2002). Prowse saw the significance of the

establishmentoftheFrenchcolonyinPlaisance,andindeedtheoccupationofsucha

large portion of Newfoundland's coastline by the French,as a "betrayalofEnglish

territory and English rights" (Prowse 1895: 178). Prowse also portrayed French

colonisationinNewfoundlandasafailure:Plaisancewasadministered by tyrannical

governors, whose corrupt behaviour ensured that the colony did not flourish(Prowse

1895:181-182).

These early historians take as their canvas the large ebb and flow of clashing

empires, though occasionally particular events or personages areplucked out for closer

study. Some of these noteworthy events are the 1690 Basque uprising and the

establishmentoftheRecolletmissioninthecolony(leBlantI932;HugolinI911).

Historical interest in the notable men of the colony is reflected in a number of

biographical histories, such as the history of Nicolas Gargot"ditJambe-de-bois"or

Governor Phillippe Pastour de Costebelle (Millon 1928; Ie Blant 1935). Dated though all

of these early works are, their influence has endured through twentieth-century

Newfoundland historiography (Candow2006:370).



Antiquarian Studies of the Ancient French Capital

i'

While early twentieth-century historians were writing their studies of great events

and great men in Plaisance, a parallel antiquarian interest in the formerremainsofthis

"Ancient French Capital" also developed. None of this interest would translate into actual

archaeological investigation of the physical remains. Though earlyarchaeologistswereat

work in Newfoundland at this time, they tended to focus on the historicandprehistoric

Native cultures that occupied the island,ratherthantheearlyEuropean presence

(Thomson 1986: 193-194). For the most part, antiquarian interest in Plaisance was limited

to remarks on the still-visible remnants of the colony. For example, James P. Howley-

who would become best-known for his early work on the history and material culture of

the Beothuk-visitedPlacentia in 1868 as part ofa geological expeditionwithAlexander

Murray (Kirwin and Story 1991). In his reminiscences, Howley commented on the

visible remains of Castle Hill, their state of preservation and the commanding nature of

the site (Kirwin and Story 1991:182). Additionally, the historian Michael F. Howley

(James Howley's brother) and John Mullock comment on the ruins of old French

Plaisance. Mullock briefly discusses the state of preservation of the physical remains of

the French fortresses (1860:15). Mullock's comments are echoed in Michael Howley's

monograph The Ecclesiastical History ofNewfoundland, accompanied by an illustration

of the standing ruins of the French fort at Castle Hill (1888: 149-150). For Michael

Howley, the old forts of Placentia are "silent ruins, [that] speak with a thrilling voice to



the soul as one wanders over the grass-grown ramparts, and recalls many a bloody fray"

(Howleyn.d.:4).

Michael Howley also took an interest in material remains from Placentia that

could be read in the most literal sense, in his description of headstones from the French

period at Placentia. Beginning with his initial discussion of the headstones in 1888,

Howley would continue to decipher the headstones and publish articlesonthemfor

nearly25years(1902,1903,1908,1912). Howley carefully recorded and documented

them and began the process of translation. One was written in French; he suspected

initially that the remaining three were written in Latin,though later discovered that these

threeheadstoneswereinfactinscribedinBasque(Howleyl888,1902,1903,1908).

HowleyparticularlyexploredthebiographyofSvigaricipi,aBasquecaptain named in

one of the more complete stones (Howley 1912). Howley was also interested in the relics

of English Placentia-in particular,a painting of the old royal coatofarmsandapainted

bailiff'sstaff,bothofwhichdatetotheeighteenthcemury(HowleyI904,1909).

Michael Howley's (and, to a lesser extent, John Mullock and James Howley's)

wide-ranging interests in the history and material culture of Piacentia is typical of the

time. Nineteenth-century historians explored diverse subjects,whichtoday fall under the

separate disciplines of folklore, history, archaeology, anthropology, or ethnology (Levine

1986:11-17;70-75).lndeed,MichaelHowleywritesofhavinganinterestofeverything

relatingtothehistoryofNewfoundland,in"everyinscriptionor epitaph having the

slightest pretension to antiquity; every vestige of the formeroccupationof

in a word,everythingwiththe shadow ofaclaim to archaeological



distinction" (Howley 1888:7). This interest is not just purely antiquarian. It also served a

role in nascent Newfoundland nationalism. Michael Howley was a vocal Newfoundland

patriot and his work related to Placentia reflects this (Crosbie 2(00). Howleyclearly

indicates this in his writings, for example: "there are at Placentia many other interesting

relics, old MSS., with an autograph of Louis X£V; old forts andbatteries,etc., which,

together with the beautiful natural scenery, make it a place worthy ofa visit from the

tourist and the antiquary" (Howley 1902:91). Howley wrote that Placentia's historic past

and natural beauty could act as a spur to tourism and general developmentinthearea

(Howley n.d.:4). In effect, Howley was but the first in a line of authors who would state

that developing awareness of Placentia's antiquities could play a role in boosting

tourism-an argument that continues to be made over 100 years later.

Economic Histories and Histories of the Fisheries

Exploration of the economic impact of the Atlantic fisheries begins with the

publication of Harold Innis' The Cod Fisheries in 1940 (revised and reprinted in 1954).

Since its first articulation, Innis' staple theory has reverberated through the historiography

of the New World. lnnis argued that the exploitation of staple exports such ascodhelped

to structure and shape the political economy ofa region. In the new colonies, staple

exports formed the most important part of the economy and fuelled economic growth. In

The Cod Fisheries, Innis writes of an economic battleground played out between England

and France on the fishing grounds, in which England effectively triumphed. Innisargues



that the reasons for English success are found in itseconomicflexibility, which allowed

England to establish a locally based and locally supplied industry. The French, on the

otherhand,wereforced to rely increasingly on govemmental supportfor their inefficient

migratoryfishingindustry,basedoutofEurope(lnnisI954:x,178).Historianshave

argued that Innis' work hearkens back to the histories of Francis Parkman: both depict the

rise and fall of French fortunes as a heroic struggle, in which the English triumph over the

French because of their fundamental cultural superiority (Moore 1990:45-47). Innis'

theories have also been criticized for being economically deterministic, but his influence

is still seen, particularly in studies that examine why fishingcolonies did not diversify

beyond staple production (Balcom 1984:174,178,194).

Charles de la Morandiere's massive three volume work is another important early

contribution to the historiography of the French Newfoundland fisheries(1962). Though

because it is largely descriptive rather than analytical,itstillstandsasamonumental

exploration of the history of the fisheries (Pritchard 1999:162). De laMorandierewas

also one of the few historians of his day who grasped thesignificanceofthesea-based

economy (Johnston 200I:xxviii). A section of his publication is devoted to the history

and economy of Plaisance. While he thoroughly documents the political history of the

colony, he is equally imerested in exploring the trade networks that supported il. This

topic was explored in a more focused sense in an earlier article on Malouinoutfitlingfor

the Newfoundland fisheries (de la Morandiere 1961).



Following de la Morandiere, John Humphreys published a short but detailed

inquiry into the nature of Plaisance's supply networks (1970). Humphreys casts a critical

eye on the contribution of the merchant ships to Plaisance's economic survival,arguing

thattheyoftengrosslyinflatedtheirprices,whichthecolonists-desperatefor

supplies- were forced to pay. He also discusses the smaller role of Quebec traders in

supplying Plaisance, as well as the illicit trade with the English, or with the New England

colonies. Humphrey's research places the study of supply within an administrative

context, which he uses to assess French mercantilist policy (HumphreysI970:vii,7-9,

15). Jean-Pierre Proulx's work on the military and administrative history 0 fPlaisance

briefly touches on economic maners, mostiyrevolving around the issue of the costs of

provisioning the settlement and its dependency on overseas supply from the mother

country (1979a). James Pritchard continues with a similar analysis in his consideration of

state-sponsored methods of colonial supply and argues that they were disastrous for the

colony (1999). Pritchard's interpretation continues the argument of other historians:

official supply lines to the colony were tenuous at best, the disruption of these routes was

fatal and the colonists themselves were helpless victims of unfair profiteering.

The scale, composition and origins of the French fishing fleet have been examined

in far greater analytical detail by scholars such as Jean-Franyois Briere(1990). Briere

examinesthemigratoryfisheryafterl713,particularlyfocusingonthemechanicsofthe

fishery, its annual rhythms, the trade connections between the French portsthatoutfitted

ships for the Newfoundland fisheries and the French ports thatabsorbed the product of

the fishery (1990). Laurier Turgeon, in a similar fashion, has explored the trade networks



linking French ports and the Newfoundland fisheries, extending this analysis back into

the seventeenth and sixteenth centuries (Turgeon 1985,1986, 1997,2004). Though

Plaisance appears only infrequently as a topic of discussion for both Briere and Turgeon,

their publications are invaluable as a larger interpretive context for the Plaisance fishery.

They also make excellent use of previously understudied notarial documents,which

permit detailed quantitative analysis of large-scale trade networks.

Recent work by Nicolas Landry demonstrates that other document collections can

illuminate different aspects of trade and exchange in Plaisance (Landry 1995, 1998). For

example, his examination of notarial records shows that privateering played an important

role in the provisioning and economic growth of the colony; his studieshave

demonstrated the hitherto-unappreciated vitality and complexityofPlaisance'slocal

economy (2002a, 2004). Landry examines the relationships between resident merchants

in Plaisance, the kinds of financial ventures they launched and how their operations were

financed (Landry 2001a). He also investigates the relations between resident fishermen

and their fishing servants, or engages and reconstructs theconditionsoffisheries-based

employment in the colony (Landry 2002b, 2007). As demonstrated in Landry's recent

synthetic monograph,Plaisancepossessed a vibrant and complex economy, which stands

in stark contrast to earlier interpretations of its dire and bleak economicoutlook(2008:77-

133).



Military and Administrative Histories

Plaisance was France's only official colony in Newfoundland. As aresult,studies

focusing on the instruments of state authority-the military and the administrative

structureofthecolony-arepartofthehistoriographicaltraditionrelated to Plaisance.

The colony's administrative governance and the exploits oftheFrenchmilitaryhavebeen

a subject of comment from the earliest histories (Charlevoix (1744 [III] :289-291,320

323; Garneau (1846 [II]:118-125). Plaisance's role as a militarycentre is referenced in the

early antiquarian literature, biographies of great men and as a component of larger

administrative histories (de la Morandiere 1962). A detailed examination of the military

development of the colony is not taken as a focus of historical research until the work of

Jean-PierreProulx(1968,1970, 1979a,b).Withinachronologically ordered structure,

Proulx summarizes the major military and administrative developments of the colony, as

well as the developments of the fortifications.

Roland P1aze examines the administrative structures in place in PIaisancebetween

1689 and 1713,gaugingthe impact of its status as a royal colony (1991). Andre

Charbonneautakesmilitaryarchitectureasafocusinhisexamination of the redoubt in

New France, in his analysis of the design of Fort Royale (Castle Hill) and the role that

this fort played in the history of the colony (1992). Pritchard continues a focus on the

intersection between administrative structures, combining them with a consideration of

the alliances struck between the Ministry of the Marine and private individuals to arrange

for the resupply of the colony (Pritchard 1999). He continues this work with an



examination of the ways in which administrators and those living in Plaisance were able

to orchestrate their own defence during times of war, in the absence 0 ffrequentsupport

from the Marine (Pritchard 2001).

Population Histories

Interest in the people of Plaisance has figured in histories of the colony for some

time, though the earliest histories are usually of the great men associated with the colony,

such as Philippe Pastour de Costebelle (Ie Blant 1935). The Dictionary of Canadian

Biography and the Encyclopedia ofNewfoundland and Labrador provide useful

biographicalinformationon(typicallymale)personsofnote,particularlygovernorsand

well-known military officers (Belanger and Cook 2000; Pitt and Smallwood 1981-1994).

A similar encyclopedic framework is taken by Stephen White, but with the very real

difference being that White combed notarial documents for data reIatingto the general

populationofPlaisance,notjustthenoteworthygovernorsormilitary men (l999).

Landry tackles the analytical workofpopulationhistory,gathering together

notarial data to reconstruct the population of Plaisance and itsdemographichistory

(2001b). Unfortunately,intheabsenceofparishrecordsfromPlaisance,Landryhasno

choice but to rely strictly on census data and notarial documents ; even so, the population

can be reconstituted to a degree that permits comparison with otherregions(Landry

2001b).Landryexpandsthisfocustoconsidernotjustwiththeresident population of



settlers (habitants),butalso the number, origins and material circumstancesoffishing

servants (engages),soldiers and officers (2008). The research by Landry and White has

thus revealed the colony to be more than just a small fishing outpost or a mil itarypost,

but rather a complex and relatively populous Newfoundland settlement.

Archaeology and History in the 196Os: The Parks Canada Stimulus

A major research project that had significant implications for our understandingof

the history and archaeology of Placentia began to take shape in the 1960s,underthe

auspices of Parks Canada. This occurred during a period when Parks Canada expanded,

along with a surge in the restoration and reconstruction of historic sites (Fry 1986:38,

2007:20). Indeed,ithasbeenarguedthatthepracticeofhistoricalarchaeology in Canada

grew dramatically with the expansion of Parks Canada's archaeological services(Fry

1986:38). Sites were variously chosen for nationalist and economic concems, as well as

on their potential for development as tourism venues. This expansionofhistoricsites

under Parks Canada's mandate has been described as an explicitsearchfora"tangible

historiography" of Canadian cultural history (Payne and Taylor 2003:6; Taylor

1990:xvii).

AmajorphaseofresearchcentredonPIacentiainthel960sandl970sowesits

origins to this expansion of Parks Canada. In 1962,provincialandlocalofficials

organisedatercentennialcelebrationofthefoundingofthel662foundingoftheFrench

colony (Newfoundland Quarterly 1962:17). Preparations for the tercentennial celebrations



at Castle Hill included erecting flagpoles and installing a small wooden gun platforrn and

cannon(Grangel971:82-83). Reports during the celebrations note that the site was

under consideration for restoration to serve as a tourist attraction (Harrington 1962:14).

A 1962 agenda paper for the Historic Sites and Monuments Board (HSMB) contains an

assessment of the state of preservation of the remnants of the French colony (in particular

the fortifications). The Castle Hill site receives some attention in this report and the

authors also indicate that Castle Hill was the subject of an already-existingreconstruction

proposal (Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada [HSMB) 1962:3-4). Before

archaeological work was undertaken, a historical survey of availabledocumentary

evidencewascompleted,toprecedearchaeologicalinvestigation (lngram 1965). This

report focused entirely on the Castle Hill site and paid almost exclusiveattention to the

physical features of the fort, including its major architectural constructionphases.Plans

of the fort were produced for major construction phases of the fort and carefulnotewas

made of site features that could be corroborated withdocumentaryevidence.

Archaeological work began in 1965, under the direction of Roger Grange (then of

the University of South Florida). This was the first of two major field seasons (the second

in 1968) that comprise the bulk of the work at the site. The site was aProvincial

Historical Park at the time, although the sponsoring agency for the excavationwasthe

Federal Historic Sites Division (Grange 1965:i). At the time, it was unclear what the

developmentaltrajectoryofthefortwouldbe:whetherreconstruction or simply

stabilization was to be attempted (Grange 1965:5). Preliminaryresearchgoalsatthis

point were primarily to gain structural information about the site itself. A thorough



programme of excavation was completed that summer, allowing the archaeologists to

reconstruct the layout of exterior defensive walls, as well ascompletestructural details of

all buildings located on the interior of the redoubt (Grange 1965: 13-14,62). Excavation

was concerned with identifying features, understanding how features related to French

and English construction and/or modification of the fort, andevaluatingtheoverallstate

of preservation. Excavated stones were retained, particularly those that were cut, dressed,

or otherwise significant, so that the appearance of the fort could be reconstructed (Grange

1965:58-61). Grange took great care in untangling stratigraphic relationships of this

complex site, though the results of his artifact analysis would not be discussed in any

detail until the final report was produced. Grange's ultimate recommendations following

the 1965 field season were that future archaeological work be deferreduntilamasterplan

for the development of the site had been developed, particularly as related to the degree

andnatureofstabilization,reconstructionandinterpretivedevelopment(1965:63).

Work at Castle Hill would soon take on a new direction, as decisions were made

regardingitsownershipandfuturedevelopment.1n 1968, the Castle Hill site and its

surrounding land were granted by the Province of Newfoundland to theGovernrnentof

Canada, to be developed as a National Historic Site (National Historic Sites Service 1968;

Proulx 1968:149). The 1965 field season had accomplished much, but a good deal of

work was to be completed in 1968, again under Grange. By 1968, the decision had been

made to continue excavations and to consolidate the exposed exterior masonry walls.

Excavation plans were thus tailored to the needs ofthestabilization goal for this season;

the features that were excavated and consolidated depended on the condition of the



existing walls and available resources (Grange 1971:89-90). Any remaining excavation

and stabilization work was finished in the 1969 season (Morton 1970).Someadditional

work was completed by Karlis Karklins, focusing on dry-laid defensive walls at the

Castle Hill site, as well as other nearby military structures in the National Historic Site,

such as the nearby Gallardin complex (1971).

By 1968,thefull-scalereconstructionofthesitehadbeenruledout.Rather,

structural remains were to be exposed during excavation, followed by a combined

approach of stabilization and limited reconstruction. This combined approach was called

consolidation by the researchers (Grange 1971:85-86,91). Consolidation stabilized

existing masonry and also reconstructed missing sections of walls to reinforce structural

integrity (Figure 2.2). Where necessary, walls were re-mortared for structural integrity.

Modem mortar was used, applied and finished in such a way as to appear similar to the

original mortar used historically (Morton 1970:23). Other work was completed, like re

orienting a wooden bridge to a more historically accurate position (Morton 1970:1).

Walls that had collapsed sections were rebuilt until they came in line with nearby

standing sections (Morton 1970:24).

Bruce Morton completed further work on the site in 1969, which finished up work

remaining from the 1968 season. He also investigated other featureswithintheexisting

park boundaries (Morton 1970:1). These included original trails that would have

provided access to Castle Hill from the community below and trails between gun

emplacements, as well as other masonry fortified structures (such as the Gallardin), also



Figure 2.2 A map of the consolidated archaeological remains at Castle Hill.

[mage courtesy of Parks Canada, AtIantic Service Centre.



found within the boundaries of the park (Morton 1970:27). Furtberworkinl970explored

some of these features in the park area, including the fort's defensivewalls,thepossible

location of a mortar platform, a detached redoubt and the Gallardin battery (Karklins

1971:27-32).Ofthefeaturesinvestigated,allbutthelowerdefencewallandtheGallardin

battery were restored to a height and layout indicated by archaeological evidence, while

the restoration of the battery was left for the spring of 1971 due to the amount of work

required (Karklins 1971:vii). Future work in 1971 involved work on the Gallardin and

outlying defensive walls, as well as trail construction, landscaping and access facilities

(Newfoundland Government Bulletin 1971:9). The interpretation centre was officially

opened in 1973 (Frecker 1973:3). Intheend,the interpretive vision for Castle Hill was

not to rebuild the fort to represent one particular point in time,orto reflect either the

English or the French period. Instead,the fort was restored to its condition as found,

reflecting both English and French occupations.

The interpretation of sites such as Castle Hill reflects the largertrends in site

interpretationseenelsewhereintherestofthecountry.Siteswere chosen to be developed

ashistoricparkstoreflecttheirimportanceinnationalandregionalhistories. In

Newfoundland, for example, Signal Hill had been selected and acquired as a National

Historic Park upon confederation with Canada (Taylor 1990:xiv-xv, 145). Sites were also

selected to be developed as heritage tourist attractions thatwouIdprovideeconomic

benefits to their respective regions (Taylor 1990:xiv-xv). Local benefit was also derived

from the temporary employment that such projects created locally. During the Castle Hill



excavations, crews consisted of local residents hired by the archaeologists(Grange

1971:85).

The development of Castle Hill as a National Historic Site produced an impressive

amount of archaeological and historical scholarly literature focused on Castle Hill

specifically and Placentia generally. All of the archaeological work has been made

available in report form, available from Parks Canada. Grange's report is exceptionally

well-documented: this seven-volume site report has provided much comparative data for

the current project. Grange was also able to tease out stratigraphic relationships and

determine cultural affiliation of various contexts at the site. Hisresearch had a marked

architectural focus, displaying an emphasis on determining constructionsequences,

untanglingthesequentialoccupationsofthesite,assigningculturalaffiliationtostrataor

features and verifying the accuracy of archival plans of the fortification.

The Castle Hill project also prompted continued historical research on Placentia.

lngram's work was produced in advance of archaeological excavation,inordertoguide

the archaeologists and provide them with a chronological history of construction(1965).

Jean-Pierre Proulx's M.A. thesis places a heavy emphasis on thedevelopmentofhistoric

fortifications in Plaisance (1968). As he notes, this study "s'imposaitdepuisquelques

annees, du moins dans l'optiquede laconservation, de la renovation, etdela

reconstruction de nos lieux historiques nationaux" (Proulx 1968:ii). His thesis was

eventually developed into the firstsymhetic monograph examining the historyofthe

settlement through both French and English periods of occupation (proulx 1979a,b).

Brenda Dunn's research on the probate inventories from Plaisance was prompted by the



need to understand the material culture of the average fisherman for the construction of

displays in the Castle Hill interpretation centre (1985).

The Castle Hill excavations involved individuals from the local community as

fieldworkers. This project, combined with the ensuing community interest in the

archaeology at the site, appears to have generated other interest inarchaeologyin

Placentia.ThesuccessoftheCastleHilldigseemstohavespurredinterestindoingother

archaeology in Placentia in the early 1970s.InJuneofI970,anotherParksCanada

archaeologist (William Dendy) visited Placentia to inspect the Vieux Fort site foraday

giving it the Parks Canada designation of3AIAl. Dendy visited and photographed the

site and recorded all its surface-visible rubble piles. He did not excavate at the site or

collect any artifacts (Dendy 1970). The following year, in 1971, archaeologist Robert

Alan Mounier completed excavations in the tiny AnglicanchurchyardinPlacentia

(MounierI971). This churchyard is on the location of the older French church in the

colony. A series of test units located some unmarked head and footstones andtwo

burials. Mounier and crew were looking for an earlier version of the Anglican church

constructed in 1788; though they suspected it was located near their excavations,theydid

not succeed in finding it.

Local involvement in archaeological fieldwork continued in the community under

the guidance of William O'Shea in 1972. This project was funded by the Opportunities

for Youth program; the project was intended to provide employment and opportunities for

development in the community (JerseysidelPlacentia Archaeological Committee [JIPAC]

1972). Directed by the JerseysidelPlacentia Archaeological Committee, fieldwork was



intended to explore a number of sites in the community. This goal was partially achieved,

but halfway through the project, O'Shea moved away from Newfoundland. His departure

meantthatthegrouphadtodiscontinuesubsurfaceinvestigation.The project report,

largely completed after O'Shea's departure, still stands as an important record of

archaeological projects in Placentia involving community effort. While O'Shea was with

the project, the crews excavated human remains near the location of Fort Louis / the New

Fort in Jerseyside. Following this, they collected artifacts fromatrench that had been dug

on the Verran property in Placentia. They also excavated test trenches in search of the

Blockhouse (a fortified structure dating to the English periodofPlacentia's history).

After O'Shea's departure, the group limited itself to site surface survey at Point Verde,

Letter Rock, Galleon's Point, Fort Frederick and Crevecoeur Battery {JIPAC 1972). This

is the last serious attempt at archaeology in Placentia until the 1990s. The only recorded

instances of artifact collecting occur in the 1980s, when Parks Canadaarchaeologist

Karlis Karklins collected some brick fragments from the Vieux Fort site (Parks Canada

1985). Other artifacts from the Vieux Fort site were collected by Don McLean (1985).

One publication contains a reference to ceramics found at the Vieux Fort site, but it is not

clearwhentheseartifactswerecollected,astheydonotcorrespondwiththeartifact

inventories of material collected by McLean or Karklins (Chrestien and Dufoumier

1995).



Recent Archaeology

After the Parks Canada work inthecornmunity in the 1960sandearly 1970s,no

sustained further archaeological work took place in Placentia until 1991. At this point,

construction on a water line uncovered part of the English Fort Frederick. Roy Skanes

recorded and documented the exposed remains (1993). The next observable work in the

cornmunity came with the community-sponsored interest inexploring Placentia's historic

past, when archaeologists Matthew Carter and Barry Gaulton completed an

archaeological survey of selected areas in Placentia (Gaulton andCarterI997). Seven

locations were tested in the course of their survey, of which five were considered to be

badly disturbed by modern activity and two sites were found to be reasonably

undisturbed. One site was the suspected location of an eighteenth-century blacksmith's

shop (ChAl-06), and the other was the presumed location of the Vieux Fort (ChAl-04).

They returned in the following year to complete an impact assessment of a proposed

housing site but, aside from an abandoned headstone that had been convertedintoa

doorstop fora dwelling, they did not find any undisturbed remains (Gaulton and Carter

1998).



The Placentia UncoveredIPlaisance adecouvert Archaeology Project

The origins of the Placentia Uncovered/Plaisance adecouvert Archaeology

Project emerged directly from the community. A recent survey of attitudes towards

heritage demonstrates that residents of Placentia are aware of PIaisance'sancientFrench

past and typically have a strong sense of the importance of the community to the French

and later, to the English and Irish (Carroll 2008). This interest became manifest in the

drive to obtain funds for exploratory archaeological work in 1996,whichidentified

promisingsites,includingonesitedatingtotheFrenchperiod(Gaulton and Carter 1997).

With this in mind, the Placentia Heritage Advisory Committee (hereafter PHAC) was

formed with the aim of pursuing further archaeological exploration of the town's history.

This committee was a joint partnership between the Placentia Area Historical Society and

the Town of Placentia. Other member groups consisted of Parks Canada and Human

Resources Development Canada (the latter in an ex-officio capacity). PHAC joined the

Newfoundland Archaeological Heritage Outreach Program (hereafter NAHOP), a

Memorial University-based Community-University Research Alliance designed to assist

archaeology projects sponsored by local community groups (Pope andMills1997). The

archaeology project that emerged from these partnerships was named the Placentia

Uncovered I Plaisance adecouvert Archaeology Project.

The Placentia Heritage Advisory Committee was successful in obtaining funds to

support four field seasons of the Placentia Uncovered project, between 2001 and 2004

under the direction of the current author; the project has continued in years following



under the direction of other archaeologists (Mills 2007; Simmonds 2011). Fundingand

in-kind support was derived from Human Resources Development Canada, NAHOP, the

Town of Placentia and the Placentia Area Historical Society. The project aimed to

develop an understanding of the archaeology of Placentia forseveralreasons. One of the

most important was that the archaeology project could provide a venue to foster tourism.

Placentia is ideally situated to continue to develop its importance in the tourism market.

Its close proximity to Argentia (an important summertime ferry entry-point for the island)

and to the capital cityofSt. John's provide a natural tourism market. The project aimed to

increase the number of tourist venues in Placentia, by providing opportunities to visit

archaeological sites and the archaeology laboratory. Another immediate benefit of the

project was the employment of local residents and the development of a skilled workforce

in the cultural tourism industry (NAHOP 2000). Archaeologists provided help with

municipal planning projects, as well. Throughout the project, individuals from the

Placentia region were hired to fulfill different roles within the archaeologyproject,

including fieldwork positions, laboratory positions and interpreters.Finally,theproject

was designed to intertwine with academic research objectives. NAHOP provided a

number of intems and field assistants to work in the field and inthe laboratory and to

assist with post-fieldwork analysis. The project successfully supported this doctoral

project and three undergraduate honours essays, as well as providing teaching collections

for a series of undergraduate courses at Memorial University (Murphy2002,Psathas

2002,Wood201O).



One of the major project goals was to investigate the French presenceinPlacentia.

Interest in Newfoundland's French heritage rose through the I990s, helped inno small

part by meetings of the French Shores Working Group, organized by NAHOP, in the run

up to planning a Canada-wide celebration of French heritage in 2004 (Pope and Mills

2007). PreviousresearchhaddemonstratedthatFrencharchaeologicaIsites did exist in

the community and several had potential for extensive testing andexcavation.

Accordingly, the Placentia Uncovered Archaeology Project undertook surveys to identify

new sites and spent several weeks of each excavation season at the Vieux Fort site (ChAl-

4),thelocationofthefirstfortconstructedbytheFrenchinPlaisanceo Our surveys also

discovered the remains of the French Fort Louis/ English New Fort (ChAI-09), the French

site of Crevecoeur Battery (ChAI-IS), the French and English domestic occupation at

Mount Pleasant Knoll (ChAI-ll), among others. We conducted further work at several

other sites, including the English site of Fort Frederick (ChAI-OI) and at Point Verde

(ChAm-I) (Crompton 2002, 2006; Crompton and Temple 2004, 2005).

Of particular interest here is the Vieux Fort (ChAI-4) site, which was first

discovered during an archaeological survey of Placentia conducted by Gaulton and Carter

(1997). The site is significant for a number of reasons, including the fact that it had never

been re-occupied by the English after they took possession ofPlacentia in 1714. Atthe

time of writing, every other French archaeological site has a laterEnglishre-occupation

(such as Castle Hill and the Fort Louis/New Fort site). The occupation of the Vieux Fort

site also spanned the early period of Plaisance's history, from 1662-1690. Assuch,it

provides a bookend to other French sites that existed in the community,mostofwhich



Figure2.3 The location of the Vieux Fort site on an aerial photograph.

Provincial aerial photo referencenwnber95026-203. Inset map shows area referenced by

air photo (scale of inset map 5 k:m). Inset map data after

http://gis.geosurv.gov.nl.ca/resourceatlas/viewer.htm.

--



post-date 1690. Furthermore, the documentary record for Plaisance from the period

1662-1690 was comparatively poor, compared to the later, post-1690 period. Thus,this

site deserved further inquiry and had the potential to provide archaeologicaldatadatingto

the early years of the colony's history. This site was the focus offour field seasons of

research,from2001t02004andresearchatthissiteprovidesmuchofthe data for this

2.10 TheVieuxFortSiteLocation

The Vieux Fort site (ChAl-4) is located on a hillside to the east of Placentia's

Great Beach (Figure 2.3). The land is property of the Crown. In 1998 the Town of

Placentia asked Crown Lands not to entertain any claims for this land because of its

historical and archaeological significance. Realistically, the site is only accessible by

boat, which is most easily landed near the small grass-covered knoll just to the north of

Mount Pleasant. In 2001 and2002,welandedourboatinthecovejustto the east of

the grassy knoll. We cut and maintained a trail up to the site from thiscove.ln2003and

2004,wewerefortunateenoughtohaveafloatingdockconstructedfor our use at the

western side of the knoll and we cut a new more direct, trail to the site from here. The

siteliesontopofahilldirectlybehindthegrassyknoll,some31mabove sea level.

Dense forest covers much of the site, with smaller clearings of meadow grasses and



The site is designated with the Borden Number ChAl-4 and has the official name

of Mount Pleasant, derived from the modern name for the hillside on which the Vieux

Fort is found. In practice, the site is referred to not by its official name, bUl as the Vieux

Fort site, as a beUerdescriptor of the site's original function. The fie ldsystem

implemented at ChAl-4 began with the establishment of a datum point at what was

thought to be an extreme end of the site. Baselines were established and a series of I x I

m units was laid out, though often joined together to form large trenches. Despite the fact

that excavation units were laid out intrenches andarchaeologicaI contexts were

excavatedasasingleunitwherepracticable,thelxlmunitremained a basic unit of

recording. Discrete structures were assigned unique letters; between 2001 and 2004 only

two structures were assigned names (Structure A and Structure B). Structure A represents

the barracks building at the Vieux Fort, and Structure B representsanearlierfeature,

overlaid by the remains of Structure A. Stratigraphic units, termed evell/S, were assigned

unique numbers. Where events could be demonstrably followed between contiguous

excavation units, the same event number was used. Where events were likely part of the

same deposit, but were not uncovered in contiguous units, new event numbers were

assigned,though notation was made that both event numbers probably referenced the

same depositional event (Harris 1989). Features were designated by unique numbers as

well. A list and description of excavated events and features is provided inAppendixl.



Excavation at the site was completed with trowels (though some shovel-tests were

excavated in an effort to locate the fort's defences). Trowel excavation at the site

followed natural or cultural strata; excavation inarbitraryleveIs was not used. All

excavated soil was screened through IA inch mesh screens, erectedbeyond the western

endofStructureA. Three-dimensional provenience (northing, easting/westingand depth)

measurements were recorded of each artifact found in situ. Excavators at each I x I m

excavation unit measured depth with a string and line level attached to a local datum

spike at the corner of the unit. The elevation of each local datum was recorded with

reference to the site datum. Tree cover at the site was heavy, but trees were only removed

as necessary. Trees were cut down with a chainsaw and then excavation proceeded

around the remains of the stump with trowels, exposing and cutting away roots as

necessary. Stumps were removed only when enough roots had been cut away to permit

removal without disturbing archaeological contexts. Tree stumps rooted in

archaeological stone walls were not removed, because stump removal would threaten the

integrity of the features.

!n2001, when excavations at the site began, very little was known aboutthefort's

appearance. The best resource at the time was Proulx (1979a); at this point,relevant

archival series had not yet been consulted (and in 2001 were not availableforconsultation

on the internet). Thus, the excavations were driven by the need to understandthebasic

architectural layout of the fort. A pedestrian survey quickly revealed that a number of

collapsed stone structures were visible on the surface of the site. One collapsed stone

structure, set off on its own from the others, was selected as a goodcandidatefor



prolonged excavation. Excavation units were laid out in order to answer basic structural

questions about this part of the site: to determine the overall dimensions of the structure,

its layout and appearance, as well as its sequence of construction andcollapse.All

excavation and survey data will be available in the final report on the excavation project,

which will be held on file at the Provincial Archaeology Office, Department of Tourism,

Culture and Recreation, Provincial Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, in S1.

Geophysical survey methods were not employed at the Vieux Fort site. Sediments

at the site contain much rock and rubble, which can obscure the presenceofsubsurface

features (Shottetal. 1996:307). Archaeologists working at the Ferrylandsitein

Newfoundland attempted to use geophysical survey methods to locateburiedfeatures.

SimilarsedimentconditionsatFerrylandresultedingeophysical survey results that were

inconclusive or occasionally misleading (Barry Gaulton 2012, pers.comm.).

2.12 Site Formation Processes

Overall,thesiteisreasonablywellpreserved. It saw only casual post-

abandonmentuseandthushasbeenlargelyunoccupiedsincethel690s. Intentional

subsurface human disturbance of the site is limited to two holes, dug apparently by

pothunters, to the southeast of the excavations and the construction of several garden

furrows to the south of the site. No such intentional disturbance was found in the
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century bottle glass are uncommon at the site and are most often associated with top

humus layers of the site. This is not to say that the site has not been affected by post

depositional processes, for it most certainly has.

Two natural transformation processes were observed to have an impact on buried

archaeological remains. The site has been subject to the effects of frost-heave through the

repeated freezing and thawing of soils and sediments. Frost-heave tends to force artifacts

upward through the sediments at a site and especially affects deposits closesttothe

surface (Johnson and Hansen 1974; Schiffer 1987:213). Thus, shallowly buried parts of

the site were almost certainly impacted by the actions of frost-heave. Additionally, the

site is located in a heavily forestedarea;excavationconsistently required the removal of

trees. Sketches drawn in the l780s record that re-forestationhad takenholdofthe

hillside, less than 100 years after the Vieux Forthadbeenabandoned(Proulx 1979b:185-

189). Tree growth over the past 300 years has almost certainly affected the buried

archaeological remains. Tree roots can have an impact on buried archaeological remains,

by moving buried artifacts to one side (Schiffer 1987:210). Fallentrees can also greatly

impact preservation ata site. Tree throws can disturb and homogenize stratigraphy and

serve to migrate artifacts towards the surface as the roots and adhering rocks,artifacts and

soil are brought up to the surface (Peacock and Fant2002). Tree throws can Ieave large

divots on the surface of archaeological sites, as the root ball is pulled up when the tree

falls over (Wood and Johnson 1978). After the tree decomposes, the hole where the root

ball was pulled from the ground remains. At least one example of an extremely deep divot



The effect of frost-heave, tree root growth and tree throws were easily seen at the

Vieux Fort site. Artifacts worked their way up through the stratigraphic column and were

found just below the modem humus layer, most notably in areas of the site that were only

shallowly buried (which were generally defined as less than 40 cm of sediment

accumulation). In shallow areas, tree root growth may have imposed some lateral

movementonartifacts,likelyrenderingpoint-to-pointproveniencebetween artifacts or

between artifacts and features suspect. Additionally, in shallow parts of the site,

comparisons of artifact distributions between different occupationlayers,orbetween

occupation and collapse layers will likely be meaningless. This is not to say that tree

growth affected all parts of the site in this way. Deposits found immediately beside the

eastgablewallofStructureA(Feature14)werequitedeeplyburied,extending more than

I m below the present ground surface. Here, the effects of bioturbation were less marked

and stratigraphic mixing was less pronounced. Structure A's east room preserved an

intactconstruction-occupation-collapse sequence around the gablewallofthestructure.

Tree roots also had a discernible impact on the buried archaeologicaI features-

several trees were growing directly out of stone rubble piles visibleon the site surface.

Tree root action (and likely frost-heave) had a definite impact on the integrity of stone

walls at Structure A. Some stones had been displaced from their original position and

were no longer flush with the original wall face. More noticeably, stone walls were no

longer plumb and all excavated stone walls leaned either to onedirectionortheother.

This limited in some cases the excavation that could be undertaken near some wall faces,

for fear of prompting the collapse of existing walls. This was particularly an issue around



the Feature 4 gable wall and so rubble was left in situ along the wall's innerfacetoensure

it did not collapse. Additionally, the weakening of the bonds inthestonework by tree

roots and the lack of soil cover over several of the rubble piles providedanentrypointfor

artifacts from later periods. Very occasionally, intrusive artifactsworkeddownthrough

the rubble and became incorporated into archaeological deposits, but these were rare

occurrences. A discussion of the impact that site formation processes had on the analysis

of the barracks building can be found in Chapter 5.5.

In2005,theauthorundertookadditionalphasesofresearchthatcontributed to the

analysis of the Vieux Fort archaeological collections. At that time, most of the relevant

French archival series were not available in Newfoundland, nor were the majority

available on the internet (as is now the case at the time of writing). As a result, the author

needed to investigate archival sources intheArchivesnationalesdu Quebec in Quebec

City and Library and Archives Canada in Ottawa. All available sources that predated

1692-1693 were targeted for consultation and most of the official correspondencewas

copied,aswerenotarialdocumentsandnon-administrativecorrespondence(alistofall

archival series consulted in the course of this research is provided at the beginning of the

References Cited section of this dissertation). Additionally,researchoncomparative

archaeological collections was also completed in Quebec City, in a Parks Canada



collections storage facility and in the Centre de conservation du Quebec. The Castle Hill

collection, stored in Parks Canada's Atlantic Service Centre in Halifax, Nova Scotia, was

also consulted and photographed. This research phase provided access to vital

documentary data, comparative material and secondary source research for this

dissertation. Furthermore, consultations with staff at these institutions(particularly

GenevieveDuguayandJanetStoddard,both of Parks Canada) provided veryuseful

guidance in archaeological and documentary research and I remain very grateful to these



Chapter 3

A History of Plaisance

In order to provide context for the ensuing analysis, this chapter willoutlinethe

history of the colony of Plaisance, from its founding in 1662 to itslossinl7l3.A

detailed history of the Vieux Fort awaits a subsequent chapter. Thecolony's

administrative, military and chronological history has been adequately detailed by Proulx

(1979a). The social, economic and population history of Plaisance has beengreatly

illuminated with the publication of Landry's comprehensive monograph, along with

several subsidiary publications by the same author (Landry 2008). Summaries of these

publications form the larger part of the current chapter. In select piaces,lhaveaddednew

data to augment some of the arguments advanced by others.

The Transatlantic Fishery: A Prelude to Colonisation

The French colony at Plaisance was not established in an unfamiliar landscape;

French fishing fleets had been visiting the harbour for perhaps 150 years before the

colony was founded. In the early years of the sixteenth century, the discoveryofvast

stocks of cod off the eastern coast of North America quickly drew European fishing ships

to the western North Atlantic. The earliest references to the cod fishery, appearing as

early as 1508,aresparse(Turgeon 1987:136). By the l540s, French fishing ships were



outfitted for voyages to Newfoundland with regularity (Turgeon 1997:8). The whaling

industry developed in the 1530sinresponsetothediscoveryofsubstantialwhale

populations in the region (Barkham 1995:175). With the development of these industries

cameincreasedfamiliaritywiththecoastline.lndeed,Cartier'sI534 voyage to theSt.

Lawrence followed a well-travelled route through the Straits of Belle Isle,passing

alongside a familiar shoreline, already known and named (Innis 1954:23-24). From this

earlyperiod,theinternational fishing fleet grew in size; by the mid-sixteenth century,

Frenchshipswerenumericallydominant(TurgeonI997:7-8,1l-13).

To speak of the cod fishery is to speak of two fisheries: the green (or wet)fishery

on the offshore fishing banks and the shore-based dry fishery. The dry fisherybeganfirst

in the very early l500s, while the green fishery did not develop until the last quarter of

the sixteenth century (Turgeon 1997:ll).Shipsworkingthegreen fishery left early in the

year(inFebruaryorMarch)andsailedtothefishingbankswelloffshorefrom

Newfoundland (Briere 1990:15-24). Oncetheshipsarrived,the fishi ngbegan;small

crewsofI0-20menfishedoverthesideoftheship,passingtheircatch over to others for

processing. The head and entrails were removed (reserving the liver) and the fish was

openedanddeboned. Thecatchwasthenpassedtosaltersintheship'shold,who

oversaw the curing of the fish in salt on board (de laMorandiere 1962[1] :150-156).

Because the fish was processed with a heavy salt cure without being air-dried,itis

referred to as morue verte, or green fish (Briere 1990:11). Once the season was over,

(generally between September and November), the ships returned home to market (Briere



1990:27). These fishing ships, working on banks that were far offshore, did not have any

needtornakelandfallontheislanditself(delaMorandiereI967:9).

Thedryfishery,however,involvedprocessingfishonland,sothatfishermen

played a key role in developing knowledge of Newfoundland's shores. Ships departed

France in April or May, arriving in Newfoundland after a voyage that typicallylasted

about four weeks (Briere 1990:43). Ships would anchor in a desirable harbour, one that

provided shelter, access to inshore cod grounds and a desirable beachspace(grave),with

a cobblestone beach if at all possible. Crews would begin to cut down wood to build

necessary shore structures. These would include living quarters (cabanes),wooden

platforms for drying fish (vigneaux) and stages for processing fish (chaffallds) (Balcom

1984:20; Briere 1990:46-47). Crews would fish the inshore stocks in smaller chalollpes,

or small decked rowing boats with a small mast. Each chalollpe was manned by a crew of

three (Balcom 1984:34-37). At the end of the day, boat crews would return to shore with

their catch and would unload it for the shore crews to process on the chaffalld. Oncethe

fishwerebeheaded,cleaned,split,givenalightshortsaltingandthenwashed,thedrying

began. Fish were initially laid out on the cobblestone beach surface (or on fir branches if

no such beach existed) in piles and were rotated through a complex drying process that

took almost three months (Briere 1990:47-48). The end product, called mome seche, was

a stable, easily transportable product which was highly desirable in European markets

(Turgeon 1987:157-163).



The Landscape and Seascape of Plaisance

Both fisheries-dry and green-would have created what has been called a

"maritime cultural landscape" along Newfoundland's shores (Westerdahl 1992). Sailing

routes, prominent route markers, characteristics of the inshore and offshore fishing banks

would all have become assimilated into generalized maritime knowledge, passed on

informally and through rutters, or published books ofsailingdirections(Barkham2003;

Briere 1990:8-11; Janzen 200 I:3). The dry fishery in particular prompted familiarisation

with New World coastlines. Indeed, early exploration and colonisation attempts often

involved persons with previous experience in the fisheries (Trude11973:12,65-66). In

this way, fishing crews identified good harbours that had suitabIe beaches for drying fish,

ample natural resources and convenient access to bait and cod stocks. Thus, French

fishing crews began the important task of landscape-learning-to accumulate knowledge

of the landscape and the seascape, discovering prominent locations and navigational

markers, the discovery of good harbours and identifying the extentandlocationofnatural

resources. Fishermen also began transforming the landscape by harvesting resources,

choppingdowntreesandclearingbeaches.Thisinitialprocessoflandscape-Ieamingisan

important step in the colonisation process, for it allowed coloniestobeestablishedina

reasonably familiar landscape (Rockman 2003).

The baie de Plaisance and the harbour at Plaisance weredestinationsforthese

fishing ships from the early sixteenth century onwards. The firststepinthetransatlantic

journey to Plaisance for these fishing vessels would have been to navigateto the Grand



Banks. This was a journey of some 3400 km, which lasted anywhere from 4 to 6 weeks

(BrunetI672,1673,1674;MorgatI685). Arrival on the banks was indicated by changes

in water colour, temperature and the presence of birds; a ship's position on the banks was

confirmed by taking soundings (Banks 2002:65; Briere 1990:21). At this point,

Plaisance-boundshipsrangedtothewestornorthwest,lookingforfamiliar route markers

that could be followed to the Baie de Plaisance (Figure 3.1). These were widely known,

butevenseasonedmarinerscouldbecomeconfused,especiallyinfoggyweather(Banks

2002:65;BrunetI672:foI.7v).

For ships en route to Plaisance, the first waypointofnote was usually Cape Race,

followed by Cape St. Mary's; sighting of the latter served as an indicationtoaltercourse

northward to Placentia Bay (Brunet 1672:foI.7v). Here, the 85 km wide entrance gives

way to a large bay, home to numerous islands. Onshore, sea cliffs dominate the region,

particularly from the Placentia region southwards (Catto et of. 1997:38). The most

notable of these was the Chapeau Rouge (near the modem community of St. Lawrence)

on the western side. The Chapeau Rouge was a particularly prominent navigational route

marker for Placentia Bay, as it was a large mountain that could be seen from 20 lieux

(about 100 km) away (Brunet 1674:fol. 15). Cape Judas (now Cape Jude), lying just to the

south of Audierne (now Oderin) Island, apparently named for nearby navigational

dangers, was another important route marker (Brunet 1674:fol. 12v). Once ships crossed

into the bay itself,thejourneyto Placentia's harbour could take adayortwo,oreven

longer, depending on weather conditions (Morgat 1685:fol. 8). Fog is persistent today



Figure 3.1 Map showing Newfoundland place-names referred to in the text.

Map prepared by Amanda Crompton, with map data derived from

http://gis.geosurv.gov.nl.ca/resourceatias/viewer.htm.



in Placentia Bay, especially in the summertime (Catto etal. 1999:11). Prevalent fog is

recorded historically, resulting in slowed voyages and problems in accurately reckoning

location(BrunetI673:foI.34v-35;Murray1968:97). One seventeenth-century journal

records such a situation: "en Ie millieu de labaye levantetbrumequi est assezcoutumier

nousobligerentderelacheralagardededieunesachantounousestions... jenayjamais

vue une sy grosse pluye" (Brunet 1674:foI.14v).

Plaisance's harbour is a major embayment on the east shore of Placentia Bay; it

was the first large well-sheltered harbour encountered whentravelling up eastern

PlacentiaBay(Taverner1718:foI.226). To enter Plaisance's large harbour or rade (today

known as the Road), navigators sighted on Red Island as a navigational marker (Menard

2006:236; Morgat 1685:foI.8).Shipsthenbegantheirapproach2or 3lieuxfromthe

entrance(thisisaboutlOto 15 km) and passed far enough to the north of Point Verde to

bypass rocks near Point Verde's bar. This route was followed to Crevecoeur Point and

from there, ships sailed to the southward into the harbour (Proulx 1979a:63,98,Plate2).

Entering and exiting the harbour was rendered difficult due to strong currents, wind gusts

and recurrent fog (Landry 2008:49-51; Menard 2006:325).

Placentia's harbour is large and complex (Figure 3.2). At the western end lies

Pointe verte (known today as Point Verde); this is an elongated cobblestone bar that

protrudes into the bay, separating Placentia Bay from Placentiaharbour. Thecobblestone

bar surrounds a brackish water pond. Across from Point Verde, on the north side of the

harbour,isaprominentheadlandnamedCrevecoeurpoint.Thenorthside of the harbour



Figure 3.2 Plaisance's harbour, with toponyms and waterways indicated.

This map is based on modem data. Land use during the twentieth century heavily

modified Petit Plaisance (now Argentia), resulting in a significantly different modem

shoreline. Map prepared by Amanda Crompton, with map data derived from

http://gis.geosurv.<1ov.nl.ca/rcsourccatias/viewcr.htm.



is marked by large hills; also on the north side of the harbour is a smallercove with a

river, known to the French as Lafontaine and today called Freshwater. The eastern end of

theroadsteadhastwocobblestonebeaches,whichwereidealfordryingfish,becausethey

needed little preparation or maintenance. The larger beach, or Grande grave, was

separated from a smaller beach (Petite grave) by a narrow channel that feeds a long inner

harbour system. This narrow channel, known as the Gut (or GOl/let) was narrow enough

to only admit the passage of one ship at a time. As a result, the Gut's fierce current and

nearby marshes had to be navigated carefully; contemporary observers noted that passing

through the Gut would be difficult for large warships (Anon. November 1698:fol. 164v).

In 1794, Aaron Thomas wrote that once past the Gut, "Vessels may ride in perfect safety,

but the ingress and egress is so difficult that few Ships go into this Arm unless they are

going to stop here for some weeks" (Murray 1968:97). The Gut gives way to a complex

inner harbour system. The Gut feeds directly into the Northeast Arm; this is a long sea

inlet containing seven small islands and extending inland for about nine Ian. The

Northeast Arm terminates at the outflow of a freshwater river. The Gut also feeds a

narrow channel today known as the Orcan River (or Riviere d'Ascain), which in turn

empties into the Southeast Arm. This long sea inlet extends inland about seven Ian and



Pre·Colony Use of Plaisance

Placentia Bay has supported a diverse assortment of peoples from prehistoricto

recent times, though to date, no prehistoric sites have been found in Placentia's harbour

specifically (Linnamae 1971). The European presence in Placentia Bay dates to the early

sixteenth century, but understanding the degree to which fishing ships preferred specific

Newfoundland harbours is a difficult challenge. French notarial documentsofthe

sixteenth century do not often indicate a ships' ultimate destination in the New World.

Documents might indicate that ships were undertaking a longcours journey, which in

many cases might mean they were bound for Newfoundland; others referred to

Terreneuve without specifying a particular destination (Turgeon 1985:256).

Some of the earliest evidence of the use of Placentia Bay is derived from historic

maps. Traditionally, the bay is said to make a first cartographic appearance on the Reinel

map of 1504-5-which does indeed show the coast of Newfoundland, though Placentia

Bay does not appear in a terribly recognizable form on this map (WinterI937:6lff;

Harrisse 1900:Planche V). Whatever the interpretation of the very earliest maps, by the

1530sandl540s,PlacentiaBayitselfisshownwithsomedegreeofaccuracy,thus

implying some degree of knowledge of the bay itself (Harrisse 1900: 106, Figs21,22,36;

Mollat and la Ronciere 1984:227). Maps from this period also use the toponyms

Plaisance, Pasamse, or Plasansafrom 1547 onwards (Harrisse 1900: 129,233,259).

When harbours are named in notarial documents, Plaisance appears asa

destination from the mid-sixteenth century (Barkham [Huxley] 1987:143; Turgeon



1986:533,539;1997:17;2004:58). Mariners from the third quarter of the sixteenth

century onwards could also have consulted the Hoyarsabal rutter, whichistheoldestset

of sailing directions for Newfoundland, or indeed any part of North America. This rutter

includes sailing directions for Plaisance (Hoyarsabal 1579:99; Barkham2003:107, 108).

This suggests more than just a passing knowledge with the harbour itself. That Plaisance

was an important harbour by the century's end is demonstrated bya report, in1594,of60

ships riding at anchor in Plaisance's harbour (cited in Howley 1915:13). Documentary

evidence does seem to indicate that the Baie de Plaisance was an important destination

for Basque seasonal fishing ships (Barkham(Huxley) 1987:154). One Basque contract

from 1601 recorded specific requests for fish fromSL Pierre and the portofPlacentia,

and twenty Basque ships are noted in Placentia Bay in the 1650s(Barkham 1994:8;

Turgeon 2000:174). In 1655,apparently20Spanishand 11 Basque fishing ships were

moored in Plaisance's harbour (de la Morandiere 1962:220).

A few extant documents refer to overwintering in Plaisance before the colonywas

established in 1662 (Humphreys 1970:4; de la Morandiere 1962(1):406). A settler named

Sureau was said to have a habitation near the Gallardin before the colonywasfounded

(Proulx 1979a:71, footnote 13). Another habitant named Thomas Mechin was recorded as

living in Plaisance in 1658 and Philippe Zemard had lived there since 1660 (Landry

2008: 143; L'Herrnitte 20 September 1699a). The existence of more than just seasonal

settlement in Plaisance is perhaps supportedbytheexistenceofanearlierfortificationin

Plaisance, built at some point before the colonizers arrived in 1662 (Proulx 1979a:16-17).



Such references are few, meaning it is difficult to know the exact extent of over

wintering which predated the establishment of the official colony.

The Logic of Colonisation and the Selection of Plaisance

The presence of a successful overseas fishery in Newfoundland's waters was not

necessarily reliant on the existence of a permanent colony in Newfoundland. Yet despite

this, proponents for the establishment a French colony in Newfoundland had emerged by

the middle of the seventeenth century. Though the establishmentofaFrenchcolonyin

Newfoundland had had advocates since the early seventeenth century, the idea would not

receive much attention from the French Crown until mid-century. By this time, English

settlers had begun to gain a firm foothold in Newfoundland and had establishedcontrol

over the east coast of the Avalon Peninsula, from Cape Race to Bonavista. The French

Crown was interested in establishing its own claim to Newfoundland's shores. A colony

could also provide a land base to help protect the land-based French dryfisheryand

provide a port-of-call for ships bound for Canada or fishing on the banks (Humphreys

1970:3-5; Landry 2008:9-10; Pope 2004:72-73; Proulx 1979a:9-1O).Theestablishmentof

a colony was also consistent with Colbert's mercantilist policies, which were intended to

integrate the sedentary fishery into the larger French Atlanticcolonialtradingworld

(Turgeon 1985:263-264).



Once the idea of founding a colony in Newfoundland had found traction with the

crown,Plaisancewaschosenasthelocationforthecolony,asithadseveralnatural

advantages. Plaisance's roadstead was large; one contemporary observer estimatedthat

the rade could accommodate 150 ships (Menard 2006:322). The harbour was well

sheltered,surroundedbyalargerangeofhills.Theinnerharboursystemwaseasily

defensible, as the Gut could be closed off with a cable. The large cobblestone beaches

could provide ample room for colonists to establish their fishing plantations. Plaisance

was close enough to commonly travelled shipping routes to Canada and to the offshore

fishing banks to serve as a convenient port of call or refuge for French ships. And finally,

Plaisance's strategic location, within striking distance of theEnglish settlements on the

east side of the Avalon Peninsula, might prove militarily advantageous (Humphreys

1970).

Plaisancealsohadotherattractionsintermsofthesurroundingnaturalresources

that could either be accessed directIy in the harbour, or nearby inthe surrounding bay. In

modem times, the waters from Placentia south to Cape SI. Mary's support a highly

productive marine biomass (CattoetaL. 1999:3;SjareetaL. 2003:14). Historic data and

documentssuggestthatinshorecodstockswereplentifulandaccessible.Concentrations

ofcodcouldbefoundoffPointVerdeandMerasheenIslandandalsoinother locations in

Placentia Bay, such as the Bennet,Oderin and Mortier banks (LeMessurier 1910:6-7). In

the event of unsatisfactory fishing at the nearest inshorebanks,cha[oLlpescould be sent to

fish elsewhere in Placentia Bay. This practice (referred to as fishing en degrat) saw the

initial stages of dressing and salting cod completed at temporary 0 utstations,before



bringing the partially cured fish to be completed at the permanentstation. This easy

accessibility of cod stocks was certainly an important reason for the establishment of the

colony at Plaisance. With the move to lie Royale in 1713,the loss of Plaisance's fishing

grounds was the subject of much complaint, for the cod stocks near Louisbourg were less

abundant and located much further offshore (Balcom 1984:21).

The first attempts to colonize Plaisance did not meet with success. The first effort

made to organize a colonizing venture emerged in 1655, when Louis XIV nominated a

governor for the colony, Sieur Ken~on (Humphreys 1970:5). The equally influential

Estates of Brittany and merchants of St. Malo successfully resisted this development and

as a result, no actual attempt at colonisation was launched. In 1658,interestina

settlement project was renewed, when Nicolas Gargot de la Rochette was granted a

selgneurle for the south coast of Newfoundland, including Placentia Bay. Two years later,

he was appointed as governor of Plaisance (Landry 2008:17; Proulx 1979a:12). Again,

opposition on the home front from powerful merchants meant that the colonizing scheme

foundered yet again (Humphreys 1970:5). Gargot retired and nominated Thalour du

Perron as his successor. After a decade of false starts, the first successful attempt at

colonisation in Plaisance finally took root in 1662,underduPerron(Landry2008:17). In

this year, the Algie d'Or and the FLate Royale arrived with about 80 colonists for

Plaisance-some 30 soldiers, 50 settlers, a chaplain and a governor (Landry 2008:17).

From this point onwards, Plaisance had a permanently settled population.

Plaisance was a colony that was directly administered by the Ministry of the

Marine in France (Plaze 1991:6-7). The colony was provided with administrative,



military and religious personnel from its earliest days. The colony of Plaisance, strictly

speaking, was limited to the harbour of Plaisance and nearby Petit PIaisance.Allother

French settlements that grew up in Placentia Bay and Fortune Bay werenotpartofthe

colony proper. The settlers who lived outside of the colony rarely soughtrecourse to the

administrative authority of colonial officials. Residents from outlying settlements

occasionally sought the services of the colony's notary, to registeradisputeordrawupa

legal document (e.g. Basset 7 September 1711, 16 October 1708). Plaisance's officials

didsometimesvisitsettlementsoutsideofPlaisance,inorderto survey the surrounding

region or assert royal authority (Crompton 2012:46-47). Generallyspeaking, colonial

officials were mostly concerned with Plaisance and its immediate surrounding areas. The

colony of Plaisance would be the largest French settlement in Newfoundland;the

practices and traditions that were established there would continue elsewhere, even after

the colony itself was gone.

The Chronological and Administrative Trajectory of the Colony

The new colony in Newfoundland was placed under the direct rule of the French

crown (unlike earlier colonies elsewhere in New France, which had been established

under co-operative agreements with trading companies). This was a reflection of Louis

XIV's absolutist policy of bringing French overseas interests under direct rule (Banks

2002:22). Direct rule did not bring stability, however; the colony's earliestyearswere



marred by volatility and discontent. lntheautumnofl662,thesoldiersatthefort

mutinied (Anon. 13 October 1663). They seized control of the storehouse and killed the

guard. Governor du Perron returned from hunting to discover the mutiny in progress;

shortly thereafter, he was killed with a musket shot. The chaplain escaped for a short

time, but was also killed, after which the governor's valet and footman were also slain

(Anon. 1663a). The following spring, order was restored in the colony. Fourteen of the

mutineers were captured and sent to Canada for trial (Anon. 24 September 1663). At this

point, documents relating to the history of the colony become scarcer, but it is clear that

Ambroise Bellot dit Lafontaine was appointed as the next governor in 1664.

Lafontaine would not hold the post for long, ashe was accused of corruptionand

failing to encourage the growth of the colony. He was accused of selling wine,eaudevie,

flour, clothing, arms and powder to the English (Teuleron25 September 1666).

Lafontaine was recalled in December 1666 (Proulx 1979a: 14). The next governor, La

Palme (whose ftrst name we do not know) arrived in the colony in 1667. La Palrne's

tenure outlasted his predecessorbya year and he was replaced in 1670. LaPalmewas

also accused of corruption; he made unreasonable demands oflzabitanrs, demanded a

share of their ftsh and sold supplies destined for the Izabitanrs and soldiers(Landry

2008:216-217). The next governor, Gaspard de la Poippe, seems to have made a success

of his appointment, remaining in Plaisance from 1670 until his deathinl684(Landry

2008:217). Antoine Parat was the next governor appointed, arriving in the colony in



From this point onwards, the administrative records become much more plentiful

and so we are able to reconstruct a great deal more of the colony's administration.Parat's

administration was marred with conflict and scandal; he again appears to have tried to

confiscate a percentage of the products of the habitants' fishing boats. He quarrelled with

the lieutenant appointed to Plaisance in 1687,LouisPastourdeCostebelle(brotherof

PhillippePastourdeCostebelle,whowouldbethecolony'slastgovemor). Paratand

Costebelle's disagreementoverParat's conduct and his misappropriationofsuppliesare

well-recordedinthehistoricevidence.Paratwasalsoaccusedofimproperbehaviourin

his actions with another man's wife and forcing the habitants to provide supplies and

labour for the construction of his house (Landry 2008:218-222). Though there was some

suggestion from administrators in France that he berecalled,thenextappointedgovemor

(Jacques Monbetonde Brouillan) did not arrive before the events took a tum for the

worse in the colony (Baudry2000b).

Parat's tenure came to an abrupt end in 1690, when a watershed eventoccurredin

the colony. On the 2S'h of February, the settlement was attacked by an English contingent

(some of whom had been entertained by Parat in the colony a few weeks prior). They

landed in Plaisance somewhere near Point Verde, proceeding overland to attack the main

part of the settlement (Proulx 1979a:24). Costebelle drew a map of the colony, indicating

on it the "passage de I'anglois parterre" (L. Costebelle 15 September I690a).

Descending upon the main settlement on the Great Beach,theattackers tookthecolony

by force. They imprisoned everyone in the church and ran rampant in the colony for six

weeks, removing valuables and provisions and damaging what could not be removed.



After the departure of the attackers, at Costebelle's recommendation, a wooden palisade

was constructed around most of the settlement on the Great Beach and the majority of the

habitantstookshelterbehinditswalls.Seasonalfishermenprovided the settlement with

armaments and supplies for the summer season, though some grew displeased with Parat

and threatened him. As a result, Parat decamped without permission from the colony

(ProulxI979a:25). Once back in France, Parat seemed to escape any serious punishment

for his infractions (Baudry 2000b). In the absence of Parat, Costebelle became the interim

governor until his replacement arrived.

In 1691,rebuildingthecolonybegananewunderthenextgovemor,Jacques

MonbetondeBrouillan. It seems as though the near-loss of the colony spurred

administrators in France tosupportthecolonytoa greater degree than had passed before,

supplying increased numbers of soldiers, greater funds forthecolony and approving

expanded fortification projects (Thorpe 1971,1980).WorkbeganonFortLouis,anew

fortification on the Little Beach,andshortlythereafterworkbeganon fortifying the

hillsides surrounding the new fort with a string of batteries, redoubts and other fortified

structures (Charbonneau 1992; Grange 1971).

The English continued to harass the settlement, though without much consequence

for the colony. In August of 1691,aplannednight-timeraid by a group of English

attackers was halted,butthe attackers left behind a note that boreadrawingofthe

English coat of arms, along with the words "in tyme, I will establish m[y]self heare. I will

come soone to see you with great companie & you will pay the fault" (Anon., August

1691). A "great company" would indeed return to Plaisance, in the form of five ships



under the command of Commodore Francis Williams, who arrived off the coast on

SeptemberI4,1692. After moving into the harbour, attempting a landing, having parley

and exchanging cannon-frre, the English retreated on September 22 withouthaving

inflicted too much damage (proulx 1979a:29). A similar attack was launched in August

of 1693, this time by a small fleet under the command of Francis Wheler (Lilly 1693).

The English fleet arrived in the harbour and spent a week assessing theirtacticalsituation.

Findingtheharbourtoowell-defended,Wheler'sfleetretiredwithoutfiring a shot.

The French responded in kind in l696,whenPierreLeMoyned'ibervillearrived

in the colony with the intention of launching joint land and sea attacks on the English

shore. The long series of engagements took place over the winter of 1696- 1697

(Williams 1987). Many English settlements were destroyed, including Ferryland (a large

English settlement on the east coast of the Avalon Peninsula). Tothenorth,thelargest

English settlement atSt. John's offered resistance to the French attacking forces, but soon

capitulated. The French had no intentions of holding the town and soon left to move on to

attack other English targets. French troops ventured into Conception and Trinity Bays,

collecting plunder and prisoners in most of the settlements they came upon (Pritchard

1999; Williams 1987). Furlher attacks were launched onSt. John's and otherEnglish

settlements in 1705 and again in 1708 (Candow 1979:12-13).

Back in Plaisance, from the late seventeenth century, administrative infrastmcture

in Plaisance grew apace; construction of the fortifications continued,beach properties

were surveyed and disputes resolved,theposition ofa notary was established and a

hospital was constructed on the Little Beach (Plaze 1991; Landry 2008:305-320). The



early eighteenth century saw the appointment of an interim governor after Brouillan was

appointed as the commandant of Acadia in 1701 (Baudry 2000c). The interim

commandant, Joseph de Monic, disagreed frequently with senior officersand

administrators (Baudry 2000a; Landry 2008:229-30 I). This brief period of administrative

strife was ended the following year with the appointment of Governor Daniel d' Auger de

Subercase, whose administration was marked by much less tension between senior

officers and officials (Proulx 1979a:44;Landry2008:235-238).ln 1706,thelastgovernor

of Plaisance, Phillippe Pastourde Costebelle was appointed; Costebelle would oversee

the colony through to its handover to the English.

Administrative structures continued to grow underCostebelle's governance.

Despite periodic naval blockade launched againstPlaisancebyEnglish ships between

1708-1712,theeconomyandoverallgrowthofthecolonymeantthatPlaisanceseemsto

have thrived during these years. The historiographical tradition of the blockade years

beingaperiodofdeclineinthecolonyseemexaggerated,inthelightof Nicolas Landry's

studies, which indicate a prosperous local economy, even during the height of the

blockade years (Landry200la, 2002,2004). This prosperity was not long-lived,forthe

colony was officially ceded to the English in 1713 under the terms of the Treaty of

Utrecht; this would bring about a complete re-orientation of the French privileges in

Newfoundland (Hiller 1991). In 1714, most of the habitants of Plaisance would move to

lie Royale (Cape Breton Island) and begin the process ofre-establ ishingthemselvesthere.



Settlement Patterning in the Colony

Plaisance consisted of several regions which together formed the colony. Initially,

habitants settled on the Great Beach,alignedalongthebacksideof thebeach,aswellas

on the Little Beach,just on the north side of the Gut. Pointeverte, at the entrance to the

harbour, was another locus of settlement; one or two planters lived at La fontaine as well.

Additionally,asmallclusterofhabitationswereestablishedinPetitPlaisance(inthe

harbour immediatelytothenorth,todayknownas Argentia). Collectively, these

habitations were all considered to be part of Plaisance. The seigneurial system was never

established in Plaisance, which stands in contrast to French colonieselsewhereinNew

France. As a result, habitants had direct possession of their land and the brevets of

ownership establish the dimensions and relative location of each property (Anon. I May

1695). The houses, servant's lodgings, gardens, outbuildings andfisheriesinfrastructure

(such as storehouses) were clustered together; whereverpossibIe, habitations were laid

out to provide access to water (Figure 3.3). Behind each planter's home stretched their

beach drying area (L'Hermitte 20 September 1699a,b,c). The borders of each habitant's

beach was marked by piles of stone (Menard 2006:327). This has some superficial

similarity to settlement patterning in the Laurentian settlements. Large seigneuries there

were broken into evenly spaced, long-lot settlements, with a narrow width of frontage

opening onto a body of water-usually a river-thus providing equal access to the water

(Coates 2000:33; Courville 2000:83).



Figure 3.3 A map showing habitant properties on Plaisance's grande grave.

Detail from Jacques L'Hermjtte, 20 September 1699, Plan particulier du Fort et des

Graves et Habitations de Plaisance, ANOM, Col. 3DFCI09A. North is to the bottom of

the image. Image courtesy of the ANOM.



By contrast, the settlement in Plaisance does not appear to have these formally

surveyed origins. Early on in the colony's history, the planters appear to have arranged

themselves as they saw fit. The map shown in Figure 3.3 depicts some of the habitants'

houses and outbuildings as sitting astride the boundary lines marking the divisions

between properties, rather than being neatly contained within them. The mapmaker makes

a special note of these inconsistencies: "lesmaisonsnesepeuvent pas bien distingueren

ce que la plus part sont basties en partie sur les terrains des uns etdes autreur"

(L'Hermitte 20 September 1699a). This evidence suggests that the construction of the

buildings and the construction of the boundary lines were not contemporaneous. The

property boundaries as seen in Plaisance in 1699 were thus notpartofa formally

surveyed boundary system laid out in 1662 with the arrival of the firstcolonists.

Disputes over ownership of land were common (Landry 2008:350-354). The

Great Beach was a shared space that both resident and seasonal fishermen used. The

habitants occupied the eastern side of the Great Beach and the seasonalfishermen

occupied the western side. Conflict over the right to use such economically important

space flared frequently (Landry 2008:342-345). Officials were often called to intercede in

the case of conflict between seasonal fishing crews and resident planters(Landry

2001:30-31). Regulations were already in place to govern how seasonal crews allocated

beach space, but these did not apply to Plaisance and indeed were not intended to resolve

disputes between the seasonally and permanently resident. Thus, this task fell to

Plaisance's administrators; by the end of the seventeenth century, 0 fficials had decided to

formalize the distribution of beach space. This decision led to the creation ofa very



detailedcensusinl698,whichrecordednotonlythenamesofthefamilies living in

Plaisance, but also the size of their beach space and its location. Ifknown,thecensus-

takerrecordedwhethereachhabitantpossessedtitletotheland,eitherintheformofa

brevetduroi,orbypermissionofthegovemor.

In 1699, the colony's engineer, Jacques L'Hermitte, produced maps of the three

communities that comprise Plaisance (L'Hermitte 20 September 1699a,b,c). These maps

record the layout of each habitant property, with structures and garden plots indicated,

keying this representation to a census of habitants at the bottom of each map. Inthese

censuses, L'Hermitte records two sets of property dimensions for each family. The

associated text notes that the first column sets record thedimensions of the property as

they currently exist and the second column sets record the dimensions of the property as

they should be. There is almost always a difference in the area of land that each settler

occupied and that which they were supposed to occupy. Thedifference usually balances

out in favour of the habitant. Furthermore, most residents expanded the length of their

property to the west. This meant that habitants gained land at the expense of the seasonal

fishermen's beach space, rather than at the expense of each other. This does not mean

thatrelationsbetweenhabitantsandseasonalfishermenwerealwaysadversarial;asshall

be discussed in a subsequent chapter, these two segments of the population were in many

ways dependent on each other. In terms of land use, there are certainly examples of co-

operation; for example, seasonal fishermen sometimes rented fishing premises from

habitants, for which they paid 10 quintals of fish (about 510 kg) perchaloupe-load

(Balcom 1984:24).



However property was secured-via purchase, unsanctioned propertyexpansion,

or by rental-it was a critical element for success in the fishery. An increase in space on

which to dry fish would increase the size of the catch that could be Ianded,thusbringing

the potential for increased profit to a fishing proprietor. So possession of beach space was

critical,whetheritbeoutrightownershipinthecaseofresidentfishermen,ortemporary

possession for a season, in the case of seasonal fishermen. Additionally,owningthebest

land was also useful. Historic documents indicate that some land was more valuable than

others. On the Great Beach, properties that were nearest the Gut were more desirable,

because fishing chalollpes were that much closer to fishing grounds (Thibodeaux 1959-

1960:69). But proximity to fishing grounds is not the only factor to be consideredin

assessing the value of land. If simple proximity to fishing grounds was the most

important issue in land value, then the beach space at Point Verte (at the entrance to

Plaisance's harbour) should be the most sought-after land in theharbour. This is not the

caseatall,asnotedinaI698census;muchbeachspacewassaidtobeavailable at Point

Verte (Thibodeaux 1959-1960:70). This land was not as desirable, because Point Verte

suffered from persistent fog which interfered with the fish drying process (Thibodeaux

1959-1960:70; Briere 1990:48). Land that needed to be cleared of shrubs and overgrowth

was less desirable-like some of the empty places at Pointe verte (L'Hermitte 20

Septemberl699b;Thibodeaux 1959-1960:70). This represented an additional investment

of time and money; indeed,theneed for land-clearing in Louisbourgwas cited as a reason

for higher shore property rent in Louisbourgthan in Plaisance (Balcom I984:24). Some

areasoftheharbourdidnotproducegooddriedfish,presumablybecauseofclirnatic



conditions, or so SieurBarrat found when he tried withlittlesuccess to dry fish at La

fontaine (Thibodeaux 1959-l960:l84). Land that was located far from the protection of

the fort's cannon may have been less desirable. While the Whe1er raid on Plaisance in

1693 may have retreated without firing a shot at Fort Louis, the attackersdidpillageand

bum houses down at Point Verte (Thibodeaux 1959-1960:70).

With the expansion of the official administration in the colony, particularlyafter

l690, more military and administrative structures were built in Plaisance. After the

destruction of the Vieux Fort in l690, the location of the fortifications was moved to the

Little Beach; the whole north side of the harbour became increasingly mil itarizedafter

this. Construction on Fort Louis on the Little Beach began in 1691. Habitants who were

living around the fortification were eventually forced to move, though they were supplied

with new habitations to compensate them for their loss (Landry 2008:349). Once the

habitants moved from the Little Beach, it became strictly the preserve of the military.

Some officers made the beach their home, living in houses on the grounds 0 utsideofthe

fort (P. Costebelle et al. 15 November l715:foI.362). Drainage ditches with simple sluice

gates transformed the marshy ground behind the fort into fertile area for the 0 fficers'

gardens. Dry beach areas outside the fort were used for processing fish by crews working

for the officers (Figure 3.4). The magazin du Roi was located here, as was a lime kiln and

a hospital (L' Hermitte 4 November 1706a, 14 October 1709). Fort Louis was the

centrepiece of the Little Beach. At its height, Fort Louishadofficer'sbarracks,soldier's

barracks, a powder magazine, achapel,stonewallson at least two sides and possibly

casemates (Proulx 1971a).



Figure3.4 Military and administrative structures outside of Fort Louis.

Labelled on the map are: the northeastern comer of Fort Louis with its powder magazine

(A),gardens(g,k),amenagerieandgardens(I),thegovernor'sresidence,gardensand

storehouse (H), the hospital (L), a limekiln (M). Also shown are the graves belonging to

the governor and officers, as well as the sluiced drainage ditches. North is to the right of

the image. Jacques L'Hermitte, 4 November 1706, Plans des Forts de Plaisance, ANOM,

Col. DFC, 3DFCI13A. Image courtesy of the ANOM.
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Depending on which archival documents are read, Fort Louis appeared either in

tolerably good condition, or intolerably poor condition. Certainly difficult winters could

do great damage to the fort, being located on the beach at sea level-but a certain amount

of care must be taken when reading contemporary assessments of the fort. Whatever its

state of repair and whatever the strength (or lack thereof) of its cannon, Fort Louis never

fell to a direct military attack by the English. Fortificationonthenorthside of the Gut

was not limited to Fort Louis, but rather continued up the hillside. The hills to the north

of the fort were fortified with a series of batteries, covered ways and a detached redoubt

that the French called Fort Royale (Grange 1971; Karklins 1971). The latter quickly

became a stand-alone fort in its own right. Eventually, the entire northsideofPlaisance's

harbour became the preserve of the military.

LesPlaisantins:AHistoryofthePopulation

Plaisance was home to four major types of residents: the military, administrators,

seasonal fishermen and permanent residents. Reconstructing the demographic history of

Plaisance is particularly difficult, as the parish registers have not survived(Landry

200lb:19-20).However,aseriesofcensusestakenbetween 1671 and 1714 have allowed

a cenaindegree of population reconstruction by Landry(200lb,2008)andWhite(1999).

Plaisance never supported avery large population, butneitherdid other Newfoundland

settlements, nor did other settlements elsewhere in Acadia and Maine (Pope 2004:200-



206). Furthermore, what is implied by the notion of the size of Plaisance's populationis

entirely dependent on the time of year the population was enumerated and whom the

The resident population of planters (habitams) ran family-based fishing

establishments. Birth rates were comparable with other settlements in New France; in

total, 93 children were born in Plaisance (Landry 2001b:25-26,2008: 142). The

permanently resident population was first enumerated in 1671 at 74 persons and reached a

peakof265 persons in 1710 (Landry 2008:139). However, just because habitants ran

permanent fishing establishments does not mean they were resident in the colony every

year. Detailed demographic studies have shown that permanent residence must be placed

in a larger context of circum-Atlantic mobility; residents might not spend every season in

Newfoundland,buttheyspentamajorityoftimethere(Popel993:235-236,2004:220

230). Censuses taken in 1699, appended to the bottoms of maps of PiaisanceandPetit

Plaisance, are instructive; of34 married habitants, 10 had wives who were resident in

France at the time the census was taken (L'Hermitte 20 September 1699a, 20 September

1699c). Clearly, the notion ofa permanently resident family was not limited to the

presenceofthenuclearfarnilylivinginthecolony.lndeed,fishingcolonies did not need

continual population growth in order to be vital places (Landry2001b:34). Theirability

to access a highly mobile labour force meant that large numbers of residentsettlerswere

notnecessary,whichmayexplainwhyfishingcolonypopulationsare smaller than



While family-based fishing establishments provided some of the organisational

structureofPlaisance'sfishingestablishments,residencewasnot limited to family

members. The occupational demands ofa fishing operation usuallyoutstrippedthe

number of family members available for work. Thus, a number of fishing servants, or

engages,wererequiredforasuccessfulfishingestablishment.The servant population

consisted of two groups-those who worked for habitants and those who worked for

seasonal fishing ships. On average, each habitant employed about ten engages, which

resulted in an average of between about 250 to 350 in the colony per year, though there

was a spike in 1704 when 695 engages were present (Landry 2002b:18 2007:11). The

length of time of each engagement varied; sometimes they were for a single summer, or

for the summer, winter and following spring (Landry 2002b:21, 2007:11). Engages were

thus a highly mobile component of the population, who may have been in the community

for as little as several months to as many as several years.

Understanding the size of the seasonal fishing crews that based theiroperations

out of Plaisance's harbour is difficult, because these numbers arenotrecordedinthe

general population censuses. However, a few key censuses (from 1704,1705and1712)

of seasonal fishing ships areuseful,as they enumerate the size ofthe crew on each ship.

In 1704,40 fishing ships anchored in Plaisance, with a total of 1508 men (Anon. 1704).

This number is high compared to the two other years for which census data exists. [n

1705,23 seasonal fishing ships were based out of Plaisance, with atotalof721 men

(Anon. 1705). The 1712 census reports similar numbers, with 24 ships having a crew

complement of 885 men (P. Costebelle 9a November 1712). Though the sample size is



small, for the years that we do have data, the number of seasonal fishing crewmembers

was at least double the number of habitants and engages. These years were war years,

however,andthereforethesearelikelylownumbers.

The military population was treated in a similar fashion-soldiers were not

enumerated in general population censuses, though officers mightoccasionallybelisted.

RoUes of enlisted soldiers are rare, so the best estimates of troop strength must come from

general tabulations or notations of what the company strength was intended to be. These

would,ofcourse,fluctuate,duetodesertionordischarges,butserve as a reasonably

accurate tabulation of general garrison strength (Landry 2008:252-253). Additionally,

when offensives against the English shore were planned, the military population would

at least temporarily-enlarge with the presence of additional troops. For example, in

1696,d'lbervillearrivedinPlaisancewithanadditionalcontingentofl25 French and 40

Native reinforcements, the former from Canada and the latter from Acadia and Cape

Breton (Proulx 1979a:32).

Despite these fluctuations, the size of the Plaisance-based garrisonisimportantto

at least estimate, for the soldiers and officers together formed a significantproportionof

the local population. Typically, ordinary enlisted soldiers were posted to the colonies for

a minimum of six years, which made them more permanently resident than many of the

fishing servants (Cassel 1988:118-119). Additionally, officers in particular tended to

establish roots in the community; the notarial records for Plaisance indicatethatmany

officers intermarried with the civilian population. Thus, the military was an important

vectorforsettlementinPlaisanceandtheirnumberdeservesinclusion in a demographic



survey of the colony. From l662 until about l690, there were probably 30 soldiers or less

in the colony (Mauclerc and Cartigny 9 November 1687). This number increased after

l690to about 60 in 1695, to LOOin 1697 and varying between 130 and l5oafter 1701. 1n

17l1,abriefsurgeinnumbersresultedin250soldiersresidingin the colony (Landry

2008:253).

To these numbers we must also add the various officials present in the colony-

the governor and the notary-the office of the latter had been establishedin1696(Plaze

1991:43). Additionally, further functionaries included the Recollet friars, responsiblefor

the churches and chapels in the community and in outlying settlements (Taylor-Hood

1999:2l5-2l6). Despite the intermittent nature of census-taking in the colony forthese

various segments of the population, enough censuses intersectfor the year l704 to allow

the reconstruction of the total population resident in the summertime inPlaisance(Table

3.l). Plaisance was a relatively populous place during the summer months and was

certainly no less populous than parts of English Newfoundland (Pope 2004:207-2l4).At

least in the summer months, Plaisance in 1704 was more populous than Port Royal in

Acadia and had only about 1300 fewer individuals than Montreal (Dechene 1992:Table

A; Landry2008:l39).

We can also assume that the vast majority of this population was male. Of the

habitants resident in l704, only 26 were women and 36 were girls (Landry 2008: 139).

The soldiers, officers and administrative personnel were certainly male. We might also

assume that the vast majority of the engages were men, as indicated by a 1701 census that

enumerates the names of some of the fishing servants (Thibodeau 1959-1960:78). In



Group

Ellgages

Table 3.1 The Total Summertime Population of Plaisance in 1704

Source of Data

SubercaseNovemberl7041

Landry2002b:18,2007:11

Seasonal fishing crews

Military and Administration

(officers,soldiers,govemor,notary)2

TOTAL

Anon. 25 March 1704; Proulx

Taylor-Hood 1999:215

1. The data presented here is derived from individuals named in columns titled habitallts,

femmes,filles and gan;olls.

2. lnl704,expenseswereforallottedforthreecompaniesofsoldiers,totailing 150 men

(Anon. 25 March 1704). There were 9 desertions, but these happened all at the same time

in October, so they are not included here (Durand laGarenne andSubercasel7040ct

25). The numbers of officers (7) was taken from data in L'Hermitte (1706b, November

4),towhichwasaddedthegovemorandecrivaill.



thisregard,thedemographicsofPlaisancewereverysimilartothedemographicsof

Louisbourg, where women never numbered more than 30 percent of the habitall/

population; if the military population had been included inthjsnumber,theproportionof

women would be even lower (Johnston 2001 :41). Though the absence of parish records

means that determining the average age at marriage for women is difficult; calculations

using other documentary sources does reveal some limited information (Landry

2008:143). Plaisance appears to be similar to Louisbourg inthisregard,in that women

married earlier in these maritime colonies than they did in other French settlements, such

as in Acadia (Hynes 1973: II). This scarcity of single women, when combined with the

need for men to be able to support a family, had the result that menhadto wait longer

than their contemporaries in Quebec to marry (Johnston 2001:41).

The demographic origins of Plaisance's colonists are easiest to track for habitants;

as the population fluctuates and grew, this demographic profile wouldofcoursechange.

Landry indicates that the largest proportion originated in La Rochelle, with a small

number coming from the nearby lie de Re; Saint-Malo in Brittany to the north contributed

an equally small number, as did Bayonne in the Basque country to the south (2008:142).

The 1698 census records the region of origin for habitants, which allowsusLOaddseveral

instances of settlement from less typical regions, such as Provence,Bayeux,orJersey.By

the end of the seventeenth century, there were also habitants who were born in Quebec

and settled in Plaisance (Thibodeau 1959-1960). People of Basque origin definitely

numbered arnongst the habitall/s in the colony; a far greater number made up the ranks of

the seasonal fishermen who were based out of Plaisance's harbour(Briere 1990:67). A



few settlers were born in England and Ireland; most of these became naturalized and

married French women (Parat 9 July I688:foI.90v-9I,93v; Parat 22 September 1685;

Anon. December 8 1666).

Of the officers and administrators whose biographies can be reconstructed, twelve

were born in France and only one was a native of Acadia. This contrasts with the situation

in the eighteenth century for both Louisbourg and Quebec, where officers tendedtobe

bominthecolonies(CasseIl1988:Tables 1 and 2; Johnston 2001:175). Soldiers'regional

origins are much harder to uncover, but typically militaryrecruitmenttended to take place

in major port cities in France (Choquette 1997:265-266). Occasionally,listsofrecruitsor

deserters provide the origin of soldiers, though they are hardly a representative sample of

the total population. Where origins are listed,thePoitou-Charentesregiondominates(de

Mezy 14 April 1697; Durand la Garenne and Subercase 25 October 1704).

Not all those who lived in and around Plaisance were of European descent.

Beothuk archaeological sites have been found in Placentia Bay, though not in great

number (Holly 2002:Fig.5.4; Linnamae 1971; Marshall 1996:273; Gerald Penney

Associates 2008). Documentary sources record only infrequent encounters with Native

peoples (either Mi'kmaq or Beothuk,dependingon which authorinterpretstheevidence)

in Placentia Bay in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Marshall 1996; Martijn 1996,

2003; Gerald Penney Associates 2008:9). This contrasts with the French and Basque

experience on the west coast of Newfoundland and in Labrador, where the lnuit are often

commented on from the sixteenth century onwards (Auger 1991). The relatively

infrequent contact between the Beothuk and Europeans in Placentia Bay and along the



south coast of the island is an indication that the Beothukhad largely withdrawn from the

south coast and Placentia Bay by the end of the seventeenth century (Hoily 2002:146;

Marshall 1996:278). In the early eighteenth century, 60 Native famil ies-probably

Mi'kmaq-briefly moved to Fortune Bay and the island ofSt. Pierre, alongthesouth

coast of Newfoundland (Martijn 2003:73-75). Documents refer to Native peoples living

in and around Placentia; one family was enumerated in the 1687census and the Turbis

family lived somewhere near the settlement in 1695 (Martijn 1996: 121,2003:71). French

military commanders also recruited and transported Mi'kmaq and Abenaki men to serve

on French military expeditions against English Newfoundland, so for a short time, these

individuals would have been resident in the colony (Williams 1987; Martijn2003:73-74).

In 1701, a privateeringship operating out of Plaisance registered its role (crew list) with

the local notary: numbered amongst the French crew was one "Augustin, Ie sauvage"

(MonjaudlOApril1712).

Individuals of African descent were also present in the colony, though references

are difficult to locate. Governor Costebelle bought a "Georg Ie Negre" from one of the

leading merchants in Plaisance (Donovan 2004:27). AnotherreferencetoanAfrican

individual in the colony is found in the accounts of Henri Brunet, aFrenchtraderwho

freighted ships from Boston to Plaisance after 1675. lnhisaccountsfor1677,Brunet

details what he was owed by various Plaisance habitants, including one Thomas Picq, a

naturalized Englishman living in Plaisance. The records indicate that Picq owed Brunet

for "carisse pour sa negresse", implying that the fabric was intendedforanAfrican

individual in Picq's household (Brunet September-December 1677:fo1.104v). Thus, the



origins of the colonial population of Plaisance were largely French,butcarefulsiftingof

records demonstrates that people living in Plaisance were not alwaysFrench,noreven

European in origin.

A paste militaire: The Military in Plaisance

Soldiers were present in the colony from its earliest days, but it isnotclearwhat

the regimental associations of the earliest soldiers were. Beforethel680s,apatchworkof

different approaches was involved in sending soldiers to French colonies. Since 1622,the

Marine had levied its own troops, which were separate from the troups de terre of the

Army. Before the 1680s, the Marine's troops served in French ports and on vaisseauxdu

roi,buttypicallywerenotsentoverseastobestationedinthecolonies. Instead,the

colonies were defended by the troops raised by colonial trading companies,orby locally

raised militia. Or, regiments were dispatched to the colonies by special arrangement, such

as when the Carignan-Salieres Regiment was sent to Quebec in 1665 (Cassel 1988:47;

Eccles 1971:1-2). In 1674,the Marine adopted a different approach to colonialdefence.

Jean-Baptiste Colbert established the troupes de laMarille specifically for service in the

colonies. They were directly under the control of the Marine (Balvay 1995:38). These

troops were first sent to Canada in 1683 to help defend the colony against the Iroquois

(Cassel 1993:48). The trollpes de la Marille would have supplied the soldiers sent to



The Marine troops were organized into non-regimental independent companies of

50 soldiers. The basic unit was the single company, which could be divided to form a

half-company of 25 men. Companies were not further subdivided into smaller regimental

or tactical units. Day-to-day activities within each company were overseen by

commissioned officers-the captain, lieutenant and ensign-and assisted by non-

commissioned officers-the corporals and sergeants (Balvay 1995:38; Cassel 1993:51-

52). Unlike in the regular French army, officers' commissions could not be purchased.

Promotions were merit-based, issued as a result of yearly reports made by the governor to

the Ministry of the Marine (Balvay 1995:36-37).

Soldiers were recruited in France by a variety of means: by announcementsinthe

public areas of port cities, and sometimes by forced or fraudulentrecruitment(Choquette

1997:265-266). During the seventeenth century, prisoners were not permitted to serve in

the military, but this had changed by the early eighteenth century. Onerecruitwho

deserted his company in Plaisance in 1704 was an obvious prisoner; the physical

description of one Jean BrunetdirSt. Jean was as follows: "agede46ans, tail Ie moyenne,

cheveuxgris;avoitetetiredesgaleresaveclesoreillescoupees,lenezfendu,etlafleur

de lys au [blank]" (Durand laGarenne and Subercase25 October 1704:foI.142v).ln 1702,

one family deported their troublesome son from Nantes to Newfoundland to serve as a

soldier (Choquette 1999:267).

When men joined the military of their own free will, they were issued a small sum

of money to secure their recruitment. In 1687, this fee ranged from a minimum of 10 sols

to a maximum of 1 livre 10 sols. In addition to this, they were provided with a set of



clothes; in 1687,thehabilcomplelwasvaluedat39livres13sols(Table3.2).1tconsisted

ofacoat, pants, shoes, two shirts and ties, a hat, an epee and assorted other equipment

(Mauclerc and Cartigny 15 April 1687). We know little of the enlisted soldiers, as they

were not enumerated in censuses. Occasionally names of soldiers are preserved,inthe

form of roles of soldiers who were embarked for the colony, or a list of soldiers who

performed work on the fortifications for additional pay,oralistofdeserters (de Mezy 14

April 1697; Durand la Garenne and Subercase 25 October 1704; L'Hermitte (708). One

document lists soldiers sent to the colony in 1687; this is the only document that records

the names of soldiers who would have lived and worked at the Vieux Fort (Mauclerc and

Cartigny 15 April 1687). More is known of the commissioned officers, particularly after

1690, when correspondence to and from the colony is better-preserved.

On the whole, enlisted soldiers were not well-paid, earning only a monthly pay of

6livresandI5solspermonth(Anon.15FebruaryI688).Thistotals83 livres and 5 sols

for a year; compare this with the estimate for the remuneration of a fishing engage, who

could expect to earn approximately 90 livres over a4 month fishing season (Landry

2007:9). Additionally, engages were provided with food by theiremployers;onerecord

from 1688 records the cost of food supplies were deducted from the soldiers'salaries

(Bureau de ministre21 February 1688:fo1.9).Soldiersoftensoughtadditionalpaidwork

aslabourersonfortificationconstruction;inI694,thesoldierwaspaid 2 sols 6 deniers as

a daily wage, in addition to his regular pay (Landry 2008:272). By 1708,soldierswho



Nicolas LeCouty

Fran90isPerrouille

Guillaume Noyer

Riile of soldiers sent to Plaisance in 1687.

Terms of Engagement

Un habit complet

Et pource engagement

Unhabitcomplet

Engagement

Un habit complet

Un habit complet

Un habit complet

Engagement

Unhabitcomplet

Engagement

Un habit complet

Un habit complet

Engagement

Unhabitcomplet

Un habit complet

Un habit complet

Plus un bran[?]

Plusunepairedesouliers



Table3.2 Role of Soldiers sent to Plaisance in 1687, continued.

Jacques Ledreau

Jean Nogue

Terms of Engagement Amount

Un habit complet

Engagement

Unhabitcomplet

Engagement

Antoine Jardin d. Champagne Un habit complet

Unhabitcomplet

Engagement

Unhabitcomplet

Engagement

Unhabitcomplet

Un habit complet

Un habit complet

PierreChavergnac

Lachesnay

Engagement

Unhabitcomplet

Un habit complet

Unhabitcomplet

Engagement



Table3.2 Role of Soldiers sent to Plaisance in 1687, continued.

Unhabitcomplet

JacquesChotard

Bayonne

Engagement

Unhabitcomplet

Engagement

Unhabitcomplet

Data from Mauclerc and Cartigny (15 April 1687).



presumably worked as general labourers were paid an additional 8 sols per day, providing

another 10 or lllivres per month, based on working 23 days a month (L'Hermitte 1708).

Soldiers with skilled trades were paid more; such soldiers were also paid by the month

rather than the day. Per month, charpentiers (carpenters) were paid 14t020livres,

pierrieres (stoneworkers) were paid 10 livres, muletiers (muleteers) were paid 12livres

and those who worked alahacierre (steel) ora lajorge(forge) werepaidlOand6livres,

respectively (L'Hermitte 1708). Soldiers also sought work amongst the habitants (L.

Costebelle 3 September 1688; Landry 2008:273). It is not clear how much extra pay

soldiers could have made by working for habitants; in Louisbourg,soldierswerepaid 1 to

2 livres a day by habitants (Balcom 1984:24).Perhapsanothervector of employment for

soldiers might have come from working for their superiors, asofficersalsoransubstantial

fishing operations (Landry 2001a:234).

The military in Plaisance began as a reasonably small affair-the colony was

initially allotted 30 soldiers in 1662 (Landry 2008:17). With the arrival of the Troupes de

lamarineinthel680s,Plaisancewasgarrisonedbyahalf-companyof25 soldiers

(Bureau de ministre 1 May I689:foI.65). Funds were allotted for the payofalieutenant

(who commanded the company), a sergeant and two corporals (Anon. IS February 1688).

Names of the commissioned officers are not recorded until the arrival of Louis Pastour de

CostebelleinI687.HewasthebrotherofPhillippe,thelatergovemorofPlaisance

(Salagnac2000). At least fora time in the 1670s, Plaisance's half-company also included

one soldier named Abraham, who performed the function of both maftre canonier and

armurier (Brunet 1672:fol. 12,14). A role of soldiers was recorded in 1689, to document



the recruits that were being sent out to the colony in that year. This istheonlyother

source that records the names of the soldats simples who would have lived at the Vieux

Fort (if only for a year before the Vieux Fort was destroyed). The names of these soldiers

are shown in Table 3.2 above.

The disastrous English raid of 1690 resulted in increased attention being paid to

military matters in the colony; after 1690, the number of troops posted to the colony

began to increase. The period 1691 to 1696 was marked by an irregularincreaseof

soldiers to a total of2companies(or 100 soldiers). In 1692, a letterregardingthestateof

Plaisance's military situation seems to indicate that an additional 20 soldiers were sent to

augment the 40 who were already present (Anon. 1692). By 1692, there was also a

lieutenant, captain and an ensign in the colony (Anon. [1694]:fol.8). In 1694,

administrators in the Marine provided funds for two companies of men (92 soldiers, 4

sergenls and 4 caporaux), though in this year, 14 soldiers deserted and one was

condemned for sedition (Brouillan [1694]:foI.22-27; Anon. [1694]). In 1696, the military

complement was increasedto3 companies, totalling 150 soldiers (Proulx 1979a:31,32).

By this time, the basic allotment of officers consisted of two corporals, two sergeants, one

ensign, one lieutenant and one captain for each company (Phelypeaux9MayI707). This

basic distribution of commissioned and non-commissioned officers would continue until

the evacuation of the colony in 1714. Of course, the number ofsoldiers actually in the

colony at any one time varied and after 1698, actual troop strength usually varied between



about lOOand l50 soldiers (Landry 2008: tableau 27).2 These general numbers would

remain more or less stable for the rest of the colony's history, with theexceptionofl711,

when the addition of infantry from Port-Royal would bring Plaisance's military cohort to

250 men (Proulx 1979a:5l).

The military was an important vector for settlement in Plaisance, as well. Officers

formed a reasonably stable part of Plaisance's population, though theywouldmoveif

transferred. Officers in Plaisance tended to marry amongst local populations, as reflected

innumerous notarial documents. By contrast, the notarial documents do not contain

referencetomarriagesforordinarysoldiers.lnLouisbourg,soldierswerenotencouraged

to marry, though this was not the case in Quebec (Adams 1978:98; Cassel 1988: l25;

Greer 1997:16). Periods of residence for average soldiers are difficult to track; estimates

from other parts of New France indicates that soldiers generally enlisted fora period of

six years, but that there were many inducements to stay for much longerand even settle

permanently. In Canada, enlisted soldiers initially served terms of three years, but later in

the seventeenth and through the eighteenth century, discharges were 0 ftenpostponed.

Many soldiers served for at least lO years and sometimes served for 2Oormoreyears

(Cassel 1988:118-l27,Deschene 1992:38-39;Miville-Deschenesl987).

2 Landry's estimate of the troop numbers in 1700 is incorrect. He shows 46 soldiers, which is

substantially lower than the numbers found in other years. The document from which this

information was derived is a summary of salaries allotted for the colony. The author of this

document estimates the salary for one company of46 soldiers (pontchaltrain28January

17oo:foI.95). This number is then multiplied by three, to come up with a salary total for the three

companies (of 138 soldiers) that were resident in Plaisance at thistime.



Economy and Subsistence in Plaisance

The civilian population was profoundly centred around the fishery; it was the

main economic activity of everyone who lived in Plaisance. Habitants hired crews of

engages to fish for cod from May to the end of July, when the summer fishery in

Plaisancewastraditionallysaidtofinish(L.Costebelle3SeptemberI688:fo1.10Iv).

Beach crews would process and dry the fish on the beach space belongingtoeach

habitant, who would then sell the dried product to seasonal fishing or trading (saque)

ships that were in the harbour (Briere 1990). Fishing and processing by Plaisance-based

fishing crews were not restricted to Plaisance. Cod stocks migrated in inshore waters

during the summer fishing season, so Plaisance-based crews moved about the bay,

following the fish. This was referred to as fishing en degrat. They would constmct a

temporary fishing establishment in harbours closer to where fishing was good (Balcom

1984:47). These temporary outstations allowed crews to process codforshortperiods;the

partly salted fish would be brought back to the main fishing establishment in Plaisance for

finishing (Briere 1990:47). Plaisance-based ships fishing en degrathave been recorded at

Cape St. Mary's, Oderin Island and St. Lawrence, on the Burin Peninsula (Brunet

1674:fo1.15;TavemerI718:foI.226,231).

Fishing was not just limited to summer months. Modem data from Placentia Bay

indicates that Placentia Bay is home to a resident cod stock that aggregates, disperses and

migrates around the bay throughout the year (Lawson and Rose 2000; Mello and Rose

2005a,b). The resident fishing habitants at Plaisance were able to capitalizeonthis



situation and ran a winter fishery, from October to as late as the end of December (L.

Costebelle21September1688:foI.106v;Parat[1690]:foI.86).Similarparallelsinwinter

fishing were found in English Newfoundland as well (pope 2oo3a:157). Cod was not the

only fish that was hunted: capelin and herring were also collected forba it (Briere

1990:47, Humphreys 1970:5). Salmon in plenty were noted byeighteenth-century

observers in the rivers draining into Plaisance's harbour (Murray 1968:98). Contemporary

chroniclers noted the array of wildfowl, as well as terrestrial animals (includingcaribou

and fur-bearing animals) that could be hunted in the baiede Plaisallce(Brunet1672:9v;

Menard 2006:326; Taverner 1718).

The agricultural potential of Newfoundland's soil has often been dismissed and

the documentary record for Plaisance contains many references to the sterility of the soil

(Colbert 7 October 1669, 9 March 1671; Pope 2003a). However, much cartographic and

documentary evidence demonstrates that habitants clearly engaged in subsistence

gardening; most built gardens on their property (L'Herrnitte 20 September I699a,b,c). A

letter from Governor Costebelle notes the fertility of the drained marshland soils behind

Fort Louis and records that he grew artichokes, asparagus, green peas andpumpkins(P.

Costebelle28 October 1708:fol. 67). The Grande grave consisted oflargeexpansesof

cobblestone, so gardens there had to be made with transported soil. Asurveyofhabital1l

properties taken in 1714 notes that one garden had not yet been finished because the

habital1lhad not finished bringing in sufficient soil (La Forest Aug.27-Sept.61714:fol.

352v). This same survey records that many of the Irabitallt properties also had pensfor

livestock; pigs, chickens and sheep are most often mentioned. Similarpatternsin



livestock ownership have been observed in English Newfoundland plantations, where

swine ownership was most common, as pigs were easily fed on fish offal (Pope

2003a:160-161).InNewfoundland,theagriculturalandpastoraI potential of the land has

often been underestimated,by both contemporary observers and modem historians alike.

The archaeological and historical record has shown that gardens playedanimportantpart

inthesubsistenceeconomyofseventeenth-andeighteenth-centuryresidents.

Additionally, livestock husbandry played ar6le in the local economy(Pope2004:342-

346).

Despite the dominant focus on the fishery, habitanrs often combinedtheir

fisheries activities with other economic activities, which isalso typical of English

Newfoundland fishing plantations (Pope 2004:337). Somehabitantsspecialized in food

procurement which they then sold to others. For example, Joseph Lafard'spapersrecord

selling halves and quarters ofcelj"(caribou) to various otherhabitanrs(SubercaseI8-28

February 1706:foI.5). In 1673,HenriBrunetpurchased 15 barriquesofsalmon from a

habitant named Andre Doyen (Brunet 1673:fol. 36). Habitants specialized in other areas

as well, working as carpenters, masons and tailors (Landry 2001:23). Some habitants

chose to specialize in running cabarets to sell alcohol to soldiers and sailors; this was a

typical practice for fisheries communities of this time period (Johnston2001:144;Pope

1989,2004). Occasionally, fragments of account books from presumed cabarets have

survived,which contain lists of alcohol sold to different individuals in small quantities

(Basset January-March 17(3). Notarial records demonstrate that Plaisance was home to a

successful merchant community (Landry 200Ia:250). During times of war, privateering



was a popular activity in Plaisance; this was a highly regulated process by which licensed

privateers captured enemy ships. These ships were returned to the nearest port, registered

as prizes and the ship and contents sold off at public auction. In the French New World,

Plaisance was second only to Martinique in the acquisition of prize ships; some 63 prize

ships were registered in Plaisance between 1702 and 1712 (Bromley 1963:216; Landry

2002a:73).

Engages formed a significant part of Plaisance's population. The vastmajority

were paid in shares of the total production of the crew, though there was variation in

engagement contracts (Landry 2002b:24). Many were engaged for the summer season,

but some were engaged over the winter-not necessarily to fish over the winter, but to

reside inthecolonyyear-round,probablyatthe fishingestablishment of their employer

(Landry 2007: II). The engages would fish and do whatever carpentry work needed to be

done(Landry2002b:25). Generally, engages received 36 to 38 quintals of cod per

chalollpe-Ioadof300, depending on the function they served on the crew (Landry

2002b:312007:3).Theengageswerepaidinfishandthehabitants for whom they

workedreservedtherighttopurchasetheirengages'fishatthecurrent price in the colony

(Landry 2007:14). In monetaryterrns, engages could expect to eam about 90 livres for

their 4 month fishing season (Landry 2007:9). Engages would also receive partial or

complete passage to the colony, as well as foodstuffs consisting 0 feau-de-vie, wine and

utensils (Landry 2007:10). Fishing proprietors had the right to seII clothes and other

necessities to their engages (Balcom 1984:63). The employer also furnished the chalollpe

and provided the engages with lodging (Landry2002b:24-25). Comparatively,engages



probably received the same amount of food as a soldier or a sailor (BalcomI984:61).

These migratory engages were a critical part of the local economy; there was simply not a

large enough permanently resident population to satisfy the workforcerequirementsfor

the fishery. Ensuring adequate recruitment was thus of central importance to the

3.10 The End of the Colony

The subject of the Newfoundland fisheries and France's right to participatein

themhadbeenasubjectofnegotiationssincediscussionsoveratreatybeganinl709

(HillerI991:25).WiththesigningoftheTreatyofUtrechtinI713,thefateofPlaisance

was sealed. The treaty contained a section devoted entirely to the fate of PIaisance;under

the terms of the treaty, the 50-year-old colony was to be handed overto the English

(Proulx 1979b: 117). Governor Costebelle was informed officially of Plaisance's fate by

a letter from the King dated 29 September, 1713 (Proulx 1979a:67).Becausethecolonists

would not learn of the colony's fate until the season was too faradvanced fora safe

passage to Cape Breton, the evacuation of the colony was delayed (Proulx 1979b:1l8).

By the end of September 1714, all French civilians, officials and militarypersonnelwere

to leave Plaisance (Janzen 2001:3). The French were subsequentlypreventedfromany

permanent settlement on the island of Newfoundland, beyond erectingtheshore



structures necessary for prosecuting a seasonal fishery, in a geographicallydefinedpartof

The fortifications of Plaisance were to be left intact, but the armamentsand

ammunition were removed by the French (Hiller 1991 :28-29). This did not deter some of

the departing habitants from tearing down some of the palisades at FortLouis(Proulx

1979b:118).BeforeleavingPlaisance,GovernorCostebellesentaletter to priests to post

inthechapelsofSt. Pierre and Fortune, inforrning the habitants that they would be

regarded as rebels to the French king if they swore allegiance to the Englishcrown

(Taverner 20 November 1714:foI.261). In Plaisance, some of the habitall/s tried to sell

their properties to the incoming English settlers; of the 72 propertiesthat the French left

in 1714,onlyfivewererecordedasbeingsold(P.Costebelleetal. 6 September 1714, 15

November 1715; Laforest et al. 27 Aug.-6 Sept. 1714). Almost all of the habitants left the

colony. Those who did stay behind, in Plaisance or elsewhere on the Chapeau Rouge, had

to swear allegiance to the British crown. Proulx speculates that those who chose to stay

inPlaisanceweresomeofthenaturalizedEnglishmen,butthisisactually not the case

(1979b: 119). Among those who chose to stay was Claude Thomas de Beaulieu, who had

been in the colony since at least 1695 (Laforest et al. 27 Aug.-6Sept.l714).Madamede

Bretonniere also chose to stay-though she had forfeited her home thepreviousyeardue

to debts and was apparently in ill health (Basset 6 September 1714; Laforest etal. 27

Aug.-6 Sept. 1714). Charles Henri Mahier (son of the late Charles Mahier, who had died

only a few years earlier), was another who remained in the new English settlement,

though by 1725 he appeared in lIe Royale (Laforest etal. 27 Aug.-6 Sept.l714;Mahier4



October 1725). Andfinally,surprisinglyenough,aFrenchofficialchosetoremainin

Placentia-the notary, Jean Basset. BassetclaimedthatheremainedinPlacentiainorder

to sell his residence. Despite his attestations of loyalty to France,he was censured for

swearing an oath to the English Crown and changing his religion (Conseil de Marine 8

December 1716).

Census data recording residents of Plaisance in 1711,aswellasthose who had

houses for sale or were listed as leaving Plaisance for ile Royale in 1714,canbeusedto

establish a list of the colony's residents at the end of the French 0 ccupation(Costebelle5

November 1714; Costebelleetal. 6 Sept. 1714, 15 Nov. 1715; Thibodeau 1959-1960).

Comparing this list with censuses taken in lIe Royale in 1715, 1716 and 1720 can help to

determine what happened to the majority of Plaisance's population (Anon. 1716, 1720;

Soubras 14 Jan. 1715). Some habitants who left Plaisance do notre-appear in lie Royale,

indicating that they had established themselves elsewhere. Some of those who made the

decision to stay in Newfoundland discovered that a decision to staywas one matter, but

finding the means to maintain themselves afterwards was entirely another matter

altogether (Janzen 1987a:186-187). Many of the residents of the islands ofSt. Pierre, for

example, were unable to stay behind after 1714 because they were unable to gain credit

from English merchants, with the result that the remaining French habitants could not

afford to run their fishing establishments (Taverner 20 November 1714:261-261v).

The majority of Plaisance's residents did re-establish themselveson lie Royale.

The initial settlement party landed at Port Saint-Louis; shortly thereafter, Louisbourg was

chosen as the principal settlement, after a brief relocation to PortDauphin. Many of the



habitants who had prospered at Plaisance continued to prosper in ileRoyale. Particularly

successful Plaisance merchants orhabitalll-pechellTs moved on toholdofficialpositions

in the administration at Louisbourg. For example, Joseph Lartigue had been a merchant

and former fishing proprietor in Plaisance. After moving to lle Royale, he was able to

obtainajudicialoffice(Johnston2001:l51). Other examples are not difficult to find,

such as that of Guilliame Delort, a former habitant-pechellT who eventually ended up on

the Superior Council ofile Royale (Moore 1982:9). Some of the lessons leamed at

Plaisance were carried over to ile Royale. Probably mindful of the conflicts that had

occurredbetweenresidentandtransientfishermenoverbeachspaceinPlaisance,

administrators in ile Royale tried to designate the harbour at Louisbourgforresident

fishermen, while the migratory fishermen were sent to work out of Scatary and Menadou

(Balcom 1984:52). Furthermore, customs between habitants and engages that had been

established at Plaisance were maintained at ile Royale (Balcom 1984:54,63). Thus, in

some ways-small ways, perhaps-{)ne important part of Plaisance's legacy was to serve

as "the model and the miniature" for Louisbourg(Miquelon 1988:439).



Chapter 4

The Vieux Fort's Changing Landscapes

Voustransporteren la plus grande dilligence que vous pourrezen laditeIsledeTerre
Neuve,vous y saisir des ports, ethavres du grand et petit Plaisance...etyconstruiredes
fortsyestablirdeshabitations

-Instructions to Plaisance's Governor du Perron, 1660 (Louis XIV 1660:fol. II).

Background

The expansion of France's territorial claims in the New World was often

accompanied by the construction of fortifications in key locations(Pendery201O). Forts

in New France were constructed not just for the strategic defence of settlements; they also

served to physically stake claims to territory, to establish places of interaction with

indigenous groups, to protect communications routes and to facili tate commerce (Balvay

2006:83-89). Forts were thus a physical extension of France's right to territory and

additionally served as a symbolic demonstration of this right. As the only official French

colony in Newfoundland, Plaisance was fortified from its earliest years. During the first

30 years of the colony's existence, a single major fortificationexisted in the colony. This

fort was intended to protect the fledgling colony and to permit its habitantstopursuethe

fishery. This show of strength was also intended to exclude the English-who were

settled on the opposite coast of the Avalon peninsula-from establishing a presence in the



colony and in the region (Colbert de Terron April 7, 1670:fol. 63). Governors were

encouragednotjusttomaintainthefort,buttoexpanditandmakeitmore capable of

defending the colony. This chapter will re-visit the historical record relating to the fort,

evaluating the existing evidence of its history, appearance and lifespan (1eaving a detailed

reconstruction of one of the buildings for the next chapter). Additionally,some

explanations are offered in an attempt to understand why this site was ultimately

abandoned and what happened to the site in the ensuing centuries.

The first fort constructed in Plaisance does not have a recorded formaI name,

unlike later fortifications in the colony. During its lifetime, the first fort is referred to as

"Ie fort"; after it was abandoned, it was known as "Ie place nomme Ie Vieux Fort". The

fort has continued to be known by the latter name since its abandonment (Colbert de

Terron April 7 1670:fol. 61; Lahontan 1704). The Vieux Fort's lifespan-from its

construction in 1662 to its destruction sometime in 1690-falls squarely within the most

poorly documented period of the colony's history. As a result, references to the fort in the

documentary corpus are extremely rare; by contrast, the letters, memoranda,journals,

maps, plans and sketches that refer to Plaisance's post-1690fortifications are abundant

and informative. As a result, much of what can be learned of the Vieux Fort must be

reconstructed from archaeological evidence, in combination withavailablehistorical

documentary references. Interpretive data can also be drawn by comparison with similar

sites, both in Plaisance and elsewhere in New France.

At the most fundamental level, this chapter will explore the history and

development of the fort as a whole. Though falling within such a poorly documented



period,are-examinationoftheextanthistoricaldocumentshasidentified new

information regarding the fort's appearance and lifespan. Archaeological survey work

has allowed the overall appearance of the fort to be compared and contrastedwithwhat

was known from the historical record. This chapter will discuss the fort's development

and evaluate the reasons for its abandonment. Additionally, this chapter will place the

Vieux Fort within a wider local and regional context, inordertounderstand the larger

physical,social,administrativeand symbolic landscape thatexisted in the colony. While

some archaeological results from our excavations will bediscussedinthischapter, a

detailed analysis oftheVieux Fort barracks (Structure A) will betreated in Chapter 5.

Descriptions of the stratigraphic events and excavated featuresthatarediscussedinthis

chapter are given in Appendix I.

Why Fortify? A Review of Fortifications in Newfoundland

Among the earliest instructions for the govemors of Plaisance was to build,

superintend and encourage the growth ofa fort in the colony. The reasons for

constructingafortfordefensivepurposesmightseemaself-evident requirement of

settlement, particularly in Newfoundland, where both the French and English had

adjacent (and competing) claims to territory (Pope 2004:72,311-31 8; Proulx 1979a:9-10).

However, state-sponsored fortification and settlement in Newfoundland were not

necessary correlated, as a brief examination of fortification in English Newfoundland will



show. In fact, throughout much of the seventeenth century, the English generally resisted

the formal fortification and garrisoning of Newfoundland settlements. Instead, the English

Crown preferred to entrust the defence of these regions to the Royal Navy (Crowley

1981: 167; Graham 1946). Generally, England regarded Newfoundland as a collection of

small,dispersed fishing stations which were difficult to fortify and defend (Bannister

2003:31;JanzenI987b:24).

The earliest known examples are the defensive walls (of stone or wood,

sometimes with accompanying earthworks) erected to surround and defend the newly

established proprietary colonies at Cupids and Ferryland(Carteretal. 1997; Gilbert

2009:63-64,2010:72-73). Archaeological investigations demonstrate that the defences

erectedatFerrylandaresubstantial,includingdefensiveditches,an earthen rampart

sUITounding the colony and a gun emplacement (Gaulton etal. 2010:65 ; Tuck 1993:308-

309). Recent discoveries at Cupids also indicate that a seventeenth-century battery was

built to protect the colony. InSt. John's, fortified structures make an appearance with the

construction of batteries at Chain Rock and Pancake Rock,builtby concemedinhabitants

to defend the entrance to theharbourc. 1665 (Candow 1979:9).

The largest of these initial fortifications was the redoubt known as King William's

Fort, built in St. John's in 1693. Though the design of the fort was drawn up by a naval

official (Captain Christian Lilly of the Royal Engineers),theprojectwas an initiative not

of the Royal Navy but of the local inhabitants. Its construction (and that 0 fsomelesser

fortified outworks) was left entirely up to the efforts of the civilian populationinSt.

John's (Janzen 1987b:27). The first state-supported English fortifications in



Newfoundland began later, with the construction of Fort William in SI. John's in 1697

(built in a different location than the old King William's Fort)(Candow 1979: II; Janzen

1987b:29). Thus, though English attempts at fortification in Newfoundland were made

throughout most of the seventeenth century, they usuallyconsistedofdefensive walls and

small batteries. For the English Crown, the construction of large, stand-alone artillery

fortifications was thought to be unnecessary until the very end of theseventeenthcentury.

The situation is different in French Newfoundland. Vernacular fortifications were

erected by resident Frenchhabitallts, such as the small fort and pal isadedhouse

constructed on Audierne Island (today known asOderin Island) (TavernerI718:foI.228).

The island of Saint Pierre provides anotherexample-the French administration refused to

fortifytheislandinl694,butinhabitantsofSI.Pierreraisedasmall fort sometime after

this, which was destroyed during an English raid in 1701 (de la Morandiere[I]:471,491).

In theeariy eighteenth century, Augustin Ie Gardeurde Courtemanche built a fortified

trading post in Brador Bay (which was considered as part of Labrador at that time, but is

now located in the modern province of Quebec) (Corley 2000). However, these efforts at

fortification pale in comparison to the fortification efforts undertaken inPlaisance.From

its earliest years, the colony was fortified and supplied with soldiers. The colony's initial

fort,datingfromtheearlyI660s,wasthustheearliestgarrisonedfortificationbuilt

specifically by a colonial power in either English or French Newfoundland. After 1690,

the colony's fortifications became much more complex than a single fort. The entire

length of the harbour was protected by a systematic series offortificationsbuiltinkey

locations(ProulxI979a).



The emphasis placed on fortifying the colony is not surprising. Fromitsvery

beginnings, Plaisance was a colonie royale-a state-sponsored initiative-in which the

French Crown played a direct role in the administration of this colony via the Ministry of

the Marine (Plaze 1991:6-7). This level of state involvement contrasts with the situation

in English Newfoundland and may explain the earlier appearance of fortification projects

in Plaisance. Additionally, Terry Crowley argues that "the French, although not without a

considerablenavy,putagreatertrust[thantheEnglish]inpermanent land defences as

first seen at Placentia in Newfoundland and later more fully at Louisbourg" (Crowley

1981:167). Certainly, the efforts put into fortifications inPlaisance were insubstantial

when compared with the scale of fortifications constructed in other parts of New France.

For some, the degree of fortification and the level of state support 0 fPlaisance have been

dismissed as being insubstantial (Humphreys 1970:11; Proulx 1979a:23;Turgeon

1985:264). Compared with other parts of New France, this may be the case. However, in

aseventeenth-andearlyeighteenth-centuryNewfoundlandcontext,thedegreeofstate

support and the attention paid to fortifying Plaisance was noteworthy.

The Vieux Fort: Site Selection Strategies

ThedearthofdocumentaryevidencerelatingtotheVieux Fort has ledto some

confusion about the site's location amongst some historians. For example, Prowse

Plaisance (1895:181). This misidentification would confuse successive generations of



historians (Tomkinson 1939:207). Proulx fmally established the location of the Vieux

Fortandreproducedamapthatclearlyshowsthefortonahillside,northeast of the Great

Beach (1979a:17,100). Since the publication of Proulx's monograph,othermaps have

been located that confirm the fort's position on this hillside (Detcheverry 1689; Anon.

1687a).

Based on this information, Barry Gaulton and Matthew Carter initiated a survey of

the hillside to the north of the town (1997). A series of test pits located a seventeenth

century French site, which Gaulton and Carter identified as consistent with the Vieux

Fort. Later investigations beginning in 2001 confirrned that this hillside was the location

of the Vieux Fort (Crompton 2002). The site is located on the hill today known as Mount

Pleasant;totheFrench,itwasoccasionallyknownasthemontaigne de St. Bernard,or

more often the montaigne appellee Ie Vieux Fort (L'Hermitte 14 October 1709; Anon.

[after 1696]). The hill is located at the end ofa long peninsula, separated from

Placentia's Great Beach by a narrow sea inlet called the Orcan River (Riviere d'Ascain to

the French). The site is locatedatthetopofthishill,about30 mabovethepresentsea

level. Mount Pleasant is separated from the mainland by two long sea inlets on either

side (the NortheastandSoutheastArrns),whicheffectivelyisolate the site from nearby

iand (Figure 4.1). The site is, practically speaking, accessible only by boat.

Documentary evidence does not indicate why this site was chosen asthelocation

forthefirstfortthattheFrenchconstructedinPlaisance.lntheabsence of such evidence,
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Figure 4.1 The Vieux Fort site on a topographic map.

Thesileis indicaled by the shaded penlagon(lheuseofapenlagon on this map is nol

meanlloimplytheshapeofthefortificalion). Mapdala from provincial digilal

topographic map IN4391. Inset map shows the area covered by the topographic map.
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inference must be drawn from contemporary strategic and tactical doctrine as well as by

comparison with similarly sited forts elsewhere in New France. Furthermore, a growing

body of literature contends that fortications can be understood beyond their practical,

strategic value (Coulson 1996; Johnson 2002). For example, fortificationsmaybe

regarded as having complex expressions of meaning, and can be viewed as symbols of

ideological,ethnicorreligiousidentity(O'Keeffe2001). Trying to understand the

military reality of past fortifications is problematic; considering what made a location ora

fortification defensible, or militarily logical,canbedifficultto reduce to absolute

statements. Furthermore, the use of militarily deterministic explanations of fortified

structures selection tends to ignore non-military factors in decision-making(Johnson

2002:179-(80). Even those espousing non-military interpretations of fortified structures

concede however that the dictates of artillery defence and attack that flourish in the

sixteenth and seventeenth century cannot be ignored (Johnson 2002:122-125). The

important point here is to broaden the scope of enquiry to include non-militaryfactorsin

the processes of site selection and fort design.

Atthemostbasiclevel,questionsoffortlocationwereinfluencedbythefunctions

that each fort was intended to serve. In New France, military sites were variously placed

to protect urban centres, to command waterways and communication routes and/or to

serve as trading e/ltrepots (Balvay 2006:65-68). In Plaisance, one of the fort's purposes

was to protect the fledgling settlement, as the initial instructions to the colony's governor

record (Louis XIV 1660:fo1. II). The site of the Vieux Fort was probably chosen because

it overlooked the settlement, particularly the Great Beach,wherethemain part of the



colony was located in the early years (Anon. [1662-1690]). The Vieux Fort site provides

not only a view of the settlement on the Great Beach,butalsooftheshelteredinner

waterway system. Sailing instructions for navigating Plaisance's harbour note the

importance of this inner waterway system as a safe anchorage; mapsrecorddepth

soundings for this area, further testifying to its importance (Murray 1968:97; Anon.

[1662-1690]). This is an tillsurprising discovery, as many other forts in New France were

placed to overlook key waterways. These waterways may have been important harbours,

key navigable portions of rivers, or other strategically importantwaters (Charbonneau

1990:44-45; Delpuech2001:34; Desaney2008:29; Keene 1991:32; Lafrance 1983:26;

Robinson 1977:6; Santerre 2008:84).

Additionally,theselectionofahillsideforthefort'slocationhaddefensive

advantages, for in order to prevent infantry troops fromstorrningafort,"heightremained

the best barrier" (Lynn 1991:302). Hillsides were thus typical locations for fortifications

(Cloutier and L'Anglais 2009: 107; Goyette 2009: 126; Santerre 2008:83; Walthall

199Ia:44). Great attention was usually paid to local topography, in attempts to use

topographic height to its greatest advantage. The Vieux Fort hillside had a further

advantage in its isolation: a moderately sized plateau, on a headland surrounded by sea

inlets. This situation limited the avenues that enemy forces could taketo try and attack the

fort(Charbonneauetal. 1982:112). Attacking troops would have to approach and cross

lhe inner harbour system and then would have had to scale steep bluffs in order to attack

the fort outright. Additionally, these natural defences could perrnitthe forttobeheldbya

smaller garrison. This stands in opposition to forts located on larger plateaus with several



easy points of access, which required larger garrisons and more complex defences (Hall

1991:17).

Indeed,therestricted access to the Vieux Fort site may have negated or reduced

one of its disadvantages: theVieux Fort was commanded bya large hill to the east

(Figure 4.1). In tactical terrns, any hill,ridgeortopographiceminencethat overlooked a

fort was regarded as commanding ground. Commanding ground was a disadvantage, for

it rendered the interior of the fortification vulnerable to enemy artilleryfire, should the

commanding ground be captured by attacking troops (Charbonneau etaL. 1982:86). In

the Vieux Fort's case, the commanding ground was difficult to access. Gaining the

headland would require either an overland march from a long distance away,ora

waterborne assault via the protected inner harbour system. The presence of nearby

commanding ground may thus have been mitigated by its difficult access.

The selection of this hillside also meant that the Vieux Fort did not constrain the

growth of the colony, which was a typical concern of contemporary fortification

engineers working in settlements, towns and cities (Charbonneaueta L. 1982:93). In

Plaisance, control and ownership of economically valuable waterside beach space was a

pointofcontentioninthecolonythatoftenflaredbetweenresidentialandseasonal

fisherrnen(Landry2008:342-354). In fact, the military did eventually take control of

beach space for the construction of Fort Louis on the Little Beach,after 1691; this

required the re-Iocation of displaced habitalliS, which would not bean easily resolved

issue. As of 1698, some of the habitallIs were still living on the Little Beach (Thibodeau

1959-1960: 184). The remaining habitants were ultimately moved to different locations



but the process took years. This conflict over the Little Beach illustrates the problems that

could arise when military and civilian interests collided over Iand that possessed both

economic and military value. Thus, the colonial officials who selected the site for the

Vieux Fort avoided this issue by choosing space that was not useful for the fishery.

One final point to be considered in the selection of the site for the Vieux Fort lies

in its position overlooking the Grande grave3 The hillside gives a clear and distinct view

of the beach on which the majority ofthe habitants lived, as Figure 4.8 below indicates. It

may be that the Vieux Fort was intended to provide some element of surveillance over the

living spaces and working spaces of both the residents and the seasonalfishermen.Forts

and fortified structures can be seen as symbols of authority and domination to those who

lived near them, to enforce local authority and remind those who lived there that upsetting

the social order could be resisted by force (e.g. Levy2004:254,Monks 1992:44). The use

of prominent hillsides as the location fora local seat of power has been well-documented

in different cultural contexts (Upton 1988). Furthermore, the ability of those in authority

to use an elevated position as a form of panoptic surveillance must be considered.

Authoritative power can be asserted by surveillance over a local populace;fromthe

vantagepointattheVieuxFort,thehabitants,theirengagesandtheseasonalfishermen

couldallbemonitored,ascouldtheirhomes,beachworkspaces,andboats.Theuseof

surveillance as a means of social control relied on those in authority occupying the

highestground,andcreatingtheperceptionthatthepopulacewasbeingconstantly

observed.lndeed,whetherthelocalpopulacewasbeingwatcheddirectly or not is in

'\ would like to thank Dr. Neil Kennedy for drawing my attention to this point.



some ways less important than the potential for constant and consistentobservation(Delle

1999a). With all of this in mind, the hillside on which the Vieux Fort was built may well

have been selected for both its symbolic potential as well as for its practical value.

Whether or not the Vieux Fort lived up to its mandate as a symbol of local authority,

however,isanissuethatwillbeaddressedintheremainderofthischapter.

Not a Blank Slate: The Archaeology of an Older Structure at the Site

At the very end of the 2004 field season, archaeological excavationsatthe

extreme north-eastern end of the Vieux Fort barracks (Structure A) uncovered unusually

deep deposits, resulting from a sharp drop downwards in the natural topography of the

subsoil deposits at this part of the site. Immediately beside the barracks' gable wall,

subsoil was found at a depth of 1.7 m below the present ground surface. This was

unusually deep; a short distance to the west, subsoil was typically encountered between

40 and 50 em below the present ground surface. This sudden depression did not appear to

be a cultural phenomenon, such as an intentionally excavated trench. Rather, it seemed to

be a natural part of the slope leading downwards to a nearby steepcliff.Thedepression

that we encountered had been intentionally filled in. The depositsthatwefoundhere

(consistingofEvents53and58)consistedofsoil,stonesandmuch broken brick rubble

(Figure 4.2).



Figure4.2 Tbe top oftbe fill layer formiog tbe sub-floor at tbe barracks.

Note the large quantities ofbrokeo and shattered brick scattered throughoutthissub-floor

layer (Event 58). The fill in this layer contains cultural material fromthedestroyed

remains of an earlier structure at the Vieux Fort site. Photo by Amanda Crompton.



At the bottom of these deposits, about I mbelow the present ground surface,the

remains of a second structure (Structure B) was discovered (Crompton 2(06). The

fragmentary remains of Structure B consist of Feature IS, a fragmentary mortared stone

and-brick feature (Figure 4.3). Orange bricks were laid four courses deep and reston at

least one stone. Another flat stone appeared beside the laid brick and was likely part of

the same structure. The uppermost course of bricks was completely sooted and stained

black,bearingtheunmistakablesignsofbeingrepeatedlyburned.Thebricks, and the

degree of sooting they bore, were very similar to a brick hearth associatedwithStructure

A(Chapter5.4.5).ThestratigraphicdepositsurroundingStructureB'sbrickfeature

(Event 63) had much charcoal in it. Together, this evidence suggests that Feature IS was

the remains ofa hearth.

laid at a completely different angle than the walls of Structure A aboveil. The Feature IS

hearth is therefore part of an earlier building, unrelated to the Structure A barracks. It

seems clear that the hearth was intentionally destroyed during the constructionofthe

StructureAbarracks.Afterthis,thelowestcoursesofthebarracks'northeastern stone

wall (Feature 14) were constructed immediately beside the Feature IS hearth (Figure 4.3).

Then the depression was filled in, covering over what remained of Feature IS and

covering the lower courses of the inside face of Feature 14. The trench fill (Events 53

and 5S) was likelyderived,at least in part, from Feature IS's destructiondebris,asthese

events are full of shattered orange brick fragments. The trench was filled up until it was



Figure4.3 Photograph of the Feature 18 hearth {Structure B).

The remnants of the Strueture B hearth (Feature 18) are shown direetly beside the

photographie seale. Note how Feature 18 abuts StruetureA'snorth-eastern gable wall

above it (Feature 14). Photo was taken while standing on top of Featurel4.Sealein

photograph is 50 em. Photo by Amanda Crompton.



roughly level with subsoil found in excavation units to the west. On top of this now-level

surface, the floors of the barracks were constructed. Unfortunately, the layers

surrounding Feature 18 contained very few artifacts other than brick andnoneareuseful

for the purposes of dating Structure B. Though directly dating this buildingisnot

possible, Structure B was clearly built before Structure A, and is therefore the older

building.

TheStructureB hearth had been intentionally dismantled and its remains

incorporated into the subfloor of one of the buildings at the Vieux Fort. Ultimately, the

presenceofastructurepre-datingtheVieuxFortmayhavecontributed to the site

selection process for the fort. Land in the immediate vicinity of this area would have

already been cleared ofrrees and brush. Any useful elements fromStructureBcolildhave

beenrecycledanditsdemolishedremainswerebellsedasfilltoleveI Olltthe grollnd

surface. Thus, thediscoveryofa previously existing structure on the site mayhavemeant

that the decision to build the Vieux Fort at this location may have been made at least in

part for the sake of convenience.

The archaeological evidence does not clarify the function of the StructureB

bllilding, though the presenceofa hearth does suggest that it was abllilding intended for

occupation. Perhaps Structure B represented a building constructed during the first years

oftheVieuxFort'soccupation,whichwassubsequentlydeconstructedinordertobuild

StructureA.However,thecuriousabsenceofartifacts(otherthanbrick) in there-used fill

suggeststhatStructureBwasnotanearlierbarracks,storehouseormagazineassociated

withtheVieux Fort. Some clues to Structure B's function might be found in Jean-Pierre



Proulx's close examination of the documentary evidence for the 1662-1663 period

(1979a:16-17). He makes a convincing argument that when the colonists arrived in

Plaisance in 1662,they found that a fort had already been constructed. DuPerron,the

colony's first govemor, was unimpressed with the state of this existing fortification. He

complained that the fort was small, with four cannon and only had "pour bastimentz une

grande loge de pieux couvertede terre" (Proulx 1979a:16). The documentary evidence

does not reveal who was responsible for constructing this fortification. NicolasGargot,

govemorofthefailedl660settlementventure,wasinstructedtobuild a fort, though it is

not clear what (if anything) was accomplished by him (Proulx 1979a:13).Perhapsthe

small fort was constructed by seasonal Basque fisherrnen, as anotherdocumentcontends,

thollghonceagain,theevidenceisnotveryciear(ProulxI979a:16).

Perhaps Structure B'shearth was associated with the grande ioge that duPerron

wroteaboutshortlyafterhearrivedinPlaisance.lfStructureBdoesrepresentapre

existing fortified building associated with the failed Gargot ventureof 1660, then its short

duration of occupation (from 1660 to 1662) could accollnt fortheabsenceofartifactsin

the deposits surrollnding Feature 18. Or,ifStructureBrepresentsasmallfortification

constructed by seasonal Basquefisherrnen, the absence of artifacts fromasmallfortnot

manned by a garrison is also understandable. StructureBisunlikelytorepresenta

domesticstructurebeiongingtoahabilalll,orabuildingforhous ingellgages. All

indications from written documents and cartographic records suggest that domestic

structures were located directly on Plaisance'sbeaches,notonsurroundinghillsides

(L'Herrnitte20September l699a,b,c).



IfStructureBiscorrelatedwiththegrandelogeatthepre-existingfortification,

then the selection of this hillside for the construction of the Vieux Fort can be seen as a

symbolic act. Byre-establishinganofficialfortatthelocationof an old one (either an

unofficial Basque fortification, ora fort associated with Gargot's failed settlement

venture), the site is drawn into a new network of power. "Due to ... histories of use and

modification, a place is n~ver simply a tabula rasa that can be wiped clean and given new

meaningwitheachphaseofoccupation"(Wilson201O:4).Suchre-uses of fortified

locations are not unusual. A roughly analogous example is found in the Spanish and

French clash over strategic locations along the Texas Gulf Coast; here, the Spanish

destroyedtheremainsofaFrenchfortandconstructedPresidioLaBahfa overtop of it

(Bruseth et al. 2004). Forts were symbols of power; appropriating that symbol of power

and incorporating it into a new regime may have been useful forthose who selected the

The Appearance of the Vieux Fort: Cartographic Sources

A close examination of the available cartographic evidence can revealsome

information about the overall layout, appearance and constituentelements of the Vieux

Fort. A 1689 map, by Basque pilot Pierre Detcheverry indicates the "Ie Fort de ple~an~e",

roughly in the correct location fortheVieux Fort site (Detcheverry 1689). This map

shows a single small building with three chimney stacks (Figure 4.4). An unsigned 1687

map shows a similarly small stylized building (Figure 4.5; Anon. 1687a).



Figure 4.4 Detail from a 1687 map of Plaisance showing the Vieux Fort.

For clarity, the fort is circled. North is to the left. Inset map shows area covered by plan

(inset map scale is five km). Anonymous, 1687, Baie de Plaisance, BN, Ge SH 18e pf 130

div04pOl D. Image courtesy of the BN.



Figure 4.5 Detail from a 1689 map showing lefort de plefollfe.

For clarity, the fort is circled. North is lowards the righl of the map. PierreDelcheverry,

1689, [Cartedel'iledeTerre-Neuve], FaiclaPlaisanceparPierreDetcheverrydorredeSI

Jan de Luz pour monsr Parat gouverneur de Plesance et lisle de Terre Neufe, BN, Service

hydrographique de la Marine, Ge SH 18e pf 125 div 0 I p 0211 D. Image courtesy of the



The best extant set of maps of the Vieux Fort are two almost-identical copies.

Proulx reproduces one version of the map; though he suggests that itdatestothel670s,

he does not provide any further support for this suggested date (1979a:18). The

Bibliotheque nationale de France (Departement des cartes et plans, Service

hydrographiquedelaMarine)inParisholdsasecondversionofthismap,whichhasnot

yet been published (Anon. [ca. 1662-1690]). The landforms and waterways shown on

both versions of the map are virtually identical,butsomeoftheaccompanyingdetailsare

slightly different. The texts (though identical) are placed in different orientations. The

biggest difference is that the unpublished version has both systematicdepthsoundings

and has a scale (Figure 4.6). Importantly, though, the detail of the fortdoesnotchange.

The only real difference between the depiction of the fort in both versions is that the fort's

cannon are not shown firing in the unpublished version, while the publishedversion

shows cannon with plumes of smoke emerging.

Theunpublishedmapprovidessomecluesregardingtheoverallappearanceofthe

fort. The map shows a large, five-sided bastioned fortification bearingseveralcannon

(Figure 4.7). The fort is surrounded by what is probably a ditch to the rearward side. The

ditch is crossed by a bridge or ramp leading to a rear (postem) gate. The front of the fort

has an entrance gate from which a stairway leads down the hillside, terminating in a

structure in the water which must be a wharf. The fort contains three buildings: two that

arefree-standingandonethatisaconjoinedL-shapedstructure. One of the buildings is

shown flying a flag and is set beside a free-standing cross. A small dotin front of one set

ofbuildingsreadsjontaine. This map is clearly intended to show the location of the fort



Figure 4.6 The most detailed map of the Vieux Fort.

Thisisthepreviouslyunpublishedversionofthemap.Northistothe left of the image.

Anonymous, [1662-1690], Plan de la rade et du port de Plaisance en I'lsledeTerre

Nevfve, BN, Service hydrographique de la Marine, Pf-130-4-11(1)D. Image courtesy of



Figure 4.7 Enlarged view of the Vieux Fort map.

This is a detail of the map shown in Figure 4.6. North is to the left of the image.

Anonymous, [1662-1690], Plan de laradeetdu port de Plaisance en 1'1sle de Terre

Nevfve, BN, Service hydrographique de la Marine, Pf-130-4-11 (I )D. Image courtesy of



and to show the basic layout of Plaisance. The mapmakerhad a good understanding not

only of the harbour's layout, but also of the harbour's bathymetry and the Iocationof

plantations on the beaches. The mapmaker also made observations about where boats

should be overwintered and where fishing ell degrat occurs. Thus, the mapmaker had a

reasonable familiarity with Plaisance's harbour. Bycontrast,historical documents and

archaeological evidence suggest that the mapmaker's depiction exaggerated the fort in

certain key areas. The historical and archaeological evidence for the layout of the Vieux

Fort will be presented below, followed by a discussion of the reasons behind the

cartographic exaggerations shown on this map.

Archaeological Survey, Written Records and the Fort's Buildings

An initial survey of the site-including both pedestrian survey and shovel

testing-was initiated in the first year of the project to identify surface-visible features

and to indentify locations for subsurface examination. Just to the northeast and slightly

down-slope from the fort was a sunken depression that filled up with water during heavy

rains; this feature has been described by local residents of Placentia as a well. We did not

haveanopportunitytoexcavatethisfeaturetodetermineifthiswasindeedanhistoric

well that could be correlated with the/ontaine recorded on the Vieux Fort map. Just

uphill from this feature, a systematic pedestrian survey identified the remains of at least

three stone structures, identifiable as linear piles of collapsed rubble,stilleasilyvisibleon



the present ground surface. Two of the collapsed stone structures are clustered together

on an upper terrace. On a lower terrace, tothenorth,was a third structure indicated by

more collapsed rubble. These structures are consistent with the number of buildings

shown intheVieux Fort map, but not their orientation.

The presence of several large linear rubble fields over the sitesuggeststhatthe

fort contained several masonry buildings. A survey of eighteenth-century fortifications in

New France indicates that forts associated with a settlement would most commonly

contain a barracks, guardhouse, commandant's quarters, astorehouseand a powder

magazine (Rouleau 1986:84). A close reading of the historic evidence for the Vieux Fort

indicates that a storehouse was present during the early years. A description of the

murder of Governor du Perron in 1662 records that the mutinyingsoldierstookoverthe

storehouse at the fort; having found victuals inside, they proceeded to eat and drink

heartily (Anon. 13 October 1663). That a storehouse for munitions de bouche (victuals)

continued to be present at the fort is implied a letter from Colbert de Terron(1670:fol.

13). Whether or not there was a separate powder magazine to store munitions de guerre

is not clear from these scant references, unfortunately.

The fort was also intended to house soldiers, as the instructions to Governorla

Poippe make it clear that he was to make the fort more commodious for lodging the

garrison(ColbertdeTerronApril7,1670).Occasionalreferencesto the "cabannesdu

fort" are also found in the documentary record (de Bonne 1676:fo1.50v). Thehistoric

record generally indicates that some of the buildings wereconsttucted of wood. The

words pieux and piquets were used interchangeably at this time and denote the lise of



vertical posts set in the ground CKrause 1974). A furtherclueregardingconstruction

materials can also be found in a complaint lodged by various habitalllsagainstGovernor

Parat:"[1n1686,Parat]nousacomrnandedeluydonnerdesescorcesd'arbrepour

couvrirlescabannesdufort,cequenousavonsfaitfoumiboisetautreschosesqu'ilnous

a demande" CGillebert et al. 1690:fol. 301). Additionally, another request from Governor

Paratrequires"desclouxpourlareparationdufort"CParat2ISeptember 1686:foI.681v).

Clearly, some of the structures at the fort had wood framing and roofing. A detailed

architectural reconstruction of one of these buildings (the barracks) will be presented ina

subsequent chapter.

Archaeological Survey, Written Records and the Fort's Defences

Tothesouthwestofthesestructuresisalarge,tlatterracethatprovidedvery good

views of Placentia's Great Beach and harbour. Of all the areas surveyed on the Mount

Pleasant hillside, this terrace is the only area with a field of view thatprovides

unobstructed views of the harbour (Figure 4.8). Elsewhere on site, the view of the harbour

is impeded by large bedrock ridges. If the map of the Vieux Fort is at all accurate, this

area should be the location of some of the fort's defensive works. Clear evidence of

ramparts should be found nearesttothecliff,toprovidethe largest fieldofobservation

and fire from a hillside (Grange 1971: 196). Ramparts are low-lying fortification walls

that provided a stable platform for defending artillery, while also providingresistanceto



Figure 4.8 The view of Placentia's harbour from the Vieux Fort site.



attacking artillery fire (Charbonneau etal. 1982:187,224,228; Kingra 1993:433).

Ramparts were constructed of layers of earth, which were compacted with ramming tools,

covered with sod and faced with stone or earth revetments. This arrangement of earth,

sod,woodandlorstoneprovided an effective defence against artillery fire(Charbonneau

1982etal.:229;Santerre2008:75). The French military engineer Sebastien Ie Prestre de

Vauban noted that an effective rampart should be 5 to 7 m high with a terreplein (or

horizontal surface of the rampart) that measured 4 to 610ises (or 7.8 to 11.7 m) wide

(Charbonneauetal.1982:92,188).

Another major component of such fortifications is the angle bastion, whichisa

solid projection, thrust forward from the line of ramparts. This served as a platform to

allow defending artillery the widest possible range of fire. At the same time, the bastion

created a position that allowed the defending artillery pieces to provide covering (or

tlanking) fire along the main line of the ramparts (Kingra 1993:433-434). The pointed

arrowhead shape of the angle bastion eliminated dead zones alongtheramparts, which

could not be covered by defending artillery fire. The angle bastion also permitted

defending cannon and firearms to cover the ground in front of the fort (Lynn 1991:301).

Ditches were often constructed in front of the rampans, with additionalouterdefensive

works (such as covered ways and palisades) placed beyond this; these were designed to

keep attacking troops from approaching the fort and to discourage escalade (Charbonneau

etal. 1982:90; Keene 2002:102-103).

TheVieux Fort map shown in Figure 4.6 clearly indicates the presence 0 fall of

the key features of early modern fortification, in the forrnoframparts, ditchesand



bastions. The map clearly indicates that these features had relief and would have stood

abovethegroundsurfaceatthefort.Anarchaeologicalsurveywasinitiated to determine

whether these features actually existed on the site. Such features should be

archaeologicallyvisible:surveysofotherfortificationsiteshavedetectedtheremainsof

rampartsandditches,eveniftheyhavebeenpartiallydestroyed,re-used,orabandoned

(Guimont 2009:141-142; Keene 2002:109-124; Santerre 2008:93-109). Thelarge,flat

terrace that provides unobstructed views of the harbour was targeted as the location where

the forward defences of the fort should be. A pedestrian survey of the area failed to locate

any surface-visible rubble, or any remains of linear earthen mounds consistent with

ramparts. Bedrock ridgesjullingout from the steep slope below the terrace were aIso

examinedforevidenceofstonerubblethatcouldhaveoriginatedfrom stone walls that

collapsed upslope, and none was found.

A series of judgementally located shovel-tests were placed to intersectany

subsurface remains of defensive structures, beginning at the middIe of the terrace and

moving out towards the cliff face overlooking the harbour. The only artifacts found

included one pipe stem and several small fragments of brick. A shovel test in the middle

of the terrace located a buried organic layer (interpreted as potentially representing a

buried sod) at about 12 cm below the present ground surface; this mayrepresent a

previous ground surface, but no artifacts were found that could suggest a date for this

buried sod. Our shovel-tests demonstrated that the area surveyed has seen only moderate

sediment accumulation in the post-abandonment period. In most test pits, subsoil was

found between 30 and 40 cm below the present ground surface. As a result, earthworks



andstonefoundationsshouldbearchaeologicallyvisible,iftheyhadoriginallyexistedat

If the Vieux Fort did not have classic rammed earthen ramparts, then what

defences did it possess, and what can we learn from the scatteredhistorical references to

the fort? Records from the earlier periods of the fort's history do not provideany

information,butdocumentsthatdatetotheendofthefort'slifespan do provide some

clues. For example, an administrative resume of a letter written by Governor Parat

describes the fort's defences as being overt in several places in 1686 (Anon. I686:fol.

192). This suggests that the fort did have some existing defensive structures that had

been allowed to collapse. A similar administrative resume, dated two years later, requests

theconstructionofllnenclosdema~onnerie(Anon.1688:fol.l92).If the request fora

masonryenclosurewasmadeinl688,thenitseemslikelythatthedefensive structure that

had existed before was not of masonry and was thus of either earth,orwood,orboth.

Thisisfurthersupportedbyanotherdocumentofl688,inwhichthehabitantsof

Plaisance complained that Governor Parat compelled them to make palisades for the fort

(GillebertetaI.1690:foI.30Iv).Noworkseemstohaveoccurredonthefortification's

defences by the next year, as in 1689 the fort is described as being"sans enclose" (Parat4

September1689:foI.1l5v).

As no large earthworks were present and no buried featuresweredetected during

survey, then the Vieux Fort was likely protected by a simple wooden palisade. Certainly,

simple picket palisades were quick and easy defences to erect, such as the palisade

constructed around the settlement on Plaisance's Great Beach,following the disastrous



English attack of 1690 (Proulx 1979a:26). Simple wooden palisade defences were

common on forts and fortified structures; FortSt.Joseph,aseventeenth-and eighteenth-

century French fortification in present-day Michigan, provides a constructive comparison.

Itwasdefendedbyasimpleawoodenpalisadeandlackedbastionedartilleryplatforms

(Branda6 and Nassaney 2006:65). Similar defensive arrangements are common enough

at sites elsewhere in New France and were often associated with initial or temporary

fortificationefforts(Brown1979;Jacob2004;Verrand2004). Furthermore, parts of the

fort near Structure A needed no palisade atall,as the building was sheIteredbehindlarge

bedrock outcrops. A comprehensive survey of the bedrock area (on both slopes) did not

uncover any remnants of earthen or stone rubble supports, or stray nails,whichcertainly

would have been required to support a palisade built along the narrow bare bedrock ridge.

The Stairway and Entrance to the Fort

The Vieux Fort map shown in Figure 4.6 also indicates that the fort was accessed

by a gate at the front, connected to a stairway leading up from the 0 rcan River (or the

Riviered'Ascain). A vertical cleft in the rock face is still observable today, though it is

overgrown with trees. This cleft could have served as such an entrance; it connected the

large flat terrace (discussed above) with the sea. A trip up and down this cleft assured us

that any easy transit of this feature would have required a stairway,asitwasaslippery

and precipitous route. We did not detect any obvious stone features that could



conceivably be the remnants ofa stone stairway, leading us to believe that any such

structure would have been made of wood. Thus, the stairway structure shown on the

Vieux Fort map could have existed in reality. However, the waterside base of the stairway

probably only functioned as an access point for small boats and not large seagoing

vessels. Today, the Orcan River is a generally shallow waterway with strong currents that

change direction depending on the tides. Soundings recorded on historic maps (typically

taken at locations along the north part of the channel) indicate depths 0 faboutafathom.

The Orcan River's depth has not changed much in the ensuing years (de Monsegur 1708;

Jefferys and Cook 10 May 1770; Anon. 1687b). Indeed, most historic maps do not even

record soundings for this part of the inner harbour, suggesting its limiteduseforshipsof

any size. Thus, as the only deep water near the fort is found in the Northeast Arm, the

stairway entrance to the fort would only be accessible to small boats.

Cartographic Exaggeration and Depictions of the Vieux Fort

In the end, all maps showing the Vieux Fort map must be considered with care.

Two of the maps (Figures 4.4 and 4.5) significantly downplay the extentofthe

fortification. The lack of detail in which the fort is depicted can be attributed to the large

scale of both maps; the mapmakers simply did not have enough room to illustrate the fort

in any detail. The remaining map of the Vieux Fort (Figure 4.6) is of a size that permits

the Vieux Fort to be depicted with greater care. This mapmaker was certainly familiar



with Plaisance's topographic and hydrographic complexities, aswell as the colony's

toponyms and settlement patterns. However, the Vieux Fort map depicts a fort that is

much larger than that which exists archaeologically. The scale in Figure 4.6 indicates that

the Vieux Fort measures over 'A Iieux (or about 1.25 kin) across, from north to south. Our

surveys estimated that the archaeological extent of the fort probably measured about 70 m

in the same direction. Additionally, the Vieux Fort map shows defences consisting of

large bastioned ramparts, while archaeological and historical evidence strongly suggests

the presence ofa simple wooden palisade instead.

lntentional exaggerations ofa fortification's defences on maps are not unusual and

have been noted on other maps of forts elsewhere. Forexample,descriptionsofthe

contrast between cartographic depictions and archaeological observations at Fort

Pentagoet include the exaggeration and fabrication of the scale andshapeofthedefences,

in a manner that is remarkably similar to the cartographic portrayal oftheVieuxFortin

Plaisance (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:57). In the case of Fort Pentagoet,the

exaggeration of the portrayed defences were intended to make them appear up-to-date

with principles of early modern fortification and to "present a fortwhich appeared tobea

more valuable prize ora greater feat of construction than it really was" (Faulkner and

Faulkner 1987:58).

Such intentional manipulations of the scale and dominanceofa depicted

fortification in the local landscape are not surprising. Maps are not just declarations of

geographical familiarity with a region; they are also instruments 0 fcolonialpoliticsand

of power (Miquelon 2005). Maps were used knowingly and purposefully to assert and



extend colonial dominion; in effect, these maps were political arguments as much as they

were faithful depictions of territory (Gronim 2001). 10 the French case, maps were used

in colonial contexts to assert and affirm the legitimacy of French territorialpossessions.

This particularly applied to lands thatweredisputed,orperceived as beingencroached-

upon by the English (Pett02007:100). Such maps can be read as a visual expression of

French authority: "[elle) exprime la vision ducolonisateur: elledonnel'imaged'un

paysagecultive, police, ordonne" (Chaffray2005:27). Perhaps, inthecaseoftheVieux

Fort map, the important issue was not to show a geometrically accurate representation of

the fort, but rather to make a statement about the French possession of this harbour and

the degree to which it was defended.

4.10 Which fort? The Vieux Fort and the 1687 fort ou maison du gouverneur

Near the end of the Vieux Fort's occupation, the construction of another fortified

building was planned for Plaisance in the 1680s. Occasional references to afortou

maisoll du gouverneur are found in the historic record. As a corollary of our work on the

Vieux Fort, we also wanted to try and untangle the historical andarchaeological record

related to this purported second fortification, for several reasons. If we could find the

archaeological remains of this fortified residence, it would provide a useful comparison

site for the Vieux Fort. Also, we wanted to determine if documentary references to lefort

in the later 1680s referred to the Vieux Fort or to thisfortoulllaisoll du gouverneur. And



finally, the existenceofa second fortified structure in Plaisance would alter how we

interpreted the colony's seventeenth-century military landscape. As a result, our efforts to

interpret the documentary and archaeological record related to thefortifiedresidence

deserve further explanation here.

In 1687, the Marquis d'Amblimont was ordered to set sail for Plaisance to drop off

reinforcements and supplies for the soldiers (Anon. 1687c, fol. 200). Once arrived in

Plaisance, an engineer on d' Amblimont's ship drew up a plan for afort ou maison du

gouvemeur(Anon.1687d;ProulxI979a:101). Asdepictedontheplan,thiswasa

buildingof231/3by3113toises(equallingastructureofI40by20pieds,or45by6.4

m). This was a long building, with several fireplaces, a possible oven and a room marked

with across (Figure 4.9). There were no obvious military or defensive adaptations, so it

appears to be a fortified residence; perhaps the large rectangle above the structure was a

cannon platform. Unfortunately, the plan's legend has not survived,sothesedetails

The implications of this map are that some of the documentary references to Ie

fort after 1687 might either refer to this fortified residence, orto the Vieux Fort.

Archaeological survey work was planned for the end of the season in 2001 to try and

determine if we could find the location of this fortifiedresidenceand ifso, determine ifit

had been constructed according to the engineer's plan. Locatingthe fortified residence

was the first task, and one made difficult by the fact that the map shown in Figure 4.9

provides no indication of where in Plaisance's harbour it was buiIt. Its location is not

immediately apparent from the landforms shown on the map. Historian Jean-Pierre



Figure 4.9 A 1687 map showing the fort ou maisoll du gouvemeur.

Note the direction of the north arrow on this map. Anonymous, 1687, Plan du Fort ou

maisonduGouvemeuraveclesendroitsoul'onaprojettedefairequelquesouvragesen

l'annee 1687, ANOM, Col. DFC, 3DFC99B. Image courtesy of the ANOM.



Proulx suggests that the fortified residence shown on this map was located somewhere on

the Petit grave on the north side of the Gut, not on the Grande grave on the south side of

theGut(1979:77,footnote26).ln2001,werealizedthatthiswasproblematic,because

the map of the fortified residence indicates that north is oriented towards the water. Any

likely locations for the fortified residence on the Petit grave mean that north would have

been oriented towards the land and not the water.

Based on similarities in local geography, Mr. Ken Flynn of the Placentia Area

Historical Society suggested that coastline shown in the 1687 map bears a marked

similarity to that of a small meadow locally known as the grassy knoll. A comparison of

the size of the knoll on a modem map is very close to the size of the area shownonthe

1687 map (Figure 4.10). At the grassy knoll, north points towards the water-side. As a

result, we targeted the ChAl-11 (Mount Pleasant Knoll) site for survey in 200 I and

excavation in the years following. We discovered that the site preserves two separate

occupations: a later eighteenth-century English occupation overlaying an earlier French

occupation that dates to the late seventeenth century. However, the French occupation

covers a spatially restricted area and is only found on the eastemthirdofthemeadow

(Figure 4.11). The French occupation does not cover the entire terrace, as it should have if

the structure shown on the 1687 map was constructed as drawn (Anon. 1687d; Crompton

2002; Crompton and Temple 2004; Crompton 2006).

A final breakthrough on this issue was madein201O,longafterexcavations at this

site had ceased. Thanks to a visit to the Bibliotheque nationale de FranceinParisbya

colleague (Melissa Bums), a copy of a new map dating to 1687 was obtained (Anon.



Figure 4.10 Theiocationofthefortoulllaisolldugouverneur.

A: Aerial photograph of the relevant region. B: Detail of the area on a 1:2500 map. C:

Detail from map shown in Figure 4.9. In all images, north points to the bottom, so that

each may best be compared to the historic map. C: Image from Figure 4.9, reproduced

courtesyoftheANOM.



Figure 4.11 The location of the French context at ChAI-11.

We uncovered a French context dating to the late seventeenth centuryintheexcavated

trenches. Shovel tests on the western two-thirds of the meadow failed to uncover any

French contexts. Map prepared by Amanda Crompton.



l687b). To the best of my knowledge, no Canadian archives holds a copy of this map,

though fortunately it has since been made available online by the Bibliothequenationale.

This new map is very likely drawn by the same author who created the other map of the

fort ou maison du gouverneur. Critically, this map is drawn at a larger scale and shows

the outline of the proposed fortified residence on exactly the same location that we had

speculated it existed on in 2001 (Figure4.l2).Thatthisistheproposedgovernor's

residence is further confirmed by an inset on the mapthatshowsaprofi Ie of the intended

building with the words "profil de la maison de gouverneur" (Figure 4. 13).

Certainly the maps and documents imply that the fortified residence was intended

to be constructed in 1687. Archaeological excavations revealed a late seventeenth-century

Frenchoccupationatthesite(basedondatesderivedfromclaytobacco pipe bowls and

maker's marks). While the archaeological remains are consistent with some sort of a

residential structure, they do not correlate with a building of the sizeindicatedonthe

1687 maps. A close examination of letters written by various habitants and Lieutenant

Louis Pastour de Costebelle is revealing; they accused Governor Parat of taking the

materials intended for this fortified residence, and insteadusing the supplies to construct a

large habitation and chajfaudon the Great Beach(L. Costebelle8September

l688:fo1.13lv;GillebertetaI.1690:foI.30lv). Costebelle also drew a map of habitant



Figure 4.12 Detail oftbe maisoll du gouveTlleur from anotber map of 1687.

The shape of the circled building and its location corresponds with the map shown in

Figure 4.9. The circle was added forclarity,and north is to the bottom of the image.

Anonymous, 1687, Carte de la Baye et Port de Plaisance avec leurs Sondes et les Plans de

deux Graves en 1687, BN, Service hydrographique de la Marine Pf 130-4-20. Image

courtesy of the BN. Inset map shows area covered by plan (inset map scale is five km).



Figure 4.13 An inset drawing from the 1687 map shown in Figure 4.12.

This image shows the profile of the proposed maison du gouverneur. North is to the left

of the image. Anonymous, 1687, Carte de la Baye et Port de Plaisance avec leurs Sondes

et les Plans de deux Graves en 1687.BN,ServicehydrographiquedelaMarinePfI30-4

2D.lrnagecourtesyoftheBN.



properties on the Great Beach and labelled one property as belongingtoParat(L.

Costebelle 15 September 1690)4 As a result, it is clear that thefort ou maison envisioned

by d' Amblimont's engineer was never constructed. We can thus definitively say that the

Vieux Fort was the only fort in Plaisance until 1690. All references to lefort (which

clearly do not refer to the proposedfortou maisondugouverneur) can safely be assumed

Whatever the Vieux Fort's state of repair in the late 1680s, its role in Plaisance's

history would cease after the events of 1690. On February 25 ofthatyear,45 English

attackers from Ferryland invaded Plaisance in the night, catching everyone in the colony

unawares and in bed (Anon. 1690a:foI.31O). The attackers killed two soldiers, wounded

Costebelle,imprisonedeveryoneinthechurchandlootedthecolony(Proulx 1979a:24).

The English spiked four of the fort's cannon and threw four others in the harbour(L.

Costebelle I September I690:fo1.l50v). The English stayed in Plaisance for six weeks,

leaving the colony on April 5. The historical record does not document what happened to

4 This unpublished map (found in ANOM, Col. DFC, 3DFC1OOC) shows the structure Parat is

said to have built, labeled "Paral" (mistakenly noted as "Pavat" in the ANOM catalogue). Proulx

publishesacopyofthismap,whichisidenticalinallrespects,exceptthatthelabel"Paral"is

absent (1979a:I02).



the Vieux Fort during these six weeks, but it seems most unlikely that the raiders would

have left the fort unscathed. Certainly they tried to destroy the fort's offensivecapability

by spiking or sinking its cannon, which suggests that the attackers spentatleastsome

time at the Vieux Fort. Archaeological evidence from the barracks building (Structure A)

does seem to indicate that the building may have been intentionallytoppled,atleastin

part (Chapter 5.7).

The arrival of fishing ships in the spring of 1690 helped to put the colony back on

a more secure footing; seasonal fisherrnen donated their cannon, munitions and supplies

to the beleaguered colonists (Proulx 1979a:25). Unfortunately, the arrival of the fishing

ships did not bring an end to the disorder in the colony. On August 2O,dissatisfied

Basque seasonal fishermen mutinied,tookovera guardhouse, seized the weapons they

found,andthreatenedGovemorParaL By September 1, Parathad abandoned his post and

fled back to France. Shortly thereafter, the habitants began to build a wooden palisade

around their houses on the Grande grave (Proulx 1979a:25-16).AndreDoyen,ahabitant

living on the Petit grave, refused to abandon his house and retreat behind the safety of the

palisade; soldiers were sent to remove him. Doyen fatally shot two of the soldiers, and he

was tried and executed by the middle of September (Landry 2008:337-338). This was an

inauspicious end to the summer of 1690. Ultimately, the discord and disarray that befell

the colony during this year were the end result of the fall of the Vieux Fort.



AftertheVieux Fort site was abandoned in 1690, clues from both the

documentary and archaeological record indicate how the site was used. Thefirst

indication of its use immediately thereafter is suggested on a map by William Hacke, an

English mapmaker who produced several maps of Newfoundland (O'Dea 1971 :35).

Hacke's map shows gardens in the Vieux Fort's general area-though it perhaps indicates

more clearly that gardens are located on the intended location of the fortifiedgovemor's

residence at ChAI-11 (Hacke [c. 1693-1702]).5 More clarity is provided in a document of

l693, which enumerates the buildings, dependencies and lands belonging to the King.

This document records "trois autres fjardins] ...sontau lieu nomme 'Ievieux fort'"

(Brouillan060ctoberI693:foI.273).

Plaisance's administrators developed an entirely different pIan for the site shortly

after Brouillan's letter was written, as indicated by another map found in the Bibliorheque

nationale de France (L'Hermitte [c. 1694-1697]). This map is unsigned, but must be the

work of Jacques L'Hermitte, based on palaeographical andstylisticsimilarities with his

signed maps (Figure 4.14). He was a skilled mapmaker and engineer for Plaisance, who

compiled a comprehensive series of maps of the colony over his seventeenyearsof

residence there. The map in question is undated,but the earliest L'Hermittecould have

'Hacke'smapisundated,buthismapshowsFrenchfortificationsthat were not constructed until

after 1693, and he stopped producing maps by about 1702,so 1693-1702 must he the date range

for this map of Plaisance (Kelly 2004).



Figure 4.14 A map showing a proposed battery on the Vieux Fort site.

The battery is marked 'K'. The white arrow has been added to indicate the battery and the

white line indicates the letter 'K'. North is to the left of the image. Jacques L'Hennitte,

[ca. 1694-1697], Plan du fort et des environs de Plaisance. BN,Servicehydrographique

de la Marine, Pf 130-4-5D. Image courtesy of the BN.lnset map shows area covered by

plan (inset map scale is five km).



drawn it is in 1694, when he was first present in the colony (Thorpe 2000). This map

likely predates 1697, for reasons that will be discussed below. Of particular interest on

this map is the structure marked K-which is described in the legend as a "retoute

[redoute] a faire sur une autre hauteur" (L'Hermitte [ca.1694-l697]). On the map, this

description refers to a semicircular feature located on the site of the former Vieux Fort.

The structure is oriented towards the water, closed off on the back end byastraightline

perforated with a door-like feature. Thenotation"K"isdifficulttoread,asithasbeen

covered with a heavy green wash, but the letter is visiblejustbelow and to the right of the

indicated battery. A double dotted line leads from the battery downhill to the waters of

the Northeast Arm. This line probably indicates a pathway. This route would be the

easiest way to access the hillside from the Northeast Arm. This is also the approximate

route that our crew used to walk to the Vieux Fort site during excavationsin200land

This map thus indicates that a defensive structure was planned for the former site

oftheVieux Fort. Was such a structure ever built? The notationafaire suggests that the

redoubt had yet to be built, unlike Fort Royale, which was indicated on the same map as

beingcommencay,oralreadyunderconstruction. A subsequent map, also unsigned and

undated, sheds some further light on the issue. Again, this map is likely L'Hermitte's,

based on palaeographical and stylistic similarities with his later signed work. The map

consists of two elements: a larger map that shows the length of the harbour and a smaller

inset map that focuses on Fort Louis and the settlement on the Great Beach (L'Hermitte

[1697]). Both of these maps have associated legends that are keyed to single-letter marks



on the map. However, the map also contains several double-letter marks (AA, BB, etc.)

that are unfortunately not explained in either legend (Figure 4.15).

I discovered the key to interpreting this map in a completely separate archival

collection-the MGI-DFC (Depot des fortifications des colonies) series. A letter, written

inI697,contains"remarquesdesbatteriesetretrancementsfais aux environs de Plaisance

augmente sur la carte et sur Ie plan particulier de la cour" (L'Hermitte 25 August

l697:fol.l)6Thisletterdescribesaseriesofbatteriesandmilitarystructures drawn on an

unspecified map. In this document, each military installation is marked with a pair of

letters. A detailed examination reveals that each description ofa double-letter mark

matches the corresponding double-letter mark on the map, and agrees with what we know

of each specified location. Thus, in the letter, AA refers to a batterywith five cannon that

guards the entrance to the port. On the map, AA is placed at the known location of the

battery at Crevecoeur point, at the entrance to the harbour. Furtherrnore, on the map,

faintly written beside the markAA is "batterie de 5 pieces". In each case, the double-

lettermarkindicatedonthemapexactlycorrespondswiththedescription in the letter.

Though the letter and the map have been separated into different archival series, both

contain enough details to be certain that the letter was originally intendedtoaccompany

the map.

6 A map identical to the 1697 L'Hermitte map has also been discovered (Lemoyne fils n.d.). [n

his letter, L'Hermitte claims authorship of the map, so the Lemoynefils map must be a later copy

(25 August 1697)



Figure4.15 Detail from a 1697 map of the battery built on theVieux Fort site.

The rectangular battery is indicated with the notation 'BB'. The white circle has been

added for clarity. North is to the top of the image. Jacques L'Hermitte [1697), Carte de

Plaisance/PlanparticulierdePlaisance,BN,ServicehydrographiquedelaMarine,Pf

130-4-3. Image courtesy of the BN. Inset map shows area covered by plan (inset map

scaleisfivekm).



The inset map shows a stmcture marked 'BB' on the Vieux Fort site; the depicted

stmcture consists ofa heavy straight line, with a lighterrectangIe behind it. lustbelow

the site, in the Orcan River, is the letter 'H' (Figure 4.15). The L'Hermitte letter records

the following for this site; "ll yaaussyunebateriedequatrepiece decanonal'endroit

marquayBBsurlahauteurvisavisdeshabitationsetdugouletouestsamarqueeH"

(L'Hermitte 25 August 1697:foI.2). The battery depicted on this map looks much

different-and is certainly smaller-than the proposed redoubt shownontheearlier

L'Hermitte map, so it appears that the battery's design was altered between its initial plan

L'Hermitte's letter implies that the battery existed, though engineer's maps of this

period were used not only to record what had been accomplished, but also to propose

modifications and repairs (Fortier 1972:3). However, L'Hermitte's maps typically make a

clear distinction between work that is proposed and work that has been completed

(L'Hermitte 4 November 1706b, 1707). The discovery of a letter by Governor Brouillan

supports the idea that the battery was actually constmcted and notjustplanned. In

describing the work on fortifications that he had completed in 1697, Brouillanwrote; "on

aussy fait surune hauteur qui commander les habitations du lieuappelle la grande grave

une batterie de quatre canons" (1697;foI.144). L'Hermitte wrote in the same year that

"un fort de terre bien gasonne sur la pointe de lahauteurqui regarde Ies habitations de la

grande grave qui servait ales deffendre" (L'Hermitte 22 December 1697:fol. 146).

Taken together, this evidence strongly suggests that the battery on the minedremainsof



Archaeologically, our crew did not detect the remains of an earthen batteryatthe

VieuxFortsite. However, excavations at this site only uncovered a small proportion of

the entire fort and it is possible that remnants of the battery exist somewhere on the

heavily forested hillside. It is also likely that this battery was notmaintainedinthelong

term. The battery on the Vieux Fort site does not appear on any eighteenth-century maps

and no record of it has been found in eighteenth-century documentarycorrespondence,

while other small batteries located elsewhere continue to be referenced(Proulx

1979a:57). The battery at the site of the former Vieux Fort may simply be too ephemeral

todetectarchaeologically.

4.13 Military Landscapes and the Vieux Fort, Abandoned

Aspreviouslynoted,thehillsideonwhichtheVieuxFortwasconstructed had a

number of strategic, practical and symbolic advantages. Despite this, the Vieux Fort was

never rebuilt, repaired,orretumedto its position as Plaisance'sprincipalfortification.

The decision to abandon the Vieux Fort site as a location for the colony'smainfortseems

to have occurred shortly following the devastating English raid of I690. The first

indication that the site was to be abandoned is found ina letter by LieutenantPastourde

Costebelle, who wrote to administrators in France with his ideas for the security of

colony. He suggested that a fortification be built on the Gut for the safety of the colonists

and for the security of the ships that anchored in the innerharbour,because the Gut was



narrow and easy to defend (L. Costebelle 1691:fo1.137v). Shortlythereafter,Pastour

beganconstructiononasmallbatteryonthePetitgrave(L.Costebelle 1691 JoI.138).

Administrators in France seemed pleased with this early work and do not question his

selection of the site at all; the only comments that were sent to Pastour regard the

selection of the north versus the south side of the Gut (Proulx 1979a:35).Constructionon

the main fort on the north side of the Gut, known as Fort Louis, began in 1691.

The reasons behind the decision to abandon the Vieux Fort location arenotclearly

stated in the available correspondence. However, just as the selection of the Vieux Fort

site made sense in 1662,so must it have made sense to abandon the sitein1690.

Interestingly, the Fort Louis site was not inherently a better choice fora fortification than

theVieuxFortsitehadbeen. Indeed,theFortLouissitepresentedsomedistinctdefensive

challenges, particularly in its relationship to the sUITounding terrain. The Petit grave is

flanked immediately to the north by a series of high hills (about 75 to 90 mabovecurrent

sea level). This meant that Fort Louis, lying at the feet of these hills, was commanded by

lhem; should attacking troops occupy the hills, they could then firedown into the fort

with ease. This was immediately recognized as a weakness of the site (Brouillan 25

September 1692:fol. 206v). Early instructions to Governor Brouillan urged him to defend

the entrance to the port with two fortifications that were in communication with each

other; united together, these two forts would make a better defence ofthe colony (Anon.

17 February l69l:foI.20v). The selection of the Petit grave for Fort Louis meant that a

single fort would suffice no longer, but instead a series offortifications would be required

to secure the nearby hills. Construction on Fort Louis began in 1691,ontheGallardin



redoubt to the northeast of Fort Louis in 1692 and on the Royal Redoubt (or Fort Royale)

to the northwest of Fort Louis in 1693 (Proulx 1979a:36).

This expanded system of fortification necessitated a much larger investment in the

colony than ever before. Not only were these new fortifications built on a larger scale

than the Vieux Fort, they required a larger workforce, more supplies and were manned by

a much larger garrison than ever before. Initially, financial considerationsprobablyhad

an influence on how the defences of the colony were structured. From 1662 to 1670,

Piaisancewasallottedl0,OOOlivresperyearforeverything,includingdefence,andsothe

amount of money that the early administrators could devote to the Vieux Fort was

probably limited (Bureau de Marine January 1666). After 1670, the funds that were

allotted to the colony only covered thepayofsoldiers,theiroccasionalreplacement

clothing, as well as the payofgovemors, officers, a surgeon and priests(Colbertde

Terron 7 April 1670,25 Jan 1672: f01.155). Compare this with later periods in Plaisance;

after 1703,20000livres a year were allocated for construction costs alone, forming 33 to

48 percent of the total budget allotted for the colony (Thorpe 1980:39). These numbers

are credits allotted for construction, not figures recording the fundsthatwereactually

spent; such numbers often underestimate the expenditure of funds(DeslogesI981:431).

Nevertheless, this level of funding compares well with funds allotted for fortifications in

Canada (Thorpe 1980).

After 1690, Plaisance was thus re-fortified at a greater cost and with far greater

effort. From this point onwards, the system of fortification set in place would only grow.



The two redoubts would be flanked by additional batteries, musket platforms and covered

ways. The string of batteries would extend along the hills of the north side of the

harbour, right out to its entrance, across from Point Verde (Figure4.16).Thesenew

defensive structures are typical early modem artillery fortifications, many of which were

planned and designed by the colony's engineer, Jacques L'Hermitte (Figure 4.17). What

advantages would this fortified system have provided that the Vieux Fort was not capable

of? Onereasonalmostcertainlyliesinthedefensivecapabilitiesofthisstringofnew

fortifications, compared to the defensive capabilities of the VieuxFort. A letter by

L'HermitteoffersaninsightintothechallengesofdefendingPlaisance'sharbour,in

which he discusses the issue of how the whole length of the harbour was to be defended.

L'Hermittenotes that cannon placed at the farthest reaches of the harbourcouldnot

prevent enemy ships from entering Plaisance's road,becausethecannon were too far

away to be effective (L'Hermitte 15 November 1708:fo1. 152).

Accepting L'Hermitte's statement requires some understanding of the capabilities

of available artillery, but it is difficult to speak with anyconfidence about the range of

early modem cannon in a definitive sense (Guilmartin 1982: 140; Martin and Parker

1999:185-186). Artillery tables for French cannon published by Pierre Surireyde St.

Remyin 1693 indicate impressive distances could beobtainedbya cannon-shot. He

demonstrated that a small four-pounder cannon could have a range of3500 paces, while a



Figure4.16 The location of fortifications post-dating theVieux Fort.

I) Fort Louis 2) The Gallardin redoubt 3) Fort Royale 4) The Horseshoe battery 5)

Another battery 6) La fontaine battery 7,8) Musket platforms 9) Crevecoeur battery. All

data regarding site locations is taken from maps published in Proulx (1979a).



Figure4.t7:TheexteotofthemajorityofPlaisaoce'sdefeosesi01709.

Detail [Tom Jacques L'Hermitte, 14 October 1709, Plan du fort de Plaisance el des

environs [el en cartouche] Carte particuliere de Plaisance et des environs, ANOM, FR

CAOM 3DFCl15A Image courtesy of ANOM.



large 24-poundercould have a range of 5000 paces. 7 These extreme ranges were

produced with steeply angled barrels; point-blank (or levelled) barrels produced much

shorter ranges (Chandler 1976:180). The ranges published in such artillery tables were

"neither aimed nor effective", but rather represent the total distance ofa cannonball's

flight through the air and the distance it ricocheted along the ground (Lynn1997:507).ln

practice, these ideal ranges did not translate into actual resul ts in the field. MostFrench

experts remained insistent, until the mid-eighteenth century, thatthe effective range of

their best cannon was limited to about 1000 yards (or about 970 m). Gunners were not

advised to fire at targets over 800 yards away (or 730 m),and were advised not to angle

their cannon beyond 8 degrees, thus further reducing their range (Chandler1976:193).

Similar ranges have been suggested in other studies (Simmons 1992:18).

These estimates ofa cannon's effective range were limited by the fact that targets

beyondthesedistancesweredifficulttodistinguish,andthusdifficult to hit predictably

(Chandler 1976:193). Thetechnology,too,wasalimitingfactor:

Smoothbore cannon firing a spherical projectile were inherently inaccurate; the
loosely fitting cannonball "balloted,"orbounced,unpredictablydown the barrel,
acquiring"spin"inarandomanduncontrollablefashion.... Attemptstohit
anything beyond 500 yards or so were normally a waste of powder and shot, and
long[er] barrels ... had no more beneficial effect on accuracy than 0 nrange
(Guilmartin 1983:563).

A useful comparison can be made to the 1745 siege of Louisbourg. English cannon fire

from the quickly erected battery on Green Hill (located over 1200 m from the town) was

J A pace is a unit of measure equivalent to a stride (TLFI 2011). A generic estimate of a pace is

typicallygiventobe5feet,oraboutl.5m



found to be too far away for effective bombardment and most shots fell without any

impact on the town's defences (Baker 1978:24-25; Fry 1984:147). lfabout900mis

considered to be a rough estimate of the effective range of the Vieux Fort'ssmall-calibre

cannon, then the territory that could be covered by the fort's cannon can be estimated.

Effectively, the Vieux Fort's cannon could cover the Great Beach and theGut;the

chances of predictably striking any enemy ships sitting further out in the harbour with

cannon-ftre were much more remote. The cannons mounted at Fort Louis, Fort Royale,

and all of the batteries stretched out along the north side of the harbour could in fact cover

theentrancetoPlaisance'sroadstead.lndeed,shipsenteringtheroadstead had to sail far

to the north of the rocks at Point Verde, which would have taken the ships directly within

range of the cannon mountedatCrevecoelir Battery (Proulx 1979a:63). With this string

offortificationscompleted,eighteenth-centllry Plaisance was better-defended than it ever

had been with the Vieux Fort in the seventeenth century.

Ultimately, the Vieux Fort may have been abandoned for more than practical

reasons or for reasons of military defensibility. Fortiftcationswere"sllrelymetaphysical

as well as material; a matter of imagery and symbolism, not just of technology" (Coulson

1992:83,citedinJohnson2002:27). Fortiftcation sites are obvious symbols of power and

authority, but the site is equally bound up with its situation inthelocallandscape.

Landscapes influence and shapehllman behaviour in manydifferem ways; the central

issue for the present study is ways in which landscapes can be manipulatedtoexercise

social power, emphasize territoriality and assert political controI over a region (Delle

1999b:16-17;Zedeii02008:212). A key factor here lies in the importance ofa site's



visibility in the landscape: for a statement of power to be visually reinforced,itmustbea

symbol that is clearlydiscemibleto those it is meant to speak to. Asdiscussedabove,

symbolically important structures are often found in prominent locationS,ensuringthat

their architectural statement was clearly visible to all (Miller 1988:66-67; Hurry and

Leone 1988:38).

Considering the appearance of the Vieux Fort within its local landscape is thus

important. As noted above, the Vieux Fort had a commanding view of Plaisance's

harbour. However, the Vieux Fort must also be considered from the viewpoint of those

who would have looked at it, from the Great Beach or from the harbour. From a distant

perspective at the entrance to the harbour, the fort likely did not make animposingvisual

statement.Thisstandsinstarkcontrasttothemassivelyengineered stone constructions of

later fortifications, such as Fort Royale and Fort Louis. Some sense of the position of the

VieuxFortsiteinthelandscapecanbederivedfromacloseexaminationof contemporary

drawings.

One drawing in particular is thought-provoking: that made by Christian Lilly, an

engineer on a ship commanded by Francis Wheler (Lilly 1693). Wheler's fleet of ships

entered Plaisance's harbour in 1693 with the intent of launching an attackagainstFort

Louis. His fleet stayed in the harbour for eight days. At some point during this time, Lilly

drew a map of Plaisance's harbour (Figure 4.18). This map was drawn from the

perspective of someone on board a ship riding at anchor in the harbour,and unfamiliar

with the landscape beyond what could be seen from the ship. Lillyisjustthesortof

visitor (an enemy, unfamiliar with the harbour) that a fort should speakto. Of course, the



Figure4.18 Christian Lilly's 1693 map of Plaisance.

(Top) Lilly's map, drawn during the English attack by Francis Wheler's fleet. Christian

Lilly, 1693, A Draughtofye Harbour of Placentia, UM, Bell Coil., 1693 Li. Courtesy of

the James Ford Bell Library, UM. (Bottom) Compare Lilly's map with the actual layout

of Plaisance's harbour. Scaleofbottommapis5 km.
172



VieuxFortwasabandonedandatleastpartiallydemolishedbythispoint,sowecannotbe

surprised if Lilly does not show the fort on his map. What is interesting is that Lilly's map

shows a completely inaccurate depiction of the east end of the harbour, where the Vieux

Fort was located. The waterways and landforms at this part of the harbour were drawn

incorrectly, probably because Lilly could not see their layout from his perspective at the

What this sketch underscores is how far away the site of the Vieux Fort was from

theentrancetoPlaisance'srade. The fort did not occupy a prominent position in the

viewshed of the harbour, from such a distance. Located on a hillside at the rear of the

harbour, with only a simple wooden palisade for its defences, the VieuxFortcouldnot

makeanimposingstatementofpowerinthelandscape.lffortifications are to be

"domineering expressions of possession, conquered territory anddefence",thentheymust

appearinthelocallandscapeinahighlyvisiblefashion(Ta~on2008:106).Lilly's map

makes it clear that the location did not provide a dominating focal pointfroman

attacker's point of view. Furthermore, itseemsunlikelythattheVieux Fort's cannon

could actually have had any sort of impact on a ship sitting where Lilly, for example,

By these measures, the Vieux Fort did not dominate the landscape in avisually

powerful fashion and this may well be another reason that the site was never re-used. The

location and construction of the Vieux Fort stands in stark contrast to the location and

construction of Fort Louis; the two could not be more different. The Vieux Fort was a

stand-alone site, located tucked away on a hillside at the back oftheharbour; at most, it



could defend the Gut and the Great Beach. By contrast, Fort Louis was located at sea

level beside the critical waterway that gave passage to the innerharboursystem;itwas

also flanked and protected by additional forts that formed a system offortification

stretching out to the mouth of the harbour. Even after Fort Louis was abandoned by the

English in the eighteenth century, its ruins still dominated views of the harbour (Proulx

1979b:188).

The results of the Whelerattack in 1693 are proof positive that the post-1690

systemoffortificationactuallyworkedandfunctionedasasymbolic deterrent to attack.

Wheler's ships entered the harbour on August 16, 1693. At this time, Fort Louis was still

under construction, having been started only in 1691. Construction on the royal redoubt

(later Fort Royale) on the hill to the north of Fort Louis had only begun in the spring of

1693. AfterWheler'sshipsarrived,Brouillanhadcannonhastilybroughtuptothe

redoubt to render it capable of defence. Despite this, Lillyrecordsinhisjoumalthatafter

several councils of war, even with a combined force of 700 Englishmen, the location of

the forts were considered far too imposing to risk attack. Lilly records that the council of

war decided it was most "honourable and better for the king... to draw off without firing

a shot against it than to attack it" (Lilly 1693:foI.26).Bythemeasuresofvisibilityand

position in the landscape, Fort Louis and Fort Royale combined were a successful symbol

of power; by the same measures, the Vieux Fort would likely have appeared far less

imposing.

In Section 4.3 above, I have argued that the site chosen for the location of the

VieuxForthadthepotentialtoallowtheforttostandasapositionasa symbol of local



power, and to remind those who lived in Plaisance of the state's authorityinthenew

colony. Nevertheless, the Vieux Fort may not have fulfilled its mandate in this fashion.

Many of the public demonstrations of local authority were not held at itsfortification,but

rather held on Plaisance's beaches. For example, religious processions were held on the

colony's beaches. Prominent members of the community carried a dias throughout the

community, ending up at the church on the Grande grave (Taylor-Hood 1999:34-35). The

fort,ontheotherhand,didnothavearesidentalllllonierinthel680s(Proulx

1979a:77,footnote26).

Norwasthefortaneffectiveseatoflocaladministrativeauthority.Bythel680s,

neitherthegovernornortheseniorofficerlivedatthefort(L.Costebelle8 September

1688:fo1.l3Iv;Gillebertetal. 1690:foI.30Iv;Parat29JulyI689:foI.112v). Judicial

authoritywasalsodispensedonthebeaches,ratherthanatthefort.ln1674,thetrialof

thegovernor'svaletwasheldontheGrandegrave(thisincidentisdiscussedinfurther

detail in Chapter 8.3) (Brunet l674:foI.17v). Andfinally,furtherevidencethatthefort

had ceased to be a symbol of local authority can be found in the 1687 census of Plaisance.

This document records that the inhabitants of the fort consisted of9 soldiersand 14

engages (civilian fishing servants) (Thibodeau 1962:205). This census information

suggests that the fort had simply become another place to lodge fishing servants, as well

as soldiers. Together, this data suggest that the fort did not functionasacentreofpower

in the local community. The locus of the colony's religious, judicial and administrative

authority was not centred at the Vieux Fort, but rather was found on PIaisance'sbeaches,

amongst the habitants and seasonal fishing crews.



Ultimately, the Vieux Fort had failed to safeguard the colony. The English attack

ofFebruaryl690testedtheadequacyofPlaisance'sdefences;thefortanditssoldiers

were not able to repel the attackers. Perhaps a final reason that the VieuxFortsitewas

abandoned was simply because the colony's defences had been tried, and had failed. The

tumultuous events of 1690, which began with the failure of the Vieux Fort, were

undoubtedly in the minds of colonial administrators in 1691 when they chose the sites for

Plaisance's new fortifications. Collectively, these reasons-tactical,practicaland

symbolic-must be some of the reasons that the Vieux Fort was abandoned and was

4.14 The Vieux Fort Site in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries

Following the end of the 1690s, there is little evidence to suggest how the site was

used until well after the colony was handed over to the English. Based on the relative

paucityofeighteenth-andnineteenth-centuryanifactsatthesite, it seems likely that the

hillside was largely abandoned. Several English maps refer to the hiliside only as"where

the old fort was" (proulx 1979a:100). Somepanicularlyusefulimagesofthehillside

were recorded in 1786, during the visit of Prince William Henry (later King William IV)

aboard the HMS Pegasus. The logbook of the Pegasus contains several sketches of

Placentia and its harbour, made by navigator James S. Meres between mid-July to early

September of 1786 (Rollmann 1993). Two of the illustrations show the Vieux Fort site



well (Figure 4.19). One view shows the site to the east, from across the Great Beach.

This illustration shows the slopes and the margins of the summit forested, with a few

empty meadows. Another view shows the location of the Vieux Fort as forested, with

open areas behind it (Proulx 1979b:186,188). Another perspective of the hillside (if not

of the summit) is shown in Figure 4.20. Clearly, by the later eighteenthcentury,theold

fort site had been ignored to thepointthattreere-growthhadstartedtotakehold.This

continued through the nineteenth century, as historic photographs from the very late

nineteenth and early twentieth century show a very similar pattern of forestation, with

clearings maintained in the same area (Holloway [1901J).

Archaeologically, a few remnants of this later time period have been recovered

fromourexcavations.Theseincludethreesherdsofhand-paintedpearlware,atransfer-

printedwhitewarecupandseveralfragmentsofnineteenth-andtwentieth-centurybottles.

This testifies to the relatively infrequent and unintensive use 0 fthe site during this later

period. Twentieth-century activities seem to be limited to wood-cutting and gardening,

suggested by the remains of a small hand-cart, held together with twentieth-century wire

nails, found near a clearing to the southeast of our excavations. !nonearea,nearthe

probable cannon platform, are found the remains of several raised gardenbeds. Located

very near this are the only substantial remains of twentieth-century activity at the site-

thecollapsedstruclUreofasmallcabin.Judgingfromthecolourfulanddistinctivebright



Figure 4.19 Illustrations from 1786, sbowingvarious views of Placentia's barbour.

For clarity, circles have been added to indicate the hillside on which theVieuxFortsite

was located. (Top) James S. Meres, 1786, A View of the Town and Harbour of Placentia

from the Hill aback of the Town. LAC, Series MG23-J7. (Bottom) James S. Meres, 1786,

A View of the Placentia Gut. LAC, Series MG23-J7. Images are courtesy of LAC.



Figurc4.20 A partialvic\VofthcVicux Fort billsidcin 1758.

This painting shows a portion of the hillside that the Vieux Fort had been built on. The

hillside, at the right of the image, behind the boat, shows thevegetation growth that had

covered the hillside by this time. Richard Dawson, 1758, View from the S.E. of the Town

of Placentia. ROM, 951.84. Image reproduced courtesy of the ROM



orange patterned linoleum found there (as well as from first-hand testimony from some of

our local crew members), this cabin was in use during the 1970s. This near-complete

abandonment of the site following the 1690s and the infrequent use of the hillsidesince

then has ensured that the Vieux Fort is the only site yet uncovered to have a completely

undisturbed occupation dating to the first 30 years of the colony's life. Many other French

sites in Plaisance were taken over by the English in 1714 and were subsequentlyaltered

and adapted throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This meansthat

undisturbed sites dating wholly to the French period are difficult to find.This,intheend,

has made the Vieux Fort an important archaeological site and one that is, at the time of

writing, unique in the region.



ChapterS

The Archaeology of the Vieux Fort Barracks

"Ie Sr de la Poippe doit [rendre Ie fort] plus commode pour Ie logement de la gamison"

(ColbertdeTerron,7ApriI1670:foI63).

Background

All information from documentary sources indicates that the Vieux Fort was

intended to have a barracks building for the lodging of soldiers from its earliest years. In

France, the construction of barracks (orcasernes) for housing soldierswas not introduced

until the beginning of Louis XIV's reign; theirconstructionwithinthe walls of

fortifications did not become widespread in New France until theeighteenthcentury

(Adams 1978:62; G. Proulx 1979:550; Lynn 1984;63). A survey of twelve forts across

New France with occupations spanning the eighteenth century found that barrackswere

eventuallyconslructed in each case (Rouleau 1986;84). As will be further explored in this

chapter, the attitude towards housing soldiers varied widelyacross New France,

particlliarlyintheseventeenthcentury.lndeed,thedevelopmentalhistoryofthebarracks

concept means that the existence ofabarracks bllilding at the Vieux Fortis not, in fact,

entirely typical of seventeenth-century French fortifications.



Archaeological excavations at the Vieux Fort focused almostexclusivelyonthe

barracks,inanattempttounderstandboththestructureandthepoorlydocumentedlives

of the soldiers who lived there. This chapter will summarize the progress of the

excavation and will describe how the building was constructed. Architectural

comparisons will besought with other barracks buildings, both inPlaisanceand

elsewhere, to try and fill in some of the gaps that exist in thearchaeologicalandhistorical

record. The date of the building will be assessed and an outline of the events thattook

place at the barracks building will be reconstructed.

Archaeological Excavation at the Structure A Barracks

Beginning in200l,the location of one suspected structure at the VieuxFortsite

was targeted for large-scale archaeological investigation. Threelinearpilesofrubble

were visible on the ground surface before excavation began, with an ovoidsegmentof

rubble marking a fourth pile. These piles of rubble were located in a valley between two

long linear bedrock outcrops, about 3 to4 m higher than the valley floor. The area was

covered with moss, brush and trees, which required removalofselectedtreesas

excavation proceeded. This suspected structure was designated Structure Aat the

beginning of our excavations. This is the same area explored in Gaulton and Carter's

survey with Test Trench 1 (1997). Gaulton and Carter also refer to this as 'Area A' in



their artifact catalogues. Other shovel-tests from the 1996 survey that are from this sarne

area include test numbers 8, 14, 15, 16 and 17.

Gaulton and Carter had located a segment of stone wall during their 1996 survey,

suggestingthepresenceofastructure. The roughly rectangular appearance of the rubble

piles visible on the surface at this part of the site certainly indicated that a structure with

interconnecting walls was present. The function of this structure was not immediately

apparent. In 2001, our initial excavation goals were simply to try and determinewhat

these rubble piles represented. lfa structure was located, we wanted to determine its

function, size and overall appearance. At this point, ourknowledgeofthehistoricrecord

relating 10 the Vieux Fort was confined to summaries of the site in Proulx (1979a). This

meant that the initial excavation goals at the site had anarchitecturaI focus. We needed to

leamwhatpurposethisbuildinghadserved;understandingthestructure'sappearanceand

layolltwouldgoalongwaytowardsdeterminingthebuilding'soveraII function.

The archaeological remains exposed during four years ofexcavation at the site are

shown in Figure 5.1. During the 2001 season, we laid out an initial east-west trench

running through the structure, perpendicular to one of the long rubble piles (Crompton

2002). Excavations quickly uncovered what we would learn was the south wall of the

building, which we called Feature 4, in keeping with the featuredesignationsusedby

Galiiton and Carter (1997). Once this wall's location was established, the trench was

expanded along the building's interior, to obtain a larger sample 0 fmaterial culture from

inside the building. Excavation trenches were extended to the westtotryandlocatethe



FigureS.l Archaeological site plan of the Vieux Fort barracks (Structure A).

Except for Feature 18, all of the features shown are associated with the barracks

(Structure A). Feature 18 is associated with Structure B. Map prepared by Amanda

Crompton.



gable end of the building. The southwest comer (the junction of Features4 and 2) of

Structure A was located at the end of 2001. This was associated with a particularly rich

and deep deposit of artifacts outside the building on the west side. In2002,excavations

continued at the west side of the building, to further explore the deposits on the exterior

of Feature 2 and to locate the structure's northwest comer. The comer (the junction of

Feature2andFeaturel)waslocated,slightlyoffsetfromwhererubble piles were visible

ontheground'ssurface.Whileexposingthenorthwall(Featurel)ofthestructure,we

unexpectedly discovered a new wall (Feature 8), emerging perpendicularly from the

exterior face of Feature 1. Excavations were expanded uphill to determine what this wall

was and by the end of the season, excavations had uncovered a fireplace, projecting

outwards from the face of Feature 1. The fireplace consisted of three walls,collectively

comprising Features 8,9 and 10.

In 2003, a trench was laid out at the eastem end of the structure, withthegoalsof

exploring the inside of the structure at this end, locating the continuationofFeature4,and

determining the location of the east wall of the building. If the piles of rubble visible on

the surface were any indication, Structure A had the potential to be avery long building.

Excavations in 2003 re-established the location of the Feature 4 south wall and exposed

an interior wall (Feature 3), which divided Structure A into two rooms. That year's

excavations did not locate the east gable wall of the building. The east wall (Feature 14)

wasnotfounduntil2004,locatedrightbesidetheedgeoftheterrace,overlooking a short

but steep drop-off. Excavations in 2004 discovered another interior fireplace structure

(consisting of Feature 15 and 16),builtflush up against the interior face of the Feature 14



east wall. Excavations also uncovered the remains ofa second structure(StructureB)

located at the bottom of unexpectedly deep deposits at the extreme eastern end of the

building. This structure is represented bythedestroyedremainsofabrick and stone

hearth (Feature 18),representinganearlieroccupationofthehillside(Chapter4).

From the first season, artifacts recovered from Structure A relatedto food and

beveragestorage,preparationandconsumption;itquicklybecame clear this building had

been a structure in which soldiers had lived. The discovery ofa barracks building was not

surprising; Governor La Poippe's instructions were to maintain and augment the fort,

particularly in its capacity to house a garrison (Colbert de Terron, 7 April1670:fo1.63).

Given that we know so little of the lives of the soldiers who lived and worked at the fort,

in 2001 we decided to spend several seasons excavating at StructureA. In this way, we

would learn not only about building techniques at this little-known fort, but also be able

to reconstruct the lifestyle of the seventeenth-century French soldier.Whatfollowsinthis

chapter is an archaeological reconstruction of the building and its contexts; an analysis of

the material world of the soldier at the Vieux Fort will be addressed in a subsequent

chapter.

Comparatively little is known of the barracks building at the Vieux Fort; asa

result, descriptions and maps of barracks buildings at other forts in Plaisance can provide

useful interpretive data. At Fort Louis, the first reference to a barracks dates to 1691,



though it seems likely that these were only temporary structures, given that this was the

first year that the fort was under construction (Proulx 1979a:36). Clearly temporary

lodgings remained as late as 1698, because a letter written in that year notes that the

barracks still needed to be constructed (de Brisacier2 December l698). By 1700,the

barracks had been constructed of wood, though were said to require further work(Bureau

de ministre 1700:fol. tOlv; L'Hermitte I October 1700:fol. 46). By 1706, wooden

barracks (with mortared chimney stacks) were under construction (P. Costebelle8

November l706:fol. 34; L'Hermitte 5 November l706:fol. 72).

Construction continued into 1707, when aparricularlydetailed letter by Governor

Costebelle describes the building as being constructed of wood pickets and wood plank

roofing.Thebarracksmeasured23pieds(7.5m)high,128pieds(41.6m)longand24

pieds (7.8 m) wide (P. Costebelle to November 1707:fol. l22). These measurements

correspond almost exactly to the dimensions of the barracks buildingas shown on a map

dating to l706 (Figure 5.2). On this map, the barracks are shown as a Iongbuilding,

divided into several rooms. The smallest room at the westernmost end of the building

measures2.5toises(4.9m)longby4toises(7.8m)wideandhasasingIe-hearth, gable-

end chimney stack. Threeroomsinthemiddlemeasure(collectively)14toises(27.3m)

long by three toises (5.8 m) wide. The middle rooms are each a little narrower than either

ofthetwoendrooms.Twochimneystacksinternallyseparatebarracks'middlesection

into three rooms---{)ne single-hearth chimney stack and one double-hearth chimneystack.

Finally, the easternmost room, which measures 4 toises (7.8 m) long by 4 toises wide, has

a double-hearth chimney located in the centre of the room.



Figure 5.2 Detail from a map showing the harracks at Fort Louis.

Note that the barracks are divided into several separate rooms. orthislotherighloflhe

image. Jacques L'Hermitte, 4 November 1706, Plans des forts de Plaisance, ANOM, Col.

OFC, 30FC113A. Image courtesy of the ANOM.



The barracks had two floors, with lodgings on the bottom floor and an attic in the

top. As of 1707, the barracks were ready to receive two companies (L'Hermitte 26

OCloberI707:foI.229). Ultimately, the barracks building eventually held three

companies of men in three separate rooms and one or two officers lived in the rooms at

the end of the building (L'Hermitte 15 November 1708:fol. 151). Thus, approximately

150 soldiers plus several officers lived in the barracks building, though it seemed that

whenever possible, officers tended to move to privateresidencesoutsideofthefort,that

theyeitherpurchasedorhadconstructed(P.Costebelle 16 October I698; P. Costebelleet

al. 15 November 1715; L'Hermitte 15 November 1708:fol. 151).

Fort Royale (at the National Historic Site today known as Castle Hill) also had

barracks. Though located very close to Fort Louis and indeed,connectedtoitwitha

communications route, this detached redoubt was intended to existasanautonomousfort

if need be (Charbonneau 1992:10-12). As such, the fort was provided with a detachment

of 30 soldiers and a lieutenant, who were relieved montWy (Anon. 18 November 1709).

The soldiers were housed in atwo-partL-shaped building; theunusual configuration of

the barracks was probably a result of Fort Royale's relatively small size (Figure 5.3). The

west wing of the building is the larger room, measuring 10.6 m long by 3.5 m wide

(Grange 1971:Figure22). Thenorth,westand south walls of this larger wing of the

barracks were formed by the masonry revetment walls of the redoubt itself; these walls

thus served both to retain fill in the gun platform and to form two of the walls of the

barracks (Grange 1971: 168). The smaller (south) wing of the barracks adjoins the west



FigureS.3 Detail from a 1701 map of the barracks at Fort Royale, Plaisance.

The barracks are marked 'B' in both images. (Top) The plan view of the barracks (north

is to the right of the image). The dotted line represents thecross-sectioned area shown in

the bottom image. (Bottom) The cross-sectioned view of the barracks building. Jacques

L'Hennille, 1701,PlanduFortRoialsurunnehauteurqui batlaradeset Ie port de

Plaisance, ANOM, Col. DFC, 3DFCIIOB. Image courtesy of the ANOM.



wing and shares a common wall, using the revetment wall of the fort as its south wall.

This wing measures 4.9 m long by about 3.5 m wide-the width measurement varies,

becallse of the angled orientation of the revetment wall that forms thebuilding'ssouth

wall (Grange 1971:173).

Maps of the barracks show breaks in the walls, presumably to indicate doorways

and windows; each wing had a single doorway and two windows, opening on to the

interior of the redoubt (L'Hermitte 1701). The shared wall between the two wings had a

single chimney with a double hearth. A third hearth on the north revetment wall was

identified during archaeological excavations, but it does not appear on any historic plans

(Grange 1971: 172). The 1701 plan is particularlyuseful,as it shows the barracks in

profile. The barracks had two stories, with walls constructed mostly of stone; the upper

part of the second storey has a wooden superstructure that angles in and is topped with a

wood roof (L'Hermitte 1701). Above the ground, the masonry walls stood to a maximum

heightofonelOiseandfourpieds. Using the conversion data given in Ross(1983),the

stonewallsmusthavestood3.25mtallabovethegrollndsurfaceonthebuilding's

revetments-were buried deeply beneath fill. The complete building, from the bottom

f100rtothepeakoftheroof,stoodthreetoisesor5.85mtall.

The other redoubt built in Plaisance, known as the Gaillardin, was startedin 1697

(though earlier palisaded defensive works had been on the site since 1691). The

Gaillardincontained a square building in the middle (Charbonneau 1992:12). [tappears



not to have housed soldiers, at least until 1708. Both Governor Costebelleandthe

engineer Jacques L'Hermitte were opposed to sending a detachment to garrison the fort

permanently for logistical reasons(P. Costebelle IONovember1707:foI.I19-120;

L'HermitteI5NovemberI708:foI.151-152v).Archaeologicalinvestigationofthe

Gallardin found that artifacts at the site were remarkably few in number, suggesting that

the fort was never provided with a permanently resident detachment (Karklins 1971: 19).

The Vieux Fort Barracks: Construction Techniques

5.4.1 OverallBuildingPlan

Structure A was a large building, measuring 25.5 m long by 7.5 m wide. It was

divided into two rooms, a west and an east room. Crossmends made between artifacts

division between the rooms was made by an interior stone wall transecting the structure

(Feature 3). We found that this wall was very poorly preserved, only two to threecourses

in height. Site formation processes resulted in substantially shifted and displaced

stonework. Due to time constraints, we did not excavate enough of Feature 3 to determine

ifitwaspiercedbyadoorway. Even if we had been able to excavate the entire length of

the wall, the stonework was so poorly preserved and was so low in height that the

presence of an internal doorway may not have been easy to detect.



interior length is 8.5 m. The east room was provided with a single-hearth chimney; the

hearth was formed of large stone slabs and the back of the chimney was lined with brick.

The hearth was laid flush with the interior face of the Feature 14 east gable wall. The

larger of the two rooms. the west room, measured 14.75 m. It was transected by a row of

post-holes (two in a line, with one replacement). It is unclear if these post-holes were

entirely structural or served to divide the west room in two. However, the post-holes were

not very large and it seems perhaps more likely that they were used fora dividing wall,

rather than being load-bearing supports for the building's supersrructure and roof. The

east room was also provided with a single-hearth chimney; this room's chimney stack

was built to stand outside of the exterior face of the Feature 1 northwa1l,inaC-shape.

Further details on the construction and appearance of the Structure A barracks will be

given below.

5.4.2 Site preparation

The barracks were built on a prepared ground surface, though the type ofground

surface that the builders had to work with varied across the site. Structure A was built in

a valley located between two linear bedrock outcrops. The overall shape of the valley

constrained the building and its consrruction at several points (Figure5.4). Althe

southwest end of the building, a builder's trench was excavated into the contemporary

ground surface, the Feature 2 west stone wall was laid in this trench and the trench was



FigureS.4 The location of the Vieux Fort barracks relative to localtopography.

Elevation data was taken from depth-below-site-datum measurements, which were

collected in advance ofarehaeologieal excavations. The lowestelevation at the site is

indicated with Oem contour line. Contour intervals increase in heightby25em

increments. Map prepared by Amanda Crompton.
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backfilled. The northwest end of the building closely abuts a bedrock ridge and so the

northern wall of the building (Feature I) was laid directly on bedrock. No builder's trench

could be detected, which means that whatever sediments were present at the time of

construction were cleared away and the foundation of the building was laid directly on

bedrock. lndeed,the west room hearth (consisting of Feature 8,9 and 10 walls) was

constructed on the upslope of this bedrock outcrop and in places, the bedrockhad

obviously been chipped away to accommodate the bOllom course of the hearth walls.

At the southeast end of the building, the bedrock ridge lay several meters away

from the southern wall (Feature 4) of Structure A. We failed to find a builder's trench

here, possibly because room was so constricted-simply clearing 0 utthis area up to the

bedrock ridge had formed a natural trench. Likewise, the Feature I wall at the eastern end

of the building was also laid on bedrock. The eastern wall of Stmcture A (Feature 14) is

laiddirectlyonsterilesubsoil,besidethefewremainingremainsofStructure B. The

bollom portion of the wall was covered with the remains from Structure B's destruction

(mostly shallered brick). This fill would have served to provide a leveI surface on the

inside of the building (Chapter Four).

5.4.3 Masonrywalls

The majority of Structure A's walls were constructed of dry-laid masonry (pierre

seciJe), though at least some of the masonry at the site was bound with clay, which was



undoubtedly sourced locally. The use of clay between stone courses has beenwell-

documented at other sites in Newfoundland and elsewhere in New France (Faulkner and

Faulkner 1987:88; Gaulton 1997:78; Godbout 2008:102; Renoufetal. 2004). At the

VieuxFortbarracks, it is very clear that no lime mortar was used inthebuilding's

masonry, except for limited use in the brick fireback in the east room. No mortar was

found adhering to in-situ or collapsed wall rocks, and no characteristicflecksofdegraded

mortar were found in the archaeological deposits, aside from those associatedwiththe

east room chimney. Most of the stone walls at Structure A were not covered by

vegetation, but were covered only by collapsed rubble; additionally, natural site formation

processes had shifted and separated the stonework, particularly in the uppermost courses.

The masonry was loosened and exposed to water runoff, which could have served to flush

clay binding from the walls. Such processes have been observed elsewhere and in their

most extreme form, can make structures with clay-bound walls appear to be completely

dry-laid (Brunskill 2000:40).

The only place that clay binding was visible was in the hearth surfaces, where it

could clearly be observed. Further use of clay binding was suggested bychunks of clay

found in Event 40, which was associated with the collapse of the east room chimney

stack. The lowest wall courses buried below the ground surface might have preserved

clay binding, but detecting any between the facing stones proved difficult.Theonlyway

to determine the presence of clay between wall courses visually would have been to

disassemble a partial section of intact and well-preserved wall, which we chose not to do.



The walls themselves were made with largely unmodified rubblestone (Figure

5.5). Some of the stones bear what may be occasional hamrneror pick marks; even the

larger quoin stones are generally unaltered and lack the intentionaI tool marks that are

typical of further finishing (Higgins 1979). No dressed stone that might have been used

to frame windows or doors was located, though such stone (in particular, imported French

limestone) was used in masonry buildings in later fortifications in Plaisance (Grange

1971:Vol. 3:941-947; Thorpe 1997). Based on informal macroscopic examination, it is

likelythatthestoneusedintheVieuxFortbarracksisoflocalorigin;however,

petrographic analysis would be required to be certain. Locally quarried stone was used at

Fort Royale, where much of the stone used in its construction was presumed to be an

igneous stone of local origin (Grange 1971:944). AttheVieuxFort,abedrockoutcrop

found about 5 mtothe south of the barracks shows uncharacteristically jagged step-like

fractures; these fractures could indicate some small-scaleoccasional quarrying. A large

talus slope about a ten-minute walk from the site could well have provided a more

As is typical with dry-laid masonry, the largest stones were generally laid at the

boltom of the walls (Figure 5.6). None of the walls had a wider projecting course of

stones (or footing) at the base of the walls. Where wall width could be measured at the

base, the walls were generally about 50 cm wide, though this is a rough average. All the

facing stones were laid so that their longest side ran in towards the centre of the wall.

Though post-depositional processes have altered the position of many stones, it was still

apparentthatstoneshadbeenlaideitherflatorslopingdownwardsfrom the core of the



Figure S.S An example of the masonry walls preserved at the Vieux Fort barracks.

This image shows the Feature I wall where it adjoins Feature 8 to the north and Feature 2

to the south. Note the absence of stone finishing marks on the masonry. Photoby

Amanda Crompton



Feature 9

Section of Feature 2

FigureS.6 Elevation drawings of stone walls attheVieux Fort barracks.

(Top) The complete length of the outer face of Feature 9, one of the walls comprising the

west room's chimney stack.

(Bottom) A partial section of the outer face of Feature 2, the western wall of the barracks.

Maps prepared by Amanda Crompton.



from the wall. The inner core of the wall was composed of small rubble chips. Major

facing stones occasionally had smaller stones wedged between them along the wall faces.

Cross-stones (orlhrougb-stones) are long stones that span the wall from 0 nefacetothe

other; these served to bind the wall together and prevent it from slumping outwards

(Garner 1984). Occasional lhrougb-stones were noted in the barracks building'smasonry.

Dry-laid stonework also requires the skilful placement of stones so that they interlock to

form a cohesive whole (Jones 1990). The stonework at Structure A,though shifted from

post-depositional processes, seemed generally laid to avoid verticaljointsbylayingone

stone overtop of two and two stones overtop of one. This helped to ensure a strongly

bonded wall. Sometimes dry-laid masonry walls are wider at the bottom and taper as the

walls gain height; because the masonry at Structure A had shifted significantly (as walls

leanedtowardsonesideoranother),intentionalwall-taperingcould not be identified.

Theuseofclaybindingratherthanmortar(outsideofthemortarusedinthe brick

fireback in the east room hearlh) had some benefits, in terms of building maintenance at

the Vieux Fort. Wet maritime climates that experience repeated freeze-thaw cycles

contributed to the degradation of mortar. Furlhermore, the sourcing of adequate materials

(such as limestone and beach sand) in the local region could be difficult (Fontaine 1985;

Fry 19841:159). The use of mortar on a large scale would also have required the

constructionoflirnekilnsandthesourcingofskilledlimeworkers(Lindsay 1975a).

Certainly, the construction and maintenance of mortar-bonded structures at Fort Louis in



Plaisance presented the same problems. In the 1690s,several years of searching for and

testing appropriate mortar constituents (particularly for stone that wouldproducelime

[chaux] when burned) did not produce reliable results (Thorpe 1971:58; 1980:138).Asa

result, imports of suitable lime from France was a necessity and ships boundforPlaisance

were required to carry some; this was often difficult to enforce and did notproduce

needed quantities (proulx 1979a:37,40;Thorpe 1980:106). Mortared masonry thus

requiredsignificantmaintenanceandconstantsuppliesfromFrance.During the earliest

years of the colony's life, the significant logistical challengesofmortaredmasonry

construction mean that the use of dry-laid masonry may have been the only realistic

It is not clear if the dry-laid stone walls at Structure A would have extended to the

roofline. Certainly a great deal of collapsed rubble was noted at the VielixFortbarracks

site, and thlls the building could have been built entirely of stone. In the absence of

bllilder's contracts, useful cartographic evidence, or otherdocllmentaryreferences,

analogy must be sought with similar masonry construction at other sites. Elsewhere in

Plaisance, at Fort Royale, non-mortared stone construction was used for freestanding

walls only, not for building fOlindations(Karklins 1971). The barracks at Fort Royale

lIsedmortaredstoneintheirconstruction(Grangel971).EvidencefromLouisbourg

sllggeststhatmostoftheofficialmilitarystructures(suchasbarracks)were also made

entirely of mortar-bonded masonry (Adams 1978:64; Fry 1984 1:103). Private buildings

with dry-laid stone construction only had a foundation of stone, uponwhich was built a

wooden superstructure (Thibault 1972a). At Louisbourg, the dry stone fOllndations



extendedapproximatelythreeandahalfpieds(aboutlm)abovethegroundsurface,

though this may not include the total height of the wall below ground. At Fort Chambly,

one building had a dry stone foundation measuring about I mhighwhichwasprobably

associated with a wooden superstructure (Beaudet and Cloutier 1989:64). Ultimately,

dry-slone construction appears to be most typically associated withboundarywallsor

half-timbered construction rather than full-masonry structures. The Vieux Fort barracks

may have been a half-timbered structure on a stone foundation, in much the same way as

the barracks at Fort Royale.

At the Vieux Fort, the most complete segments of masonry (the east gable wall of

the barracks) measured approximately I m above the ground surface. It seems most

likely, then, that the Vieux Fort followed the paltern observed at other si tes, where a

timber superstructure sat atop dry-laid stone foundations. Certainly the thousands of nail

fragments recovered from this site suggest the lise ofa wooden superstructure.

Unfortunately, the extant stone walls at the Viellx Fort do not preserve thetopmost

courses of SlOne, so it cannot be definitively demonstrated that the wallsterminatedina

completely level surface upon which a wooden superstructure could bebuill.The

existence of masonry buildings at the fort certainly suggests that skilied workers were in

Plaisance from the colony's earliest days, for the construction of the barrackswouldhave

required workers trained in both quarrying and masonry construction. The 1671 census-

the first taken in Plaisance-records a mason (Thibodeau 1959-1960:180). Thus,the

presence of masonry buildings at the fort suggests the presenceofskilled workers and a



pool of labourers. As shall be shown inChapter7,this pool of labours almost certainly

5.4.4 Flooring

Evidence for flooring material was not always clearly preserved at the Vieux Fort,

but stone or brick paving (which has occasionally been found at Louisbourg) was not

present (Dunn 1972; Lindsay 1975b:87). lnPlaisance,brickorcobblestonepaving

seemstohavebeenuncommon,atleastinprivatehousing,ascensusestakenl714record.

Only two uses of cobblestone paving in private habitations are foundinthe75properties

inventoried: once inamagazin and once ina large room in the governor'sresidence(P.

Pastour de Costebelle et 01. 6 September 1714:fol. 364; La Forest et 01. 27 Aug-6 Sept

1714:fol. 352). Archaeologically, the east room provided some of the best evidence of

flooring. The first detectable floor level for Structure A is found just below the top

surface of the Feature 15 hearth. The floor events (probablyrepresentingseveral

successively used surfaces) are represented by Events 27,43 and 46. It is not clear if the

floor was entirely wooden or beaten earth. However, the discovery of a rotted wood

event (Event 44) just underneath the floor levels, abutting the interior faceofFeaturel

(north barracks wall) suggests the presence ofajoist fora wood floor. None 0 fthestone

walls bore any trace of ledges on the interior wall surfaces that could havefunctionedas

joist sockets or joist supports. No obvious linear depressions present in thesubfloor

surfaces to indicate trenches for floor joists.



Evidence for flooring in the west room is less clear, butawooden f100risa

reasonable suggestion fora number of reasons. Large, rounded stones were found resting

onsubsoil.Theydidnothavethesameshapeastheangularwallrubblescattered

throughout the site's collapse layers. These large rounded stones likely served as fill

underneath a floor surface. These rocks would have served to lift the floorsurfaceupoff

of bedrock and subsoil in StructureA. The obvious efforts to raise floor surfaces up off of

subsoil was almost certainly to combat issues related to water runoff.

Flooding was very certainly a problem in the Vieux Fort barracks. The north wall

of the barracks is located directly beside a bedrock outcrop and the west room fireplace is

actually built upslope along this bedrock outcrop. Studies of masonry architecture have

noted the importance of installing a drainage ditch along the slope 0n such occasions, to

prevent water from running down-slope right into the structure (Fields 1971:39). No sign

of any drain construction was observed in the bedrock outcrop above the barracks, or

anywhereelseonthesite.Thus,thestructuremaywellhavefloodedin heavy rains.

Certainly during fieldwork, we observed that after much rain, water would run off of the

bedrock outcrops, soak the ground around Structure A and fill up excavation units. We

also observed that where sterile subsoil existed in our excavations, it often appeared

water-saturated and easy to dig; this was hardly a free-draining soil. Similarproblems

with damp and flooding were observed in buildings at Louisbourg.In the absence of

constructed drains, some floors at Louisbourghadtoberaised inanattempttocounteract

the rising damp (Fry 1984 I: 104). The use of wooden flooring in the west room of the



Vieux Fort barracks would have provided a dry surface, no matter how damp the subfloor

layers were.

5.4.5 Hearths and Chimneys

The east room was equipped with a single hearth fireplace.builtonto the interior

surface of the room's east wall (Figure 5.7). The chimney stack was built of clay-bonded

masonry. Large chunks of pure grey clay were found in association with thecollapseof

this chimney stack. These clumps may have been the remnants of further clay bonding, as

has been observed for chimneys in Louisbourg (Thibault 1972b). Not enough of the clay

was found to suggest that the chimney had upper sections of clay-piasteredwood,ashas

been noted on one occasion in Plaisance and multiple times inother parts of New France

(La Forest eral. 27 Aug-6Sept 1714:fol. 348v; Moussette 1983:121-123). Thus,the

chimney stack was probably built completely from stone. The hearth (Feature 15) was

constructed of several large stone slabs, providing an innersurfaceareameasuring2mby

I m. Clay binding was visible between the stone slabs, so no mortar was used in the

hearthbase.Theslabswerelaiddirectlyonfillthatresultedfromthe destruction of

Structure B below, which layover a meter below the surface of the Feature 15 hearth. The

hearth stones were heavily blackened from use. The hearth had the remnants of a stone

arm on the north side, though these were badly displaced and only rubblewasfoundon



Figure 5.7 The east room hearth at the Vieux Fort barracks.

It consists ofa stone hearth (Feature 15) and a brick fireback(FeatureI6),builtagainst

the east wall of the barracks (Feature 14). The scale measures 50 cm. Photo by Amanda

Crompton.



Sitting atop the hearth were courses of mortared brick (almost certainlyimported,

rather than locally manufactured) forming a fireback at the back ofthehearth(Figure

5.8). Firebacks were often iron, but in this case, the rows ofbrickwould serve to reflect

heat (Moussette 1983:58). These bricks were arranged in alternating rows of headers (laid

with their long surface exposed) and stretchers (laid with the short surface exposed). In

English architectural traditions, this style of brickwork isreferredto as English bond. The

brick was laid in a single layer, with the exception of the fourbottom courses, in which

stonewall behind it. This served to create a staggered pattern, giving Feature 16's

exterior face a step-like appearance (Figure 5.9). The bricks were set in thin layers of

sandy mortar, which was crumbling and badly preserved, but still visible between the

courses of brick. The bricks that remained in situ were all yellow, save a single orange

brick in the middle. Some of the bricks in the middle of the firebackwere badly degraded

and crumbling, to the point that the edges of the brick were difficult to discern; whether

this was a result of heat damage or erosion after the fireplace ceased to be used is not

clear. Two large pieces of thick strap iron, gentlycurved,wereassociatedwiththe

chimney collapse in this room. While these are broken and their original purpose is thus

unclear,itseemslikelythattheyservedsomestructuralfunctionforthe hearth. They may

have supported ahood,orperhaps served as part ofa crane to suspendcookingpotsover

The west room was equipped with a single-hearth fireplace that had been built to



FigureS.8 Elevation drawing of the barracks' east room fireplace.

Thcfircplaccconsistsofabrickfircback(Fcaturc 16) sittingatopastonc hcarth(Fcaturc

15).Thcscarcconstructcdagainstintcriorfaccofthccastgablcwallofthcbarracks

(Feature 14). Map prepared by Amanda Crompton.
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FigurcS.9 Tbcbrickfircback(Fca.16)attbcVicuxFortbarracks.

(Top) The south corner. Scale is 50 em. (Bottom) Detail of the north corner. Photos by

Amanda Crompton.



stand outside of Feature I, the main west wall of Structure A (Figure 5.10). This masonry

chimney was laid directly on bedrock. The outer face of the fireplace walls (consisting of

Features8,9andIO)arewell-preserved,buttheinnerfacesofthesefeaturesare

conversely poorly preserved. The inner faces of the walls had collapsed in badly, in some

cases badly enough that the original wall faces were difficult to detect. The hearth floor

was moderately well preserved, exhibiting some tilting of the flat stones. The hearth floor

was clay-bonded, with clay and small stones inserted in the cracks between the major

pavmgstones.

This was a well-used hearth. Many of the hearth stones were stained black and

showed some evidence of heat-related spalling. Multiple iron concretionshadbeen

burned to the hearth's surface and were impossible to remove. One single brick was

lodged in the badly preserved inner face of Feature 9, perhaps suggestingarepair.Some

mortar lumps were found in association with this chimney fall, but not nearly the quantity

to suggest widespread use of mortar in the chimney stack. None of the rubble recovered

from the chimney fall was stained with the remnants of mortar, which suggests that

mortar was not used in the chimney stack. This stands in opposition to the barracks at

Fort Louis, which were made of mortared stone rather than dry-laid stone (L'Hermitte 5

November l706:fol. 72). However, non-mortared chimney stacks have been documented

in the colony. A l7l4 inventory of Plaisance houses notes thepresenceofa"cheminee

seiche", which must be a chimney stack of similar construction (la Forest el af. 27 Aug-6

SeptI7l4:foI.349v).
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Figure 5.10 Map of the west room hearth at the Vieux Fort barracks.

Map prepared by Amanda Crompton.



5.4.6 Doors, Windows and the Roof

DoorsandwindowsaredifficulttolocateinStructureA,particularlyconsidering

that the structure was not excavated in its entirety. One large flat through stone (a stone

that spans the entire width of the wall from inner to outer face) found inFeature4,inthe

west room, could have served as a threshold for a doorway. A small concentrationof

artifacts was found outside the building in this general area. This mightindicatea

doorway, as artifacts tend to accumulate around the entrances of buildings.Thisis

admittedly a well-documented phenomenon for English sites of early modem date;

whether the same principle applies to buildings at French military sitesisuncertain

(Deetz 1996:172). Data from FortPentagoet indicates that rubbish tended to accumulate

in areas where French soldiers relaxed and socialized,notnecessarily around entrances to

buildings (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:62).

At the Yieux Fort, the largest concentration of artifacts at the site was found in

Event 14. This deposit was found along the outside face of the west gable wall of the

barracks. This large concentration of artifacts is unlikely to represent a depositionaround

a doorway; this was a secondary deposit which had obviously beenre-deposited.

Furtherrnore,theFeature4wallwasoneofthebest-preservedwallsinthestructureand,

at over 1 mtallinplaces,showednoevidenceofadoorway. The rubbish deposit in

Event 14 again correlates well with excavated contexts at Fort Pentagoet. The greatest

concentrations of rubbish around a dwelling at Fort Pentagoetwas foundinaditch



feature, located out of the way between the dwelling wall and the fort's curtain wall

(Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:82).

Another reason that doors were difficult to locate in Structure A lies inthepoor

generaipreservationofFeature4,thesouthwail. It is generally only preserved three or

four courses high and the openings for doorways in this wall mostlikelyhave tumbled

away. Feature I (the north wall) is unlikely to have had doorways, as itlies on the

upslope ofa steep bedrock outcrop; traversing it daily to enter or leave a building seems

unlikely. Field observations during the excavation of the west room fireplace

demonstrated the treacherous nature of the steep bedrock face, particularlyafterheavy

rains. No window glass was recovered from excavations and thus the use of wooden

shutters for window closures is likely. Window glass was at the time expensive; indeed,

the only recorded use of window glass in Plaisance is found on GovernorCoslebelle's

residenceatPointVerde(Costebelle6SeplemberI714:foI.364). Furthermore,the

documentary record does not contain any references to the use of window glass at the

Fort Louis or Fort Royale barracks.

The roof of the Structure A barracks was almost certainly made of wood or bark.

Thousands of nail fragments were recovered from this structure, though they are all badly

preserved. This heavy corrosion renders most features of the nail unidentifiable and so the

identification of nails used for roofing as demonstraled at other sitesisnotpossiblehere

(Faulkner and Faulkner 1978:88). Still,the large quantities of nails atStmctureA

certainly demonstrate that a wooden superstructure and roof existed at the site. This is

reinforcedbydocumentaryreferencesfroml676,whichrecordreferenceslO"quelques



meschantescabannesfaitesdepieuxetd'escorced'arbres"(DeBonnel676:foI.50v). A

decade tater, a letter from the principal habitantsofPlaisancereveals that between 1685

and 1688,theywererequired to supply wood and tree bark to cover the cabanes at the

fort (Gillebert etal. 1690:301v).

Evidence from elsewhere in Plaisance suggests that wood was a typical roof

covering. Excavations at Castle Hill recovered only a single roof slate fragment-which

was not enough to convince Roger Grange of their use at Fort Royale (1971 :960). The

l714surveyofdomestichousingandassociatedoutbuildingsinPIaisance records that

plan, plan de bois, planche (board),orbardeallx(wood shingles) are by far the most

common roofing material. Plan and plan de bois probably refer to rough wood slabs,

consisting of the first and last slabs produced when a tree is cut into boards (Pouyez

1972). However, a surprising lack of references to the use of less expensive or less

substantial options, such as tree bark or tarred sailcloth (toilegolldronnei suggests that

imperrnanentroofingmaterialsweresimplynotnotedinthesurvey(P.Pastourde

Costebelle et al. 6 September 1714; la Forest et al. 27 Aug-6 Sept 1714). Documentary

records from Fort Louis suggest that wooden planking was the preferred roofcoveringfor

the barracks there. The barracks had been covered with old toille,whichdidnotkeepout

rain or snow and they were subsequently recovered with wood planks (P. Pastour de

Costebelle 10 November 1707:fol. 122). At Louisbourg, bark roofing was common

during the earliest years of the colony, but its need for continual repair,togetherwiththe

fact that its harvest damaged trees, led to a ban on its use early on. For private buildings,

wood boards or shingles were by far the most common roofing material (Pouyez 1972).



Many public or military buildings (such as the King's Bastion barracks) were fitted with

roof slates, particularly for their fireproofing abilities, but some publicbuildingsstillhad

board or shingle roofs (Adams 1978:72; Fry 19841:104,107;Lindsay1975b:51).

5.4.7 BuildingMaintenanceandRepair

The fortification would have required maintenance and repair throughoutits

lifespan. By 1685,habitalllsofPlaisance were required to "retablir lescabannesdufort",

suggesting that the barracks had fallen into disrepair (Gillebert et aI.1690:foI.301).The

archaeological record preserves several examples of structural repair. The presence of

two post-holes located very close to each other (Features 5 and 7) suggeststhe

replacementofastructuralpostatonepoint. The discovery of one single brick lodged in

the interior face of Feature 9 chimney wall suggests a repair as well; a small stash of brick

was found behind Feature9,restingonbedrock,perhapstobe stockpiledforsimilar

The best evidence for large-scale maintenance comes from Eventl4,located

beside Feature 4, the west gable wall. This was clearly a secondary deposit, with loose,

unconsolidated soil mixed in with loosely-packed small stone chips,largerpiecesof

rubble and occasional large pieces of stone. Event 14hasbeensubdivided based on the

size of rubble contained in the soil. The uppermost portion was labeled Event 14Aand

the bottom section was labeled Event 14B. There were no actual differences in soil

texture or artifact content between the two and they should be considered simply two



phases of the same event. Throughout both phases, artifacts and rubblewereoftenfound

oriented at an angle or vertically, as opposed to laying flat (Figure 5.11). All of this

suggests that Event 14 was deposited or churned up as an episode ofrapidfillingrather

than representing a slower accumulation of debris. Crossmends between artifacts in

Event 14 and contexts inside of Structure A demonstrate that this deposit was related to

the occupation of Structure A; there was no indicationthatthisdepositwasre-deposited

from elsewhere on the site.

This suggests that the deposits outside of the barracks west wall (Feature4) had

been dug into and remixed. This event may represent a major episode of masonry

rebuilding, based on the unusually large quantity of rubble and smaller rock chips

contained in the matrix. It is difficult to tell if the masonry of Feature 4 had been

extensivelyrepaired,asonlyroughcoursingexistsinthiswall. Post-depositional

processes may certainly have resulted in some shifting of the rough coursing to give the

appearance of repair where none existed. However, the masonry comprising the Feature

4-Feature1 wallcomerdoesappeartohavebeenaltered,inthatitdoes not form a

perfectly squared comer. Furthermore, Feature I and Feature 4 do not meet at a right

angle,butratheratanobtuseangle(Figure5.1).Thismightsuggest some alteration of the

Feature 4-Feature 1 wall comer during an episode of repair. What is more, the junction

between Feature I and Feature 8 (the wall-fireplace comer) shows some irregularities.

Thereappearstobenorealcontinuationoftheroughcoursinginthis area and no

common stones are shared between these two walls (Figure 5.5). Perhaps the chimney



Figure 5.11 Profile map showing rubble in Event 14 at the Vieux Fort.

Event 14 is almost certainly derived from an episode ofmasonryrepair. Map prepared by

Amanda Crompton.



stack was a later addition to the structure and the orientation of Feature 1 had to be altered

to intersect with it. Or, perhaps major repair work was required to the chimney stack. It

is far from clear, but there are certainly indications enough to suggest major incidents of

repair to Structure A.

Building Function and Internal Organisation

The identification of Structure A as a barracks building was apparentfromearly

on during our excavations. Many artifacts found inside and outside the structure were

related to food and drink storage, preparation and consumption, in large enough quantities

that they could not be considered stray finds. The presence of charred cookpots, copper

cauldron fragments and faunal remains suggested that this structurewasnotjusta

storehouse for provisions. Based on the quantity of food and beverage service vessels

found during excavations, it quickly became clear that soldiers wereeatinganddrinking

in the building as well. The discovery of the west room fireplace in 2002 and the east

room fireplace in 2004 made this identification more certain and fu rther eliminated the

possibility that this was a storehouse or a powder magazine.

A detailed reconstruction of how the interior space of the barracks was organized,

supported by plots showing the location of different artifact classes, will not be attempted

here. The natural site formation processes that have affected the site have been discussed

in Chapter 2. These, combined with the cultural formation processes discussed below,



will have definitely affected the distribution of artifacts withinthe barracks building. Any

observable patterns in artifact location may say more about the location of trees than

about the use of space in the barracks' interior. However, some basic reconstruction of the

roomfunctioninthebarrackscancertainlybeattempted,particularlyby comparison to

Both rooms of the structure were in use at the same time, as crossmends between

artifacts found in both rooms demonstrate. If both rooms in the structure were in use at

the same time, then the reasons behind the existence of both a large and small room need

to be explored. The artifacts found in each room show no difference based on function or

purpose; each room contained fragments of artifacts related to food storage, cooking and

food and beverage service. Comparisons with other barracks demonstrate that officers and

soldiers lived separately, wherever possible. The smaller room in the barracks was likely

intendedtobetheofficers'room,leavingthelargerroomforthesoldiers. This would be

entirely consistent with the division seen between officers' and soldiers'roomsatFort

Louis and at other forts in New France, where the separation of officers and soldiers in

the same building seems commonplace (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:69-79, Fry 1984

[11]:99). Generally speaking, the rooms reserved for officers tend to besmaller.

However, officer's quarters did tend to be better-appointed (Lindsay 1975b:57).

As such, we might expect the smaller room to be equipped with appointments that

wereabsentfromthesoldiers'room. The brick-lined fireplace suggests a luxury for

officers. Given the lack of brick anywhere else on the site, except 0 ccasionallyforrepairs,

this might be an indication of higher status. An identicalexampIe was discovered in the



officers'quartersatFortPentagoet(FaulknerandFaulknerI987:90).[tis difficult to

detennine if the increased status is reflected in artifact distributions, as almost all of the

status-sensitive artifacts-including the fragments of wine glasses,themajorityofsherds

ofa highly decorated jug and a sherd from a Chinese export porcelain vessel-arenot

found inside either room, but were found outside the structure. Manywerefoundinthe

redeposited fill level beside the west gable of the barracks. However,thestructural

similarities between the Vieux Fort building and barracks buildings elsewhere suggest an

analogous organisation of space for men of differing status. Certainly, by the end of the

Vieux Fort's lifespan, officers were not living at the fort (Chapter 7). Though this room

may have been built with the intention of housing officers, by the mid 1680s it may well

have housed regular soldiers as well.

The larger soldiers' room would have been equipped with beds, thoughsoldiers

had to share beds-in theory, one soldier would sleep while the other was on watch. This

was a common arrangement at fortifications in New France (Adams 1978:94; Lafrance

1983:43;G.Proulx 1979:551). Thus, the Vieux Fort's soldiers' lodgings should have

room for about twelve beds (probably aligned along the walls, as they were at

Louisbourg'sguardhouses),alongwiththeshelves, tables, benches and chairs (Adams

1978:94; Lindsay 1975b). Aside from such communal furnishings, soldiers would likely

have had chests (or been provided with locked cabinets) for their own personal goods, as

two soldiers' probate inventories from Louisbourg demonstrate (Adams 1978:94,98).

Here, soldiers could keep their few personal belongings-and the discovery ofa key in

theVieuxFortassemblagetestifiestothepresenceofsecurestorage. Based on the large



number of gunflints and the lead shot found at the site, soldiers wereclearlykeepingtheir

firearm supplies with them in the barracks (Lindsay 1975b:59). As shall be discussed in

the ensuing chapter, the average soldier had a limited setofpersonalpossessionsandhe

probably kept it close by, in the limited space of the soldiers' room.

Dating the Barracks

The historical record of the Vieux Fort provides a reasonably goodchronologyof

its occupation. The fort's construction began in 1662,onthesiteofapreviouslyerected

structure. The Vieux Fort was in use until the late 1680s, when documents record that it

needed much repair. Whatever state the fort was in, by 1690 any standing remains were

likely destroyed during the Englishraid,as discussed in the previouschapter. Despite

this reasonably well-understood historical framework,archaeologicalartifactswere

examined in order to verify this timeframe. Without a doubt, the most useful artifacts for

thispurposeareartifactsofchronologicallysensitivedesign;the most important of these

are tobacco pipes. English wine bottle glass-so useful for helping to derive dates for

English sites-was not found in sufficient quantity, or with enough diagnostic fragments,

to usefully contribute to this discussion. While eighteenth-centuryceramicscanprovide

valuable chronological information, based on the introduction of innovative new forms

and wares, ceramics from the seventeenth century did not evolve quickly enough to be

very useful for dating purposes.



Tobacco pipes provide the best information for dating at the Vieux Fort site. As

has been found on many French sites, the tobacco pipes were generally of English and

Dutch manufacture (Walker 1971; Waselkov 1997: 18). France did have a pipemaking

industry, but it does not seem to have made an impact on New World exports, nor is it

well-studied (Ayto 1994:26; Trombetta 2001:158; Walker 1977:285-286). Knowledge of

the general origins of tobacco pipes commonly found on French colonialsitesiscritical.

The form of tobacco pipe bowls exhibit well-documented changes in style and in size

through time. These stylistic changes can quite often be assigned a date range as little as

20 years (Oswald 1975). Tobacco pipes are fragile and broke often, thus making them

common and useful finds for site dating purposes. Pipe finds can becomparedto

published examples in the literature and fitted intoestablishedregionalchronologies.A

small proportion of pipes were marked with stamps that indicate the manufacturer; with

perseverance, the maker can often be identified,aswell as the time period in which the

maker was likely working.

An initial examination of pipe bowls available from the 200 I season was

completed by Murphy (2002). The reader should note that this was an initial examination

only. The discovery of more pipe bowls in subsequent seasons and the piecingtogether

of more complete forms as a result ofa concerted effort to find crossmends in the

assemblage have added to the collection. In some cases, the originalidentificationofthe

pipes has changed. Unfortunately, the entire assemblage from the barracks is quite small

andfragmented,only producing eighteen bowls that were completeenoughtohavetheir

overall form confidently identified. That fragmentation has played an important role in



the reduced number of tobacco pipe bowls available for study is emphasizedwhenthe

total number of bowls represented in the assemblage was estimated. By examining bowl

fragments and grouping together fragments that might realistically be thought to belong to

the same bowl, a minimum number of pipe bowl estimate was derived. The Vieux Fort

assemblage consists of 53 tobacco pipe bowls. The minimum count method typically

underestimates the original number of specimens present (Deagan 2007: 104). As a result,

the actual number of tobacco pipe bowls that make up the sample was probably much

higher. The tobacco pipe bowls that could be positively identified were separatedout

from the remaining assemblage. These bowls possessed a complete profile, in that they

retained largely unbroken side, top and base portions. These bowls were grouped into

distinct forms (named forms A-I) and identified and dated using several key sources

(Atkinson and Oswald 1972; Duco 1981; Gaulton 1999,2006). All of the bowls that

could be identified fit comfortably within the known date range forthe site (Table 5.1,

Figure 5.12).

Tobacco pipe manufacturers sometimes stamped their products with initials,

symbols, or decorative motifs. A large body of research has been devoted to identifying

these marks, correlating them with a maker and the years that the maker was actively

producing pipes. These maker's marks can provide another set of valuable chronological

information. Marks are either incuse (pressed into the flat surface) orrelief(forminga

raised mark on the surface of the pipe) and for the seventeenth century are most

commonly found on thebaseoftheheel,thoughsome are found on the stem or the back

of the bowl (Noel Hume 1969:304-305). Most of the identifiable marks from the Vieux



Table 5.1 Typology of Tobacco Pipe Bowls from the Vieux Fort Site

Origin

English. West Country

English, general form

English, West Country

Dutch,GoudaILeiden?

Dutch, general form

Dutch, general form

Dutch, Gouda?

Dutch,generalform

Dutch,generalform
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FigureS.12 Tobacco pipe bowl types from theVieux Fort.

The type letters correspond to the pipes as described in Table 5.1. The pipes are shown at



Fort assemblage were of Dutch origin, determined either by the identificationofan

indisputably Dutch mark, or by the presence of a more ambiguous mark on an identifiable

Dutch pipe bowl.

The most common mark was the 'EB' mark. This is normally attributed to

Edward Bird,a pipemaker whose products are often found on historic sitesinNorth

America (de Roever 1987). Bird died in 1665, but this does not mean that all EB marks

predate 1665. TheEBmarkcontinuedtobeusedafterhisdeathbyEvert(hisson)andby

another pipemaker who subsequently took over the EB mark (Duco 2002). Only two

certain English marks were identified and they were both pipes of the same manufacturer,

Llewellyn Evans. The remaining marks are identified in Table 5.2, though two remain

unidentified. Photographs in Figure 5.13 and 5.14 show all of the identifiedmarkedpipes.

All of the tobacco pipe marks shown here are consistent with a site occupationdating

Tobacco pipe stems are common finds on archaeological sites from the

seventeenth century onwards, and a good deal of attention has been paid to developing

dating methods based on changes in the bore diameter sizes of EngIishtobaccopipes.

Typically, the bores decrease in size through time, and a number ofanalystshave

developed graphs and formulae that produce dates based on measuredboresizes(Binford

1962; Harrington 1954; Hanson 1971). Unfortunately, the method remains problematic

fora number of reasons and will not be applied to the Vieux Fortassemblage.For

example,EnglishNewfoundlandsitestendtohavetobaccopipeassembiages that are

dominated by pipes from particular regions of England, such as the West Country. Pipe



Table 5.2 Tobacco Pipe Maker's Marks Crom the Vieux Fort Assemblage

Maker,Origin

5 FigS.13a

ongekroond

P/l?/cup?

vanSteijn,Gouda

Unknown,Gouda

Jan Doesburgh,

Unknown,Dutch

(by Edward Bird)

(by Bird's

successors)

1 Fig.S.13b

1 Fig.S.13c

2 Fig.S.13d

1 Fig.S.14a

1 Fig.S.14b

#181;



Table 5.2 Tobacco Pipe Maker's Marks from the View< Fort Assemblage,

Maker, Origin

1 Fig.5.14c

LlewellinEvans,

Unknown,

English or

2 Fig.5.14d

I Fig.5.l4e-g



Figurc 5.13 Tobacco pipc maker's marks from tbe Vieux Fort.

All images are enlarged to show detail; inset images show the mark's actual size. Marks



Figure 5.14 More lobacco pipe marks and moulded pipes from lhe Vieu. ForI.

Marks shown are described in Table 5.2. A·C are enlarged to show detail; inset images show the

mark's actual size. D is shown at actual size and E-G are fragments from a single pipe, shown at



bore diameters can vary within regions. West Country forms datingto the earlier part of

the seventeenth century tend to have particularly small stem bores, while those from later

in the century have larger bore diameters (Gaulton 2006:42). This means that English

Newfoundland sites as a whole tend to produce erroneous results from stem-bore dates.

A similar problem might be expected from French Newfoundland sites as well, if the

English pipes are predominantly of West Country manufacture.

A most critical issue presented by the Vieux Fort assemblage lies in the fact that

the pipestem dating method was developed for English pipestems only. Dutch pipes had

smaller stem bores than English pipes and thus including Dutch stems in a calculation

could produce erroneous results (Keyetal. 2000:60). Other analyses have revealed that

Dutch pipe stems are in fact useful for dating sites, provided the sample consists of

mostly Dutch pipes (Schrire et at. 1990). What is still problematic is using pipe stem

dating formulae on assemblages where the tobacco pipes are of bothEnglishandDutch

manufacture. Some attempts have been made to calculate formula dating on assemblages

with some admixture of Dutch and English pipes, with varied results (Faulkner and

Faulkner 1987:63; Riordan 1991). Sometimes the method produces a consistent site date

and sometimes it does not. As the discussion of pipe bowl styles has demonstrated, the

Vieux Fort assemblage is of mixed English-Dutch origin and thus the method cannot

reliably be applied to the site.

Artifacts and documents suggest that the site was occupied rightupto1690.0ne

identifiable Spanish coin (with a denomination of one real) was also recovered from the

barracks. The obverse of this coin bears a pillar-and-wave design, has the mintmark for



Potosf(in present-day Bolivia) and a date stamp of 1678 (Lasseretal. 1997:20-21). Thus,

documents are typically brief, but they do appear in greater number in the1680s. One

particularly useful document is a letter collectively writlen by the habitantsofPlaisance,

who sent a letlerto French colonial authorities complaining of theirtreatment at the hands

of Governor Antoine Parat (Gillebert et al. 1690). The habitants detail the construction

materials that they were expected to furnish for the Vieux Fort between 1685 and 1688,

including the barracks building, and speak of the fort as being abandoned 0 nlyinl690.

The historical record documenting the Vieux Fort's history indicates that the

VieuxFortwasstilloccupiedbysoldiersin 1687,asrecordedinthatyears'census:"ilya

au fort 14engager[sic]et9soldats"(Thibodeau 1962:205). By 1688 and 1689, many of

the buildings at the fort were in need of repair (Gillebertetal. 1690). Despite this, the

historic documents do not preserve an exact date on which the site was abandonedor

destroyed. As argued in the previous chapter, given the scale of destruction during the

1690raid,itseemsmostunlikelythattheEnglishattackerswouldhave left the fort

unscathed. They both spiked and removed cannon from the site, so the attackers must

have been on the site at some point. The archaeological record may in fact preserve

evidence that the building was intentionally destroyed.



Structure A preserves a collapse sequence which begins directly abovethe

occupation layers. The collapse is most clearly preserved in the east room. The botlom

most collapse layer (Event 43), consists ofa thick layer of soot and charcoal fragments.

This layer increases in thickness and becomes more shallowly buried as it moves east. It

is foundonlyintheregionoftheeastroomhearth/chimneystack.Giventheorientation

of the charcoal event, it perhaps represents the initial stages of chimney collapse. The

discoveryofalargequantityofnailsinthetopportionsofthiseventmight also suggest

that part of the wooden roof structure of the building came down at the same time.

lnterestingly, thisdestructionfcollapse layer extends right up to the inner face of the

building's stone walls, but does not go over top or beyond them. This demonstrates that

the building's walls were standing to a great enough height to contain the charcoal from

the chimney stack and detritus from the possible roof collapse. This is the critical factor

that suggests the building was intentionally destroyed; if this was an abandonment

collapse rather than a destruction collapse, a clear layerofbumt materiaI would not be

found. Ontopofthecharcoaleventwasfoundothereventscontainingsignificant rubble,

mortarandlumpsofgreyclay(Events40,4Iand42)whichseemtorepresentthe

remaining chimney stack and gable wall collapse. It is certainly logical to expect that the

fort was damaged by the English anackers in an anempt to reduce itsdefensive

capabilities; the archaeological record suggests that this isexactlywhathappened.



The Wider Implications of the Vieux Fort Barracks' Construction

In France, the construction of barracks had been prescribed by ordinance since the

seventeenth century, but these regulations were not widely carried 0 utintheseventeenth

century (Lynn 1997:159). The provision ofa barracks building to house soldiers in was

nottypica] of fortifications in seventeenth-century New France, and only became more

common in the eighteenth century (G. Proulx 1979:550, Adams 1978:62). In the

seventeenth century, if fortifications were located in or near towns,soldiers were often

billeted with townspeople. This was the case in Quebec, where barracks were not built

until the mid-eighteenth century (Charbonneau et al. 1982:356). At Old Mobile, in

present-day Louisiana, soldiers were not housed at the fort, butrather in purpose-built

structures in the nearby town (Gums 2002:14, 23-24). Even when barracks were

provided for soldiers in a fort, in practice, some soldiers were often quartered in nearby

villages or farms. This was the case at Fort Chambly, for example (Miville-Deschenes

1987:30). Sometimes a fort was home to more than just soldiers; Fort Michilimackinac

housed not only military personnel but also traders, craftsmen and migratorycollrellrs-de-

bais(StoneI974:8).Thustheapproachtohousingsoldiersvariedconsiderably across

ThepresenceofabarracksbuildingattheVieuxFortisnottypicalof

contemporary fortifications. Undoubtedly, constructing a barracks at the Fort must have

made logistical sense. The waterway that separated the site from the settlement meant

that physically housing the soldiers at the Vieux Fort was a practical way of ensuring a



military presence there. However, we can also argue that the barracks building has more

than practical significance. The lodgings provided for the soldiers at the fort represent a

significant effort in construction. The masonry used at the Vieux Fortbarracks (and the

absenceofstoneintheconstructionoftheVieuxFort'sdefences)isintriguingwhen

placed against the overall context of masonry construction in Plaisance.

Certainly, masonry construction was widely used in Plaisance's Iater

fortifications. Fort Louis, the Gallardin and Fort Royale (and any associated forti fied

outworks) all utilized masonry in some way (Grange 1971; Karklins 1971; Morton 1970;

Simmonds 2009). The small size of both the Gallardin and Fort Royale redoubts mean

that constructing the entire fortification of masonry was carried out quickly. 1n the case

FortLouis,whichwasasignificantlylargerfort,theinitialfortification was built in

wood. One of the first priorities seems to have been the reconstruction of the fort's

defences in masonry, which had been started by 1697 (Proulx 1979a:39). The use of

stone construction for buildings inside Fort Louis-particularly of soldiers' barracks-

does not seem to have been apriority for Plaisance's engineers. As late as 1707,lhe

barracks al Fort Louis were said to be of limber, with stone chimneys (P. Costebelle 10

November 1707:fol. 122).

The use of masonry for the Vieux Fort barracks provides a particularlyinteresting

contrast to the simplicity of the construction of the fort's defences. As demonstrated in

Chapter Four, the Vieux Fort was likely defended by a simple wooden palisade. In terms

of their solidity, and their resistance to artillery fire and weathering,masonrydefences

were considered superior to wooden palisades (Lafrance 1983:35). The choice to expend



the considerable effort that masonry construction required on the VieuxFort'sinternal

structures rather than its defensive works certainly contrasts with observable patterns at

Fort Louis. If the fort was only defended by simple wooden palisades, why were

buildings inside the fort selected for the extra effort required for stone construction? The

documentary record is silent on the matter, but a reasonable reply maybe fashioned from

observable patterns at other sites and historically contingent events in Plaisance's history.

Uthe provision of barracks for soldiers was unusual in the context 0 fseventeenth

century New France and the construction of buildings in masonry was unusual in the

context of seventeenth-century Plaisance, then the use of stone construction at the Vieux

Fort barracks must be interpretedasa meaningful act. Perhaps the effort invested in

masonry construction was further intended to provide comfortable housing for the fort's

soldiers. Inadequately constructed barracks were blamed for the Ioss of troops through

desertionatFortLouis(ProulxI979a:39). What is more, stone construction was rarely

used outside of fortifications for building construction in Plaisance;detailedsurveysof

domestic housing taken in 1714 indicate that the only privatebuildings constructed of

masonry belonged to Governor Costebelle (P. Costebelle 1717:foI.l5; P. Costebelle et al.

6 September 1714:fo1.364). Costebellehad two buildings on the Little Beach that were

constructed with timber framing resting on stone foundations (one of which was built

with dry-laid masonry). Thus,theuseofmasonryconstructiononthesoldiers'barracks

at the Vieux Fort was noteworthy. The soldiers would likely have been living in one of

the only stone buildings in the colony at the time.



The documentary record does not indicate who constructed theVieux Fort's

masonry, but construction practices at other sites provide the most likely answer. In New

France, soldiers typically received extra pay if they worked on fortificationconstruction

projects(Johnston2001:182;L'Hermitte l708;G.Proulx 1979:556-558). This is equally

true in Plaisance, where soldiers received extra pay for working on fortification

construction at Fort Louis and Fort Royale. Soldiers provided both thegenerallabouras

well as fulfilling skilled work,suchascarpentryandstonework(Landry2008:272;

L'Herrnitte 1708). Such projects were not only a useful way of keeping soldiers busy;

they also provided extra income to soldiers, who were typically poor!ypaid.ltseems

most likely that the Vieux Fort barracks were built by the soldiers themselves,though

likely under the direction of the colony's mason, who was recorded aslivinginthecolony

when the first nominal census was completed in 1671 (Thibodeau 1959-1960).

AttheVieuxFort,theprovisionofcomfortablehousingforsoldiersat the fort may have

servedtoensurecontentmentamongstthesoldiers'ranks. Discontented soldiers

sometimes mutinied, as they had at Louisbourg in 1744, when faced with a reduction in

extra income derived from construction projects (Johnston 2001:206). Similar mutinies

and protests occurred for the same reasons in British North America as well (Janzen

1984:133-135; Way 2000).

Containing soldiers in a separate barracks building was also thoughtdesirablefor

reasons of order and control. Soldiers residing off-site wereregarded as a potential source

of social disorder (Lynn 1997:162-163). The simple soldar was often regarded by his

contemporaries as a social unfortunate, at the lowest ranks ofthesocial order, who was a



moraloutcastCLynn 1984:63). Barracks were thus intended to separate the soldiers from

the civilian population, and spare townspeople from the costs of their lodging. Barracks

also were seen as a way of controlling the soldier's movement. With the increasing

professionalizationofthe military during the seventeenth century, soldiersbecamea

resource to be administered. Sequestering soldiers in barracks was seen as a way to instil

disciplineandself-control,aswellasawaytopreventdesertion.The barracks would

eventually be seen as a "kind of discipline factory"CJones 1995:l62). They were also

intended to bolster a sense of esprit de corps amongst a garrison.

Thus, barracks were intended to isolate and control the soldier's movement, while

providing analtemative to billeting soldiers with civilians. Intermsoffortificationsin

New France, the Vieux Fort barracks may be interpreted as an early forecast of the desire

to constrain and control soldiers. As shall be discussed below, the Vieux Fort barracks

maynothaveeffectivelyfulfilledthismandateinpractice.lndeed,the need to control the

behaviour of soldiers was probably not lost on Plaisance'searliestadministrators.

SoldiersattheVieuxForthadmutiniedduringl662,inamostdisastrousfashion

CHumphreys 1970:5). Bythetimereinforcementsarrivedin1663,only8soldiers

remained of30 that had been sent to the colony in l662CProulx 1979a:l4). Thus,the

early administrators of Plaisance leamed that keeping soldiers occupied and pacified was

particularly important for peace and security in the colony

However, it is clear from references in the documentary record that the Plaisance

garrison did not always live at the Vieux Fortbarracks,despitetheeffortexpendedon

their construction. As a letter of 1688 indicates, an officer at the fort admitted that the



soldiers hired themselves out as fishing servants to civilian fishingproprietors and lived

with them during the fishing season (L. de Costebelle 3 September 1688:foI.I02). If

soldiers spent much of the summer fishing season working for habitants, then it follows

that they were not living or working at the fort full-time. For at least someofitshistory,

then, the Vieux Fort was occupied in a part-time sense-with soldiers working elsewhere,

their presence at the fort would not have been constant or consistent. Barracks were

generally intended to create strictly military zones, where soldiers and civilians could be

kept apart and the activities and movements of soldiers monitored (Johnston 2001:92

93,174;G.Proulx 1979:553). TheVieuxFortbarracksmayhavetheoreticallybeen

intended to perforrn such a function, but in the end may not have servedasaneffective

means of controlling the garrison. Additionally, the 1687 census records that there were 9

soldiers and 14 engages (civilian fishing servants) living at the fort, suggesting that by the

end of its life, any barrier between the military and civilian populationwasapermeable

one (Thibodeau 1962:205).



Chapter 6

Ceramic and Glass Archaeological Typologies

Background

Thischapterwillprovidemethodologicalandtypologicalordertotwosignificant

elements of the Vieux Fort assemblage: the ceramic and glass artifacts. Together, the

ceramic and glass assemblage can provide a framework in which to analyse the material

world of the soldiers and officers at the Vieux Fort. These two assemblages are treated

here together, though these different materials are often analysed separately by

archaeologists. Glass bottles and ceramic bottles may have been produced indifferent

ways but they served the same ultimate purpose: the service and consumptionof

beverages. Glass vessels have typologies that are reasonablywell-established. In the

case of ceramic artifacts, a suitable functional typology for ceramic vessels needs to be

formulated for the analysis of the Vieux Fort assemblage. The end result of this chapter

will be the production ofa basic functional typology that should be widely applicable to

ceramics and glass collections found on French Newfoundland sites.Byestablishinga

framework such as this, basic research questions can be explored.Suchresearchshould

address the specific kinds of activities which took place at the VieuxFortandan

examination of how the Vieux Fort assemblage compares with collections from other

sites. This chapter is only intended to focus on glass and ceramic typologies,because



typologies for other artifact categories (such as for tobacco pipes) are reasonably well-

The Archaeological Samples

The glass and ceramic typology will be developed using data drawn from two

archaeological sites in Placentia: theVieux Fort site and theCastle Hill site, excavated by

ParksCanada8 Both are stand-alone fortification sites which housed either the whoIe

Plaisance garrison (in the case of the Vieux Fort) or part of Plaisance's garrison (in the

case of Castle Hill). While the sites may be functionally similar, they are chronologically

separated: the Vieux Fort was occupied between 1662 and ca. 1690, while Castle Hill was

occupied between 1693 and 1714 (Grange 1971:3). These sites thus provide an

opportunityforalongitudinalstudy,examiningthematerialworidoftheFrenchsoldier

across the entire lifespan of the colony. Castle Hill isamulti-occupation site. After

Plaisance was evacuated by the French in 1714,CastieHili wasre-occupiedby British

troops. The British continued to use the site until 1811. Using the context descriptions

contained in Grange's exhaustively detailed site report, stratigraphicunitsthatwere

deterrnined to beof French or probable French contexts were isolated(GrangeI971:

Table I). InJuneof2005,theauthorexamined the Castle Hill collections,stored in Parks

'Castle Hill is the site's official name under the Parks Canada site-naming system; please note

thattheFrenchwouldhavereferredtothissitefirstastheRoyalRedoubt, and then after 1697 as

FonRoyale(Charbonneau 1992:10-11)



Canada's Atlantic Service Centre in Halifax. During this visit, the assemblages from the

relevant French occupations were examined, photographed and a minimum vessel count

of ceramic and glass artifacts was completed. Additionally,aselectionofpublished

typologies and site reports were consulted to provide information on the range of vessel

forms generally available on French colonial sites, toprovideasample of illustrated

examples and to examine the construction of other archaeological typologies.Theresults

of the analysis of the Vieux Fort and the Castle Hill assemblages will be presented in this

and subsequent chapters.

The Documentary Record

To add dimension and context to the typological framework developed below, the

documentary record for Plaisance was consulted for clues aboUlvessel types, vessel

names and the context of vessel use in the colony. This is not a novel approach: historical

archaeologists have long seen the utility in combing documentary recordsfortypological

purposesCBeaudryI988). The use of documentary evidence can not only provide

temporally-appropriate semantics, but can also indicate "where breaksofpossible

significanceoccuralongthecontinuumofformalvariation"CBeaudryetG1.1983:21).

For example, Paul Gaston L' Anglais has made a thorough search of French documentary

evidence to identify culturally relevant terminology for defining vesselformsCI994).

L' Anglais not only consulted notarial records, but also examined Diderot's Ellcyclopedie



for illustrations and terminology of vessel forms. He also used the Tresor de la lallgue

frall~aisedltQuebectodeterminevesselterminologyandetymology.

With this example in mind, the documentary record from Plaisance was consulted

toderivedataonvesselformterminology.Thisexercisewasundertakenforseveral

reasons,thefirstofwhichissimplybecauserelevantdocumentsexist.NicolasLandry

has examined part of Plaisance's notarial corpus as partofa study of the materialculture

of Plaisance; however, he was not specifically concerned with vessel form terminology

(1998). A re-examination of the documents was certainly merited. Furthermore,just as

Peter Pope found that adaptations had to be made to the Chesapeake-basedPOTS

typology to apply it to sites in English Newfoundland,anexaminationofthedocumentary

record for Plaisance might reveal that parallel adaptationswould have to be made for

Newfoundland's French colony (Pope 1986).

Plaisance's documentary record is much thinner for the period 1662tol690than

for the period from 1691 to 1713. Fortheearlierperiod,mostoftheavailabledocuments

are generally restricted to official correspondence. Becausemostofthedocumentsare

administrative in nature, they tended not to contain information 0 n mundane objects like

glass and ceramic tableware. Plaisance's documentary record grows exponentially for the

period dating from 1690-1714. Forthisperiod,thefilescompiledby the notary in

Plaisance were extremely useful. These documents were consulted in depth; in particular,

any type of inventory (post-mortem, inventories of disputed cargoes, inventories of

captured prize ships) was transcribed. The documents that were highlighted for further



study are shown below in Table 6.1. A further description of discrete document sets is

AsTable 6.1 demonstrates, the documentary record consulted for the present

stlldy included several separate archival series. The reader should note that while many

more files were consulted than the ones shown above, these are the documentsthat

contained the most useful information. Occasionally, references to vessel forms were

found in administrative correspondence, typically in requests forequipment and supplies

sent by officials in Plaisance to administrators in France. Sometimes, information was

found in administrative inventories of equipment stored in royal storehouses, or in

Plaisance'shospital. Occasionally, ship contents were inventoried,eitheras the result 0 f

a legal dispute or as part of the process ofolltfitting a ship. Some information on vessel

forms was derived from letters and account books of merchants, particularly the Henri

Brunet papers. Brunet was an itinerant French merchant who worked 0 utofPlaisancein

the early 1670s (Library and Archives Canada Collection Clairamballlt, Series M07-

IA5). Hispapers,includingjournalsandroughaccounts,wereconsultedintheirentirety

and were found to contain a great deal of useful information.

A great deal of information was located in notarial documents (in the Libraryand

Archives Canada series MO 1-0\ In this series, the set of documents that contained the

most information regarding kitchen and tablewares were the post-mortem inventories,

which were compiled on the death of an individual. First, the dwelling (andJor chest or

trunk,ifthedeceasedlivedonboardship)wassealedandthisprocesswas duly recorded



Table 6.1 Documents Consulted for Data on Vessel Form, Manufacture and Use

Memoire des hardes ...pour mon voyage. BN. CoIl. Clairambault. Vol. 864, fol. 21

Journal de voyage de La Rochelle 11 Plaisance. BN. Coil. Clairambault, Vol. 864, fol. 1-18v

Compte des vituailles...pour Le Calesian. BN, Coil. Clairarnbault. Vol. 864. fol. 23-24v

Journal du voyage du Callesien. BN. Coil. Clairarnbault, Vol. 864, fol. 25-51

1673/4 Compte... paye a nos matelots du Calesian. BN, Coil. Clairambault. Vol. 864. fol. 30v-33

Journal de voyage 11 Terre-Neuve. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Vol. 864, fol. 1-18

Henri Brunet a M. Jacques Godeffroy. BN, CoIl. Clairambault, Vol. 864. fol. 42-42v

Memoire pour id hommes d'equipage. BN, CoIl. Clairambault. Vol. 864, fol. 66v-67

Diverses comptes de Henri Brunet. BN. CoIl. Clairambault. Vol. 864. fol. 96v-98

Diverses comptes de Henri Brunet. BN. CoIl. Clairambault. Vol. 864. fol. 99-103

Diverses comptes de Henri Brunet. BN. CoIl. Clairambault. Vol. 864, fol. 117-120

Diverses comptes de Henri Brunet. BN. CoIl. Clairambault, Vol. 864, fol. 120v-123

Pastour au minister. ANOM, Col. C'IC, Vol. I. fol. 101-104

Inventaire des biens d'Andre Doyen. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Vol. I. fol. 177-178

Estat des munitions ret autres choses pour] Plaisance. ANOM. Col. FIA, Vol. 7. fol. 25

lnventaire des effets de Fran~ois Audigny. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2053 (7/175), it.7. 6 pg

lnventaire des biens de Guillaume de Lord. ANOM, Col. G3
• Vol. 2053 (7/175), it. 88. 2pg

Inventaire...de defunt Joseph Lafard. ANOM. Col. G3
• Vol. 2053 (7/175). it. 70, 10 pg

Etat des vivres, des hardes . pour I'hopital. ANOM, Col. CIIC. Vol. 5. fol. 255-258



Table 6.1, Continued

Inventaire des gnlments..de Ie Haup. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2053 (7/175), it. 126,4 pg

Etat des ctepenses et des recettes pour I'hopital. ANOM, Col. C"C, Vol. 6, fol. 160v-167

lnventaire du Vaisseau du Roy La Venus. ANOM, Col. E, Vol. 93, fol. 460-481

lnventaire des effets de...veuve Le Roy. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2053 (7/175), it. 290,4 pgs

lnventaire des ...effets de veuve Le Roy. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2053 (7/175), it. 294, 5 pgs

lnventaire des hardes de Pierre Tailbot. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2053 (7/175), it. 195,2 pgs

Vente des hardes de Pierre Tailbot. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2053 (7/175), it. 285, 2 pgs

lnventaire, vente des effets de vve. Leroy. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2053 (7/175), it. 267, 13 P

lnventaire des effets ...de Louis Josselin. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2054 (8/176), it. 145,2 pgs

lnventaire de...Charles Mahier. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2054 (8/176), it. 149,6 pgs

Renonciation par Catherine Lebaudy. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2054 (8/176), it. 12-14,5 pgs

Vente judiciaire [de] Sieur de Sourdeval. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2054 (8/176), it. 143,2 pgs

Inventaire ... [de] Louis Josselin. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2054 (8/176), it. 1,9 pgs

lnventaire de Gaspard Zemar. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2054 (8/176), it. 148,3 pgs

Inventaire [de] d'Olivier Laisne. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2054 (8/176), it. 20, 1 pg

lnventaire de Robert Tebaux. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2054 (8/176), it. 21,1 pg

Inventaire de Christophe Moisant. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2054 (8/176), it. 22, 1 pg

Ventejudiciaire ... [de] Boismoreau dit Dumoulin. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2054 (8/176), it. 4

Vente de la prise la Sioupe des Plongeurs Angloises. AN, G5
, Vol. 2/3, fol. 279

Vente de la prise la Chiquette. AN, G5
, Vol. 2/3, fol. 217



Table 6.1, Continued

Vente de la prise Ie Timothy Dopson. AN, Gl
, Vol. 2/3, fol. 201, 205-6

Vente de la prise Ie Dragon de Salem. AN, Gl
, Vol. 2/3, fol. 233

Vente de la prise 10 Anne. AN, Gl
, Vol. 2/3, fol. 334-349

Comples et requeles ...de Gabriel Bameche. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2055 , it. 76-83, 16 pgs

Requeles, etc. du sieur Marsane de Berger... etla vente judiciaire de son navire. ANOM,

Col.G3
, VoI.2055,it.68-74bis,30pgs

[nventaire de... La Hongrie Lucas. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2055 , it. 1[2,7 pgs

Apposition des scelles [de] la maison de la vve Pichaut. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2055, it. 145,

3pgs

[nventaire ...de la defunte Magdeleine Aubert. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2055, it. 146,4 pgs

[nventaire du coffre, de Jean Sempar. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2055, item 22, 3 pgs

Declaration du Martin Dudoit au sujet de 3 paniers. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2055, it. 7,4 pgs

Billet. ..et inventaire des effets [de] Bametche. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2055, it. [2-13,2 pgs

Abandon par Marie Lemaltre de la Bretonniere de sa maison. ANOM, Col. G3
, it. 37, 3 pgs

lnventaire des papiers [de] Jean-Baptiste Genesis. ANOM, Col. G3
, Vol. 2056, it. 9, 8 pgs

lnventaire des papiers ... [de] Durand Lagarenne. ANOM, Col. G2
, Vol. 194, file 10



in documents as the appositioll des scelles. Following this, an inventory was made of the

property and material possessions, recorded in an illvelltaireapres-deces(Landry

1998:102). Depending on the circumstances, the proceeds of the deceased's estate could

then be sold at a public auction, orvelltejudiciaire. At least for the Plaisance documents,

it was only during a public sale that monetary values were attached to the list of material

possessions. Unfortunately, inexpensive small items (like food preparation and serving

vessels) were often bundled together in lots, making the valuation of individual items

proceedings were preserved. Each document-the appositioll, illvelltaire and vellte-may

contain information about food and beverage vessels.

In Plaisance, the completion ofapost-mortem inventory (or at leastthe survival of

these documents) forms the exception rather than the rule. ForPlaisance,Landrycounts

18 individuals with inventories in the MG I_G3 series (1998: 103). An additional three

inventories have been added to the present study. The first is the inventoryofthe

possessions of Andre Doyen, who was convicted of murder and executed in 1690.

Unusually, this document is contained in the MG I_CltC series, which typically consists

of official correspondence only. The second and third inventories are both inventories of

personal papers rather than material goods. Jean-BaptisteGenesis,amaftre-camlOllier,

died in Plaisance just before the evacuation; his personal papers were inventoried in lie

Royale in 1715, but all of his papers relate to his time in Plaisance. The last inventory

belongs to Durand La Garenne, who was an official in Plaisance. Accused of corruption,

La Garenne escaped to Saint-Domingue following the evacuation of the colony and died



shortly thereafter (Baudry 2000a). His papers also relate almost entirely to his time in

Plaisance. Another valuable series is the papers relating to the capture and sale of English

prize ships by French privateers operating out of Plaisance (containedinLibraryand

Archives Canada's MG3-IG5 series). As with the velllesjudiciaires following post-

mortem inventories, the contents of prize ships were listed and then sold off at public

Other Typologies Consulted

The typology proposed here was never intended to be a completely novel

construction, made without reference to similar studies undertaken by archaeologists

elsewhere. Typologies of French colonial ceramics have been developedbyseveral

authors, to whom the present study owes a central debt. These include (but are not limited

to) published monographs by L' Anglais (1994), Decarie-Audet (1979), Genet (1996),

Ravoire(2006)andSt.John(2011).AmySt.John'stypologyisusefulforcomparative

purposes, as she has devised a ceramic typology for artifacts from amigratoryFrench

Newfoundland fishing station, EfAx-09 (Champs Paya). The assemblages from this site

date between the seventeenth and the nineteenth century. L'Anglais'publicationis also

useful,ashedevelopsageneralfunctionalceramictypologyforFrenchsites,under

which can be subsumed ceramic vessels of all types and all places of manufacture.

L'Anglais took as the subject of study several collections from latrines in Place-Royale in



Quebec and several latrine contexts from Louisbourg in Nova Scotia (1994). Almost all

of the contexts are of eighteenth-century date, except for the Duniereassemblage, which

spans the later seventeenth century through to the eighteenth century.

This typology aims to bring together elements of the typologies of L' Anglais

(1994),Genet(l996), Ravoire(2006),SL John (2011) and Decarie-Audet (1979).

Particular inspiration is also drawn from Beaudryetal.'s (1983) POTS typology,

developed for ceramics in the Chesapeake. The POTS typology clearly defines and

illustrates ceramic vessel forms. Importantly, the POTS typology groups vessel types into

general functional categories. These categories permit the characterisationofcollections

from a site and the comparative analysis of artifacts between sites. However, the POTS

authors argue that there is no one ideal typology and indeedtypologiesdevelopedforone

region or to account for a particular collection can be adapted to suit the needs of others

(Beaudryetal.1983:19).Forexample,archaeologistsworkingonsites in English

Newfoundland have found the POTS typology useful and have slightly adaptedittosuit

the particularities of Newfoundland assemblages (Pope 1986:124- 127,1993:418-425).

For the purposes of the present analysis, inspiration is taken from thebasic formulation of

the POTS typology, in which defined and illustrated vessel types aregroupedintodiscrete

functional categories.

However useful the POTS typology is for English Newfoundland sites and for

Englishsitesgenerally,itwasdevelopedwithdatafromsitesintheChesapeake.

L'Anglais notes the difficulty in using the POTS typology for French collections:"les

forms illustrees, appartenanta une autre entiteculturelle, necorrespondent pas toujours a



celles representeesdans nos collections" (L'Anglais 1994[1):28). For example, the

POTS typology illustrates cups as sitting atop tlatbases. However, oneFrenchpotting

tradition produced cups that have tripod-legged bases (Hugoniot 2002:29). Thus,

differences in vessel forms found in French potting traditions mean that directly applying

the POTS typology to the Vieux Fort assemblage is analyticallyuntenable.

Additionally, the POTS typology makes functional assumptions about different

forms based on cues from English documentary evidence and such distinctionsmaynot

apply to collections of largely French origin. The most noteworthy example of this lies in

the consideration of tin-glazed earthenware. On English sites,tin-glazedoftenfulfilled

decorative display and table service functions-areas where the highIydecorativeceramic

vessels might be best appreciated (Deetz 1996:80-81; Gaulton 2006:206-208; Noel Hume

1969:108-109). The same observation does not always hold foreighteenth-century

Frenchsites.Althoughtin-glazedearthenwarewascertainlyusedinfor the purposes of

aesthetic display, the French developed another use for the ceramic. Beginning in the

early eighteenth century, a distinctive type of tin-glazed earthenware (fai'encebrllne),

made with heat-resistant clays, was developed to cook food as well as serveit(Blanchette

1981; Genet 1996:10-1 I; Walthall 199Ib). This distinct difference between French and

English traditions in the use of pottery means that the POTS typology cannot be applied

Regional potting traditions within France itself are another reason to adopt a

broadly defined functional typology, rather than relying on typologiesdevelopedfora

single region of France. A plate produced in the Saintonge kilns of southwestem France



broadly resembles a plate produced in the kilns of Beauvais or Normandy.Butthismay

not always be the case for all forms. For example, some of the chafing dishes produced in

the Saintongetradition have rims topped with a continuous undulating loop of clay, while

the chafing dishes of kilns from northwestern France tend to have rims topped with

individual protruding lugs (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987; Ravoire2006:l71-172). As will

be shown in the chapters that follow, the Plaisance ceramic collections are drawn from

different regions of France. The definition of vessel forms formulated for the present

analysiswillneedtobebroadenoughtoencompasstheregionalvariabilitybetween

different French potting traditions.

A number of typologies have been formulated that have informed the CUITent

analysis. Ravoire's typology is useful for its organisational strategy, particularly in the

use ofa combination of quantitative and qualitative data to define different types (2006).

As has been noted above, though, typologies sometimeshavetobemodifiedtosuit

specific circumstances. Ravoire's typology was developed specifically for ceramics found

in the lle-de-France and Beauvais. This typology amply represents the variety of vessel

types made in these regional traditions, but it cannot be directly applied to the Vieux Fort

assemblage. Likewise, St. John's typology is based on collections drawn from a French

Newfoundland fishing site, which are broadly dominated by wares from Brittany and

Normandy (2011). Accordingly, St. John's typology is adapted from that proposed by

Ravoire. As shall be discussed in Chapter Eight, the largest proportion of pottery from the

VieuxFortsitewasprobablytheproductofkilnsoperatinginsouthwestern France.



Ravoire's(2006) and Sl. John's (201 I) tightly defined vessel types are simply not as

applicable to pottery assemblages with different provenance.

L'Anglais' typology is the most useful for the present purposes, for he constructs

a general functional typology to span a set of archaeological sites, covering many

different individual ware types (1994). Asa result, this typology forms a central influence

for the present analysis. Onceagain,though,L'Anglais' typology cannot be directly

applied to the Vieux Fort assemblage for a number of reasons. L'Anglais' typology was

developed for collections derived from a variety of latrine contextsinQuebec(Place

Royale) and Louisbourg. This particular depositional context seems to have preserved

ceramic artifacts in a remarkable state of completeness, with many complete or near-

complete vessels. By contrast, the Vieux Fort assemblages are badly fragmented, with

only7 outofatotal of 153 vessels preserving a complete profile (that is, the original

contoursofthevessel,fromthebasetotherim,canbereconstructed). Vessels with a

complete profile are illustrated in Appendix 11.

The survival of large numbers of whole ceramic vessels is unusual. This may not

be the case with the Place Royale and Louisbourgcollections, but the applicalionof

analytical criteria from whole-vessel collections 10 collections that are largely fragmenled

may prove difficult or impossible (Hirshman et al. 2010; Sl. John 2011:45). The state of

fragmentation found with the Vieux Fort assemblage means that the direct application of

lhe L'Anglais typology, without alteration, was not possible. Furthermore,distinctions

betweensomeformsasdefinedbyL'Anglaisaredifficultlodiscemin the absence of

complete profiles. For example, a bassin is described asa large vesseI with an everted rim



and a pouring spout (L' Anglais 1994:55, Fig.I?). Terrilles are described in a similar way

and illustrations oftbe two different forms show virtually identical vessels(L'Anglais

1994:58, Fig. 28,29). What distinguishes bassills from terrilles is tbattbeformerhas an

interior surface only partially covered witb glaze, whiletbelatterhas interior surfaces

completely covered with glaze. A similar issue arises in distinguishing ajatte from a

terrille.Again,tbeformsareverysimilarinappearance;tbedistinguishingfactorbetween

the two is tbe presence ofa pouring spout on a terrille and tbe absence 0 fa pouring spout

on ajatte (L'Anglais 1994:56,58,Fig.2l,28).

These definitions require enough oftbe vessel to be present inordertodistinguish

betweentbe forms, which was possible for the Place Royale and Louisbourgcollections,

but is not possible witb tbe Vieux Fort assemblages. What is needed is the definition of

objects that can be "facilement identifiable atravers les fragments recueillisdansune

fouillearcheologique par des caracteristiquescommelediametre durebord,laformede

la paroi et les dimensions du pied" (Cloutier 1993:55). Thus, some basic metric and

dimensional specifications are required, as are clear, unambiguous definitions.

Furthermore, when it comes to the applicationoftbis terminology to tin-glazed

eartbenwares, tbe definition of vessel forms in tbe L' Anglais typology are not always

consistent. For example,jaues in coarse eartbenwares are distinguished from a similar

form, tbeplats crew: (deep dishes), based on tbe absence ofdecorationonjattes

(L'Anglais 1994:56). The implication is tbat decorated plats crelLt are used forfood

service, whileundecoratedjattes are used for food preparation 0 rotberpurposes.

Elsewhere in tbetypology, decorated tin-glazed earthenwares are categorizedasjattes



(L'Anglais 1994:99, Fig.37). This is a result of L'Anglais' (1994:91) adoption of Genet's

(1996)9 typology in its entirety, without adapting it to his own ciassification. These

issues are problematic, in that such typological non-conformities do not allow for the

"unambiguous assignment of new objects to their categories" (Beaudry et al. 1983: 14).

What is needed for the Vieux Fort assemblage is a classification scheme that has

categories suitable for the analysis of fragmented collections, and also has typological

definitions that made as distinctly as possible.

Additionally, most relevant typologies, including L' Anglais (1994), Cloutier

(l993)andGenet(l996),weregearedtowardsvesselformsfoundthroughoutthe

eighteenth century. This means that certain vessel forms that were not in common usage

before the first quarter of the eighteenth century, such as teapots,wouldsimplynotbe

found at Plaisance (Jean and Proulx 1995 1l:59; Lapointe and Lueger 1997:219;

L'Anglais 1994[1]:90). Likewise, not all material types present in the later eighteenth

century will be found in Plaisance's documentary and archaeological record. Refined

earthenwares were not developed until the mid-eighteenth century and refined stonewares

were not developed until ca. 1715 (Noel Hume 1969). Even faience brune, which is said

tohavebeendevelopedabout1707,mightnotbefoundonFrenchsites in Plaisance,

given that the colony was evacuated only seven years later (Waselkov and Walthall

2002:65). Indeed,faience brune was not found in French contexts intheCastleHill

assemblages. Thus,someofthetypologica1distinctionsofvesselformandvessel

composition made by those working with eighteenth-century material are not applicable

'Genet's work was originally published in 1977 and was reprinted in 1996.



to the Plaisance material. Others researchers working on latereighteenth-century or

nineteenth-century French Newfoundland sites can always expand thetypologyproposed

here to better suit their purposes for later time periods.

Constructing the Typology

In combing through the documentary record from Plaisance, any reference to

ceramic, glass, metal, or wood vessels was recorded. Notes were also made about the

contextofusage,ifanysuchdatawererecorded(suchasthelocation of the vessel ina

domestic structure). Any indication of the vessel's composition (glass, ceramic, pewter,

etc) was also recorded. In cases where the meaning of a word was unclear, reference

material was consulted to determine the term's meaning and etymology,particularly

Genet el af. (1974) and the internet-accessible Tresorde La Lallguefrall~aise illformalise

(2011). Relevantdocumentsweretranscribedandthenanyinformationonvesselform,

capacity, composition and context of use was recorded in adatabase.

6.5.1 Ceramic Ware Terminology

In the course of reading documents, panicular attention was paid to notations of

forms in verre, lerre, gres,jaitmce andporcelaille. Formsinverre are simple enough to



translate and refer to vessels of glass. The term verremay also referto a specific form, a

table glass or a wine glass manufactured from glass. Terre refers to forms made of

earthenware,orterrecuitegrossiere, as it is referred to by archaeologists. Coarse

earthenwares are non-vitrified, porous ceramics, fired at a temperaturerangeof900-1200

degrees Celsius. In order to make them impervious to water, they are often coated with a

lead glaze (Banning 2002:178). Gres is stoneware, which is a dense clay that takes on

vitreous qualities after being fired (Rice 1987:5). Stoneware is not porous and does not

require a glaze to make the vessel water-resistant. As a result, stonewares can be glazed

or unglazed. Glaze on stoneware is often a salt glaze that is achievedbyintroducingsalt

into the kiln when the kiln has reached a relatively high temperature(Decarie-Audet

1979:21). This produces a clear but textured glossy glaze. Stoneware can also bear an ash

glaze, which leaves characteristic reddish-brown mattedeposits (Hurst et al. 1986:105).

Faience refers to tin-glazed earthenware. This ceramic type has a low-fired

eatthenwarebody, covered bya lead glaze containing tin oxide (0remailstannifere)

(Bernier 2002:3). Upon firing, the tin oxide turns the glaze into an opaque white surface.

Decoration was frequently added to tin-glazed wares in the form of a series of different

pigments brushed on the vessel, of which blue was most common. Regional traditions can

be denoted in decoration and in fabric characteristics, butdistinguishingbetweenregional

traditions is often difficult, particularly if the wares areundecorated. French tin-glazed

wares are referred to asjaience, but in the Spanish tradition, they are referred to as

majolica and in English and Dutch traditions they are sometimes known as delftware

(Noel Hume 1969: 106). Most of the tin-glazed earthenwares in the Plaisance assemblages



are of French or assumed French origins; however, two are clearly of lberianorigin, so

for the present purposes the generic label "tin-glazed earthenware" will be used to

describe this type of ceramic. And finally, a thorough examination of the available

inventories failed to tum up any references to the remainingceramictype: porcelaineor

porcelain. Porcelain is a highly vitrified ceramic, with a glossy surface and ,where thinly

potted, is translucent (Genet and Lapointe 1994). European-made porcelain was a product

of the mid-eighteenth century; porcelain predating this periodwasproducedinChinafor

export, which arrived in New World settlements (including early modem Newfoundland)

through complex trade networks (Miller 2005; Shorter 2(02).

6.5.2 MeasuresofCapacity,NotofForm

Beforeproceedingtotheceramicandglassvesseltypologies,abriefdiscussionof

some of the vessel forms that appear in the documentary record isrequired. Some of the

terms found in primary documents describe vessel capacity, rather than describingvessel

form. This was a widespread practice, as documentary studies of material culture

(particularly those examining post-mortem inventories) have revealed. As Beaudry has

noted,"aninterestingaspectofcapacitydesignationsistheirability to serve as

independent referents to vessel types" (1988:47). The documentary record for Plaisance

contains a number of vessels referenced bytheircapacity,ratherthan by their shape. For

example, the post-mortem inventory of Bemardine Paquiau (the widow LeRoy) lists

"deux potd'etain quatrepintesdeuxchopines lm quart et un demi quart d'etain" (Basset



29 December 1709:foI.2). Even when specific capacities are not detailed, the importance

of size is reinforced by the frequent appearance of size qualifiers, suchasgrallde,

lIloyelllleandpetite. Typically, this occurs for hollow vessels that were intended to be

used for liquids.

This metonymic practice (in which vessel capacity is used to refer to a vessel's

overall form) will have an impact on the construction of typologies. Suchsubstitutions

remind us that in many cases, the most important aspect of an object was not its shape,

but rather its capacity. Thus, we must make an attempt to distinguish vessels

typologically based on their size. For example, Beaudryetal. make a distinction between

cups and drinking pots, based on capacity; cupshaveacapacityofless than a pint, while

drinking pots hold over one pint (1983). In order to understand what capacities were

among those commonly used in Plaisance, the number of occurrences of the forms named

by their capacity was recorded (Table 6.2). Please note that this table probably under-

represents the frequency of the pot as a metonymic term, as the pot can also be used to

refer to storage and cooking vessels. Pots were included in thistableonlyifthe

documents clearly specified that the vessel served a function related to drinking.

Some attempt has been made here to show the capacity indicatedbyeachterm,

using data listed in Ross (1983:74). However,thesecapacitiescannot be considered

definitive, because of regional variations in metrology in earlymodernFrance.Across

France, the same metrological term might be correlated with a different capacity,

depending on the region and the liquid being measured. The pot is a useful example. A



Chopine

Table6.2 Vessels Indicated by their Capacities

Capacity

(taken from Paris

standards)

Pewter, iron,

unspecified

quart

Quart/Pot

931ml(ortwo

chopines)

1.861 (ortwo

pintes/demi-quarts)

Pewter,iron,

unspecified

Capacity measures are taken from Ross (1983:74).



survey of published literature found that thepor represented a numberofdifferent

capacities (Table 6.3). lndeed, other analysts have found that ifwewish to understand the

capacity that a French vessel was intended to hold, we must first discover where in France

that vessel was made (Loewen 1999:48). Unfortunately, the ceramics and glass from the

Vieux Fort assemblage came from a wide variety of regions, so enabling the vessel's

regionoforigintoinformourunderstandingofitscapacityisdifficult. Translating

these measurements into useful typological distinctions isdifficulton a number of levels.

In addition to the issue of regional variation in metrological terms,wemustalsoconsider

variation in the manufacture of forms. The standardisation of the size of handmade

containers (particularly those intended to store commodities like butter and wine) was a

vexing question for authorities in early modern France, no less for the archaeologist of

today(DufournierandFajal1996).Theimplicationsofthisproblemfortypology

constructionarethatsize,particularlyofdrinkingvessels,isanimportantconsideration.

However, size cannot be ascribed a distinct measurement in terms of capacity. Rougher

guidelines must be used to separate out small and large drinking vessels.Furtherdetails

willbegivenbelow,particularlyintheentriesfortheporaboireandthe rosse.



Region

Lyon

Marseille,Toulon

Nonnandy

Regional Variations in the Capacity ofa French pot

Capacityofapot

(in I)

Lisieux, Beaumont en Auge

(departementduCalvados)

Crevecoeur,Paysd'Auge

(departementduCalvados)



6.5.3 DocumentaryAnalysis:Results

Data in the documents consulted was not always presented clearly andissuesin

interpretation occasionally arose. For example, sometimes vesseIs were listed in a series:

"vingthuitassietteset neufplats d'etain" (Basset l2-l3DecemberI7l3:foI.2).lncases

such as this, the assumption was made that both the assiettes and the plats were made of

etain(pewter). Insomecases,multipledocumentsrecordedtheestateofadeceased

individual(inapposition,inventaireandventedocuments). Material goods from the

same estate might be recorded, in whole or in part, in multiple documents; every attempt

was made not to count the same object more than once. If the number of vessels was not

explicitly stated in the document, the vessel count was given asonlyone. However,

sometimes documents referred to an unspecified number of vessels, such as in the

following example: "unebarriquedegres"(Basset I June 1711:fol. 206). Occasionally,

documents specified a number of vessels, but not their actual forrn: "douzedouziemesde

pOlleriea6[livres)ladouzine,soixantedouzelivres.... 72 [livres]"(BassetIJune

l711:foI.206).lnboththesecases,thedatacouldnotbeusedintheconSlrUctionofthe

vessel forrns, though the data was recorded for use in other pans of this analysis.

When consideration is given to pricing data derived from these documents, the

readershollid also be aware of the context of each documenl. A document describing

items sold ata public sale in Plaisance will indicate their cost to theconsllmerinthe

colony at the time of purchase; alternately, a document listingcosts of cargo on board a

ship might only describe the cost of that item to the merchant, rather than the price for



which the item would be sold for in the colony. And finally, though the datapresentedin

Table 6.1 above shows documents drawn from the seventeenth through to the early

eighteenth centuries, the reader should be aware that the documents datingtotheearly

eighteenth century provided the majority of the data on vessel forms. Intotal,these

documents provided data on 1049 individual vessels inPlaisance,presented in Table 6.4

below. The data in Table 6.4 are broadly similar to data derived from later seventeenth-

and early eighteenth-century inventories from Quebec, inthattherangeofvesselforms

named in the documents generally overlaps (Jean and Proulx 199511:59-61; Lapointe and

Lueger 1997:219). The Plaisancedatawillbeused,alongwith inventory data derived

from similar studies in New France, to help define the terminology and suggest uses and

functions of the forms presented in the typology below.

Next, the documentary data was used to isolate distinct forms that were likely to

be found in glass and ceramic vessels. At this point, the names for forms from Plaisance

documents were sought out in the published artifact typologies discussedabove.lncases

where conflict between form definitions is noted (as has been discussedabove,forthe

formsbassill,jalteandlerri/le),inspiration is drawn from Beaudry elal.(1983:19),who

argue that:

all classifications are arbitrary. People impose categories, and henceorder,upon
objects to facilitate communication; this is true of the archaeologist as much as it
is of the people he or she studies .... If persons are to make sense of this
bewilderingvarietyofexperience,theymustpickandchoose,recognizing certain
features as significant and discarding others.

Forms defined bySt. John for French Newfoundland fishing sites have broadly similar



Table 6.4 References to Vessel Forms from Plaisance Documents

~ .~
176

Bassin a

Chandelier

Chaudihe

Chocolatii~re

Chopine

Demi-quart

Ecuelle

t.:

! ~
~ ~
40 216



Table 6.4, continued

Gamelle

Gobelet

Jarre

Pot, petit



Table 6.4, continued

Pot a

confiture

Quart

Saladier

Saliere

8 99 60 16189

All data derived from sources noted in Table 6.1.



names and links between her typology and that proposed here are madewherever possible

(2011).

Some of the forms defined in the present typology had specific uses and specific

shapes, though this was not always the case. Sometimes, the defmitions of and

boundaries between different types of vessel forms may have been only fuzzilydefined

several hundred years ago when the objects were in use (Jackson 2005:8). Wherethe

documents indicate discontinuity and conflict between defmed forms, what appeared to

betheleast-specificorspecializedtermwasselectedhere.lftwodifferenttermsforthe

same basic type of object existed, they were lumped together and a single term was

chosen to represent them. The tendency towards lumping similar forms together (as

opposed to splitting similar forms apart) is appropriate forthecurrentgoalsofthestudy.

The intention here is to develop abroad functional classificationtohighlightsitefunction,

rather than a specific classification to emphasize stylistic trends, for example. The types

defined here are intended to be specifically defined enough to distinguishone type from

another, but broadly defined enough that a specific type can encompass variationbetween

regions and potting traditions. Thus, ajarre was defined in a way that made ita

meaningfully specific category, but the definition was general enough that products of

different potting traditions (such as the products of Iberian, Frenchandlor English kilns)

can be subsumed under the same type.



The Illustrated Typology: Examples from Comparative Literature

Once the appropriate terminology was decided upon, a formalized defmition for

each term was then described. Taking inspiration from the POTS typology, illustrations of

each vessel type were drawn, in an anempt both to show the defining attributesofeach

form and to demonstrate some of the observable variation encompassed by each form

(BeaudryetaI.1983).Notallofthedefinablevariantsofavesseltypecouldbeillustrated

here, so consulting the wrinen descriptions is just as importantasexarniningthe

illustrations presemed in this typology. As with the illustrations in the POTS typology,

thefigurespresentedherearesimplifiedandareonlyintendedtoshow the basic details of

each vessel's shape. Unfortunately, the state of fragmentation of many of the vessels

from the Plaisance assemblage meant that few full profiles of vessels were available for

illustration. Thus, I have located published illustrations of vessel forms from

contemporaneous French sites, redrawn them in a simplified format and reproduced them

at a scale of 1:4. Vessels of similar function are shown grouped together (all cooking

vessels are shown grouped, for example), though sometimes vessels of more than one

functional purpose are shown in a single figure. All of the illustrations are shown in

Figures 6.1 to 6.8 below. For ease of reference, wrinenvessel descriptionsarelistedin

alphabetical order.
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Figllre6.I:Examplesofbeverageservicevesselsfromcomparativeliteratllre.

A) Cruelle. Redrawn [rom HlIgoniol (2002:61, no. 137). B) Cruche. Redrawn
from L'Anglais (1994, I: Fig. 19b). C) Bouteille. Redrawn from HlIrsletol.(1986:Fig.
106, no. 335). D) Bouteille. Redrawn from Chreslien and DlIfomier (1995:Fig.1e).
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Figure 6.6: Food preparation and other vessels from comparative literature.
These images have been redmwn in a simplified fashion from published examples found in compumtive
liter.t"re. A) Jalte. Redrawn from Hugonio! (2002: 135.no.349). B) Jalt.fTerri"•. Redrawn from L'Anglais

(1994[II:Fig.9b).C)Jaltefferri"e.RedrawnfromHugoniol(2002:167,n0.449). D) £goll1lOir. Redrawn
from Hugonio! (2002: 186,no.5 13). E)Chall(leIier. Redrawn from Hugoniol (2002:206,no.58 I).







The Ceramic Typology: Descriptions

Assiette:InthePlaisanceinventories,thisformwasrecordedbothinpewterand

injai'ence. These are food service vessels that typically have a flat rim; sometimes, this

rim is decorated (L'Anglais 1994 [1]:34; Genet et al. 1974:31-32). Occasionally, assienes

can have rims that only weakly everted (Genet 1996: 101). The only modifiers that were

associated with assiettes are the qualifiers "grand etpetit",associated with 40 pewter

assiettes noted in one inventory (Basset, 3 November 1711). This suggests some size

variation within the category. Assielteshavebeenarchaeologicallydefinedasvesselsofa

medium-sized capacity that are smaller than plats. (Genet 1996:45; L'Anglais 1994 [:62;

NiellonandMoussetteI981:214). Metric data for vessels defined as assiettes from Place

Royale show that these vessels have rim diameters ranging between 22 and 24 cm

(L'Anglais 1994:59,69,72). Surprisingly, this correlates well with Beaudry et al. 's

definition of the plate in the POTS typology, which has a rim diameter of 18 to 25 cm

(1983). Thus, these two forms can be considered roughly analogous. The depth of the

vessel form can vary; assieltes need not be shallow and deeper forms aresometimes

encountered. Assiettes can be found in coarse earthenwares, tin-glazed earthenwares and

porcelain (Genet 1996:39; L'Anglais 1994 [[:29; Lapointe and Lueger 1997:204).

Bassin:Thepresenceofasinglebassillabarbe(barber'sbowl)inthePlaisance

inventories suggests that a typological definition of both bassin andbassillabarbeis

required. The term bassin is etymologically complex and the term has been ascribed with



a series of different functional uses (Alexandre-Bidon2005:263-264). However,the

majority of the functional attributions reflect the role that the bassin played in hygiene,

for washing and shaving (Alexandre-Bidon 2005; Genet 1996:41; Jean andProulx 1995

1:418,I1:69). Thus, for the purposes of this study, bassins are associated withahygienic

function, much in the same way that basins are attributed a similar function in Beaudryet

al.(1983).

With this resolved,adefinitionofthe form is borrowed largelyfromGenet

(1996:41),asaroundedbowlwithastronglyevertedrim;theymaybedecorated and are

typically found infaience. Beaudry etal.'s (1983) distinction that basins in English

forms are wider than they are deep seems to be entirely applicable to thebassinsshownin

Genet (1996:117). Distinguishing archaeological fragments offaience bassins from

fragments of faience pots achambre may be based on the thickness of the rim. The pot Ii

chambrepossesses a sturdier, thickly potted rim. Furthermore,potsachambretend to be

strongly hemispheric or globular in body shape and ona rim sherd this maybe

distinguishable by a steeply flaring angle below the rim. By contrast,abassinrimsherd

should not flare so steeply out from below the rim. To illustrate this with very simple

geometric terms, if the top resting point of the rim is held level,therim:body angle ofa

bassin should be obtuse, while the rim:body angle ofapota chambre should be acute, or

approach a right angle. Forfurtherdetailsondistinguishingbassinsfromsaladiers,see

theemryforsaladierbelow.



Bassin abarbe: This is a very specific vessel form manufactured for a very

specific purpose; as such they tend to have a typical form, regardless of the potting

tradition that produced them. In the POTS typology, they are referred to as 'barber's

basins', but they can also be referred to as shaving basinsorbleeding bowls (Beaudryet

al. 1983:Table 1; Stoddart 2000:84; Genet 1996:42). They are shallow or deep bowls,

usually with a wide rim; what is most distinctive is the presence of a large crescent

shaped cutout in the rim of the vessel. This allowed the bowl to be inserted under the

chinorelsewhereonthebody,tocatchshavinglather(orblood,ifthe barber was

fulfilling his additional role as a surgeon). That such tools were used in Plaisance is

testified to by the ordonnance posted by Phillippe Pastour de Costebellein1713,waming

against unauthorized surgeons practicing in the colony and reminding the public to ensure

they had confidence in those they sought out "pour labarbe" (P. Costebelle 28 December

1713). Indeed,the single reference to a bassin abarbe in Plaisance comes from the

inventory of surgeon's too!s during the outfitting of the vaisseauduRoiLaVenus

(Carrerotl February 1709:foI.480).

Despite the apparent prevalence of unofficial surgeons in the colony, bassinsa

barbe appear to be rare archaeological discoveries (l'Anglais 19941:94). This form will

only be detectable archaeologically by either the concentric cut-outalong the vessel's

broadrim,orbythedecorationofthevesselwithsurgeon'simplements(Stoddart

2000:84). Another indication that a vessel represents abassinabarbe may be the

presence ofa very broad rim, though this is of course not a definitive indication that a rim

fragment was once partofa bassin abarbe. The example recorded in the single Plaisance



inventory is made of pewter; while examples recovered archaeologically are made from

tin-glazed earthenware, this form was also produced in French coarse earthenware potting

traditions (Genet 1996:42,Hugoniot2002:203).

Bouteille:Bouteillesarebeverage-servicevesselsthataremadeofglass,

earthenware, tin-glazed earthenware or stoneware (though the documentary record for

Plaisancedoesnotrecordanyinstancesofstonewarebottles).Glassbouteilles will be

described below. Ceramic bouteilles are either cylindrical or bulbous-bodied vessels with

a constricted neck (Alexandre-Bidon 2005:264-265; Brain 1979:40-41). In some potting

traditions,bouteilleslackhandles,buttheyarepresentinothers(Barton 1981:18;

Decarie-Audet 1979:33; Ravoire 2006:116). As a result, bouteilles in this typology may

or may not have a handle. This definition refers to beverage containersonly;specialized

formsofbottlesmaybepresentelsewhere(suchasinkbottles),butas these were not

detected either in the documentary record or in the archaeological record for Plaisance,

they were not isolated as a distinct type (Decarie-Audet 1979:38).

Also included under this category is the term bidon. It is not a commonly used

term and was only found in two documents from Plaisance, both dating to the early period

of the colony's history (Brunet, June 1673; L. Costebelle, 3 September 1688). The term

was not listed in L'Anglais (1994),Genetetal. (1974),orJean and Proulx (l995).

However, the term is discussed in Alexandre-Bidon (2005:264), where bidons are defined

as "chopines ou canetes de bois [... ] faits ateniretdistribuer Ia boisson". In this

definition,bidon is said specifically to refer to a wooden vessel. The etymology of the



term in Tresor de la langue fran,aise informatise for the early modem period is said to be

asmallcontainerthatcanbeclosedoff,madeofwoodormetal. It is thoughttobea

regionally specific word (common in Normandy) used by mariners until the end of the

eighteenth century (TLFI 2010). Because this is such an uncommon term and because it

seems to function in the same way as a bottle, it was subsumed under the category of

bouteille, for simplicity's sake.

Chandeliere: This term designates a candlestick. The Plaisance recordsindicate

that all inventoried forms were made of metal. However, ceramic candlesticks are known

in French potting traditions (Hugoniot2002:206-207). Their forms are varied,but

generally, elongated chandelieres have hollow pedestalled bases that taper upwards to

thincandleholders; the stems may have decorative ridging. Squat forms have also been

discovered,inwhichashorterhollowcandlesticksitsinasaucer,with a handle (Barton

1981:26).Chandeliereshavebeennotedinbothcoarseearthenwaresand fa'ience (Genet

et at. 1974:80; L'Anglais 1994 [:89). Because of the similarity in manufacture between

the base ofasimple chandeliere and the base ofa rechaud-effectively a hollow pedestal

with a flat resting point-these two forms may be difficult to distinguish if only base

sherdsarepresent.

Chocolatiere: A single example of the term chocolatiere was noted in the

documentary record for Plaisance, made of pewter (Basset 19 September 1713). This

formcanoccurasaceramicvesselinhighlydecoratedcoarseearthenwares or in fa'ience.



(Genet 1996:Fig.36c; L' Anglais 1994 1:55). These forms are indistinguishable from those

intended to serve coffee (cafetieres) but the term chocolatiere was maintained, though the

two forms are equivalent. Chocolate was the earliest-adopted of the two beverages,

though by the later eighteenth century, coffee had become the more important beverage

(Norton 2006:666; Roche 2000:246). Not surprisingly, references to coffee or coffee

service vessels were not found in the Plaisance documents, which means thatforthe

present study, the chocolatiere is the only form that needs to be defmed. L'Anglais

defines these as pear-shaped vessels, bearing anelongatedneck,with a vertical or tubular

handle opposite a pouring spout (1994 1:55). They were often fitted with lids.

With a fragmentary collection, thechocolatiere mightbedifficulttodistinguish

from a cruche, especially in the absence of distinctive vessel elements (such as the tubular

handle). However, given the rarity of the chocolatiere in the Plaisancedocuments, the

chocolatiere will likely not be a common form found in the Plaisance assemblage. Thus,

the attribution ofsherds to thechocolatiere form should only be made in the case where

distinct and diagnostic elements are present. The rarityofchocolateinPlaisanceis

indicated by the fact that there are only two extant references tochocolateortoa

chocolatiereinthedocumentaryrecord. The first reference is found in the accounts of

the debts owed by the deserter Gabriel Bametche, who owed 5 /ivres for a chocolatiere of

pewter and 6livres for a small amount of chocolate (Goy dit Lalonde 19 September

1713:fol. 76bis). The second reference to chocolate is found in the public auction ofa

shipment of chocolate on the sloop PlollgeursAllgloises, an Englishprizeshipcapturedin

1711; a quart of chocolate was sold to Baptiste Genesis, maftre-cannonier,for63/ivres



(Basset,MayI711:foI.278). Such a costly consumable was probably beyond the reach of

most consumers in Plaisance at this time and as a result, chocolatieres will likely be

uncommon archaeological discoveries.

Couvercle: These are lids, of which there is one example made of copper in the

Plaisance documents. Archaeologically, these are common enough finds in coarse

earthenware (L'Anglais 19941:33). They may have a squat cone-shaped profile, or may

be completely flat; typically, there is a loop-shaped handle on top, though butlon knobs

are another variant (Barton 1981:21; Genet 1996:126-129). Larger lids in coarse

earthenwareswereprobablyused in kitchen for storage or food preparationpurposes,

while smaller, tin-glazed earthenware lids are probably associated with table service

Cruche: These are the rough equivalent to the term "pitcher" used in the POTS

typology (Beaudry etal. 1983). The use of the term wlche is preferred overpichet by

L' Anglais (1994 1:55,147), as the latter term is not nearly as commonly found in the

documentary record. The term pichet was not encountered in the documentary evidence

for Plaisance. The terms bllee and aiglliere seem to refer to the same generaltypeof

vessel (Genet 1996:Plate I; L'Anglais 1994 1:34).lndeed, the etymology of the word

crllcheitselfseemstoencompassagreatdealofvariation(Alexandre-Bidon2005:267).

This etymological variation of terms describing much the same vessel suggests that the

vessel form itself can be equally broadly defined; thus, the types of vessels described in



Genet as pot abec versellr infai"ence can be subsumed under the term CniChe (1996:162).

Likewise, the vessels defined by St. John aspichets are also included in this category

(2011:110). Crllchethusisageneral-purposetermusedtodescribeapouringvesseI for

beverage service. Their common features consist of a globular body, with a handle; the

body narrows to a cylindrical neck, which may or may not have a pouringspout

(L' Anglais 1994 I:Fig.7, Fig. 20). They may occur in coarse earthenwares, coarse

stonewares or tin-glazed earthenwares (Decarie-Audet 1979:33; Barton 1981:17).

Ecuelle: These are small conical bowls, with one or two eared handles attached

horizontally at the rim. They are the parallel form to the "porringer" described by

Beaudry et af. for the POTS typology (1983). This form may also be referred to as bol a

oreilles in some publications; while morphologically descriptive, the lise of the

chronologically appropriate term eCllelie is preferred here over the term bol (Trombetta

2001:149). See the entry forsaladierfor further details on the issue of the word bof. They

are generally associated with food service (Alexandre-Bidon 2005:269; Genet et al.

1974: 112). These forms appear in etain andfai"ence in the Plaisance inventories, but were

Egouttoir:Thisformshouldbeconsideredseparatelyfromthepassoir(q.v.).

The egollttoir is a bowl-shaped object with a flat or lightly curving base; its defining

characteristic is that the base has been pierced with many small holes to permit drainage.

These forms are sometimes associated with the manufacture of cheese, though they are



undoubtedly not restricted to this function (Alexandre-Bidon 2005:270). This form does

not appear in the documentary record for Plaisance, but coarse earthenware forms do

appear in Quebec inventories and apparently analogous forms in metal have been

discoveredarchaeologically (Bruseth and Durst2007:Fig.ll; L'Anglais 19941:89). [fthe

piercedholesarenotpreservedinafragmentaryvessel,theegouttoirmaybe

indistinguishable from the jatte/terrine. Given the rarity of the form in the documentary

evidenceforPlaisance(itdoesnotappear),fragmentsthatdonot bear the egouttoir's

diagnostic holes should instead be classified as ajatte/terrine.

Jarre: These are large storage vessels that are characterized by bulbous, ovoid,or

carrot-shaped bodies and a heavily constricted neck (Barton 1981:41-44). They may also

be large-bellied vessels with a heavily constricted neck and handles on the shoulders

(Brandon 2006: Plate 16; Gusset 2007:Fig. 9.1.51, 9.1.58). This form has been recorded

as being used in Plaisance as containers foroliveoiloroil,though the material of

manufactureisnotspecified(BrunetI672:foI.8,8v,lOv,12v).Otherdocumentarystudies

have recorded these forms in coarse earthenware and archaeological surveyshave

recorded similar forms in coarse stoneware (L'Anglais 19941:89, Decarie-Audet 1979).

Jattefferrine: The difficulties ofdistinguishingbetweenjattesand terrines as

defined by L' Anglais have been discussed above (L' Anglais1994). Thus, these two forms

have been compressed into a single type; the imprecision of this categoryissignifiedby

the use of the compound term 'jatte/terrine'. These are large conical open vessels with



rimformsthatvaryfromsquared-off,tolightlyeverted,tostronglyeverted. Theseare

food preparation vessels; while they may have glaze on interior 0 r exterior surfaces, they

should be undecorated. They mayor may not have a pouring spout. They can be found

in large varieties, with rim diameters varying between approximately 20 cm for small

versions, through 35 cm or more for large versions (L'Anglais 19941:60,64). Because

these are utilitarian wares, they maybethicklypotted,poorlyfinishedandexhibitheavy

rillingoninteriororexteriorsurfaces. These vessels are the rough equivalent of milk

pans as defined in Beaudryetal. (I983),thoughtheiruseiscertainlynot limited to

dairying. These are most typically found in coarse earthenwares. For guidelineson

distinguishing the jatte/terrine form from the plats creux form, please see the entry under

plat.

Gobelet:ThePlaisanceinventoriesrecordthisformexistinginbothpewterand

earthenware, though they were also produced infai'ence, porcelain,silver and glass

(Genet et al. 1974:138). These are best defined as drinking cups that lack handles ; the

shape of the body can vary from tulip-shaped to straight-sided (L'Anglais 19941:Fig.85).

This form does not have an obvious parallel in the POTS typology, which defines

drinking vessels as possessing handles (Beaudry etal. 1983).

Marmite: This form is most often made in metal (iron or copper) in the Plaisance

inventories,butthistermcanequallyrefertoformsmadeincoarseearthenwares

(Alexandre-Bidon 2005:273). These are defined as round globular-bodied forms, with a



slight constriction above the shoulders to produce a neck; rims rnaybeeverted.

Typically,theseformshavehandles,eitherextendingofftherimasarod, or attached to

the vessel both at the rim and on the belly. This form thus encompasses the forms

described as pipkins and flesh pots in the POTS typology (Beaudry etal. 1983). While

some of these forms do have tripod feet, it is not a requirement. Many marmites produced

in French potting traditions do not have feet (Barton 1981:18; Brassard and Leclerc

2001:26,34). These forms can also be described as either a coquemar, potabouillon, pot

a soupe, pot tripode, pot pour marmite, or as a huguenot (Genet et al. 1974: 144;

L'Anglais 19941:57; Ravoire2006:136; St. John 2011:128-131). These forms are used

forcookingandoftenbearheavysootingonexteriorsurfacesasaresult.

Plat: This common form in the Plaisance inventories is recorded in pewter, iron,

jai"ence and earthenware, though they are also likely found inporcelain. These are the

equivalent of dishes in the POTS typology (Beaudry etal. 1983).Theseareintendedtobe

food service vessels and as a result are often decorated (L'Anglais 19941:56,62). They

may occur in deep forms (platscreux) and accordingly, canbedifficuIt to distinguish

fromjattes (Alexandre-Bidon 2005:275, Genet et al. 1974: 191). However, L'Anglais

(19941:56,footnote)suggeststhatthepresenceofdecorationcandistinguishbetween

plats creLU andjattes, as the latter are kitchen wares and thus unlikely to be decorated.

Though a qualitative distinction, a survey of the forms illustratedintheL'Anglais

typology suggests thatjattes will be deeper vessels, more thickly potted and less finished,

showing very clear rilling (L'Anglais 1994). Plats and plats CretU also tend to exhibit a



flat, everted rim (which is a typical location for decoration, eitherby incising, or the use

of decorative slips and glazes.

Plats can be identical in form to assiettes; what distinguishes these two forms is

their size (Genet 1996:45). L'Anglais notes that the average diameter of plats in the

Place Royale collections measures 26 cm, making them larger than assiettes (1994

1:56,62). Thus, a boundary measurement of 25 cm can be assigned. Forms with a rim

diameter of 25 cm or larger are plats, while forms with a rim diameter smaller than 25 cm

areassiettes. This correlates well with Beaudry etal.'s distinction between plates and

dishes (1983).

Poele: This form is intended to subsume the terms poelons and poelette. Genet et

al.illustratethattheselattertwotermsarediminutivesofthepoeleand that the smaller

versions may have feet (1974:194,199). Generally speaking, these are metal vessels used

for frying or quick cooking and the Plaisance inventories consistentIyindicatethatthese

were most commonly metal vessels. However, L'Anglais catalogues one ceramic

version,whichresembiesaterrrine/jatteinform,buthasahollowhandIe extending off

of the rim that would be suitable for the insertionofa rod (1994 1:68). St.Johnalso

catalogues poelons in her study of French ceramics from a Newfoundland fisheries site

(2011:137). This form might be an occasional find in coarse earthenware (Amouric and

Vallauri 2007:Fig. 33,40; Ravoire 2006: 168-169). Forms in tin-glazed earthenware or

stoneware that are squat vessels with an inverted rim and a similar handle might seem to

be analogous, but are likely either spittoons, bedpans, or urinals and serve a hygienic



function rather than a cooking function (Genet 1996:Plate 18; Bertauxand Levesque

1993:75).

Pot: This is a form that is notoriously difficult to characterize from documentary

evidence; notaries use this term to describe a variety of different forms (L' Anglais 1994

1:57). Occasional modifiers are found; in the Plaisance documents,potshavebeen

describedaspotachambre, potaconjitureandpotabiere. Otherdocumentaryand

archaeological studies have indicated that pots of widely varied form were used for food

storage, for medicinal materials, for drinking vessels, for chamberpotsandforsmall

conserves containers. The general term "pot" is reserved here for large food storage

vessels exclusively; additional forms are isolated intodistincttypes with the additionofa

modifying phrase (see pot a boire, pot a pharmacie, pot de chambre). Storage pots were

multipurpose storage containers. For example, records from merchant accounts indicate

that fat and butter was stored in pots (Brunet 1672; Brunet 1673-1674). These are vessels

of diverse form and may exhibit significant variabilitydepending on the region and

potting tradition that produced them. Beaudry et al.'s definition is general enough to

encompass the variety encountered: "a large, cylindrical or slightlyconvex-sidedvessel,

[which is] taller than wide" (Beaudry et at. 1983:36). They are commonly found in

coarse earthenware and in coarse stoneware. The pot as defined here also includes the

varietiesdescribedassinots,mahonsandgreasepotsinSt.John(2011:115-126).



Pot II boire: This is a form that L' Anglais uses to refer to large-capacity

stoneware drinking vessels (l9941:l48). Adopting a specifically defined large-format

drinking vessel will allow the typology to address the variety of large-capacity vessels

noted above in Table 6.2. The pot was an important capacity for individual consumption

of drink in Plaisance, as demonstrated by the records of merchant HenriBrunet.ln1672,

he sold 83 pots ofeau-de-vie to various residents and fishermen working in the colony

(Brunet 1672). This was clearly a popular capacity for sale and thus a form designating

this capacity ought to be described. Though Table 6.3 above indicates that the capacity of

apotvaried, the term generally seems to encompass a drinking vesse1of large size. Thus,

apota boire is defined as a large-capacity handled drinking vessel of any form (straight

sided or globular-bodied). This reflects the division seen between cup and drinking pot

found in the POTS typology(Beaudryetal. 1983).

In form and in definition, thepotaboire is the larger version of thetasse, as

described below. They may be found in coarse earthenwares or coarse stonewares and

were undoubtedly made in metal and wood as well. Distinguishing the capacity of a

vessel from a fragmentary collection may be difficult, so a general rule of thumb was

developed by consulting published illustrations. Large-capacity drinking vessels typically

(though not always) have a larger rim diameter. After consulting a number of published

illustrations, larger drinking vessels seem to be characterized by arim diameter often cm

or larger. Though this is an arbitrary measure, it will at least allow the pot a boire to be

distinguished from the tassewhen fragmentarysherds are all thatremain.



Pot aconserve: One reference to this form was found in the Plaisance documents.

One variant of the form (the only variant that was recovered at the Vieux Fort) are small,

low vessels that look very much like apotapharmacie; the difference is that these pots

are very low (Barbry 2007:8). On average, they are two to three times as wide as they are

tall. A different, eighteenth-century version of the form is displayedinL'Anglais(1994

i:Fig.89),which are very tall cylindrical vessels with no constrictionattheneck. They

were probably used for conserves and other foodstuffs. They mostcommonlyoccurin

tin-glazedearthenwares(GenetI996).

Pot apharmacie: These are a common form in many potting traditions; they are

most commonly found in cylindrical open pots, large and small, with a folded or rolled

rim (Archer 1997:377; Genet 1996). While there may be an external channel running

around theexteriorbeiow the rim, the neck is open and notconstricted (e.g Reese

2007:310-314). Occasionally, larger baluster-shaped jars are also found (Genet 1996:44).

These were used to store ointments, medicinal preparations and cosmetics (Beaudry et al.

1983).Theymaybehighlydecoratedorplain;tin-glazedearthenwareversions are most

common, but occasionally found in highly decorated coarseearthenwareversions

(Faulkner and Faulkner 1987). These are referred to asalbarelle inSL John (2011:134).

Pot de chambre: These are chamber ports, which are defined as globular or

ovoid-shaped vessels with a heavy rim that flare markedly; some are flattened on the top.

They are often characterized by thickly potted rims that overhang a lightly constricted



neck and usually have handles (L'Anglais 1994 I:Fig. 33,34). These forms are generally

made in tin-glazed earthenware and coarse stoneware, though they can also appear in

coarse earthenware. As the name implies, they are used indoors for the disposal of

Rechaud:This is the correlate of the chafing dish in Beaudry elal. (1983).

Generally speaking, rechaudsare pedestalled vessels with protruding supports around the

rim. The vessel should be able to accommodate hot coals, while the rim supports allow a

vessel of food to be placed on top. These allow a vessel of food to be kept warm at the

table; as a result, these are food service vessels, rather than cooking vessels (Genetelal.

1974:217). Rechauds can occur in metal forms, as the Plaisance documents indicate. The

large number of iron rechauds in the Plaisance documents are aresultofasingle

shipment which was found on board the ship Anne, an English ship captured as a prize in

1712 (Basset 1712). However,rechaudsareoftenfoundincoarseearthenwares

(Lapointe and Lueger 1997:214). InFrenchpottingtraditions,therimsupportsona

rechaudcanbe lugs, or knobs with button-like protrusions on the end; theymayalsobe

raised loops, or made from an undulating strip of clay that is laid aroundtherimofthe

vessel (Barton 1981:Figure8,22;FaulknerandFaulkner 1987:197;Niellonand

Moussette 1981:Fig.2l). Because of the similarity in manufacture between the base of a

simple chandeliere and the base of a rechaud-effectively a hollow pedestal with a flat

resting point-these two forms may be difficult to distinguish from each other if only

basesherdsarepresent.



Sam~re: This is the direct equivalent of a salt in the POTS typology (Beaudry et

af. 1983). These are small, pedestalled bowls that mayor may not have supports around

the rim (Genet 1996:49). As the name implies, these vessels are used for serving salt at

the table (Genetetaf. 1974:224). These maybe found in tin-glazed earthenware or in

pewter, as the Plaisance documents indicate.

Saladier: These are food service bowls that are recorded in the Plaisance

documents as either being of pewter or tin-glazed earthenware; they may also be made of

porcelain or glass (Genet et af. 1975:223-224; Jean and Proulx 1995 II:60). The term

saladier is used instead of the term bol, because as L'Anglais indicates, the latter term

was not used before 1760(19941:29,116). Saladiers are nottypicallyfoundincoarse

earthenwares, but rather are most commonly found infaiimce (Genet et af. 1974). The

saladierhas a hemispheric body and may have a lightly everted rim, or may possess a

straight (uneverted) rim. These qualities will distinguish thesaladierfrom the bassin,

which has a strongly everted rim. Additionally, the saladier tends towards a hemispheric

body, while a bassin has strongly sloped sides (L'Anglais 1994I:Fig.70). Additionally,

saladiers maybe further distinguished from bassins by their size. Saladiers may vary

greatly in size from small to large in size, but bassins are strictIy large-sized vessels (over

25 em in diameter). The saladier encompasses the form described by St. John as the

coltpe(2011:l39).



Soucoupe: Although the documentary record for Plaisance did not recordany

SOl/COl/pes, this form has been recorded in early eighteenth-century documents elsewhere

(L'Anglais 19941:90). This is the cognate form of the saucer as described in Beaudry et

al (1983); the distinction of the saucer as having a rim diameter smaller than 18 cm seems

to hold true on comparison with forms illustrated in L'Anglais (1994) and Genet (1996).

These are very small plate forms, either with a simple uneverted rim or a lightly everted

rim; they were occasionally served as small plates or served as saucers underneath a

gobelet(GenetetaI.1974:229).Thesecanbefoundinpewter,tin-glazed earthenware,

coarse earthenware, or porcelain (Genet 1996; Genet and Lapointe 1994; L'Anglais 1994

[:89).

Tasse:Thisisanotherformthatisconfusingtodefine. InthePlaisance

inventories, it is listed as a vessel made in earthenware, silver andpewter.[nQuebec

inventories,itis listed as being madeofearthenware,jailmce, porcelainandstoneware

(Jean and Proulx 199511:4; L'Anglais 1994 [:89,127,164). However, a perusal of

L'Anglais' publication indicates that tasses are only defmed as vessels of!ailmce and

porcelain; similar analogous forms in coarse earthenware are named pots aallse (1994

[:Fig.27 vs. Fig.86). It may be that L'Angiais was trying to distinguishfinertea-and

coffee-wares from more utilitarian vessels, or this may be the resultofhisadoptionof

Genet's (1996) typology for!ailmce without modification (as discussed above). Similarly,

Cloutier struggles with a definition, though he does suggest that the term representseither

teacups or coffee cups (1993:55).



The documentary data are difficult to interpret. What is clear is that a tasse

represents objects manufactured from multiple materials, from the most utilitarian (coarse

earthenware) to expensive, status-sensitive materials (silver). Thus, L'Anglais' implied

classificationoftassesasformsof[ai'enceandporcelainonlydoes not satisfy (1994). The

suggestion by both Cloutier (1993:55) and Genetetal. (1974) that theterm relates to tea-

andcoffee-consumptionvessels is interesting and maywellbeasatisfactorydefinition

for eighteenth-century data. However, the term is used in documentary records from

Plaisance that date to the l670s and another use of the term was found in 1690 (Brunet

n.d.;L.Costebelle 13 September l690).Theincidenceofthistermpredatethelarge-scale

popularity of tea and coffee, which do not take hold amongst the majority population until

well into the eighteenth century (Roche 2000:245-247). Indeed, anetymologicalsurvey

of the termtasse finds incidents of usage that extend well backinto medieval periods,

when it was used to indicate a generalized drinking vessel (TLFI 2010). Thus, the

conflict over the definition oftasse is a diachronic issue: the meaningoftheconcept

changes through time, becoming increasingly associated with vessels relating to tea and

coffee consumption as the eighteenth century progresses. Because Plaisance is abandoned

as a colony before the widespread popularity of tea and coffee takes hold, the later

definitions of the term are not satisfactory.

Thus, for this time period, a more general definition oftasse as a small drinking

vessel,madewithoutreferencetoitsintendedcontents,ispreferred here. In the interests

of simplification, this typology will merge L' Anglais' pot a anse category with tasse and

retain the latter name. The decision to maintain the name tasse and abandonpotaanseis



based on the frequency of the term tasse in the documentary record forPlaisance, while

the term pot aanse does not appear. Thus,atasse is defined as a cup of varying shape-

it may have straight sides (Beaudryetal.'s (1983) mug) or it may have a bulbous-shaped

body (Beaudry etal.'s (1983) cup). Regardless of its shape, a tassehas a handle, allowing

it to be distinguished fromthegobelet. Based on the dimensions of illustrated versions of

theforminL'Anglais(1994),itissuggestedthattassesaresmalldrinking vessels.

Following the arguments made for the pot aboire above, the tasse can be distinguished in

the presence of fragmentary sherds on the basis of rim diameter measurements. The tasse

The Glass Typology: Descriptions

6.8.1 Container Glass

The number of glass sherds found at the Vieux Fort site is comparatively small,

especially when compared to the ceramic sherds. The glass is very fragmentary and few

diagnostic pieces from the base, neck, or rim were recovered. None were reconstructable

to any great degree. The majority of the assemblage consists of flat blue-green glass

bottlesherds, which are typically recognized as French products (Brassard and Leclerc

2001:179, Harris 2000). This characteristic blue-green glass colour is commonly

attributed to the use of wood-burning glass furnaces in the petites verreries(glasshouses)



in France (Waselkov 1997:19). Darker, olive-green glass bottles were made in the coal-

burning furnaces of the grosses verreries in some parts of France (Harris2000:234).

Based on work with the glass collections in Louisbourg, Harris has isolated four types of

bottles commonly found in the archaeological collections and the documentaryrecord

(2000). Harris'dataareentirelyconsistentwithwhatisfoundatPlaisance,sothather

typology has been adopted here without modifying the largercategoriesofvesselforrns.

However, the fragmentary nature of the assemblage means that bottles cannot be assigned

toHarris'varioussubtypes,whichwouldrequirethepresenceofrelatively complete

profiles.

Flacon: Flacons are glass containers for liquids, generally describedinthe

Louisbourgdocuments as being contained in boxes, cases, or baskets;thePlaisance

documents support this interpretation. In Plaisance inventories,jZacons were variously

storedinacaisse(alargeboxorcase),acavesanscouvercle(asmallmoveablecrateor

chest,inthiscaselackingacover)andinacanevette(Basset280ctober1709;30

December 1709; 8 January and 9 August 1711). The meaning of canevette was difficult to

determine, but a parallel reference to the form inthewritingsofJean-BaptisteLabat

indicatesthatacanevettewasasmallcontainerthatwasusedtocarryliquoronboarda

ship (Toczyski 2007:14). In probate inventories from Plaisance, there are multiple

references tojZacons, but none with material type specified. At Quebec, only three

jZacons were described as being "en terre" (L'Anglais 19941:89). It is assumed, then,

that the vast majority ofjZacons refer to glass vessels. Flacons wereused for decanting



liquids from larger vessels and for beverage service. An example of this practice is found

in Henri Brunet's 1673journal,inwhichherecordsthathefilleduptwoemptyj7acolls

with alcohol for sale (Brunet 1673:foI.41).

In Harris' study,j7acons are the most common type of bottle (Harris 2(00). This

is true both of the archaeological collections at Plaisance, andoftheirfrequencywithin

documentary sources. Flacolls are defined as being blue-green glass multipurpose

containers, which may be either square or cylindrical incross section; they are further

subdivided into types based on cross-sectional shape and neck styIe (Harris 2000:235

236). Neck styles are in fact the key criteria for this division, as they are themost

varied-they may be short and thin, tall and thin, or short and wide, for example. Inthe

Vieux Fort assemblage, only four neck finishes and eight bases arepresent;nonecouldbe

linked together definitively as being from the same bottle and so each was counted as

comprisingaseparatevessel. Harris divides thej7acolls into nine different types (2000).

Unfortunately, allocating bottles to these types requires that both cross-sectional shape

and neck heightbereconstructed,and theVieux Fort assemblage is too fragmentary to

perrnit the use of these types (Harris 2(00).

There are square-base fragments from seven differentj7acons and oneround-

basedj7acoll. Three of the square base fragments preservepontil marks; all of these

marks were made with a glass-tipped round pontil mark made with the blowpipe (Jones

1991:94). This type of pontiI leaves a distinct ring-shaped mark,either in the forrnof

excess glass or in the form ofadepression from the blowpipe. This has been found to be

a typical type of pontiI mark on French eighteenth-century blue-greenbonles(Jones



1991:96). The cylindrical-basefiacon has a pontil mark made with a solid iron rod with a

conical point, which has left characteristic reddish deposits in the glass (Jones

1991:91,96).

There are four neck finishes, consisting of fragments from three 10ng-necked

versions, though unfortunately no parts of the rim or the shoulder remain to determine

how long the necks actually were. They are all fairly narrow, measuring about 2 cm in

diameter. The remaining bottle finish is a relatively wide specimen, measuring 4.5 cm in

diameter. It best matches Harris' Type 9, in that the lip is everted. The lip has a cracked

off, fire-polished appearance and has been tooled outwards toevertthelip. However,it

hasaveryshortneck,atO.5cm long, which does not correspond with any of Harris'

(2000) types and has not been found in other publications (Brain 1979, Faulkner and

Faulkner 1987; Lapointe and Lueger 1981; Saint-Pierre er al. 1992). The closest match

fOllndforthisstyleisthatshowninBellanger(1988:266).

Two fragments from another distinctive square bottle are also fOllnd in the

assemblage, probably representing a single bottle. The glass is ofadeep olive-green

metal,whichstands distinct from the blue-green glass so characteristicofsomanyFrench

bottles. The difference in glass colour probably results fromdifferentfue1types used in

glasshollses, thollgh we know too little of French glass compositiontobesecurein

assertions sllch as these. French glasshouses are known to have produced a coarse, heavy

green glass, in addition to the bille-green glass that is so commonly fOllndon French sites

(Harris 2000:234).



Bouteilles:BollteillesaredefinedasaseparatetypeofbottlebyHarris

(2000:235),inthattheyaremadeexclusivelyofdarkgreenorblackglass. BOllteiLlescan

take the form of French flowerpot-style shapes, which are broader at the shoulderthanat

the base (Jones 1991:89; Noel Hume 1969:69). However, bOllteilles may also referto

English-style wine bottles. They were intended to be containers for wine and spirits

almost exclusively. Noel Hume argues that the string-rims of French bOllteilles were

poorly made and poorly applied, compared to English examples. "Poorly applied" is a

difficult concept to apply and English examples with poorly applied string rims are easy

enough to locate in published examples. Thus, the singlebollteillespecimen found in the

Vieux Fort assemblage (consisting of a relatively complete finish-lip, string rim and part

oftheneck)isherereferredtoasanEnglish-stylewinebottle.1thastheappearanceofa

late seventeenth-century finish common on English wine bottles, with a tooled string rim

laid close to the lip of the bottle. This stands in contrast to the rounded, untooledstring

rims that seem to characterize many French flowerpot-style bottles (Brain 1979:87-91;

Lapointe and Lueger 1997:30-37,butseeFigure lib for an atypical rim).

In the documentary record atPlaisance,bollteilles were noted in inventoriesabout

asfrequemlyasjlacolls. Fortunately, the material type was specified in all but a few

cases,asbollteiLlescanalsorefertoceramicvessels(Alexandre-Bidon 2005:264). Most

of the bOll/eilles mentioned in the documentary evidence areboll/eilles deverre(Basset

19 December 1710). One reference to adozenbollteiLlesd'ozierdallsLlIIgralldcojfre

may be an example of wanded bottles, which were enclosed in coverings of wicker (Noel

HumeI969:70). Bellanger describes these as bOllteillesclissee (1988:265). L'Anglais



has also noted the roughly equal distributionofbouteilles andj1acons in the documentary

record for Quebec (1994:187). The relative paucityofbouteilles archaeologicallyinthe

Vieux Fort assemblage may be a simple function of the small sample. Together, the

number of identified glass bouteilles andj1acons totals only fourteenvessels.

Fioles:Harrisalsoidentifiesfioles(phials)asadistincttype(2000:235). These

arecharacterizedasbeingofsmallsize,withbasediametersoflessthan6cmin

diameter. They are particularly common in the Louisbourg collections (Harris 2000:236).

Fioles are common archaeologically at Louisbourg and Place Royale, but only onefiole is

representedintheVieuxFortassemblage.Thisvesselisrepresented by abase fragment

with a diameter of 4 cm and a pointed conical push-up made with a bare metal ponti1rod.

Onlyonefiole is documented in the inventories from Plaisance; here,itisfoundinthe

belongings of the wealthy Veuve LeRoy and is described as afiole de cristal amellre

l'eau de 10 Reine d'hongrie. This is a rosemary-based perfume (Basset 30 December

1709; Martin 2009: 13). Though said to be a popular perfume, Lapointe and Lueger's

studyof98 Quebec inventories of the late seventeenth through eighteenthcenturiesfound

reference to it only twice (1997:59). Otherfiolecontents are usually cosmetic, though

they may also have been used for medicinal purposes (Harris 2000:237-238).



6.8.2 Drinking Glasses and Decorative Glass

Verre II pied: The Vieux Fort assemblage also has four verre a pieds, or stemmed

wineglasses. None have the colourless clarity of English-tradition leaded glass; rather, all

appear to be soda glass, which was more often than not tinted various shades of grey or

green due to impurities in the ingredients (McNally 1979). All of the glass appears to be

decorated in a style that imitated fancy Venetian glassware; this style is therefore known

as thefaron de venise tradition. These glasses are blown into highly ornamented forms

with hollow knops (bulbs in the glass stem) and applied ribbing (Palmer 1993:4). Faron

de veniseglass was made in many European centres, including France (Faulkner and

Faulkner 1987:237).

The fourVieux Fort verreapieds are made of four different coloursofglass:

grey, green, colourless and cobalt blue. The grey glass has a ribbed bowl and a hollow

slightly compressed round knop of thinly blown glass. The deep blue glass has a ribbed

bowl,virtuallyidenticaltooneillustratedbyFaulknerandFaulknerandacompressed

circularhollowknop(l987:238).Thecloudygreenspecimenisrepresentedbyasimilarly

compressed hollow knop. The more-or-less colourless specimen is represented by a bowl

without any intentionally impressed ribbing.

Unidentified Decorative Glass: The Vieux Fort assemblage also contains a

bright blue-green hollow bulb of unknown function. It is similar(butsmaller) to the finial

top on a decorative lidded glass vessel,as illustrated in Bellanger(1988:336,442). The



other unusual artifact is made out of cobalt-blue glass, inasimilardeephue as the wine

glass discussed above. It is not part ofa wine glass, as this vessel has arimdiameterof

only 3 cm. This vessel does not resemble anyofthejioles illustrated by Harris (2000:236

238). Perhaps the closest parallel that can be found is a highly decorativebottleillustrated

in Bellanger (1988:346); this bottle has the same very thin glass at the lip and is heavily

everted. Additionally, Faulkner and Faulkner illustrate a vessel base with ahollowfoot

foraglassdish,orcoupella in thejaron de venisestyle (1987:238). Regardless, its very

thinly blown glass and its bright blue cobalt colour suggest this was a decorative piece of

glass.

Non-Ceramic and Non-Vitreous Vessel Types

This section will identify forms listed in Table 6.4 above that overwhelmingly

occur in metal and are unlikely to be found in ceramic or glass forms. As a result, they

are not included in the ceramic and glass typology developed here andare not shown in

the typological illustrations.

Chaudiere,Chaudron: While the largest category of these vessels did not have

their material type specified in the documents, someconclusionsregardingmaterialtypes,

uses and definitions can be made. First, it became quicklyapparent thatchaudron and

chOlldiererepresenttypes found only in metal in the Plaisance inventoriesandthisseems



to be the case with other inventories (Jean and Proulx 1995 1I:59).Theseare large, round,

open metal forms, often designed for suspension from a large handle (Saint-Pierre etal.

1993:138). In the Plaisance inventories, chaudieres were the most common and usually

made of copper; where sizes were specified, two held a quart and one was said to hold a

barrique (Basset 28 October 1709; 30 December 1709). Four were said to be for beer

brewing (Basset 12-13 December 1713; 12 October 1713). Other interpretations suggest

that chaudrons could be multi-purpose vessels, but brewing seems to have been

especially emphasized in Plaisance (Genet et al. 1974:82). Chaudrons were either made

of iron or copper; in one case, the presence of iron handles was specified(Basset23 May

1714). Both forms were used for food and beverage cooking and production; theywere

designed to be suspended over a fire (Genetetal. 1974:82). Metals are not preserved well

at the Vieux Fort site, generally speaking, but fragments ofonechaudronorchaudierein

copper were discovered at Structure A; the sheets of copper werethin and badly degraded

but rivet holes were still preserved.

Gamelle: This is an infrequently used term that seems to typically refer to vessels

of wood or metal. This form is defined by as a "grand ecuelle du bois or du metalle dans

laquelle plusiers soldats mangeaient ensemble" (TLFI 2010). Genet et al. agree with this

definition and note that it is generally a vessel made of wood (1974). The equivalent

form for this communal food consumption vessel seems to be the trencher in the English

tradition (but see Adams 1978:97 fora reference to gamelles as drinkingvessels). As it is

a form that is rarely mentioned in documents and is generally thoughttobe only produced



inwoodormetal,itisunlikelytobepreservedarchaeologicallyin the Vieux Fort

assemblage.

Passoir: Another form that typically only exists in metal is the passoir. This form

consists of a large metal bowl punched with many small holes, used in food preparation to

pureefoodortoextractjuice.Theyareonlyveryrarelyfoundinearthenware,because

the ceramic body needs to be very thin and finely potted to beabletobeusefullypierced

with many small holes (Bertaux and Levesque 1993:70; Genet et al. 1974: 183). A

passoiris not the same vessel as an egoutloir; the latter is avesseI used for draining rather

than pureeing.

6.10 CeramicandGlassQuantification

A key requirement of any archaeological analysis is for the quantificationofthe

mass of sherds that form the assemblage (Orton et al. 1993:21). Ceramic assemblages can

be described with sherd counts-the number of fragments of each ceramic type are

simply added and compared. This is problematic, becausedifferenttypesandsizesof

vessels break into different numbers ofsherds. When broken, larger vessels can

potentially fragment into a greater number ofsherds than smaller vessels. Certain

ceramic types are more robust than others and thus are less prone to excessive

fragmentation. Many analysts have abandoned simple sherd counts for ceramic



quantification, because it is an unreliable method of describing relative abundance of

ceramic types (Byrd and Owens 1997). Furthermore, comparing sherd counts from

different sites is analytically untenable and produces meaninglessresults(Sussman

2000:102-103).

In order to produce meaningful results, archaeologists need to try to reconstitute

thesesherds into their original objects. One solution is to estimate the number of vessels

represented by the assemblage-to try to recognise the minimum number of vessels

represented by an assemblage (Orton et al. 1993:172). In practice, this means searching

forcrossmends to try and reconstruct vessels as completely as poss ible.Oncethisis

exhausted,thediagnosticpartsofavessel(particularlyrims,bases and handles) are

grouped together, like with like, in an attempt to estimate the minimum number of vessels

that would be necessary to account for the collection ofsherds in the assemblage. While

not a perfect measure of abundance, it is at least superior to sherd counts and is a widely

used analytical method.

6.11 The Quantification of Ceramic and Glass Vessels from the Vieux Fort Site

The ceramic and glass assemblages were quantified by the minimum vessel count

method described above and the results are displayed in Table 6.5 below. Each vessel

type has been organized into a functional category based on the information regarding

vessel function, discussed above. One issue that Table 6.5 makes apparent is thatsherd

fragmentation is extensive at the site. Many of the vessels could not actually be classified



toaparticularvesseltype,butcouldrepresentoneortwotypes.Forexample,

distinguishing a plat from an assiette should be reasonably straightforward.Bothforms

should have a flat rim and may bear decoration; the distinction should be easy enough to

make between the two forms based on the measurement of rim diameter. However, in

several cases, enough of the rim was present to determine itsoverallformaseitheraplat

or an assiette but not enough of the rimsherd was present to detennineanaccuraterim

diameter reading. In this case, vessels were classified as anassiette/plat. Sometimes, all

that could be determined is that the vessel was some sort of flatware made in tin-glazed

earthenware; based on the overall profile of the sherds and other small cues,thesherds

cOllld only be assigned to the broad category of unidentified food service.

The tin-glazed earthenware in particular is badly fragmented and worn, likely

because itis low-fired ceramic with a fabric that iscomparatively soft and subject to

fracture and erosion. In several cases, enough sherds ofa vessel were present to allow it

to be isolated as a distinct type; unfortunately, the sherds weresofragmentedorso

amorphic that they could notbeassignedtoa single fllnctional category--that is to say, it

was not clear if the sherds were part ofa storage vessel orafoodpreparation/cooking

vessel. In the cases where vessels could straddle more than one functional categorY'the

vessel was assigned to the unidentified category. The interpretation of these data will

follow in the next chapter.



A Summary of Vieux Fort Ceramic and Glass Vessels

Vessel Type Functional Category Ceramic of Glass

Beverage service

Beverage service

Beverage service

Beverage service

Beverage service

Beverage service

Beverage service

Unid.Beverageservice Beverage service

Verre apied Beverage service

Fla90n Beverage service

Ecuelle

EcuelieiSaladier



Table 6.5, continued

umberof Number

Vessel Type Functional Category Ceramic of Glass

Vessels

Hygiene

Hygiene

Pot apharmacie Hygiene

Preparation and cooking

Preparation and cooking

Preparation and cooking

Storage

Storage

UnidenLFoodStorage Storage



Chapter 7

The Material Culture of the French Military at the Vieux Fort

Background

Soldiers were a part of Plaisance's population from the colony's verybeginning.

Compared with other regions of New France, we know comparatively little about the life

of the seventeenth-century soldier in Plaisance from documentary evidence.lndeed,we

have a much more detailed understanding of the lives of the average habitant in Plaisance

than we do of the averagesoldat. Four seasons of excavation at the barracks building at

theVieuxFortwereundertakeninordertoaddtoourknowledgeofsomeofPlaisance's

least-documented residents. What follows here is not a complete catalogue of every

artifact or artifact type uncovered during the barracks excavations. Rather, the artifacts

presented here are those that best illustrate the military lifeofboth soldiers and officers.

Distinguishing between the material culture of soldiers versus officers has proved

to be a particular challenge. The officers and soldiers were intended to live in separate

rooms in the barracks, but the material culture found in each room was similar. Any of the

status-sensitive artifacts that were uncovered at the barracks site were found in secondary

contexts outside of the building (Chapter 5.5). Furthermore, it seems clear that, by the

endoftheVieuxFort'soccupation,theofficershadchosentoliveinprivate

accommodationsoutsidethefort(Parat29Julyl689:fol.1l2v).AsshaII be addressed



below, this was a fairly common practice for officers in New France. As a result, much

of the material culture from the barracks has been attributed to the possessionsofthe

simplesoldat, unless c!ear attributions to the officers at the fortcouIdbemade. To allow

these distinctions to be made, analogies were drawn from archaeologicalanalysisof

The Material World of the Soldier in Plaisance: Documentary Evidence

The documents that address the history of the soldier in Plaisancedosoonly

briefly and often only tangentially-most often when administrators or officers reference

soldiers during disagreements over other issues. The best sourceofinformationabout

soldiers at the Vieux Fort comes from the correspondence from the habitants and

Governor Parat, or from the frequent disagreements between Governor Parat and

Lieutenant Louis Pastour de Costebelle. As this correspondence all dates between 1685

and 1690,thedocuments that have the most to say about the Vieux Fort soldiers are all

from the twilight years of its history. Due to the increased size of the documentary record

afterl690,thereiscomparativelymoredataavailableaboutPlaisance's soldiers and

officers to be found in documents from later periods.

These latter records post-date the Vieux Fort's occupation; wemustbecarefulto

remember that a soldat in 1710 may have been living in a much more stable and secure

world than asoldat in Plaisance 40 years earlier. From 1690 to 1713, soldiers were sent to



the colony in far greater number than ever before (Proulx 1979a).FrederickThorpe

arguesthattheirrecruitmentandpaywereinadequate,particularlywhencomparedwith

soldiers at Louisbourg (Thorpe 1980). However, when compared to the earlier period of

Plaisance's history, the soldier of the later period seems to have beenbetter-suppliedand

more regularly paid (compare data presented in Chapter 3.8 with L'Hermitte 1708). The

increasingly frequent glimpse that we get of the soldiers of the laterperiod of the colony's

history may not be entirely representative of the early part of their history;regardless,

with so little data from 1662-1690, there is littleotherchoicebuttousethedocumentary

data from the later period to interpret the material culture of the earlyperiod. This relative

lack of documentary evidence for the Vieux Fort military personnel makesthe

archaeological data for this early period valuable; without it, the lives of soldiers and

officers would remain largely unknown.

Even with the much better-documented period from 1690 to 1713, what we know

of the material world of the enlisted soldier in Plaisance is still only made visible by brief

references,usuallyinletterswrittenbyofficers. The usual means of documentary

enquiry into the material world of past peoples in historic periods has been to query

notarial records, of which post-mortem inventories provide the most relevantdata.

Unfortunately, of the post-mortem inventories available for study fromthisperiod,not

one encompasses the belongings of an enlisted soldier. Two officials (Jean-Baptiste

Genesis, maitre-cannonierand Fran90is Durand LaGarenne,officerandjudgeofthe

Admiralty court) had their papers-but not their material goods-inventoried (Anon.



[1715]; Micouin 11-15 May 1715). The historic record does not provide much direct

evidence regarding the daily life of the simple soldat.

Asaresult,perhapsthebestimpressionofthematerialworldoftheordinary

soldier can be gathered by examining the inventories of his closest civiliancounterpart,

the fishing servant or engage. As has been noted in previous chapters,whencompared

with the average soldier, the average engage was better paid and had his material and

nutritional needs better attended to by his employers. However, in the face of the absence

of documentary evidence for the seventeenth-century soldier for Plaisance,usingdata

from engages as a proxy for that of soldiers will provide the closest approximationofthe

material world of the soldier. Particularly during the period before 1690,manysoldiers

probably worked as fishermen, so it is likely that their material circumstances would be

roughly parallel.

Fortunately, two of the Plaisance probate inventories list the possessionsof

engages and they are presented here in their entirety in Table 7.1 below. These data

highlight the limited nature of the average fishing servant's material world. All of their

worldly goods in Plaisance would likely have fit into the chest (or coffre) that each of

them owned. Interestingly, their inventories only record clothes and personal papers; they

do not contain any personal cooking or eating vessels. This probably parallels the material

world of the soldier quite well, for we know that the only items provided to soldiers upon

their enlistment was a habit complet, or a set of clothes (Landry 2008:259). The material

world of the Plaisance engage compares very well with the inventories of the belongings

of three soldiers condemned to death in Louisbourg in 1726 (Table 7.2). Data from a



Table 7.1 Post-Mortem Inventories of engages from Plaisance (1711)

Inventory of Robert Tebaux

Habitdepelleterie

lpaireviellebotes

I vieux change, deux chemises

1 chemise, 2 aune de toile

1 billet [de change]

Total for Robert Tebaux

Inventory of Christophe Moisante

I habitdepelterie,lpairedebottes

4 chemises, 2 paires de bas



Table 7.1, continued

2 chemises et I change

I Bourguignote'

1 billet [de change]

Total for Christophe Moisante

Data from Basset (4 April 1711 a,b).

I A bourguignote is a metal helmet (TLFI2010).



Soldiers' Post-Mortem Inventories from lie Royale (1726).

InventairedeshardesdeJean-BaptisteLaHaye

Cassette ferrnante a clef

Unchapeauneuf[?]d'argent

Un epee apoignee de fil d'argent[?]

Un habit couleur lie de vin, avecdesboutonsd'argentverte

etculotte[?] use

Unpairedebasdelaineneuf[?]amemecouleur

Un pairede chaussettes de chamois

Uneveilleculottede[?] rouge

Unepairedebas... demi-usees

4chemiseset2collets[?]et2mouchoiret[?]detoille

Data from Desmarest (May 1726:418). Partially transcribed in Adams (1978:98).



Soldiers' Inventories from ile Royale, continued

Inventaire des hardes de Reymond Aulier de Saint-Louis Assessed Value

Un coffre ferment aclef

4 chemises, trois fmes a demi uses et un de grossetoille

Deuxmechantespairesdebas

Unevielleculottede[?]

Une[?] dedrap couleur lie de vin, use

InventairedeshardesdeFran~oisDubois

Son coffre ferment aclef

Environ sept aunes de mauvaisesetoffesdechireen plusiers

endroits et brulee d'eau de mer

Un mechantemorceaud'etofferaye

Unepairedebasdelainefine

Un vieux habit retoume avec laveste idem

Unjustacorpsidem

Data from Desmarest (May 1726:418- 419). Partially transcribed in Adams (1978:98).

--



soldiers' inventory from Fort Charnbly is also roughly comparable (Miville-Deschenes

1987:Appendix A). Taken together, these inventories demonstrate that both the material

world and the material worth of the soldier is roughly equivalent to that 0 fthesailorin

the early eighteenth century. The values of the two sets of inventories are largely

comparable, even though one set records sale values and the other recordsestimated

value; the latter is almost certainly underestimated (Cloutier 1993:46). With this picture

of the soldier's material circumstances in mind,several observationsregardingtheVieux

Fort archaeological assemblage can be made.

Tables 7.1 and 7.2 also raise another issue: if the personal belongingsofthe

soldiers were generally limited to their clothing, how can we account for the artifact

assemblage found at the Vieux Fort? The fragments of plates, pots, bottles, jugs and cups

could not all have belonged to the officers. Some of these supplies must have been sent

as official equipment for the fort by administrators of the Marine. For the first ten years

of the colony's existence, administrators provided provisions to support the colony,

though these were halted after 1671 (Colbert de Terron 7 April 1670:fo1.61 v-62; Anon.

1663b). In 1687,M.deAmblirnontarrivedinPlaisance'sharbour,carryingsoldiers,

supplies, armaments and food (Anon. l690:fol.l92v). In 1689, Governor Parat requested

supplies for the fort. Among his requests was a series of calibratedmeasures, in the form

of50winebottles,50pintsand50demi-septiers(Parat9MayI689:fol.67). It is therefore

clear that some of the material possessions of the soldiers would have come from official

warehouses of the Marine, located in Rochefort (Bosher 1994:226-227).



However, between 1671 and 1687, there are no records of similar supply (though

the records for this period are poorly preserved). Inthefaceofinfrequentandlora

complete absence of supplies sent from administrators in France, soldierswouldhavehad

no choice except to act in their own best interests and work forthehabitants to obtain

money, food and supplies. This was an arrangement that was completely typical of the

soldiering experience elsewhere in New France. At Louisbourg, for example, soldiers

took unskilled labouring jobs, such as gathering wood. Those who were skilled ata trade

were employed variously as masons, carpenters, bakers and the like (Adams 1978:95;

Johnston 2001:186). Soldiers worked at soldiering, certainly, but they also worked at the

same jobs that civilians did; in the case of Plaisance, this meantthey worked as pan of

fishing crews.

Soldiers in Plaisance would have had no choice except to hire themselves out as

fishing servants. Their rations were deliberately not supplied in sufficient quantity to feed

soldiers for an entire week. Soldiers were expected to supplement their rations by fishing:

"ilsuffisoitd'enenvoyerpourquatrerepasparsemainaraisonde60ncesparrepas,veu

queces soldats pourrontavoirfasilem[en]tdu poisson pour Ie restedu temps" (Bureau de

ministre21 February 1688:foI.8v-9). Some basic fishing for lacustrine or riverine fish

could be accomplished with little equipment-though by the 1680s, the fishing of salmon

in the nearby rivers was said to be controlled by Govemor Parat (Parat 23 August

1686:foI279). Realistically, the only way that soldiers could panicipate in the cod

fishery was to hire themselves out to habitants in need of fishing servants. The cost of

outfitting fishing chalollpes was significant enough that it was doubtless beyond the



means of ordinary soldiers, who were not provided with such gear by the state(L.

Costebelle21SeptemberI688:fol.l06v).

The practice of working outside the fort suggests that the material culture

represented in the Vieux Fort assemblage was also a productofinteractionsand

exchanges between soldiers and the habitants for whom theyworked. lnFrance,civilians

who lodged Army soldiers were expected to provide soldiers with the use of a bed, linens,

cookware and tableware. This was referred to as a soldier's ustensile (Lynn 1997:168).

We have no detailed contracts recording the conditions underwhichsoldiersinPlaisance

hired themselves out as fishing servants, nor do we know the terms of their remuneration.

If the situation of soldiers working for habitants was anything like that of the regular

engages, then soldiers would have received food andeaude vie or wine (Landry

1998:104, 2002:24). Habitants also provided their engages with utensils;onedocument

from Ue Royale records that a habitant gave a marmite to an engage as a gratuity

(Landry 2007:14).

Though we do not have any contracts preserved which indicatethepreciseterms

ofemploymentofsoldats, occasional references indicate that habitantshousedthe

soldiers and provided them with nourishment. Soldiers were also asked to refrain from

wearing swords during the period of their employment (Parat [1690]:fo1.85v;Proulx

1979a:21). In 1688, Lieutenant Louis Pastourde Costebelle sent the following noteto

administrators in France: "sivousnetrouves pas a propos queles soIdatscontinuenta

travaillierchezl'habitant ... nousenvoyerdesvivres ... etautresutancillesnecessaires"

(L.deCostebelle3September1688:fo1.102).GovernorParatechoedCostebelle's



sentiments ina letter written in the same year (Parat [1688]Jol. 192). In other words, both

Costebelleand Parat implied that the habitants gave food and supplies to the soldiers who

worked for them; if administrators wished to have the soldiers living and working at the

fort, supplies would need to be sent from France to support them.

Soldiers were also a convenient source of manpower for the habitants,whooften

had to make arrangements to pay for the costs of passage for engagestocomefrom

France (Briere 1990:70; Landry 2007:4). Thus, despite the habitants'complaintsthatthey

were forced to house the soldiers, they may have indeed been a valuable resource.

Perhaps this is why an obviously exasperated Henri Brunet wrote the following comment

about the fishing crews in his employ:

J'airenversechaudierepotetplatsetpretejure[?]atestationtoutcellan'a
nonplus servi que des passeraux en un cloche, pourles obliger a faireleurdevoir.
!Is sontmeilleurs soldats que pescheurs de morue (Brunet 25 September
1674JoI.47).

In this passage, Brunet was exasperated by his fishing crew's perceivedinactivity.To

make the engages do their work, Brunet threatened to tum chaudieres, pots and plats

upside down and beat on them as if they were bells. He must have intended the noise to

be an imitation of the beating of drums that regimented the soldier's daily lives (Johnston

2001:174). Brunet says that they made better soldiers than fishermen. Perhaps hiring

soldiers as fishermen gave habitants access toa labour pool accustomed to discipline, or

at least accustomed to being ordered to work. Certainly having a permanently resident

labourpoolwouldhavebeenhelpful,sincetheprospectofashortage in the seasonally

mobile workforce was a constant worry for the habitant (Briere 1990:70). If the



allegations of the habitants were correct, Governor Parat knew thataccess to the soldier

fisherman labour pool was important, for Parat is accused of charging habitants between

6 and 10 quintals of cod for the service of the soldiers who lived with them (Gillebertet

at. 1690:300). Thus, there was an extensive relationship between soldiersandhabitantsin

Plaisance and there were many opportunities for exchange between the two groups. The

small-scale, informal exchanges between habitants and soldiersmusthavesuppliedthe

soldiers with some of the material culture found in the Vieux Fort assemblage.

The inventories of the soldiers and fishing servants shown in Tables7.1and7.2

above provide a baseline for understanding the material world of the common soldiers

and the officers at both the Vieux Fort and Castle Hill sites. The limited set of material

goods belonging to soldiers is a direct reflection of the fact that they were not paid a great

deal. In 1688, each soldier was paid 81 livresperyear,butthisisbefore deductions were

made for rations, as was common (Adams 1978:95; Anon. 15 February 1688; Ministre 21

February 1688:fo1. 9). This pay was lower than the average fishing servant might make,

which has been estimated at anywhere between 90 and 200 livres for a 4-month fishing

season (Landry 2008:159). Their comparatively poor financial standing does not mean

that soldiers could not participate in the local economy. Soldiers in Plaisance were

certainly consumers; for example, at the sale of the belongings ofa deceased ship's

contremaltre, a coffre containing old clothes was purchased by one L'Hommeau, soldat,

for5livresand 10 sols (Basset 5 December 1709).

Together,ananalysisofthedocumentsandthearchaeologicalcollectionsatthe

Vieux Fort can perrnit the investigation of the ability of the military to participate in the



expanding world of consumer goods and novel foodstuffs in the early modem period.

Some of these were novel commodities; others were not new, but were produced in a far

broader variety of qualities and prices to appeal to a much wider rangeofconsumers

(Carson 1994; Fairchilds 1993). The consumption of these new commodities were used

in various ways to negotiate different social strategies (Pendery 1992:57). Though these

new commodities and consumable goods were available at a wide variety of prices, the

degree to which the military would be able to participate in their acquisitionwas

doubtless linked to their economic standing. In light of the documentaryevidence

presented above, it is almost a certainty that any items of rarity or expense in the Vieux

Fort assemblage were the belongings of the officers rather than the soldiers.Giventhe

soldiers'poorrateofpay,accessingluxuryitemsofanysignificant cost was probably

beyond their reach. However, luxury items were also defined in ways that had nothing to

do with the item's monetary value. These were little luxuries, which soldiers were able to

enjoy, no matter how poorly paid they were (Pope 1994).

If soldiers spent much of the summer season working for habitants, then it follows

that they were not living or working at the fort full-time. For much of its history, the

Vieux Fort was almost certainly only occupied in a part-time sense-with soldiers

working elsewhere, their presence at the fort would not have been constant or consistent.

Asaresult,thematerialcollectionsfromthebarracksattheVieuxFortare not very large.

After 4 seasons of excavation, just over 10,000 artifacts wererecovered-of which the

majority are structural hardware (iron nails and brick). The artifacts that relate more

directly to the soldiers' and officers' lives-their pots, plates and pipes-are fewer in



number and badly fragmented and worn. But it is these fragments, carefully analysed,

which can reveal much about their material world. This chapter will outline the material

culture of the military at the Vieux Fort, categorized by function. Reference will also be

made to the analysis of French material culture from Castle Hill, where appropriate. The

archaeological data from the glass and ceramic collections at the Vieux Fort and at Castle

Hill is presented in abbreviated form in Table 7.3 below.

The artifacts from the Vieux Fort will be drawn together along with relevant

historical documents to offer a reconstruction of the daily life 0 fthesoldier at the Vieux

Fort. The ceramic and glass data from the Castle Hill assemblage, shown in Table 7.3,

willalsobeusedtoaugmentthereconstructionsofferedinsubsequentchapters.However,

the ceramic and glass data from Castle Hill must be regarded with some caution. The re

use and transformation of the site by the English after 1714 (and sometwentieth-century

distllrbance) has redllced the nllmberofsecllre French contexts at the site (Grange

1971:IOO-IOI). Some of the secure French contexts from within the bOllndariesofthe

redollbtdid not prodllce many artifacts; also, French artifacts were recovered from

secondarycontexts,suchasditchfill,thatcannotbelinkedtoastructure.Forthe

purposes of the present analysis, only artifacts lhatcame from secure or probable French

contexts were included. These identifiably French contexts are identified in Grange

(1971: Table I). Contexts labelled as English, probably English, or indeterminate were

not included in this analysis.



The Vieux Fort and Castle Hill Glass and Ceramic Vessels

VieuxFort: umber of Identified Vessels

Functional Category Ceramic Vessels Glass Vessels Percent

Preparation/Cooking

Storage

Beverage Service

Hygiene

TOTAL

Castle Hill: Number of Identified Vessels

Functional Category Ceramic Vessels Glass Vessels

Preparation/Cooking

Storage

Beverage Service

Hygiene

TOTAL

Note: Total due to rounding error.



A small faunal assemblage was recovered from the Vieux Fort site; it was derived

almost entirely from the secondary fill deposits (represented by Events9andl4)found

outside of the barracks, beside the western gable wall of the building. Soil conditions at

the site do not favour the preservation of bone. Only 101 fragments of animal bone were

recovered from this part of the site. The majority of the available faunal remains were

preliminarily identified by Campbell (2003), though the sample size is too small to permit

any meaningful analysis. The remains are also reasonably fragmented and Campbell was

only able to identify most of the remains to the taxonomic categories of small, medium or

large mammal. In the rare occasion that the faunal material could be identifiedto genus

level, Campbell noted the presence of cow and pig bones, as well as fish and seal. At the

Vieux Fort, domestic mammals are referenced by a census taken in 1687. A note indicates

that some of the domestic animals in the colony belonged to thetrollpea1I dll Roi; of this

herd, a cow and a bull were kept at the Vieux Fort (Thibodeau 1962:205). Thus some of

theVieuxFortsoldiersmayhavehadaccesstobeefandfreshmilkaswe11.

The Castle Hill faunal collection can provide more meaningful data on diet and

thusmustbeusedasaguidetointerpretsoldiers'dietinPlaisance.Thefaunal

assemblage from Castle Hill showed that the French relied heavily on domestic

mammals, particularly pigs, cows and sheep/goats (Grange 1971:954). Wild mammals are

the second most important food source in French contexts at Castle Hill,includingseal,

caribou, fox and marten (the latter two may have been equally as important for their fur).



The next most important food source were wild fowl, including ducks, cormorants,

ptarmigan, gulls, terns, Canada goose, loons and Great Auk (Grange 1971 :955-961).

Soldiers likely obtained this food by hunting in their off-duty hours.

Certainly, overwintering engages were permitted to hunt, as notarial documents

record the death of one Delabonte, "mort gele ala chasse" (Basset 12 March and 24

SeptemberI713:fol.1). Further episodes of engages hunting are recorded in the Baiede

Plaisance. While waiting out some bad weather in the bay, the engages working for Henri

Brunet killed and roasted a seal. Brunet notes that ''je leur vy manger de sy bon apetit que

jecreucommeeuxquecelaestoitbon,etaussyjeneletrouvaypointdemauvaisgoust"

(Brunet 1674: 14v). Brunet also hunted gyber (or gibier, game animals) himself (Brunet

1672:foI.9v). Bird-hunting was probably a common activity in Plaisance and the Baiede

Plaisance, given its large concentrations of seabirds and shorebirds. References to bird

huntingcanbedocumentedhistorically:"Jefusalachasse... etjetuaydebonsallebrans

[youngducks]"(BrunetI672:9v). Great auks were also hunted by habitallts from

Plaisance. They sailed to the Penguin Islands, near St. Pierre and shot them in great

number, returning to Plaisance to sell their catch (Taverner 1718:233v-234). The

presence of lead shot and bird shot in both the Castle Hill and theVieux Fortassemblages

suggest that soldiers were permitted to hunt animals and wildfowl on off-duty hours. This

was not unusual; soldiers inile Royale were permitted to hunt as well,as the inventory of

one soldier who died while out hunting in the woods demonstrates (Adams 1978:98).

Greater detail on the firearms-related artifacts is found below.



Fish were not as numerous as might be expected in the Castle Hill faunal

collection, especially considering the numerous exhortations byofficersinPlaisanceand

administrators in France that the soldiers ought to fish for their food (Grange 1971:967-

968; L. Costebelle 3 September l688:fol.lOl v). However, this may be a simple reflection

of the fact that fish were not being processed at the site, but were rathertransported lip to

the site after being processed; this meant that most fish bones were not deposited at the

fort where they were consumed. The soldiers at the Vieux Fort did leave some traces of

this practice behind in the barracks, represented by fish-hookfragmentsandasimple

cylinder of lead that probably served as a line weight (Samson 1980:76,Fig.51). Eight

fish-hooks were also recovered from French contexts at Castle Hill (Grange 1971 :807).

Another avenue by which fish might enter the diet of the average soldier at Castle Hill

was via the fishing activities of officers; documents from the lateseventeenthcentllry

onwards record that officers ran fishing establishments, oftenofasubstantialsize(P.

Costebelle5November1714:foI.60;Menard2006:329-330).

La chasse and La guerre: Firearms-related Artifacts

Firearms would have been a part of the everyday material world of the Vieux Fort,

for both military duties and for any hunting activities the sold ierswerepermitted.

Weapons at the fort were lIsed during the disastrous first winter at the colony, when the

governor was killed by mutinous soldiers with a "coup de mousqueton" (Anon. 12



October 1663:fol.I3). The earliest reference to the supplyoffirearms to the fort dates to

1663, when powder for muskets, gunflints and iron molds for making lead shot were sent

to Plaisance (Anon. 20 March 1663:fo1.68). Occasional reference is found to the resupply

of armaments, particularly [l/sils, which referred to firearms with a flintlock or

snaphaunce mechanism (Lynn 1997:459). In 1688, an additional allotment of 15 [usils

was sent to Plaisance (Anon. 9 March 1688). By 1687,acensusrecords that 24[usils and

12 pistolets were kept at the Vieux Fort (Thibodeau 1962:205). The same census

indicatesthatfirearmscirculatedwidelyinthecolony,with84additional[l/silsrecorded

in the colony. Merchant accounts record occasional references to the saleofeithergun

locks (the working mechanism of the firearm),fl/sils de[orets and gunflints in the colony

(Brunet 25 September 1674; 24 December 1674; Basset 1712:fo1.346). It is not clear

from the historic record what kinds of firearms thesewere,ortheircalibre;thepoorstate

of preservation of metal artifacts at the Vieux Fort did not allow the definitive

identification of any metal gun parts at the site. Slightly better preservation of iron

artifacts at the Castle Hill site resulted in the survival of several iron gun parts and

All of the gunflints from both sites and the gun part fragments from Castle Hill

indicate the useof[usils at both sites. This is nota surprising discovery, as French[usils

had been first produced in the early seventeenth century and by midcentury had gradually

started to replace matchlock muskets (Brown 1980; Given 1994:25,27; Lynn 1997:458-

464). This probably substantially underestimates the variety in firearmspresentatthe

site, if the much better-preserved specimens of wheel-locks, snaphaunces and flintlocks



found at Fort Pentagoet are any indication (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:147).

Additionally, even at sites with good iron preservation likePentagoet,theabilityto

distinguish between fragments of pistols and long-arms is difficult,becauseoftheoverlap

in the sizes of lock mechanisms between the two (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:148).

No gun fragments could be positively identified amongst the Vieux Fort

assemblage; however, 88 gunflints were found in the barracks deposits at the site (Figure

7.1). Thisstronglysuggeststhatsoldierskepttheirpersonalgunaccoutrements(and

perhaps some of their firearms) in the barracks with them, as seems to have been standard

practice elsewhere (Miville-Deschenes 1987). Very little lithic debitage was recovered

from the Vieux Fort, suggesting that most of the gunflints were imported ready-made, as

opposed to being manufactured on the site from bulk flint. In 1663, 6000 gunflints were

sent to the colony in a single shipment, demonstrating thatgunflints were impolted in

large quantities (Anon. 20 March 1663:foI.68). Nor were gunflints very costly. The 1663

shipment cost 25 livres. A record from 1712 shows 2 sachets (containing an unspecified

number) being sold for4/ivreseach (Basset 17l2:foI.346). The relative low cost of

gunflints might well explain why so little flintdebitage is foundattheVieuxFort.

There have been many attempts to classify gunflints stylistically(BIanchene1975;

Kent 1983). Gunflints may either be blade-type or spall-type, based 0 n their method of

manufacture. Blade-typegunflints are produced when a long blade of flint is struck offof

a core with a metal hammer. The resulting segment is snapped laterally into small

segments suitable for use ina flintlock. Spall-type gunflints are also produced by



Figure 7.1 A sample of the gunmnts from the Vieux Fort site.

Spall-type gunflintsare on the left and blade-type gunflints are on the right. Scale: 5cm.



direct percussion and individual flakes are trimmed to produce a useable flint. A bulb of

percussion should be visible on the flint, near the heel (Kenrnotsu1990:98-99). Many

assumptions have been made about the origin of flint based on its colour; typically,

blonde flint is said to be of French origin while grey flint is said to beofEnglishorigin

(Kenrnotsu 1990:95-96). However, some of the sourcing work indicates great variety in

the colour and hardness of flint from the same source, identifying French f1int that ranges

from brown to grey (Emery 1980). One detailed study has identified flint sources outside

France that produce the honey blonde flint typically said to be of French origin (Woodall

eta/. 1997). Furthermore, a recent sourcing study has demonstrated that greyandblonde

flint can be associated with the same production areas, thus weakening the association

between flint colour and country of origin (Durst 2009:28). The gunflintsrecoveredfrom

theVieux Fort and French contexts at Castle Hill are broken down bytype and by colour

in Table 7.4 below. These data demonstrates that generally, blade-type gunflints were

made on honey-coloured flint. The Vieux Fort assemblage also indicates that the yellow

flint is the more commonly used of the two materials. However, until comprehensive

sourcingoftheVieuxFonflintsareundenaken,conc!usionsregarding their origin by

colour are analytically untenable.

The lead shot recovered from the Vieux Fort and from Castle Hill are of varying

sizes. Using the data parameters provided in Hamilton (1979:206-209), diameter

measurements in millimetres can be converted to the French ball size. Here, the French

calibre refers to the number of lead shot that can be made from a livre of lead (Faulkner

and Faulkner 1987:155; Hamilton 1980). Thus, the smaller the calibre number, the larger



Table 7.4 Guntlints from the Vieux Fort and Castle Hill sites

Vieux Fort Guntlints

GuntlintType

Blade-Type

Spall-Type

GuntlintType

Blade-Type

Spall-Type

Grey White

Castle Hill Guntlints

Grey White

White flints are those that have been burned and have turned white as a result.

Castle Hill data are derived from Grange (1971:696-702,1480).



the diameter of the shot (Table 7.5). All of the lead shot was likely manufactured on-site,

using molds and bulk lead. Documentary records record that four iron molds for making

lead shot were shipped to the colony in 1663 (Anon. 20 March 1663:foI.68). Several

fragments of sprue (1ead leftover in the casting channels of the shot molds)are found in

the Vieux Fort assemblage, as are several lumps of lead spatter. An agglomeration of

lead casting, having hardened in the vessel in which it was melted,preserved a portion of

the vessel's interior shape.

The Castle Hill lead shot tends to be larger than the Vieux Fort, though this may

simply be a result of the small sample size recovered from Castle Hill. The results from

the Vieux Fort compare reasonably well with the results from both Fort Pentagoet and

Fort Michilimackinac, with concentrations of22 calibre and 34-36 calibre (Faulkner and

Faulkner 1987:Figure5.22). However, the calibres are still widely varied; this is likely

because the standardisation of French firearms did not begin until the production of the

so-calledCharlevillemodel,firstproducedin 1717 (Bouchard 1999:123). The calibres for

French firearms were standardized after this time as well (Parrington etal. 1996: Table

4.5; Hamilton 1980). Additionally, 42 pieces of small bird shot were recovered from the

VieuxFort;thesewereprobablyusedinmusketsjustasfrequentlyasball shot, as the two

were likely interchangeably loaded in fireanns(Hamilton 1979:206-207). The bird shot

all appears to be Rupert shot, or made by dripping lead through acolander into a pan of

water (Hamilton 1980). The bird shot was likely used by the soldiers for hunting to

supplement their diet.



Lead Shot from the Vieux Fort and Castle Hill sites

Distribution of Lead Shot

Castle Hill
(balls per livre)



Food and Beverage Storage

At the Vieux Fort site, ceramic artifacts form the majority of artifacts relating to

food and beverage storage. Identifiable ceramic storage vessels consist of seventeen

fragments of jarres and pots, as shown in Table 7.6. Storage vessels form a small part of

the overall collection. Outofatotalofl74glassandceramicvesselsrepresentedbythe

assemblage,l7storagevesselswereidentified,representinglo percent of the total

collection (Figure 7.2). This low percentage is likely due to the use of wood barrels as

containers. Wood barrels were the standard unit of shipping for supplies in an early

modem maritime context, with the exception of some commodities such as butter and oil,

which were also shipped in ceramic pots (Loewen 1999:44-69,2004; Dufoumier and

FajaI1996). In the accounts of trader Henri Brunet, the vast majority ofcommoditiesthat

he shipped in and out of Plaisance were in barrels of varying sizes (Table 7.7). These

barrels represent the vast majority of containers used during the shipment of Brunet's

bulk goods.

Table 7.7 demonstrates that the provisions that would have been commonly

stocked at the Vieux Fort would probably have come to the fort in barrels. Given the very

poor organic preservation at the Vieux FOltsite, all tracesofsuch barrels have long since

disappeared. TheuseofbarrelsattheVieuxFortisverylikelyoneofthereasonsthat the

number of storage vessels in the Vieux Fort assemblage forms such a small percentage of

the whole assemblage. This idea is further supported by the discovery of two copper alloy



Table 7.6 Food and Beverage Storage Vessels from the Vieux Fort site

Vessel Type
Ceramic Vessels Glass Vessels

Unident.FoodStorage



Figure7.2 Some of the ceramic storage vessels from theVieux Fort site.



Common Shipping Quantities/Containers used in the Plaisance Trade

from the 1672-1674 Records of Henri Brunet.

Container Quantity Commodity

BrunetI672:8,lOv,llv

BrunetI672:8v,IOv,13v

goudron

BrunetI672:IO,lOv,12,12v

Baril,petit

Barrique

Barrique

Barrique

Barrique

Barrique

Barrique

Barrique

Barrique

Barrique

Barrique

Barrique,gros

huilledepoisson

pain

vin,blanc

vin,claret

BrunetI672:9v,II,12;1673:36

BrunetI672:11v,12,13

Brunet 1672:10,13

BrunetI672:8-10v,12-12v,14v;1674:17v



Table 7.7, continued

Container Quantity Commodity

Barrique,petit

Tier90n

Tier90n

Tier90n

huilledepoisson

vin,deGraves



spigots; these pierced barrels to dispense liquid in a controlled fashion (Figure 7.3). The

spigots from the Vieux Fort are nearly identical to those recovered from Champlain's

Habitation and from the Intendant's Palace in Quebec, where they are particularly

associated with dispensing wine from barrels (Moussette 1994:56; Niellon and Moussette

1981:Fig.82,type7).

The low proportion of storage vessels might also reflect the fact that theVieux

Fort assemblage comes from the barracks, rather than the magazine. As discussed in

Chapter 4, theVieux Fort almost certainly had a separate magazine forstoringfoodstuffs

and supplies. The low percentage of storage materials almost certainly reflects the

storage of main food supplies at another, lInexcavated part of the site.Certainly,the

control anddistriblltion of food was carefllllycontrolled at forti ficationsites.Controversy

surrollndingaccesstofoodanditsquality(orlackthereof)wasacommonsourceof

tension between soldiers and officers or administrators. During the Plaisance mutiny in

1662, one of the mlltineers' first actions was to break open the storehouse at the Viellx

Fort, from which they ate and drank heartily (Anon. 13 October 1663). Soldiers' mutinies

in Louisbollrgalso flared lip at least twice over the qllality of food and access to food

(Greer 1983:106-107, 1995:72-73). If access to food could be such a politically charged

issue at fortifications sites, then control over food supplies byremoving them to a

separate, locked building must have been seen as a prudent precaution by officers.

Interestinglyenollgh, the Castle Hill assemblage might support the suppositionthat

storage vessels at the Vieux Fort were kept in a separate building. At Castle Hill,



Figure7.3 OneoftwocopperalloyspigotsfromtheVieuxFort.



storagevesselscomprise30percentoftheassemblage.Thisincreased percentage is

almost certainly because the Castle Hill collections come from contexts distributed

throughout the redoubt that were not restricted to the barracks or any one functionalpart

of the fort. As a result, the Castle Hill collections might represent the complete range of

artifacts used at the fort, rather than representing a subset of the totaI population as might

bethecaseattheVieuxFortbarracks.

ThepresenceofevenafewstoragevesselsintheVieuxFortbarracksdoes

suggest that smaller quantities of food and drink were stored in the barracks. Thehistoric

records document the use ofa weekly ration in Plaisance, based on four meals per week

(the soldiers were expected to subsist on locally caught fish forthe remainder of the

week). The Vieux Fort soldiers were provided with 20 ounces (about 560 gm) of flour

and 3 demi-septiers of wine per day (about 230 ml), as well as60uncesoflard (about

170gm) given 4 times per week (Bureau de Ministre 1688, February 21 :foI.9). Perhaps

what these few storage pots and jars represent are containers for the allocation of daily or

weekly rations for soldiers. GovemorParat requested a series of weights, a scale and

bottles of graduated sizes to be sent for the fort in 1689, which suggests that rations were

at least intended to be weighed and measured out (Parat 1689, May 9).



Food Preparation and Cooking

As Table 7.8 below demonstrates, of the 175 vessels identified from the Yieux

Fort, 21 of these were food preparation and cooking vessels, forming 12 percent of the

assemblage (Figure 7.4). Clearly, food was prepared and cooked at the barracks; the

heavily used fireplaces, the calcined animal bone and the sooted mannitesmakethis

clear. Ceramic cooking vessels weredefmitely not the only vessels used at the site;

though metals did not preserve well, fragments ofa riveted copper vesselwererecovered.

These were most likely fragments from a challdiere or challdroll. The iron handle from a

similar vessel was also perserved. Some long and thick iron straps were also recovered

from the east room fireplace collapse at the Yieux Fort; these may well have served as

SUppOlts for suspending pots over the fire. At Castle Hill, the use of similar large-format

metal vessels is one of the reasons why the food preparation and cookingcategory

comprise only six percent of the assemblage of glass and ceramic vessels. This is

demonstrated by the preservation of at least six metal cooking potsinFrenchcontexts

(Grange 1971:736-740).

Cooking was an activity that was common to soldiers' residences (Adams

1978:97). As previously noted, rations for the Yieux Fort soldier consistedof3demi

septiersofwine, 20 ounces of flour and 6 ounces of lard (Bureau de Ministrel688,

February2lJoI.9). After 1690, the breadth of available rations was expanded to include

flour, lard or beef, peas or beans, molasses, buner and eau-de-vie (P.Costebelle28

SeptemberI698;P.Costebellen.d.).Otherdocumentscontainindicationsofthetypesof



Table 7.8 Food Preparation and Cooking Vessels from the Vieux Fort site.

Vessel Type



Figure7.4 Some of the ceramic cooking vessels from theVieux Fort site.

Top image: sherds from the body ofa marmile. The remaining images are handle

fragments.



dishes that soldiers made. One letter, from Lieutenant Louis Pastour de Costebelle,

consists ofa request for cooking supplies for the soldiers at the fort. While it is not certain

if these supplies were ever sent to the colony, it does provide an indicationofwhat

soldiers at Plaisance probably made from their rations:

L'anneeprochainenousenvoyerdesvivres, il faut songer a mesmetempsa faire
bastirunfourau fort, a avoir un Boulanger,etanousenvoyerdeschaudieres,
bidons, gamellesetautres ustancilles necessiares avec de !'huille et poidspour
leursfairdelasouppelesjoursmaigressansquoylesoldatnepouIToitesterque
tresmal(L.Costebelle3SeptemberI688:foI.102-102v).

Soupisclearlyhighlightedhereasapartofthesoldiers'dailydiel. Undoubtedly the

frequency of pot-like cooking vessels (such as the earthenware lIlarmitesand fragments of

acopperchaudronorchaudiere) in the Vieux Fortassemblageisconsistentwithan

emphasis on stews and soups. Parallels are seen in the reconstructeddietofgatTisons.
elsewhere in New France, where mixed-meat stews and potages formed a staple dietary

component (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:228-229;G.Proulx 1979:553). This diet is also

consistent with the types of meals prepared by French fishermen in Newfoundland (Noel

2010:145).

The assemblage does contain one unusual artifact that suggests the militaryat

least indulged in roasted meats on occasion (Figure 7.5). A small tapered,rolledneedle

with cut segments at the large end was identified as a larding needle(Buhler 1972:323;

Field 1984:62). This was a tool used to insert segments of fat into roasts; the strips 0 ffat

were tucked into the cut end of the needle and the fat was effectively sewnintotheroasl.

Caribou were certainly hunted in Placentia Bay; its meat is lean and benefits from being

cooked with extra fat (Subercase 18-28 February l706:foI.5;Tavemer l718:226v-227).



Figure7.5 A copper alloy larding needle.



Perhaps this is another indication that soldiers or officers wereengagedinhuntingand

were able to add occasional roasted meats to their diet. A similar implement (though not

identified as a larding needle) was recovered at Fort Pentagoet(Faulkner and Faulkner

1987:Figure5.23j)

The soldiers may well have also brewed beer at the barracks. One document

summarizing Governor Parat's requests records that Parat wanted the soldiers to be given

"un chaudiere et des demis barriques pour f[ai]rede la bierre" (Anon.1688:fol.l92).

Chaudieres were often associated with beer brewing, so the fragments of the copper

chaudiere in the Vieux Fort assemblage could equally indicate beer brewingonsite

(Moussette 1994:43-44). The production of brewed beer at the Vieux Fort would not be

surprising, as brewing beer was also a common task for engages working in Plaisance. A

numberofinventoriesrecordthepresenceofchaudieresabiere(someindicating

capacity, either a barrique or a quart) in the cabanes for fishing servants (Basset 28

October 1709,30 December 1709, 12 October 1713,12-13 December 1713). Of all the

drink imported into Plaisance recorded in inventories, only two records ofbarils of

brewedbeerwereencountered,inthesaleofthecontentsofaprizeship.Becausethis

was a comparatively small amount, it may well have formed part of the crew provisions

on the prize ship. The rarity of brewed beer in inventories in the Plaisance documents

suggests that most of the beer was brewed locally rather than imported.Forsoldiers

elsewhere, brewing and drinking beer---especially spruce beer-seems to have been a

fairlyconsistenr practice (Adams 1978:97; Ferland2004:384;G. Proulx 1979:553).



Brewing beer was just as common an activity in English Newfoundland settlements

(Clausnitzer2011; Gaulton2006; Pope 2004).

Food Service and Eating

The food service and eating vessels form 24 percent of the assemblageatthe

Vieux Fort, clearly demonstrating that soldiers ateinthebarracksaswell (Table 7.9).

The most numerous identifiable fonns are plats or assiettes (foundinbothshallowand

deep forms), comprising 17 of the 42 food service vessels (Figure 7.6). The presence of

severalpiatscrelixandeclielies in lheassemblage further supports the idea that soups and

requests forgamelles (or communal eating vessels) for the Vieux Fortsoldiers;shared

eating vessels seem to have been commonplace for soldiers (Adams 1978:97). Gamelles

have been recorded as wooden vessels and as such are unlikely survivaIs at the Vieux

Fort site. Eating utensils are poorly preserved, but an iron eating utensil handle, probably

from a spoon, was also identified.



Table 7.9 Food Service and Eating Vessels from the Vieux Fort site

Number of
Vessel Type

Ceramic Vessels

Ecuelle

Ecuelle/Saladier



Figure7.6 Ceramic food service vessels from theVieux Fort barracks.



7.7.1 Fine Dining? An Assessment of Decorated Food Vessels

Some of the eating and drinking vessels in the Vieux Fort assemblage arehighly

decorated, which might suggest some status-sensitive behavioursatthetable. Generally,

the possession of large quantities of decorated pOllerysuch as tin-glazed earthenware is

usually associated with a certain level of economic well-being, as such objects were

usually more expensive in New France (Cloutier 1993:70; Cote 2009:83). This is not to

say that the possession of highly decorated pOllery is an absolute marker of wealth, for

examples to the contrary are easily discovered. "The interesting question is not whether

rich people could afford more pOllery than the poor... but why some individuals chose to

buy lots of fancy pots while many of their peers did not" (Beaudry elaI.1983:23). For

those who chose to consume, however, the expression of one's ball gOLlI with the

acquisitionofa wide range of expensive material objects can be seen as asocial strategy,

as a means of demonstrating social refinement and distinction (DuPlessis 2002; Fahmi

2005:466-467; Shovlin 2000:585-586).

Tin-glazed earthenware is usually said to be a status-sensitive object,asitwas

more costly than regular coarse earthenwares or wooden vessels andtheseoftenhighly

decorated wares provided a means of expressing good taste and fash ionablepallemsof

conslimption(Croteau2004:77;WalthallI991b:IOI). Fai'el/ceistypicallythoughttobe

a status-sensitive object because itcoliid be highly decorated and also because it was

more expensive than regular coarse earthenwares. Thus, tin-glazed earthenware was a

consumable item that the poorest individlialscoliid not afford. In this way, tin-glazed



earthenware can be seen as an expression of social taste and the ability to distinguish

oneself as a consumer of some means (Gaulton2006:206-207).

The documentary record for Plaisance does not provide a large enough sample of

price data to demonstrate that tin-giazed earthenware was moreexpensive than other

ceramic wares. Only a small number of inventories were provided with monetary

estimates of the value ofjai'mce. [n many cases, vessels ofjai'ence were lumped together

forsalewithotherobjects,meaningthatthecostofindividualitemscould not be

estimated. However, a detailed archival studyofeighteenth-centuryceramicprices in

Quebec by Cloutier was able to demonstrate definitively that coarse earthenwares were

lessexpensivethantin-glazedjai'ence, which themselves weresurpassedinpriceby

porcelain (Cioutier 1993). Recordsofjai'ellceinPlaisanceinventories areoniy noted in

the case of three individuals (Basset 28 October 1709; 19 September 1713; 12-13

December (713). The inventories of these individuals indicate that they possessed a wide

variety of material objects and were of reasonably comfortable financial standing. Thus,

at the Vieux Fort, tin-glazed earthenware possession was probably nOl associated with the

average soldier, but rather with the officers at the fort. They may have lIsed thejai,,,,ceto

distingliishthemselvesfromthereglilarsoldiersbyvirtlleofitscost and status

If we can associate tin-glazed earthenwares with the officers and/orotherofficials

atthefortdlletotheircost,thenthesevesselsmllsthavebeenllsedasameans of statliS

distinction during mealtimes. The Vieux Fort assemblage consists of 42 identifiable food

service vessels; of these, 25 (or 60 percent) are of tin-glazed earthenware(Table7.1O;



Table 7.10 Tin-Glazed Earthenwares at the Vieux Fort site

Quantity Functional Category

Beverage Service

Beverage Service

Ecuelle

Ecuelle/Saladier

SaladierlEcuelle

Beverage Service

Unidentified Beverage Service

Unidentified Food Service

Beverage Service



Figure7.7a-j). The assemblage also consists of65 glass or ceramic beverage service

vessels; of these, 6 are of tin-glazed earthenware (or 9 percent). The majority of these

vessels were plain white, but some were highly decorated. The degree of fragmentation

fortin-glazed earthenwares means that the identification of compieteorpartialpattems

was impossible. Some fragments from a single plate bear decoration that is similar to a

vessel bearing Jesuit insignia found at Nicolas Denys' FortSaintPierre,thoughthe

degree of fragmentation of the Vieux Fort specimen makes adefinitiveattribution

difficult (Hansen 1989:9). Even if the Vieux Fort vessel was decorated with Jesuit

iconography, the presence of priests at the fort cannot be automatically assumed. During

the Vieux Fort's occupation, Plaisance's chapel was located on theGrandegrave

(Taylor-Hood 1999:97). Furthermore, Governor Parat wrote in 1689 that there was no

"aumosnieraufort"(ProulxI979a:77,footnote26).

Other status-sensitive decorated wares include a highly decoratedpolychrome

earthenware vessel with asgrafitto rim and an unidentifiable appliedmedallioninthe

middle. A close parallel to the rimsherds of this vessel has been discovered at

Champlain's Habitation, bearing the king's monogram (Niellon and Moussette

1981 :228,464). Another fragment of polychrome-decorated ceramic bears relief-moulded

decoration,intheformofalargepeacocksurroundedbythreesmallerbirds (Figure 7.71).

Though no exact parallels of this design have been found in published literature, the

fabric, polychrome glaze and detailed moulded decoration aresimilartosomeofthe

highly decorated products oftheSaintonge potting tradition (Hugoniot2002).Some
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Figure 7.7 Decorated ceramic wares from the Vieux Fort barracks.

A-J: Tin-glazed earthenwares. K: Chinese export porcelain. L: Decorative polychrome



attention to the status-sensitive display and consumptionoffoodatthe table is also seen

in the presence of two ceramic rechauds, one of which is a highly decoratedpolychrome

vessel with applied molded medallions (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:197). Again,

tendenciestowardselaboratefoodconsumptionpracticesatthetable is likely associated

with officers rather than soldiers.

Perhaps the most remarkable evidence of status-sensitive diningbehavioursis

found in the discovery ofa single porcelain vessel (Figure7.7k).Whileonlyrepresented

by body sherds, it is probably a flatware table service vessel. The porcelain is decorated

with underglaze blue and overglaze red brushwork, in the Imari style (Noel Hume

1969:258). Porcelain was, for this time period, very costly-and would remain so well

into the next century (Cloutier 1993). Besidestheexpense,itwasalsodifficulttoaccess

and thus its appearance on sites of this time period is generally rare(Curtis 1988; Shorter

2002:137). Of all of the inventories surveyed inPlaisance,notasingle one detailed an

entry for porcelain. It is also rarely mentioned in Quebec inventories (Jean and Proulx

1984 II:60; L'Anglais 19941:164). In English Newfoundland,porcelainisanequallyrare

find. Even in the Kirke mansion house at Ferryland, one of the wealthiest and most well

appointed households on the English shore, only 3 ofthe513 ceramicvesselsidentified

were of Chinese porcelain (Gaulton 2006:209-210). Thus, the presenceofporcelainon

this site is a significant example of the possession of luxury goods by officers.



Levinetl'eau-de-vie:BeveragesandDrinking

By far, the largest category of vessels present in the VieuxFortassemblageis

beverage service vessels. We recovered 64 glass and ceramic vessels which together

comprise 37 percent of the glass and ceramic assemblage (Table 7.11). Many of these

vessels are fragmented and are generally represented by small-diameterrimsherdsand

handle fragments (Figure 7.8 and 7.9). Several oftasses are madeinhighlydecorated

coarseearthenwares. This large percentage of drinking vessels suggests not only that

drinking was popular with the soldiers-as often noted-but also that each soldier was

likely entitled to his own mug. This stands in opposition to food service vessels, where

the common soldier was often expected to eat from the same vessel as his companions.

The consumption of alcohol was commonplace in seventeenth-century English

Newfoundland, particularly for fishing crews, as indicated by ample documentary and

archaeological evidence (Pope 1989; 2004:393-406). The same is almost certainly true of

seventeenth-century French Newfoundland; trader Henri Brunet's journals from the

1670s record that his most numerous import to Plaisance was alcohol-primarily wine

andeall-de-vie. As Table 7.12 indicates, Brunet sold wine in containers of larger sizes-

by the barriqlle or tierron-while eall-de-vie was sold in qllarts or pots,generally. Sale

prices were not always recorded,buttheavailable data from Brunet's accounts preserves

some sale prices for wine and eall-de-vie.



Table 7.11 Beverage Service Vessels from the Vieux Fort Assemblage

Number of
Vessel Type

Ceramic Vessels Glass Vessels

Unidentified Beverage Service

Verre apied

Fla~on



Figure7.8 Some of the ceramic beverage service vessels from theVieux Fort.

Top row: rim fragments. Middle and bottom rows: handle fragments.



Figure7.9 GlassflaconsandbouleillesfromtheVieuxFort.

A: Flacon rim fragment. B: Bouteille rim. C: Cylindrical flacon base fragment. D, E and

F:Squareflaconbasefragmenls.



Table7.12 Alcohol Costs in the 1670s, Plaisance

Alcohol Type

Barrique

Barrique

Quart

Quart

Quart

Eau-de-vie l Quart

Sale Price per unit

Data in this table is derived from Brunet (1672, 1674).

I The sale price for this entry is probably not an error, but rather an unusualmeasureofa

quarr.MostquartswereprobablylargermeasuresofI.861,butthisentry might represent

a quarr measure from a different region of France, thus explaining its significantly lower

price. For example, the quart of Toulon was equivalent to 266 ml (Ross 1983). This

small-measure quarr appears only once in Brunet's papers.



Brunet's papers reveal that of the two types of alcohol, wine was the most

expensive and likely the most status-sensitive. This was also the case in English

Newfoundland and elsewhere in New France (Ferland 2005; Pope 1994). Most wine was

thus sold inlargebulkcontainers,whiieeau-de-viewassoldinsmailer bulk containers.

Eau-de-viewas also apparently sold in small quantities,bythepot, atarelatively low

cost. Brunetwasobviouslytargetinglheseasonalandresidentellgages with this practice.

His papers occasionally record that he sold small quantities to unnamed members of

migratory fishing crews (Brunet 1672:foI.13). But the distribulion of alcohol can be

regarded as more than a simple financial transaction. As Pope notes,exchangesofalcohol

were used to cement social ties between people, between social equals or between

employers and employees (2004:398). Henri Brunet's journals record exactly such an

incident in 1674, when he was overseeing his crews at his fishing eSlablishmentat St.

Pierre. On July 3,hischaloupes returned after a poor afternoon's fishing, with hardly any

fish. Other crews had returned with half-charges and Brunet's fishermen gave only poor

excuses in their defence. Brunet lost his temper with his engages and retired back to his

ship, wryly noting that all those on land were witness to his bad temper. On July 4, his

sailors returned with 1200 fish; he received his engages in good humour and gave them

eau-de-vieasarewardfortheirhardwork(BrunetI674:foI.16v-17).

The parallel between the alcohol consumption of soldiers and sailors is not

difficult to draw. Drinking was also thought to be important for the healthofsoldiers

(Ferland 2004:389-390). Alcohol was perceived to be a source ofwarmth and as soldiers

stood guard and worked in all weathers, a source of warmth would have doublless been



greatly appreciated (Pope 1994:272). Likeellgages, soldiers worked far from home and

family, were comparatively poorly paid and lived with other men in communal housing

(Ferland 2004:359). Little wonder that alcohol was used as a means of fostering

sociability and esprit de corps between soldiers. Drinkingcould thus be a social occasion

for soldiers to encourage camaraderie amongst themselves and helpto pass the time

(Ferland2004:380-401).PerhapstheunusualformofaSaintonge-typecrltchefromthe

VieuxFortsite(withthreeverticalstraphandlesatthesidesandone bucket handle over

the top) was intended to be used for social drinking by groups of soldiers. This vessel is

discussedingreaterdetailinChapterEightandisillustratedin Figure 8.1. ltsmultiple

handles suggest it was meant to be used in communal drinking situations, in social rituals

that reinforced group solidarity (Carson 1994:534). On English sites, vessels that are

emblematic of such traditions are large harvest jugs, puzzle jugsand fuddling cups

(Carson 1994:534-541). Parallels to these can be found in French drinking traditions, as

indicatedby!aiellceparlallles (Waselkov and Walthall 2002:71). These vessels carried

legends,slogans,drinkingslogansandtoasts,oftencelebratingBacchusanddrinking

(Brain 1979:41-42). Though the Vieux Fort multi-handled jug is undecorated, similar

highly decorated forms were produced in the Saintongepotting traditionand may well

have served a role in sociable and communal drinking (Hugoniot 2002).

Habitallts often ran cabarets, or tippling houses in Plaisance(Landry2008:340-

341). GovemorParat records that a transient Basque cabaret selling "eau-de-viea pot,et

a pinte, etmelasse" risked competing with the ability ofhabilallts to sell alcohol to their

ellgages in Plaisance (Parat 1688:foI.l92v). Soldiers were certainly customers in the



civilian cabarets. Papers from a presumed cabaret operating in Plaisance in 1712 record

that bidasses (soldiers) made multiple purchases of small quantities of wine and eall-de-

vie (Basset January-March 1713). This was not the only vector for alcohol distribution

among soldiers, as officers often provided them with alcohol too. Officers often

accomplished economic control over soldiers by operating cantines. Cantineswere

established to provide soldiers with a range of supplies, of which alcoholwasdefinitely

one. The officers profited from their economic relationships and thus were established not

only as the soldiers' military and social superior, but as theireconomic creditor as well

(Johnston 2001: 184).

A ccmtine almost certainly existed at the Vieux Fort. In 1672,FrenchtraderHenri

Bnmet sold a barriqlle of wine and 12 pots of eall-de-vie to one "Abraham, armurier et

canonierdufort"(BrunetI672:foI.12,14). Much has been written on the coercive natllre

of alcohol distribution between officers and soldiers. Theexistenceofcantinesdoubtless

led to blatant abuses on the part of the officers butA.J.B. Johnston raises a good point

about cantines at Louisbourg:

Oneassumesthatthesoldiersresentedtheofficers'canteens,bothfor the
deductions that were taken away from their hard-earned money and the general
way in which the officers controlled the men's pay schedule. Undoubtedlythey
did feel such resentment. [tisnonethelessnoteworthythatnoneoftheseissues
were raised as gripes during the mlltiny in 1744 (Johnston 2001:184).

Despite the fact that the distribution of alcohol did not play into the 1744 Louisbollrg

mUliny, access to alcohol clearly had the potential to bea point of issue at the Viellx Fort.

One of the first things that the mUlinying soldiers did in 1662 was to break into the stores

of alcohol at the Viellx Fort and drink heartily (Anon. 12 October 1663).



Officerswereconsumersofalcoholaspartoftheirrationsaswell(Ferland

2004:386-388). Undoubtedly, as with their food consumption vessels, the officers had the

option of drinking from decorative ceramic or fancy glass vessels . Thus, the four glass

verresapiedsintheVieuxFortassemblagewereprobablyreservedfor the use of officers

(Figure 7.10). The officers' preference for the use of more luxurious glass vessels is

reflected in the writings of Baron Lahontan, the well-known French officer who deserted

his position in Plaisance and defected to the English shortlythereafter. Lahontan records

that during an altercation with associates ofGovernorBrouillan,"bottles and glasses"

were broken in the scuffle (Lahontan 1703 [1]:196). In the inventories for Plaisance,

verres were uncommon, appearing only twice. Thus, the delicate glasses recovered from

theVieuxFortbarrackswereprobablypropertyoftheofficers.

Other Little Luxuries: Smoking

Much in the same way that alcohol served as a means for social bonding for the

soldiers and officers of the Vieux Fort, so too would have been theconsumptionof

tobacco. The Vieux Fort assemblage contains a sample of tobacco pipe fragments, most

of which are badly fractured. In addition to the 18 complete or relatively complete pipe

bow!sthatwerediscussed in Chapter Five, the fragments of at leastan additional 35

tobacco pipes can be distinguished. This provides a minimum estimate of at least 53
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Figure 7.10 Glass vessels from theVieuxFortsite.

A: a smokey-coloured verre apied with a ribbed bowl. B: two fragments from a cobalt

blue verre apied, in a similar style to that shown in A. C: a colourless glass verre apied

bowl. D: a rim fragment from a decorative cobalt blue glass vessel. E: a knop from a light

green-coloured verre apied. F: A fragment from a hollow blue-green glass object of



tobacco pipes in the Vieux Fort assemblage, though this isalmostcertainlyan

underestimate, given the fragmentation of the pipes. Several of the stems bear whittling

marks, which suggests they were fitted with replacement stems when broken (Bradley

2000:129). Some of these whittling marks are found very near the bowI, suggesting that

the lifeofa pipe bowl was extended as long as possible (Figure 7.1 I). Tobacco smoking,

like drinking, was seen as a healthful warming activity in a damp and cold climate,

particularly for those who worked outside-such as soldiers standing guard (Pope

2004:396-398). The notion that soldiers used tobacco for warmth and sociability while

on guard is also suggested by our archaeological excavations at CrevecoeurBattery

(ChAI-15) in 2003. This was a French battery, built far out at the entrancetotheharbour,

separated from Fort Louis and Fort Royale by some distance. The only artifacts found at

the site (other than iron nails) were a handful of tobacco pipestems (Crompton and

Temple 2005).

Tobacco would have been easily accessible to the soldiers at the VieuxFort.ln

1672, a ship was noted just outside of Plaisance's harbour; this was a ketch from New

Englandthatroamedthecoastlinesellingtobacco(BrunetI672:foI.15). Brunethimself

sold some tobacco, in rolles that he sold by the livre-in other words,abundleoftobacco

sold by weight (Brunet l672:foI.8v,9,1O). Tobacco was reasonably inexpensive, being

sold at auction for 25 sols per livre (Basset 17 December 1710). Norweretheclay

tobacco pipes that were used 10 smoke tobacco expensive, either. At the sale of an

English prize in 1711, a baril of pipes sold for 9 livres (Basset 1 June 1711:foI.207).



Figure7.)) Modified tobacco pipestems from tbeVieux Fort site.

A: incised grooves along stem and some whittling. B-D: whittled stems. E: whittled stem

withpossiblebitemark.F-I:whittledstems



Recordsfromaprobablecabaretindicatethatthebasepriceforasingle pipe was 2 sols 6

deniers and pipes were sold individually in multiples of that price(BassetJanuary-March

1713). It is unclear if the pipes were sold empty, or full of tobacco. The context of what

was sold at that cabaret may provide some clue, where the majority of bills were for

wine, molasses and cards. With this context in mind, it would not be at all surprising if

the pipes were sold with tobacco, for enjoyment alongside a pot of wine and a game of

cards. What this suggests is that despite the soldiers' low pay, theywouldhave

nevertheless been able to enjoy the little luxury ofa pipe oftobacco. The fact that one

tobacco pipe was marked with an incisedXon the base of the heel testifiestothedesire

of its owner to mark the pipe as his own property (Figure 7.12).

7,10 Hygiene

Artifacts related to hygiene are few in number from the Vieux Fort assemblage, as

Table 7.13 below indicates. This seems typical of fort sites elsewhere (Miville-Deschenes

1987:Table4).Mostofthehygienevesselsarepotentiallyrelated to either medications or

ointments. Undoubtedly some of these were personal items belonging to either soldiers or

officers, but undoubtedly some must have belonged to the surgeon attheVieuxFort.For

the majority of Plaisance's history, medical care would not have been carried out ina

hospital,forthecolony'shospitalwasnotconstructeduntilthe early eighteenth century

(Landry 2008:316-319).
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Figure 7.12 A tobacco pipe heel from the Vieux Fort, marked with an incised X.

Artifact is enlarged to show detail.



Table 7.13 Hygiene-Related Vessels from the Vieux Fort Assemblage

Vessel Type
Ceramic Vessels Glass Vessels

Potapharmacie

- ~~-



This does not mean that Plaisance was without medical care, for a chirllgien

(Fran~oisBonnafou)wasrecordedasbeingpresentinthecolonywhenthe 1671 and 1673

censuses were taken (Thibodeau 1959-1960:179,181). SieurLepre, another surgeon, was

recorded as being in the colony in 1672, when he purchased tobacco from Henri Brunet

(BrunetI672:foI.8v).SieurLepredoesnotappearasaresidentofPlaisance on either the

1671 or the 1673 census; it is thus likely that he was in the colony as part of the crew 0 fa

seasonal fishing vessel, which occasionally had surgeons on board. Sometimes, these

were simply sailors who were experienced in bloodletting (Briere 1990: 17). Yet another

chirllgien-this time located "au fort"-is noted in 1686, when Governor Parat informed

administrators in France that this surgeon was, in fact, a Huguenot bent on converting

others to his faith (Parat23 August 1686:foI.279). The surgeon at the Vieux Fort was

probablyequippedwithasurgeon'schestandmedications,forwhich funds were sent

from France (Lubert 30 May 1679). Additional surgeons could have been available in the

colony on board fishing ships carrying more than 20 men; regulationsrequired ships of

this size to have a surgeon aboard (Briere 1990:17-18).

7.11 Other Personal Belongings

Other identifiable personal belongings were few in number. The discovery of a

key in the Vieux Fort assemblage testifies to the need for security at the barracks, such as

providing a means for soldiers to lock their coffres (chests), for example. The recovery of



a copper alloy thimble in the assemblage represents the need for soldiers to repair their

clothing. On other sites, particularly domestic sites, thimbles and needleworkingsupplies

are associated with "an activity considered quintessentially femi nine" (Beaudry

2006:100). In this case, the thimble from the Vieux Fort is unJikely to be associatedwith

women living on site, as this practice was rare on fortification sites in New France.

Indeed,evidence from other fortification sites in New France demonstratesthatsoldiers

were expected to mend their own clothes and typically soldiers were issued thread and

needlesforthatpurpose(Miville-DeschenesJ987:35,4I).Partofthehabitcolllpletissued

(Mauclerc and Cartigny, 15 April 1687). The 1673 census of Plaisance indicates that a

tailleurd'habitsnamed Louis Girard lived in the colony at this time,butitisclearthatthe

enlisted soldiers at the Vieux Fort were expected to perform some of basic clothing

maintenance themselves (Thibodeau 1959-1960).

OtherartifactsfromtheVieuxFortsiteincludeseveralfragmentsofcopper alloy

buckles. They are not complete enough to identify their function,butallseemtohave

been small buckles for belts or similar small straps, such as those that attached their

swords to their belts (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987). Several copper alloybuttonswere

alsoexcavated.Theseareflat(notdomed)anddonotbearanyidentifiabledecoration.

We cannot determine if the buckles and buttons belonged to either officers or soldiers, but

undoubtedly formed part of the military uniform. [n [687, the Vieux Fort soldiers were

issued a jacket, pants, two shirts, two cravats, a hat, a belt, aswordandapairofshoesas

partoftheirhabitcomplet(MauclercandCartigny,15ApriI1687).Both soldiers and



officers would have had copper alloy buttons on their uniforms, though those belonging

to the officers may have been gilded (Cassel 1988:298-299).

7.12 The Material World of the Military at the Vieux Fort

The archaeological assemblage from the Vieux Fort is an entirely typical one for a

French military site of the later seventeenth century. The archaeological assemblage is

derived from a barracks, where the soldiers slept, ate, worked and socialized-and as

such, provides a representative sample of the material world of bothsoldiersandofficers.

The documentary record and the artifacts demonstrate that the simpIe soldal at the fort

probably possessed few material goods and those which he did own were probably stored

in a cojfre and carefully curated. His most valuable material items would have been his

clothes, provided on enlistment and replenished through time either through his own

efforts or as official supplies, sent from France. He probably kept with him, either on his

person or in his cojfre, a supply of lead shot and gunflints, used both for soldiering and

for hunting. Undoubtedly, he kept with him any of the supplies that he needed forhisoff-

site work as a fishing servant, from fishhooks to lead line weights to personal eating

The average soldier was not without small luxuries; the barracks were probably a

place forsocializingaswellaswork,asthemanytobaccopipes and beverage service

vessels record. Whether purchased from an officer, acabarel, or provided by ahabilanI



as recompense for fishing tasks, the soldier was probably well-equipped with wine or

eau-de-vie, dispensed from casks in the barracks. And when wine or brandy did not

suffice,beercouldbebrewedonsite,incopperchaudieres.Enough beverage service

vessels were recovered to suggest that the soldiers probably possessed their own personal

mug or cup to drink from. Thisstandsinoppositiontotheireatingvessels:documents

suggest that soldiers likely ate communally, from shared containers. Meals-likely

soups, stews and potages-would have been cooked in the barracks fireplacesandeaten

there as well. The Vieux Fort was likely only their part-time residence, however.

Supplemental employment as fishing servants certainly would have kept some of the

soldiers away from the fort during the fishing season.

The barracks were clearly built to accommodate officers, with the provision of a

small room for their use. Officers certainly lived at the fort and their presence there is

marked with consumer goods of some rarity and expense. The officers likely ate meals

on tin-glazed earthenware plates and drank from decorated wineglasses. The presence of

a single, extremely rare, porcelain plate speaks to the ability ofofficers to differentiate

themselves from the ordinary soldiers. Though the presence of officers at the fort is

certainly beyond dispute, they undoubtedly decamped to a private residence whenever

possible, as Louis Pastour de Costebelle seems to have done (Lahontan 1703 1:194;Parat

29 July 1689:foI.112v). Between 1662 and 1690,theVieuxFortbarrackshouseda

rotating complement ofsoldats simples and officers, though by its final years of

occupation, it probably did not house the complete garrison.



ChapterS

Navires en peche ou en troque in the Plaisance Trade

Vendredisurl'onzeheurejefusaterre[et]voirmonsieurlegouverneur[de
Plaisance], lequelavaitenvoyecherchertous lescap[itaines] des navires pour leur
demander assistance de provisions (Brunet 1672:foI.8).

With these words, French trader Henri Brunet recalled the governor's demandfor

provisions inajoumal he kept during his stay in Plaisance in 1672. This interaction

between La Poippe, then governor of Plaisance, the merchant Brunet and the various

transient ship captains in Plaisance's harbour, raises key issuesforthehistoryand

archaeology of Plaisance. How did those who lived in the colony ensure that they had the

supplies and provisions necessary to rlln year-round fishing establishments?Every

summer, transient ships from France arrived in Plaisance; theseshipswereeitherolltfitted

for fishing, for trade (or troque), or for both (Briere 1990:66-69). La Poippe's request to

lhe ship captains in Plaisance in 1672 nicely frames the argument thal will be made

lhroughout this chapter: that the trade which sllpported thecolonyofPlaisance was a

network of relationships between people. The characterisation of these relationships, of

the transactions made between groups of disparate people in Plaisance,isacriticalone

for lInderstanding the development of Plaisance's economy. This is aninqllirythatcan

profit from a critical re-examinationofhistoricalscholarship,theqlleryingofnewsollrces

and the analysis of archaeological data.



During the summenime, Plaisance's harbour was a very busy place. The harbour

was home not only to boats and ships belonging to local residents, but also to ships that

hadtravelledtoPlaisancefromotherregions.Thelargestproponionoftheseshipswere

from France, having departed from their home pons in April or May, arriving (under

good sailing conditions) in Plaisance about four weeks later(Briere 1990:43). Many of

these ships arrived to fish for cod in the nearby inshore waters. These ships transponed all

the necessary fishing crews and gear; once arrived in Newfoundland,theircrews

processed their catch on Plaisance's beaches. Other ships arrived solelytotrade(or

troque) with Plaisance's habitants. Some ships performed a mixed fishing and trading

function. Regardless of their purpose, fishing or trading, these visiting ships left Plaisance

at the end of the fishing season to retum to market with their cargo. Visiting ships played

an imponant part in the local economy. Trading ships brought needed supplies,foodand

passengers to the colonists at Plaisance (Briere 1990; Landry 2(08). The habitallts hired

fishing servants for the season that were brought over to the colony on thesetransient

ships. Captains or merchants on the trading ships sold their wares on credit to the

habitants, on the understanding that accounts would be settled at the end 0 fthefishing

season. Thehabitantsusuallyrepaidtheirdebtsindriedcod,thoughoccasionally

merchantsboughtotherproductsfromhabitants,includingoil,furs,salmon and fisheries

infrastmcture, like boats (Bmnet 1672).



Traditional histories hold that the relationship between habitants and the

merchants aboard trading ships was a troublesome one. Colonists are typically portrayed

as dependent on overseas supplies, in part because of Newfoundland'sperceived

environmental marginality. In the words of one seventeenth-century commenter, "La

nature ayant rendfi Ie pays haut inhabitable a cause qu'ellen'y produit que de lamousse

etdespetitssapins,etquel'onn'ytrouveroitpasunpoucedeterre"CMenard2006:322).

The assumption that Newfoundland is environmentally marginal, particularly in its

terrestrial resources, is a pervasive Cand inaccurate) notion inbothEnglish and French

historiographical traditions CPope2003a, 2004:343). The effect of this uncritical

assumption about the island's agricultural deficiencies is that Newfoundland's settlers

were said to be incapable of economic self-sufficiency, rendering them entirely dependent

on external provisioning. The traditional narrative paints habitants as dependent on

transient merchants to transport supplies, leaving colonists subjectto rampant price-

fixing, coercion and profiteering. Merchants held "the whip hand, and the ruthless

exploitation which resulted was, as we have seen, thefeatureofthe colony's economic

life that most needed to be corrected and regulated" CHumphreys1970:13). As a result,

the threat of famine was said to be ever-present CLandry 2008:106-109).

Environmental marginality, economic dependence anddeprivation are recurrent

and persistent themes that reverberate throllgh the historical andarchaeologicalliteratllre

relating to Plaisance (Briere 1990:64; Hlimphreys 1970; Grange 1971:1012; Proulx

1979a:60;Rouet2005:202). This historiographical trend may be the resliitofa reliance

on administrative correspondence for impressions of the merchant-habitantrelationship.



The officials in Plaisance who wrote letters complaining of scandalous merchant

activities were usually involved in trade themselves. Many of these complaints might be

seen as being motivated by economic competition on the part of those officials, rather

than by outright profiteering by the merchants complained of (Pritchard 1999:171).

Furthermore, detailed social histories of individual merchants and merchant families have

demonstrated the interconnected nature between merchants, as well as between merchants

and their clients (Bosher 1987; Forestier2011;Gervais2008; MiqueIon 1978; Young

1995). Are-examinationofthesetraditionalhistoricalnarrativesispermitted by the

discoveryofanimportant(andhithertolargelyunexamined)setofdocuments,writtenby

a merchant active in the Plaisance trade in the 1670s. What follows below is an

examination of what these documents reveal about the social contexts of trade in

Plaisance, barely ten years after the colony was founded.

Henri Brunet, Migrant Merchant: A Case Study from Plaisance

Commerce in Plaisance's early years has largely been unstudied. The rich notarial

record of Plaisance's later years does not exist for the early ones,as the document series

almost exclusively dates to the eighteenth century. This has left historians in the

unenviable position of having to reconstruct the colony's economy from administrative

records; such documents record a litany of complaints about the state of trade, but usually

only from an administrator's perspective. Fortunately, the Brunet papers provide a



unique window into the world of the Plaisance trade as seen through the eyes ofa

contemporary trader.

Henri Brunet'spaperswerebrieflystudiedbyVigneras(1940),who transcribed

several letters dating to Brunet's period of residence in Bostoninthelaterl670s. Other

historians have made brief references to Brunet's New England years, as well (Bailyn

1955:146-147; Daigle 1975:91-93, Kelly 1977). Brunet's work, family ties and

professional associations are further documented in John Bosher'swritings(1992,1995).

Faulkner and Faulkner also use several documents from the Brunet series to inform their

analysis of personal goods in use in the French phases at FortPentagoet(1987:249-250,

252,311-312).10Beyondthis,therehasbeen little analysis of the Brunetpapers,

particularly as they relate to his years in Newfoundland. Library and Archives Canada's

catalogue entry on this set of documents does not make it clear that it contains a large

amount of detail abolitPlaisance and French Newfoundlandgenerally. Yet an

examination of the series reveals that many documents contain valuable and detailed

information about the Newfoundland and the trade to Plaisance in particular.

IOFaulknerandFaulkner(1987:249-250)mistakenlyidentifythels!esde!'AlIleriqueas

Newfoundland in their transcription of one of Brunet's letters writteninBoston(Brunet 1675a).

Typically, the ls!es de I'AlIlerique is usually said to represent the French Caribbean (Toczyski

2007). Letters written by Brunet while he was in Plaisance severa1weeks later clearly indicate

that Brunet regarded the ls!esde !'Amerique as a separateentitythatwasnotNewfoundland

(Brunet 22 September 1675,24 September 1675b)



TheseriescontainstranscriptsofBrunet'sletters,mostlyfromdatingbetween

1672 and 1676. His rough accounts from later years, particularly 1675 through 1678,are

also preserved in the series, forming a very rough logofhisfinancia1 transactions. The

accounts are listed in the form of short notes, usually detailing the debt owed and the

debtor or creditor's name. These later accounts do not always record the location of the

transaction (especially in 1677-1678), although the reader can sometimesdeterminethe

location by textual clues. Brunet did business with the samehabitantsinPlaisanceover

multiple years, so the accounts relating to Plaisance can usually be determined. Such

rough accounting, typically found in brouillards or waste-books, was a temporary means

of recording financial transactions before they were recorded in more formal journals

(Forestier 2011:51). The completion of more formalized accounts (such as formal

journals or double-entry accounts) was not a regular occurrence during the early modem

period, though this was the ideal standard (Gervais 2011:33). Many 0 fBrunet'slOugh

accountshavebeenoverwrittenbyadiagonalline,whichmightsuggest that the accounts

were crossed out as they were recopied elsewhere.

Most fortuitously, the series also preserves three journals (writtenin1672,1673

and 1674) detailing Brunet's journeys in a day-by-day format. 11 These journals record

detailsofhisvoyageandtheplaceshevisitedinNorthAmerica.lnthese years, his

II The reader should note that the three journals are found nearthebeginningofthearchival

series. They have been separately catalogued by Library and Archives Canada, and the transcriber

has paginated them out of sequence from the rest of the series. The remainder of Brunet's papers

have been catalogued as a single entry by Library and Archives Canada. For the sake of clarity, I

have catalogued each letter or account separately, titled them with logical descriptors, and will

reference them as stand-alonedocumems in the References Cited section of this dissertation.



primary destination was typically Newfoundland, though he also journeyed to Acadia and

New England in 1673. His journals record the details of the fishing crews that he ran in

Newfoundland,his sales to transient fishing masters and fishing crews, and his financial

transactions with habitants. Brunet's journals also contain his observationsofthe

landscapes that he travelled through,and the people that he met alongtheway.

Henri Brunet was a merchant, born in La Rochelle, to a family that was active in

the Canada trade (Bosher 1992:48). Brunet had been involved in the fishing business and

shippinggenerallyformanyyears,asal655accountforthesaleofcoddemonstrates

(Bosher 1995:87; Brunet 30 October 1655). He had extensive business dealings with

well-established merchants in the Canada trade. Amongst his associates were prominent

Huguenot trading families, including the Faneuils, the Godeffroys,thePapinsandthe

Deponts (Bosher 1993, 1995). Many of these families were based out of La Rochelle and

were involved in organizing fishing voyages to Newfoundland(Bosher 1992). Other

associates with whom he did business were Arnaud Pere and Antoine Allaire of La

Rochelle (Bosher 1992:48; Riviere & Soulard, 19a March 1687; Anon. 11 February

1677). In Plaisance, Brunet traded for his own profit and traded on behalf 0 fothersin

France who had entrusted cargoes to his care. Brunet was also politically well-connected,

having served Colbert as a director of the Compagnie des Indes Occidentales and the

Compagniedunordin 1670 and 1671 (Bosher 1992:48,1995:87).12

12TheColllpagniedunordshouldnotbeconfusedwiththeColllpagniedII nord 011 de laBaye

d'Hlidson, which was not founded until 1682 (Bosher 1993:62)



Brunet's first recorded journey to Plaisance took place in 1672. He spent the better

part of the season in Plaisance establishing relationships with the habitants, selling them

his merchandise, and monitoring the progress of their fishing season. He also traded with

seasonal fishing masters and their crews, particularly for alcohol. Brunet made a mid

season trip to fishing stations around the Chapeau Rouge and St. Pierre.Hethenreturned

to Plaisance to prepare for his departure to France. Hisreturnvoyage appears to have

beenuneventful,andhedischargedhiscargooncehewasbackinFrance(Brunet

[1672a],Oct.-Nov.1672).

Brunet'svoyageofI673isaverydifferentaffair,whichdemonstrates the strength

of his political connections. Brunet's business associates, Louis Pagez(or Pages) and

Henry Tersmitte, were marchand-banquiers. These men were also financial contributors

totheCompagniedunord,andwereresponsibleforthecompany's ships and cargoes

(Bosher 1993:60; Dessert 1975:1319). Additionally, Brunet's brother-in-law, Georges

Papin, was responsible for a ship owned by the company (Bosher 1992: 181). Given

Brunet's own position with the Compagnie du Ilord, and his connections with Papin,

PagezandTersmitte, it is perhaps not surprising to find he was askedtofurther

participate in the company's affairs in 1673. During that year, the Intendant of

Rochefort, Charles Colbert de Terron (who was also a member of the Compangie du

l1ord),appointed Brunet as an agent for the company. Brunet was charged with making a

joint voyage to Plaisance and Acadia, to trade on the company's behalf(Brunet1673;

Colbert de Terron 4 January 1674:fol. 75). On this voyage, Brunet was joined by Sieur

de la Tour, who was charged with delivering provisions to Fort Pentagoet in Acadia



(Brunet 1673).13 After an uncommonly late departure and an unusualIylongvoyage,

Brunet and laTour arrived in Plaisance in early September. Brunet sold his cargo as best

hecould,buttheshipcouldonlystay in the colony for a short time. Less thana month

later, his ship departed for Fort Pentagoet. AfterdepositinglaTour and supplies in

Pentagoet, Brunet returned to France.

InI674,Brunetorganizedamixedfishing-tradingvoyage.Thisyear, Brunet spent

most of his time with his fishing crews in St. Pierre, returning to Plaisance three times

during the season to trade, as well as visitingotherfishingstationsontheChapeau

Rouge. His 1674 journal ends near the close of the fishing season, and from this point on

his movements must be reconstructed by the letters he wrote. It does appear that he sent

his fishing ship back to France, and began to make his way southward down the coast

(Bosher 1995:87). After a particularly difficult journey, he reached La Heve (which is

LaHave in present-day Nova Scotia) on November 7 (Brunet 7 November 1674). On

November 13, he wrote again from La riviere de QueLibecq, which probably refers to the

Kennebec River in present-day Maine (Brunet 13 November 1674). Brunet had arrived in

IJ This may well be Jacques de Saint-Etienne de la Tour, son of Charles de la Tour, the former

governor of Acadia. Jacques de la Tour had an establishment in Cape Sable (in present-day Nova

Scotia) and was married to Anne Melanson, a daughter of Charles Melanson. Charles Melanson,

an Acadian planter and founder of the Melanson settlement, traded with Henri Brunet in Port

Royal in the I670s (Dunn 2007)



Boston by late January (Brunet 4 February 1675d).14 FromBoston,Brunetcontinuedto

participate in the Plaisance trade, and actively maintained his commercialrelationships

with Plaisance's habitants. Brunet died in Boston in 1686 (Bosher 1993:70).ln 1687,

Brunet's creanciers (creditors) Antoine Allard, Daniel Vivier and Pierre Faneuil made

arrangements to deal with the fish and oil that was owed to Brunet by his customers in

Plaisance(RiviereandSoulard,19bMarch 1687). Clearly, Brunet continued his

association with Plaisance's habitants and likely his trips tothecolony in the latter years

of his life. With the basic details of Brunet's lifeestablished,wecan reconstruct the

Trade: Voyages, Cargoes and Sales

Brunetwas,aboveall,flexiblewhenitcametoplanninghisvoyagesfor each

season. His papers indicate that sometimes he was in Plaisance and surround ingharbours

to trade, sometimes to fish and sometimes both. No matter what the ultimate purpose of

his voyage to Newfoundland was, above all he had to be flexible in how he organized his

14lnanearliermonograph,historianJohnBosherstatesthatBrunet retumed to France in 1674

and made another voyage to Plaisance in 1675 on the Sacrijice d'Abraham (1992:181). Bosher

has corrected his reconstruction of Brunet's activities during this time in a subsequent publication

(1995:87).



season. In l674,hewas dogged by a particularly long passage to Plaisance thattooktwo

months; upon arrival in Newfoundland, he had to improvise quickly (Brunet 1674). Once

his ship had sailed into the Baie de Plaisance, Brunet decided to send his ship directly to

St. Pierre, so that his fishermen could start fishing immediately. Before sending the main

ship on its way, Brunet quickly loaded a chaloupe with items that he thought would

interest his customers in Plaisance. In this chaloupe, Brunetdeparted for the colony with

Like most traders freighting cargoes to New France, Brunet loaded mixedcargoes

(Miquelon 1978:49-68). This would have offered the advantage of minimizing losses if

one commodity did not trade well. His 1672 journal provides the most complete record of

the entire contents of his cargo. Brunet's most important commodities were wine and ealt-

de-vie, which formed a significant part of his trade. Foodstuffs (such as bread,biscuit,

flour, butter, olive oil and pork) formed the next substantial grouping, with incidental

foodstuffs like vinegar and beans forming an occasional sale. He also sold clothes, hats

and shoes, as well as fishing gear and supplies, such as salt, hooks,lines,sailcord,sails

and anchor hardware. Tobacco also formed a small part of his cargoesinearlyyears,but

as Brunet came to establish himself in Boston in the later 1670s,itbecame a more

important part of his trade, as did rum (Brunet 1 October 1674, September-December

1677). Another means by which Brunet sought flexibility was by combining trading

voyages with some fishing; if a profit was not made on the fishery, it could be made on

the traded goods, or vice versa. Brunet worried in 1674 that the poor catchesthathis



sailors made that year would carry away the profit that he made on the cargo (Brunet 23

September1674:foI.46).

Once in Plaisance, Brunet was not only concerned with selling his cargo and

buying fish-he also spent time developing relationships with the residents. Brunet

developed a particularly important relationship with Governor La Poippe. In 1672, 1673

and 1674,his first action upon landing in Plaisance was to visit the governor. Hedined

withthegovernorandoccasionallyspentthenightatthegovernor'sresidence(Brunet

1672:foI.9,1673:foI.36,1674:foI.l3v).Brunetacceptedbillsofexchangefromthe

governor and fulfilled special orders for specific cargo (Brunet 4 Februaryl675a). The

governor also took charge of merchandise left over during thewinterand would sell and

debit the cargo "as well as if Brunet was present" (Brunet 13 November 1674, 1 October

l674; my translation). Together, they planned joint ventures, musing about purchasing a

ketchandplanningjointcargoes(Brunet28Septemberl674a:foI.48). At the end of the

season, Brunetleftcopies of his accounts in the governor's carefor safekeeping (Brunet

30 September 1674).

When it came to the habitants, Brunet's clients were regular customers, with

whom he had extended dealings which persisted year after year. Once newly arrived in

port,hewouldusuallyseekouthisclosestcustomersforavisit.Heselected goods with

care, trying to choose items he knew that his customers would want. This sentiment is

recorded ina letter of 1675: "jechargerai ici [in Boston] de marchandises qui sontpropre

pourPlaisanceetles Isle de St. Pierre pour les habitations" (Brunet 4 February 1675b).

Often, when he left Plaisance at the end ofa season, some habitants remained in debt to



him, which would not be cleared until the following year (Brunet 20-30 September 1673;

Brunet 1678).

Delayed voyages meant that Brunet's customers had to turn elsewherefortheir

supplies; this occurred during his unexpectedly long voyage of 1674. The customers that

were waiting for him eventually had to buy some of their supplies and victuals from

Basquemerchantsinstead(BrunetI674,foI.14).Brunetquicklyagreed to buy whatever

fish they had left (Brunet 4 August 1674:fol. 34). Itislittlewonderthatsomanyof

Brunet's letters to his business associates in France contained exhortations to send ships

enprime-orarrivingasearlyaspossibleintheseason(Brunet23September 1674,29

September 1674). Ships en prime would be among the first to sell theircargo,receiving

the widest audience and best prices (Bosher 1994:189).

Brunet also took care to develop good relationships with the masters of other

fishing ships. Other captains and their crew made frequentpurchases from Brunet.

Alcohol was the most frequent purchase, in both large barrels (purchased by captains) and

in small measures (purchased by crews). Less commonly, food-including preserved

meat, bread and butter-was sold to seasonal crews. Brunet could be opportunistic when

it came to his sales. On one occasion, hesold20fhiscannonand45 cannonballstoa

seasonal fishing master; the next day, he sold his map to another (BrunetI672:foI.1O-

lOy). Sometimes, Bnmet had disagreements with other fishing masters, particularly over

the allotment of beach space for processing fish (Brunet I674:fol. 15v). Still, for the most

part, he recorded comradery rather than conflict. This was usually expressed over alcohol;



in 1672, Brunet records having passed a poor night because he made merrywithother

ship captains (Brunet 1672:foI.9).

Developing good relations with customers did not mean that Brunet lost sight of

profits and losses. If the world of the early modern merchant was dominated by

interpersonal relationships, "making a profit was still theultimategoal:merchant

relationships cannot be reduced to a form of moral economy" (Gervais 2011:45). Brunet

was most often paid for his merchandise in dried cod and so itisnotsurprisingthatthe

price of dried fish was always a subject of comment in his correspondence. Generally

speaking, he valued merchantable dried fish at6 livres 10 sols per quintal and refuse fish

at roughly 3 livres 5-10 sols (Brunet 1673b,23 September 1674).Fish that was more

expensive was generally out of the question. This maybe an indication that his profit

margins were tight, for he records that fishat7 livres 15 sols perquintalwastoocostly

forhimtopurchase(BrunetI673b).lnI674,herecordedthattwoshipsfromSt.Malo,

trading inSt. Pierre, bought fish from Granvillais ships at9livres the quintal, which he

thought was far too expensive (Brunet 29 August 1674). He was conscious of selecting

merchantable fish, commenting once that he had poor fish from the Bretons that would

only fetch 8 livres the quintal in France (Brunet 23 September 1674:45v). He was also

conscious of selecting appropriate fish for different markets. Fish destined for Bilbao

sold best if they were large, while fish destined for Portugal shouldbelittle,made"inthe

manner required" for that market (Brunet 23 September 1674).

Sometimes, as a merchant of some standing in the community, Brunet was called

on to act in matters that had little to do with commerce. For example, upon his arrival in



Plaisance in 1672,thegovernorsentforall the ship captains to gather together; La Poippe

requested assistance from them in the form of provisions (Brunet 1672:foI.8).Itisunclear

if this was a serious or just a formulaic request; Brunet's accountsforthatyeardonot

record anyobviolls gratis donations of provisions. An even more interestingexampleis

foundintheeventsofJuly8-l2,1674. Brunet learned that the governor had put a

"certain Roion" in irons for an offence involving arms. Shipcaptains were involved in the

trial and Brunet"faireetdresserles informations dud. [of the said] Roion" (Brunet

l674:foI.17v).15 Roion'scrimemusthavebeenserious,forasentenceofdeathwas

pronounced,thoughtheexecution was delayed because of bad weather.Beforethe

execution, Brunet was asked to summon the priest; he and the other shipcaptains

observed the execution-and some of the captains held Roionduring the beheading

(Brunet1674:foI.17v). This rather sombre affair is instructive, for it documents the role

that transient merchants and ship captains played in ensuring an orderly society. This is

certainly not a unique development, as similar exarnples of fishing masters helping to

adjudicate legal matters in English Newfoundland are readily found (Pope 2004:306-

311). Clearly, merchant interests in Newfoundland settlements extended beyond the

" Roion in this document is the same man as "Rogon" with whom Brunet traded in previous

years. Roion was the governor's valet (also referred to in Plaisance's 1673censusesas'Royon

ditleSuisse',thegovernor'sdomestique(Thibodeau 1959-1960). Brunet refers to the same

incident in another letter (Brunet 24 September I674a)



Implications of the Brunet Papers

The Brunet papers allow fora re-positioning of the role of the merchant and the

nature of the merchant's trade in seventeenth-century Plaisance. Brunet'sjoumalsmake

it clear that trade was characterized by face to face contact and by the development of

personal relationships between merchant and consumer. Brunet knew well enough that

the success of his ventures rested on the will of the consumer to purchasehis

merchandise. Good trade depended on good relations between the two. Trading

relationships were based on mutual trust-trust on the part of the habitalltsthathewould

satisfy their requirements and lntston the part of the trader that balances due would

eventually be cleared the next season. Nor do Brunet's papers record evidence of any

rampant profiteering. He paid attention to his bottom line, without a doubt. The

merchandise that BrunetsoJd in Plaisance was certainly sold atadefiniteprofit, but not

egregiously so. Many of his letters show that he worried over his profit margins. As we

have seen, when Brunet was delayed in his voyage, his customers sought out supplies

from other merchants. Additionally, Brunet's papers suggest his profit margins were

tight. He tried to reduce the risk of financial losses by importing mixedcargoesand

combining trading with fishing.

Freighting cargoes and ships across an ocean were complex ventures that were

financially risky (Janzen 1998,2004; Miquelon 1978). A failure in one or more voyages

could mean financial ruin for the merchant. This provides a different perspectiveonthe

market prices in Plaisance. For example, Landry indicates thatprices for bread and



molasses were artificially manipulated and prices in Plaisance were sometimes double the

cost of prices for the same items in France (2008:84). However,theprice of bread and

molasses in Plaisance could not be the same as the price of bread and molassesinSl.

Malo, for the simple fact that Plaisance was not Sl. Malo. The ocean separating Plaisance

and France necessarily resulted in increased costs. In the end ,habitants and merchants

were co-dependent. This is not to say that conflict did not occur, foritmostcertainlydid,

but to emphasize the power of one at the expense of the other is only tell inghalfofthe

story (Pope 2003b:493,496). [t is this co-dependence which led Brunetto rush his goods

to market and to expend time, energy (and wine) socializing with his customers.

Brunet's papers indicate that the trade to Plaisance had a more complex

composition than has previously been appreciated. The historiography of Plaisance

traditionally holds that the Basques monopolized the Plaisancetrade(Briere 1990:67;

Humphreys 1970:9; de la Morandiece 1962 [:228). The data on which this interpretation

is based are typically notspecified,though it is probably drawn from various documents

dating to the second half of the colony's history, such as aseriesofofficialresupply

contracts conducted with Basque merchants (Pritchard 1999). Additionally, three ship

censuses(takenin1705,1711 and 1712) record the home port of ships in Plaisance's

harbour (Anon. 1705; P. Costebelle 9 November 1712a,b,c; Costebelle and Garenne

October 1711). These censuses indicate that ships from Basque ports made up between 54

and61percentoftheshipsintheharbourintheseyears,thoughitisclearthat a number

of these ships were present for fishing and not for trading.



A closer examination of documentary records indicates that a variety of ports were

involved in the Plaisance trade, especially in the early part of the colony'shistory.Brunet

was based flfSt out of La Rochelle and then out of Boston. His papers make reference to

ships in Plaisanceoron the Chapeau Rouge as being attached to BasqueportsandSt.

Malo, but also Normandy, Granville, New England and Le Croisic. Landry (2008:67) and

Bosher (1992) indicate the importance of La Rochelle, Bordeaux and Nantes in the

Plaisance trade as well. These data have been summarized in Table 8.1 below. Clearly,

the early Plaisance trade was more multi-faceted than has been previouslynoticed.

Brunet'sassociationwithtradingcompanies,particularlyhisposition with the

Compagniedunordduringhis 1673 voyage, is also indicative of the different approaches

taken by the Ministry of the Marine in provisioning Plaisance. State funding for the

colony had been largely withdrawn in 1671; the French crown only provided the salaries

of administrators and officers from this point on (Landry 2008:98). The Intendant de la

Marine at Rochefort, Charles Colbert de Terron, was aware of the strain that this decision

placed on the colony (Colbert de Terron 25 January 1672:fol. 155,20 February 1673). In

1671,CoibertdeTerron proposed that the cost of sending supplies to the colony be

reduced by turning to local merchants in La Rochelle. Merchants would load supplies and

transport them to the colony. Upon their retltrn, merchants would be granted payment

from theTreasurer,bUlonly upon receipt ofa certificate signed bythegovemorof

Plaisance, testifying to the quality and quantityofprovisionssupplied. By removing the



Ship Name

Aigled'Or

Flute Royale

Aigled'Or

Table 8.1 Records of Ships in Plaisance from 1662 to 1689



Table 8.1, continued

Ship Name

Vierge

Vierge

St.Dominique

Diligente

Benjamin

Home Port Reference

Sugnets 29 Oct. 1680

Sugnets 29 Oct. 1680

Sugnets 29 Oct. 1680

Dubois 24 March 1683

Malleretl9Feb.1684

Bellinger 20 Oct. 1685

Anon.20Dec.1685:foI.9

Anon.20Dec.1685:foI.9

Anon.20Dec.1685:foI.9

Parat l4AlIg.1685:foI262

Parat 14AlIg.1685:foI262

ParatI4Aug.1685:foI262

ParatI4Aug.1685:foI262



Table S.i, continued

Ship Name

Dominique

St.Joseph

Nonpareillede

Saint-Dominique de

Sauvage de Bordeaux

Ville de Matignonde

Home Port

1686 Anon. 14aMar. 1686

Bosher 1992

Anon. 14bMar.1686.21

Parat[1690]:foI.85

Riviere and Soulard 18 Jan.

Anon. 6 May 1687

Bosherl992

Anon. 2 Oct. 1688

Riviere and Soulard 13

Anon. 26 Sept. 1689

New England Parat2Sept.l689:fol.288

L.Costebelle I Aug.

1689:fo1.l23



TableS.I,continued

Ship Name

Mich[?]

Home Port Reference

Saint-Dominique

Ville de Matignon

Quebec

Anon. 8 March 1689

Anon. 26 Sept. 1689

Parat4Sept.1689:foI.117v

I. Tonnage is listed in French tOlllleaux. The tOlllleau was a measure 0 fcapacityequalling

about 42 cubicpieds, or 1.44 cubic m. The French tonlleau was slightly larger than the

English ton of this period; the English ton measured 40 Englishcubic feet, or 1.132 cubic

m(Bosher 1992:12, 1994:217).

costs of transport, Colbert de Terron hoped to save two-thirds oftheexpenseof

provisioning the colony (Colbert de Terron 16 February 1671: fol.l3I).



Colbert de Terron's idea was implemented, albeit in an altered form, a few years

later. In 1674,ColbertdeTerronwrotethata"petitvaisseau que sa Mat'avoitfaict

donnerauSr. Brunet marchand de La Rochelle, pourporterles provisions necessaries,

aux habitations de Plaisance et de ['Acadieestretourdepuis 8jours" (Colbert de Terron 4

JanuaryI674:fo!.75). Colbert de Terron must be referring to Brunet's 1673 journey in

the vaisseau du Roi named Ie Calesien, made as an agent for the Compagnie du nord

(Brunet 1763). Thus,Brunet's 1673 voyage to Plaisance was an experiment that

attempted to merge the colony's supply and provisioning with the activitiesofan

established trading company setup to profit from the fur trade to Canada (Bosher

1993:61).

The involvement of trading companies in supplying Plaisance wouldnotbelong-

lived; Brunet wrote in September of 1675 that"jesuischagrind'avoirperduM.deTerron

et que M. de Lagny aye sorti de La Rochelle" (15 September 1675: fo!. 76). Brunet had

clearly learned that the Compagnie des lndes Occidentales, of which he was a director,

had been abolished in 1674 (Bosher 1995:88). At about the same time, the Compagnie dll

nord found itself in desperate financial straits, when a convoy 0 fits ships were seized

during the Dutch War; the company only survived for a few more years (Bosher

1993:61). Jean-Baptiste de Lagny was a financier involved with the Compagnie dll nord,

an aide to Colbert de Terron, and was also a business associateofBrunetand his partners

(Brunet 28 September 1674b: fo!.49v). Most importantly, Lagnyfunctionedasa

intermediary between Colbert de Terron and the company's directors (Vigneras 1940).

With the loss of Lagny and Colbert de Terron, Brunet's association with trading



companies was largely severed. Short-lived though it was, this briefalliancebetween

merchants, trading companies, and the Ministry of the Marine is interesting. This alliance

was a precursor to the formalized arrangements setup for provisioning Plaisance that

would be made between the Ministry of the Marine and private merchants in the 1690s

(Pritchard 1999). State support of the colony would come to hinge on the joint efforts of

bureaucrats and private merchants, for better or for worse, andBrunet'sl673voyageis

an early forecast of this trend.

The Vieux Fort: A Proxy for Plaisance?

At first, the Vieux Fort archaeological site might appear to be anunusual site from

which to launch an investigation of issues of trade and exchange in the colony. The fort

was, after all, a fort, concerned primarily with the defence of the colony. The Vieux FOlt

was not a fishing establishment. Can the data derived from this fort ificationbeconsidered

a reasonable point of entry into the affairs of supply and exchange in the fishing

settlement as a whole? The Vieux Fort is probably best considered asasitethatdidnot

stand apart from the rest of the colony-it was far from being a separate and closed-off

sphereofmilitaryjllrisdiction.

For the first nine years of the colony's life, the MinistryoftheMarinesent

sllpplies to the colony, for the benefit of everyone living there, not just for the military

(Landry 2008:136). Thus,thesllppliesinthecargoofofficialsllpplyshipswollldhave



circulated through both military and civilian contexts. Additionally, the soldier's life in

Plaisance was not just limited to the confines of the Vieux Fort. As Chapters 3 and 7 have

indicated, many of the soldiers who were posted to the fortspentabetterpartoftheyear

notresidenttherebutratherlivingintheciviliansettlement,workingasfishingservants.

This interaction with habitants would have provided the soldiers with the remuneration to

buy their own equipment and utensils, or take those which were provided to them during

their employment. lnthefaceofinfrequentofficialsupplyships,poorratesofpayand

official encouragement to work off-site, the soldiers really had no other option.

Ceramics and Trade: The Methodological Background

Considered in the context of the Brunet papers, the Vieux Fortceramic

assemblage can provide us with a useful way to understand the trans-oceanic connections

that linked Plaisance with other Atlantic regions. The analysis of archaeological

mtifacts-particularly ceramic artifacts-is considered a fruitfulmeansofinvestigating

inter-regional trade. As Orton et al. note, "Pots also move about. They may be

manufactured at a production centre and traded in their own right over greater or lesser

distances" (1993:26). It is this movement of pots across the landscape-or,inthecaseof

Plaisance,acrossanocean-thatcanprovidesuchfruitfulinformationontheorganisation

of long-distance trade networks. Trade reconstructions such as this must be carefully

contextualized with the historic record, to untangle the means by which pots followed



trade routes (Deagan2007). However, this sort of analysis has been usefully applied to

sites elsewhere in Newfoundland and so a similar analysis is attempted here (Pope 2003c;

Pope and Allan 1990).

[nvestigating pan-Atlantic trade networks by tracing the ebb and flow of pottery is

dependent on the researcher's ability to identify the source fromwhich the pottery came.

This requires the study of pottery fabric on a macroscopic and ideally,amicroscopic

scale. Macroscopically, pottery fabric, inclusions, glaze, decoration and other physical

characteristics can provide clues regarding its origin; occasionally,particularlydistinctive

forms can be shown to be typical ofa pottery-producing region (Banning2002:181;

Orton et al. 1993:135-140). Macroscopic analysis iscertainlypronetothebiasofthe

analyst; mistaken attributions can and do occur (Monette etal. 2007: 123). A solution to

this is the use of physiochemical techniques, such as thin-sectioning,textura1analysisand

chemical composition analysis (Orton et al. 1993: 140-141; Tite 1999). These methods are

a reliable way to determine provenance, though they are not without theirown

interpretiveconcems(Rice1996:168-169).

Theabilityoftheresearchertotiepotterysherdstotheiroriginalsource is also

influenced by the degree of investigation not just of the sites where the pottery is found,

but also the sites where the pottery is produced. If the source of the pottery is not clearly

understood and delineated, it hampers the ability of the archaeologist to interpret its

distribution. To a certain degree, this is problematic, for some potterysourcesfrom

France or from the Basque country are not well understood; this has certainlybeenan

issue for other researchers (Gusset 2007:48-51). A complete program of physiochemical



analysis was beyond the scope of the present research project, thoughitisanobvious

direction for further research. Fortunately, somesherds from the VieuxFortassemblage

have been chemically and petrographically identified by other researchers (Newstead

2008; Pope and Batt 2008). Macroscopic identifications of both the Vieux Fort and

Castle Hill assemblages have been sought by consulting comparativecollectionsin

Quebec, through consultations with other researchers and by combing published reports

(Brassard and Leclerc 2001).

Pottery Movements and Trade Routes

During the seventeenth century, and indeed the eighteenth and nineteenth,

domestic pottery industries did not exist in Newfoundland, which meant that all ceramics

had to be imported. Theoretically, the dominant ceramic wares in the Plaisance

assemblages should be those common around the ports heavily involved in freighting

ships to Plaisance. A ship's cargo should be drawn from the markets in port before its

departure, thus making the ship's cargo an index of its last port of call beforethevoyage

began (Kleij 1997:184). This is certainly an over-simplification of the issue; voyages

were often completed in a multi-stage fashion, involving stops atdifferent ports before

the ship's transoceanic voyage began (Turgeon 1987).Additionally,pottery'sroleasa

container for commodities-such as butter or oil-may have meant that pottery moved to

different towns before being loaded onto ships. Brad Loewen demonstratesthatthe



distribution of pottery around ports in France is complex (2004). The simple correlation

of pottery kiln with nearest port does not always hold true. Thus, before we can attribute

the products ofa particular kiln with its nearest port city (and thus, with ships departing

from that port),we need to ensure that we understand how the products of that kiln

circulate around the countryside.

L'Hour and Veyrat take issue with the ability of ceramic artifacts to act as genetic

markers of origin (2003). IntheirstudyoftwoshipwrecksinSt.Malo,theyobservedthat

the assemblage was of surprisingly mixed origins, containing (among other items)

Normandy stoneware, a Frechen bottle, wine bottles presumably of non-French origin and

ceramic marmites from Cox (L'Hour and Veyrat 2003: 184). They suggest that material

culture common to the maritime world develops by the end of the seventeenth century,

and that the processes of trade and exchange effectively obscure our ability to track trade

archaeologically.L'HourandVeyrat's(2003)cautionsaredulynoted,buttheymustbe

considered in light of Kleij's (1997) model. Kleijnotesthatshipwrecksitesconsistof

different categories of artifacts that will be obtained and replacedatdifferentrates.A

ship's cargo might be obtained at the last minute in the last port ofcall before the voyage

begins.Ontheotherhand,aship'sgalleyutensilsandeatinganddrinkingequipment

mightstayonboardforlongerperiodsoftimeandthusmayrepresent acquisitions made

in completely different ports. Add to this individual acquisitions broughton board by

passengers and crew members and the interpretations of a shipwreck site become even

more complex. The artifacts found on a shipwreck site can thus be considered a



palimpsestofacquisitivebehaviours,whicharedifficulttountangle;littlewonderthat

they implicate a bewildering number of ports of origin.

The situation is different on terrestrial sites. InNewfoundland,potteryon

terrestrial sites can be understood as the remnants of many dozens 0 foverseascargo

shipments. By accepting that terrestrial sites accumulate differently than shipwreck sites,

we can effectively leave behind the caveats raised by L'Hourand Veyrat(2003).

Additionally, Newfoundland archaeologists need not factor in the ways in which

competing locally produced ceramics might have shaped or influenced the acquisition of

non-local wares. In many ways, seventeenth-century archaeological sites in

Newfoundland provide an ideal testing ground for identifying the impact of pan-Atlantic

trade. There are certainly difficulties reconstructing trade patterns from pottery

provenance, as noted above. Nevertheless, archaeologists working on both English and

French Newfoundland sites have found that, carefully contextualized,potteryprovenance

candelineatetradingrelationshipswithspecificEnglish,FrenchandIberianportsor

regions (Newstead2008; Pope2003c; Pope and Allan 1990; Pope and Batt 2008;

Stoddart 2005; Temple 2004). Furthermore, ceramic assemblages from different parts of

the island are composed of different ware types. The ceramic assemblage from the Vieux

Fort is comprised of different ceramic wares than those found in contexts ofa similar date

at Champs Paya, a French seasonal fishing station on Newfoundland's Petit lIord (Amy

St.John20ll). This maybe a product of different site functions, or it maybe a product

ofdifferenttradenetworks;themainpointtobemadeisthatitisdifferentandthis



difference has a meaning that must be explained. In order to explain the meaning behind

different archaeological assemblages, the pottery must first be identified.

PotleryfromPlaisance:Sources

The current study is limited to an examination of coarse earthenwaresandcoarse

stonewares only; tin-glazedearthenwares have been excluded from this study. Mostof

the research on the origins of Frenchjaiimce has identified the region of production by

classifyingjai"ence by decorative style which has been associatedwith general regions of

France-though with the caveat that styles were likely copied between regions (Bernier

2002:79-84; Genet 1996:30-36; Walthall 2007:80; Waskelkovand Walthall 2002:64).

This is problematic for the Vieux Fort assemblage, which is mostly comprised of

undecorated tin-glazed earthenware. Additionally,theexceptionallyporousandsoft

nature of the fabric means that depositional processes have fragmentedthejaiencesherds

severely. [tisdifficulttodeterminetheforrnoftin-glazedearthenwareandmoredifficult

againtoassociatethefewdecoratedbodysherdsthatexistwithaparticularform.

Additionally, decorated fragments occur in such small piecesthattheidentificationofan

overall pattern is simply not possible in almost all cases. Leaving aside the tin-glazed

earthenwares,theremainingcoarseearthenwaresandcoarsestonewaresidentifiedinboth

the Vieux Fort and the Castle Hill assemblages are discussed below. This excludes

ceramicsherdsthatcould not be identified to a region of origin.



8.8.1 French Coarse Earthenwares

By far, the most common ware type from the Vieux Fort assemblage is what is

here termed Saintonge-type and it remains one of the most problematic wares in the

collection. This term is used to describe a homogenous, buff-bodied smooth fabric, with

tiny mica and red-ochreous coloured inclusions. Sometimesthefabric is orange and is

covered with a thin buff-coloured slip; the inclusions remain the sarne as the buff

coloured wares. These wares are typically covered with a bright green glaze, though

polychrome glazes with greens, yellows, purples and browns are also found (Brassard and

Leclerc2001:49;Chapelot 1975; Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:186-187; Hurst et al.

1986:78; Toupin 2003). It is a very common find on French archaeologicai sites in the

The problem with this ware lies in its provenance: "There is still much uncertainty

as to the geographical and chronological origins of this white-pasteware, which all too

often has been attributed to the Saintonge workshops withoutsufficientreflection"

(Gusset 2007:77). Some physiochemical work has been performed on so-called Saintonge

sherds and they have been found to exhibit substantial chemical diversity(Olinetal.

2002:93).lndeed,itseemslikelythatthiswarewasproducedinseveraldifferentcentres

andisprobablybestthoughtofasaproductofsouthwestemFrance,from production

sites found between the Loire and the Gironde (Chapelot 1978:124 in Gusset 2007:77).



One discovery amongst the Vieux Fort assemblage certainly suggestsalinlc

between these green-glazed buff-bodied wares and the Saintonge region (Figure 8.l).

This artifact is a large crllche with four handles-three strap handles attachedverticallyto

the sides and back of the vessel and one bucket handle over the top ofthevessel.ldentical

examples of this jug are illustrated in Jean-Yves Hugoniot's monographofSaintonge

pottery (2002:60-68). The examples illustrated in Hugoniot were excavated from

archaeological sites in the Saintongeregion. The four-handled crllche is an unusual

vessel form which has, at the time of writing, not been observed in other French potting

traditions. TheVieuxFortcrllchecanreasonablybeassumedtobeaproductofthis

region. Until the provenance of this type of ceramic ware is resolved with much more

detailed study, the name Saintonge-type will be used here, to reflectthellncertaintyofthe

ware's origin.

Breton coarse earthenware is a label applied to the products ofa seriesofkilnsin

Brittany. These are buff-to-brown firing ceramics with a great deal of mica, white quartz

and rod-like fossils in the clay; the latter are diagnostic of Breton ceramicsgenerally

(Pope2003c).RecentphysiochemicalworkbyPopeandBatthasindentifiedsomeofthe

sherdsfromPlaisanceasoriginatingeitherfromkilnsatSt.Jean-le-PoterieorLandeuil

and others possibly from kilns near Finistere(2008:55). An additional vessel was

identified macroscopically as being a product of the Pabu-GlIingamp kilns. Becausethe



Figure 8.1 A four-handled Saintonge-typecruchefrom theVieux Fort site.

ThiscrucheisidenticalinfonntoarchaeologicalexamplesexcavatedintheSaintonge

region. One venical strap handle is not visible in this photograph.



Plaisancesherds could not all be definitively linked to particular Bretonkilns,theywill

for the present purposes be attributed to Brittany in general; this issufficientlyspecific

enough for the present analysis (Figure 8.2).

The remaining ceramic types are represented by only a few vessels for each type.

Several sherds of coarse earthenwares fromtheBeauvaisregioninnorthernFrancehave

also been identified in the vieux Fort assemblage. This type of earthenware has an off

white to buff-coloured homogenous and fine fabric, though with a somewhat porous,

pitted appearance. It is typically covered with a yellow iead glaze,thoughdecoration

occurs (Brassard and Leclerc 2001:33; Hurstetal. 1986:106). Other occasionally found

sherds originate in the Cox region of France, just northwest of Toulouse. The fabric can

bebuff-coloured,buttends to range towards reddish tones. The fabric is porous, with

small quartz grains and sandy inclusions. The lead glaze generallyhas a yellowish

appearance (Arcangeli 2000; Brassard and Leclerc200I:34-35). A single large storage

jarrefrom Biotwas identified; this is a buff-bodied ceramic with quartzandferruginous

inclusions; they are usually yellow-glazed. (Brassard and Leclerc 2001:43). And finally,

sherds from a single vessel from vallauris were uncovered. vallauris ceramics have

fabrics with a pink-buff colour, quartz and mica inclusions, as well as red and white

particles that can be quite large. The surfaces of the ceramic are rough to the touch.

Vessels are covered with a yellow-tinted lead glaze (Brassard and Leclerc 2001).



Figure 8.2 Fragments of Breton coarse earthenware from the Vieux Fort site.



A number of sherds (probably all from the same vessel) of Portuguese Redware

(formerly known as Merida or Merida-type ware) were recovered (Figure 8.3). Once

incorrectly attributed to Spanish regions, subsequent research andrecentphysiochemical

analysis has confirrned the Portuguese provenance of these wares (Hursteta!. 1986:69;

Newstead 2008: 120). The fabric is hard and fine, ranging from orange-red to red-brown.

It is distinguished by its heavily micaceous fabric and by inclusionsofquartz,feldspar

and grog. Glaze, when present, is of a bright green or yellowish lead glaze (Newstead

2008:96). Additionally, a single sherd of Spanish Heavy Coarse Earthenware (with forms

often referred to as Spanish Olive Jars) was recovered. These were large jars produced in

Spain, with sandy, gritty, heterogeneous greyorpinkish-greyfabrics;theyareeasily

distinguishable by their sandy texture and very large quartz inclusions(Hursteta!.

1986:66).

English Coarse Earthenwares

A single sherd of North Devon gravel-tempered coarse earthenware was recovered

from the site. This is a very common find on English Newfoundland sites (Crompton

2001:78; Gaulton2006:346-348; Nixon 1999:218-235). The fabric is orange, often

grading to a grey core; the gravel-tempered variant has much angular quartz temper



Figure8.3 Sherds from a Portuguese redware coarse earthenware storage vessel.



and small flakes of mica. They are often glazed with a green or brown lead glaze (Allan

1984: 131). The wares were produced in the West Country towns of Barnstaple, Bideford

and Great Torrington. North Devon pottery was marketed widely along the Atlantic

littoral (Grant 1983).

8.8.4 FrenchCoarseStonewares

As with the earthenwares, most of the coarse stonewares from the Vieux Fort and

CastleHillassemblagesareofFrenchorigin,thoughinbothcasesthere are few

stoneware vesssels. The most numerous type is Normandy stoneware, which is a dense,

vitrified ceramic (Figure 8.4). It generally fires to a brown or brown purplecolour, though

Normandy stoneware can range to red-brown as well. The fabric may exhibit small white

inclusions. The vessels are generally unglazed (Bertaux and Levesque 1993; Brassard and

Leclerc 2001:99; Chrestien and Dufomier 1995a; Decarie-Audet 1979:25). Storage pots

andbottlesaresomeoftheformstypicallyfoundonarchaeologicalsites in New France,

though crllches were also produced (Chrestien and Dufoumier 1995a; SLJohn2011:100).

Norrnandystonewares made useful shipping containers and wereoftenused to ship butter

andsaltedfoods(ChrestienandDufoumierI995a).

Stoneware from Bearne may have the same overall colour tones as Normandy

stoneware vessels; typically, this stoneware fires to a brown ora brownishpurplecolour.

The two wares can be easily distinguished based on their texture. Normandy stoneware

has a fine, smooth, homogenous texture, while Beame stoneware has a markedly gritty,



Figure 8.4 A Normandy stoneware cruche from the Vieux Fort.

The top image shows the cruche, with the location of an impressed stamp indicated by an

arrow. The bottom image shows the enlarged detail of the initialed stamp, which reads



coarse and sandy texture (Decarie-Audet 1979). These vessels arealsogenerally

unglazed,thoughoccasionaltracesofathinyellowishglazehavebeen observed on

sherds from Plaisance. As with Normandy stoneware, Bearne stoneware was often made

into storage pot forms, though cooking pots were also produced (Chrestien and Dufomier

1995a,b).

Finally, two vessels of coarse stoneware from the Beauvais (orpossiblyLoire)

region were recovered (Figure 8.5). Beauvais and Loire products use very similar clays,

and are thus difficult to distinguish. The fabric has a fine smooth homogenous texture.

and fires to a light grey colour. Vessels are often unglazed; whereglazed,they may have

a light cobalt blue glaze, ora recl-brownash-glaze produced in the kiln. One vessel from

the Plaisance collection has a distincliveglossy glaze that appears green-yellow where it

pools. Avarielyofformswereprocluceclintheseu'aditions,incluclingbotlles,pots,jugs,

ClipS, and mugs (Branclon 2006: 34-35; Brassarcl ancl Leclerc 2001:10 I; Decarie-Allclel

1979:27; Hurst et al. 1986:105;Poulet2000).

A small number of sherds of Rhenish Brown stonewares were recovered, probably

representing one vessel, probably produced in Frechen in present-clay Germany. Frechen

wares are characterized by a grey, vitrified fabric, covered in a rich ferruginous salt glaze

which congeals in characteristic bumps. The Plaisance shercls lack much of the brown

slainingintheglazebutFrechenproductswithglazethatismoreorless



Figure 8.S A Beauvais stoneware cruc"e from the Vieux Fort site.



colourless, exposing the grey body of the ceramic, have occasionally been noted in the

literature (Gusset 1980:143; Hurstetal. 1986:214).

Pots, Ports and People: The Plaisance Trade, 1662-1714.

TheVieuxFortsiteandtheCastleHillsitearebothfortificationsites and are thus

directly comparable. 16 Both were stand-alone fortifications. Though Fort Royale was not

the only fortification in Plaisance during its lifespan, this detached redoubt was intended

to function as a self-contained fort (Charbonneau 1992). Food, water and supplies were

stored there, as Fort Royale was always manned by a detachment of soldiers. The two

forts are not contemporaneous, as the Vieux Fort was occupied from 1662-1690 and Fort

Royale was occupied from 1693-1714. The ceramics identified from each site are

presented in Table 8.2 below. Note that this table excludes tin-glazedearthenwares,as

well as 18 coarseearthenwares that could not be identified due to excessivefragmentation

and burning. This table also excludes one coarse earthenware vessel from the Castle Hill

assemblage that could not be identified.

16 For clarity, even though the French referred to this site as Fort RoyaIe, the

archaeological collections from this site will be referred to as theCastle Hill collection,

for that reflects its Parks Canada site name



Table 8.2 makes several issues immediately apparent. The first is the size of the

Castle Hill sample; it is much smaller than the Vieux Fort sample. As has been discussed

in previous chapters, the English re-occupation of Castle Hill dramatically impacted the

number of demonstrably French contexts available for study. The observed differences

between the two sites might be amplified by comparing a small sample with a larger

sample. Orton et al. are hesitant to assign a minimum sample size to ceramic collections

but warn of the analytical drawbacks of small sample sizes (1996:175). For this reason,

comparisons between the Castle Hill and Vieux Fort assemblages will not be subjected to

any detailed quantitative or statistical analysis. Thesignificance of any comparisons

between the two will be derived from historically contextual information, rather than any

kind of quantitative significance.

Table 8.2 demonstrates that 64 percent of the Vieux Fort assemblage is composed

of green-glazed, buff-bodied ceramics that are Saintonge-type. lfwe accept that these

originate in southwestern France, from the region between the Loire and Gironde rivers,

we might then be able to associate them with the trade from major ports in this region

such as Bourdeaux, La Rochelle and Rochefort. The discovery of a strong connection

with southwestern France is not entirely surprising. The Saintonge potteries were heavily

implicated in overseas trade to French colonies, having grown remarkablyinthemid

seventeenth century to meet the expansion in overseas colonial trade(Musgrave



Table 8.2 The Origin of Ceramics in the Vieux Fort and Castle Hill Assemblages

Vieux Fort: Coarse Earthenwares (CEW) and Coarse Stonewares (CSW)

Ceramic Origin

Portuguese Redware

Normandy

North Devon Gravel-Tempered

Saintonge-Type

Saintonge-TypePolychrome

Spanish Heavy



Table 8.2, continued.

Castle Hill: Coarse Earthenwares (CEW) and Coarse Stonewares (CSW)

Ceramic Origin

Nonnandy

Spanish Heavy

Saintonge-Type

Portuguese Redware

Unidentified Southwestern France

Note: Tota!s are due to rounding error.



1997:85). The trade grew to such an extent that it was organised by secondary

distributors-often merchants based in La Rochelle-who purchased pottery from

producers (Musgrave 1997:91). Certainly, these products ofsouthwestem France are

common finds on colonial sites in New France (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:l86-188;

Brassard and Leclerc 2001:50).

TheBrunetpapersattesttothedegreetowhichtradeconnectionsforgedacross

the Atlantic Ocean with Plaisance were part of long-standing relationships. That these

trading relationships centred around southwestern France is not surprising. Henri Brunet

was based out of La Rochelle until 1674; even after his move to Boston, he continued to

import goods from La Rochelle for sale in the colonial market. Furthermore, during the

earliest years of the colony's history, around 70 percentofPlaisance'shabitants

originated in Saintonge and Aunis (Rouet2005:191; Landry 2008: 136-137). Clearly, the

habitants of Plaisance had strong ties with this region and thepottery from the Vieux Fort

assemblage indicates that these ties were maintained.

Someofthispotterymayhavebeenobtainedasapartofofficialresupply

voyages, arranged by the Ministry of the Marine. This againentanglesthe collections of

Plaisance with the ports of southwestern France. Despite the fact that the major base for

the Marine moved to Brest in l673, the majority of the supplies for the Crown were

usually sent from Marine warehouses in Rochefort (Bosher 1994:226). Thus, the

importance of southwestern France in freighting supplies to Plaisancebeforel690is

clearly indicated by all available evidence. The situation changes after 1690, for the



proportion of Saintonge-type pottery falls to comprise only 14 percent of the Castle Hill

assemblage. The potential reasons for this will bediscussedinfurtherdetailbelow.

While the largest proportion of the Vieux Fort ceramic vessels originatedinthe

kilns of southwestern France, the rest of the assemblage is heterogeneous. The remaining

vessels originated in a number of other French pottery-producingregions,ofwhich

Breton pots are the most numerous. Other pots found in the Vieux Fort collection are

derived from ceramic-producing regions in Normandy, Biot, Beauvais, Bearne, Vallauris

and Cox (Brassard and Leclerc 2001). The identification of ceramics from various kilns in

Brittany almost certainly demonstrates trade with these regions(Pope2003c). At present,

we cannot say which Breton port was most implicated in the Plaisance trade, because

physiochemical testing was not able to specify the Bretonregion that produced these

sherds (Pope and Batt 2008). However, the general tie with Brittany corresponds well

with the data shown in Table 8.1, indicating that ports from north-western France were

The remaining French ceramics from the Vieux Fort assemblage were produced in

a number of different French potting regions. This diverse and heterogeneous character

of the remainder of the assemblage reflects Brunet's observations that a number of ships

in or near Plaisance originated in LeCroisic, Granville, St. Malo, Norrnandyand

unspecified Basque ports (Brunet 1672,1673,1674). The merchantswhoworkedaboard

these ships must also have made inroads in the trade with Plaisance'shabitants.

Consumers in Plaisance could have obtained supplies from ships originating in other

regions of France; they had a choice. Thus, the standard narrative that a controlled and



monopolized network of merchants gave the habitants littlechoice in their purchases does

not seem to be supported by this evidence.

What is equally interesting is the virtual absence of the products ofthesesame

kiln products in the Castle Hill assemblages, with the exception of two vessels of

Normandy stoneware and one of Vallauris earthenware. The Castle Hill assemblage did

not contain any ceramics from Brittany, Biot, Bearne, Beauvais, or Cox. Also worthy of

note is the large number of Iberian storagejarres in the Castle Hill assemblage. Iberian

pottery forms the dominant ware in the Castle Hill assemblages, representing 59 percent

of the assemblage. By contrast, Iberian wares only form 2 percent of the assemblage

from the Vieux Fort site. When sited within their historical context, though, these results

find support, even in spite of the small sample size of the collection.

The decrease in ceramic variability at Castle Hill and the increase in the presence

of Iberian jarres may well represent a shift in the ports involved in provisioning

Plaisance. After 1690, official supplies were sent to the colony withgreaterregularity.

The level of state financial support for the colony increased dramatically,magazinsduroi

were constructed and their contents were oft-monitored and inventoried(Thorpe

1980:39). In the 1690s, the French government contracted out the supply of salaries,

food,munitionsandnecessitiestoFrench merchants, inexchangeforuseoftheking's

ships for fishing, trading and privateering(Pritchard 1999:163-164; Thorpe 2001:43).

This was a radical change in the Crown's approach to provisioning. Before 1690,

Plaisance had largely been left to its own devices; habitanrsand administrators generally

had to make their own arrangements for provisioning. After 1690, the Ministry of the



Marine took a much more active role in the affairs of the colony. Perhaps the regular

appearance of state-sanctioned trade means that the smaller-scale, heterogeneous nature

of the early Plaisance trade was displaced.

Both the Castle Hill and the Vieux Fort assemblages are also marked by the

virtual absence of English wares. The only artifact from the Vieux Fort assemblage that

originated in England is a single sherd of North Devon gravel-tempered earthenware. The

single Rhenish brown stoneware vessel may well be a product of English trade, as such

vessels were traded to London and re-exported in large number (Allan I984). French and

English ceramics do not seem to overlap often on archaeological sites in Newfoundland

(Brandon 2006; Crompton 2001; Nixon 1999; Stoddart 2005). English sites typically

exhibit a small proportion of French wares, perhaps as a corollary 0 fthe wine and salt

trade. This trade brought French salt and wine (and to a lesser extent, French pottery) to

southwest England, from which they could have ended up on English ships bound for the

Newfoundland fisheries (Allan 1984:42; Allan and Barber 1992:229). Some of these

wares may result from occasional direct trade with French fishers in Newfoundland, as

well. The Vieux Fort and Castle Hill assemblages indicate the inverse of this trend: few

English wares are found on French Newfoundland sites.

The absence of English wares on French sites should not betaken as an indication

that there was no contact between the French and English in Newfoundland. Although the

French and English lived in geographically distinct parts of Newfoundland,therewere

opportunities for occasional encounters between them. Contact between French and

English settlers and fishermen in Newfoundlandoccurred,particularlyfordispute-



resolution (Pope 2004:309-3l I). Additionally, several EnglishmenwithFrenchwives

settled in Plaisance and were regarded as naturalized Frenchmen (Parat9Julyl688).

English ships may have occasionally stopped in the colony, as recorded in a notarial

document of 1700 (Barrat 3 May 1700). This document provides the crew list (role) of a

ship called the Happy Success monAize, of Bedford (probably Bideford),England.

Furthermore, ships from New England were not unknown along the French

Newfoundland coast, as the Brunet papers record. These ships seemtohavelargely

specialized in trading tobacco (Brunet 1672). English prize ships taken during the early

eighteenth century were another potential pathway by which English people and English

goods entered the colony. Certainly, the prize ships inventoried andauctionedin

Plaisance indicate a small number of recorded sales of English pottery(Bassetl June

171I:foI.206).

The only identifiable Anglo-American artifact in either the vieux Fort or the

Castle Hill assemblages is a single red clay Chesapeake pipe stem found at the vieux

Fort. These are terracolta pipes made of red clay, produced in Virginia andMaryland

(Mouer et al. 1999:95-96). They are not numerous finds on English Newfoundland sites,

but they are not entirely rare either and are associated with the New England trade

(Gaulton 2006:134). The absence of New England-produced artifacts in Plaisance is

somewhat surprising, for ships from New England plied their trade in and around

Plaisance. In 1672,HenriBrunetencounteredaNewEnglandketchjustoutsideof

Plaisance,whichwasroamingtheareasellingacargooftobacco(Brunet 1672:foI.15).

The next year, when Brunet was two days' sailing to the south of Plaisance, he



encountered a ketch from Boston. The English master joined Brunet on board for a glass

ofwineandtheyexchangedonesailorfromeachcrew,presumablytoaid Brunet's ship

in navigating unfamiliar waters in Acadia (Brunet l673:fo1.38).ln 1674, Brunet

purchased an English ketch from Boston in Plaisance (Brunet 29 August l674:foI.41v).

This New England trade continued into the 1680s; upon Governor Parat's arrival

in Plaisance, he encountered three small English ships from Boston,Ioadedwithflour,

pork,beef,peasandotherfoodstuffs(Paratl4Augustl685:fol.262). It is said that the

Boston-Plaisancetradewasadvantageous,becauseevenasmallship could make three or

four voyages a year (Parat 14AugustI685:foI.262). PerhapstheNewEnglandtradewas

still small-scale, being carried out in small coasting vessels; this may be why Bmnet

wrote of the Boston-Plaisance trade: "C'estunfortbonnegossequin'est pas congneu a

tout Ie monde [is not widely known]" (Brunet 4b February 1675). The absence of more

identifiably Anglo-American artifacts may also be a reflection of the fact that the New

England ships seemed to carry food and tobacco, ratherthanmerchandise.

The Vieux Fort and Castle Hill assemblages are also alike in the absence of any

pottery from kilns in Quebec. Local kilns in Quebec were operational by the mid

seventeenth century (Monette 2005: 16). Documented maritime traffic between Plaisance

and Quebec is recorded by the 1680s. Some ships arrived directly from Quebec with

merchandise for trade. Other ships stopped over at Plaisance whileen rollle to Quebec, or

onthereturnvoyagetoFrance(BosherI992:l89;P.Costebelle9November 1712c;Parat

29 July/4 Sept.l689:l09v; Turgeon 1986:footnote6l).Plaisanceactedasawaypointfor

Quebec-bound ships, particularly if the season was too advanced toperrnitsafe



navigation of the St. Lawrence (Daiherre 2 February 1692: 165v; L.Pastour 28 December

l690:183v). Not surprisingly, merchants that were heavily involved in the Quebectrade

were also typically involved in the Plaisance trade (Bosher 1983; MiquelonI987:71

3,204-205; Pritchard 1971:286-92; Turgeon 1987). Despite these connections of long

standing, a careful search of comparative collections of locally produced pottery in

Quebec did not reveal any parallels with sherds in the Vieux Fort or the Castle Hill

assemblages. It is entirely possible that the production oftheQuebeckilnswasabsorbed

by local markets and thus played no part in inter-regional trade.

[ntheend, the Vieux Fort and Castle Hill sites can provide data on the extent and

depth of inter-regional trade between Plaisance and other ports. Despite the relative

proximity of French and English communities in Newfoundland, French ceramics tend to

predominate on French archaeological sites, and English ceramicspredominateon

English archaeological sites. This seems to bea persistent pattem. The strong association

between English wares and English sites and between French wares and French sites is

not always the case outside of Newfoundland. Acadian sites analysed by Marc Lavoie

are marked by assemblages that are mixtures of English and French wares (2002:424

425). Changes in local authority between the English and Frenchcrowns and close

proximity to New England are the probable reasons for the mixed provenance of ceramics

on these Acadian sites. Other examples from outposts in New France reveal that French

settlers again made choices based on geographic proximity. Frenchsettlers living in

FrenchLouisianachosetodeveloptradingnetworkswithnearbySpanishandNative



American traders, rather relying on distant traders from France (Shorter 2002; Silvia

2002).

A similar situation does not appear to have developed in Newfoundland;inthe

case of Plaisance, overwhelmingly, distant ports supplied the colony. The balance of the

archaeological and documentary evidence indicates that the English and French trading

worlds in Newfoundland were largely self-contained. English trading ships arrived to

truck in English Newfoundland communities and French trading ships targeted French

Newfoundland communities pour La troque. In spite of the relative proximity of French

and English communities on the Avalon Peninsula, simple proximity to other

communities of different national origin was not enough to encouragesustained

The Brunet papers amply demonstrate that personal relationshipsand mutual trust

formed the basis of colonial trade in this period. Self-interestwas not absent; Brunet

exhausted many sheets of paper in calculating and worrying over hisprofits.Self-interest

was not absent on the part of customers, who certainly tried to getthe best merchandise

that they could for their fish. Ultimately, the Brunet papers reveal themutuallydependent

relationships that characterized his relationships with his clients in Plaisance. Nowhere in

the documents do we see evidence for coercion on the part of the merchants which has so

strongly characterized Plaisance's historiography.

Creditwas,intheeariymodernperiod,asocialconstructionaboveall. Each

account that a merchant held was "a narrative ofa certain relationship ... what counted in

most cases was the people, or the group of people, who llnderpinned the activitythlls



accounted for" (Gervais 201l:44). These relationships between merchant and resident

were simply circumscribed within either the English or the French regions of

Newfoundland. Indeed,FrenchhabitalltswhotriedtostayinPlacentiaBayoralongthe

southcoastafterl714discoveredtheself-enclosednatureoftradetotheirdisadvantage.

Merchants and captains aboard the English ships now plying the watersinthisarea

refused to extend credit to the French residents living there, even if the French residents

had sworn an oath of loyalty to the English crown (Janzen 1987a: 186-187; Taverner 20

November1714:261-261v).

JustbecauseEnglishandFrenchshipstendedtotradeinhabituallyEnglishand

French parts of Newfoundland is not to say that habitallts and traders respected the

dictates of national authority. "[Clolonists and mariners... cooperated,oftenillegally,

across colonial and imperial borders"(Hatfield2003:l). Merchants engaged in

subterfuge, in illicit trade and unofficial alliances, circumventingstate laws that

prohibited trade with other countries (Thorpe 2007). ThecaseofPlaisanceisno

different. Henri Brunet based his Plaisance trade out of Boston afterl685andactively

ingratiated himself in the trading world of New England. No matter where he located

himself, in France, Newfoundland or New England, Brunet drew on his connections in

France for imported goods, sending detailed letters with detailed requests for particular

manufactured goods and selling the merchandise sent by his family and his associates in

France (Brunet 27 September 1674, l675b).

ItisemirelypossiblethatthepredominanceofFrenchpotteryisacorollaryofa

preference for French manufactured goods. Much the same argument has been made for



the French occupants at Fort Pentagoet, who obtained the majority of their durable goods

from France (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987:268). Certainly, Henri Brunet wistfully writes

from Boston in 1675 that it had been four months since he had drunk French wine (Brunet

4 February 1675c). A preference for French wine, French brandy andFrench food in

overseas colonies is amply documented in other historical research (Ferland 2005;

Mandelblatt2008,2011).TheoverwhelminglyFrenchcharacterofthearchaeological

collections from Plaisance might also reflect a desire for familiargoodsintheFrench

colony.

In the end, the Castle Hill and Vieux Fort assemblages demonstrate that simple

geographicproximitydoesnotappeartohaveresultedinsignificant inter-regional trade.

Plaisance was located far closer to settlements in English Newfoundland, Boston or

Quebec than to France. Some maritime traffic certainly connected Plaisance with its

nearest neighbours. Despite this, French ports overwhelmingly supplied the colony,

despite the fact that that an ocean separated Plaisance and France. The close connections

between the colony and France mark the Plaisance trade as different from other regions,

such as the trade to Acadia or Louisiana. The dissimilarity of the Plaisance trade when

compared with other places is in fact entirely typical ofthetradingexperience in the

French Atlantic. Early modern French trade was highly segmented and each trading effort

wasanadhoc,regionallyspecificaffair(Gervais2011:44-45).The Plaisance trade was,

intheend,aproductofitsownuniquehistoricalcontingencies.



Chapter 9

Conclusion

The early period of Plaisance's history-from 1662 to 1690-has traditionally not

received much scholarly attention. This is in no small part due to issues of preservation.

Historic records of this time are comparatively few in number until the mid-1680s;

archaeological sites dating to this period are equally rare. As part ofa renewed interest in

Placentia's French past on the part of the Plaisance adecouvertlPIacentia Uncovered

Archaeology Project, the Vieux Fort site became an obvious targetforarchaeological

excavation. At the time of writing, the Vieux Fort is the only archaeological site in

Placentia that dates exclusively to thepre-1690 period. Most of the infrastructure in the

French colony was taken overby the English after 1714,includingFortLouis, Fort

Royale and its ancillary military works, French administrative buildings, as well as the

French habitant plantations.

Archaeological investigation at French sites in Placentia has demonstrated that

intact French contexts are difficult to locate. Other sites bearing intact French contexts

have all beenre-occupied by the English,resulting in some impact 0 n the scale of the

preserved French context (Crompton and Temple 2004; Grange 1971; Mills 2007;

Simmonds 2011). Not only was the Vieux Fort site never re-occupied by the English, the

site remains relatively free from modem disturbance. These qualities, coupled with the

lIniqllehistorical placeoftheVieux Fort-standing sqllarely within the least-documented



part of the colony's history-means the site offers an important vantage point from which

to study the colony's formative years.

oneofthebasicgoalsofthePlacelltiaUllcoveredlPlaisallceadecolivert

archaeology project was to investigate the layout and development oftheVieuxFortsite.

Before this project began, our knowledge about the fort's history did notextendmuch

past a general idea of its date. The single extant map that showed the Vieux Fort in any

detail seemed to be of questionable accuracy, as far as the appearance of the fort was

concerned. From our earliest excavations at the Vieux Fort, we realized that it was not

insubstantial, insignificant or unimportant. The fort was marked by the obvious remnants

of several substantial masonry buildings. We quickly realized that both the

archaeological site and the historic documents related to this time period merited further

study. Four years of excavation and survey, coupled with a complete re-examinationof

extant historical documents, has revealed much new material relatingto the fort and the

colony's early history.

Our excavations revealed that a structure had existed on the site beforetheVieux

Fort was built. Whatthisstructurerepresentedisdifficulttodetermine,buthistoric

documents do suggest that this was partofa small civil fort constructedbeforetheofficial

colony was founded. Construction on the Vieux Fort began very shortly after the colonists

and soldiers arrived in 1662. Historicdocul11ents make it clear that the fort was intended

to house soldiers from early on, even though barracks were not always typical

constructions on French fortifications at this time. The barracks building was thus

constructed during the earliest years of the Vieux Fort's history. otherbuildingswere



constructed inside the fort. Although we did not excavate these, they likely represent

sLOragebuildings forfood,drinkand munitions. Archaeological evidence also

demonstrates that the only detailed map of the fort was a deliberate exaggeration,

particularly in the size and scale of the fort's defences. This is not to say that the fort itself

was insubstantial; time, effort and significant human resources had beenspentonthe

construction of stone buildings on the inside of the fort. These bear a contrast to the

apparent simplicity of the fort's defences. Clearly building elaboratedefences at the fort

was of secondary importance to the construction of substantial buildings inside the fort.

Allavailableevidence-archaeological,cartographicandphotographic-indicates

that the site was linle-used after its destruction by the English in 1690. A recently

discovered set of maps shows that a small ephemeral battery was erected somewhere on

the site in the mid-1690s but this battery was probably not used for very long. The efforts

expended on fortifying the harbour were directed elsewhere in Piaisanceafterl690and

these efforts were undertaken on a much grander scale than had been previously

attempted in the colony. The decision to abandon the site after the 1690s was made for a

hostoftactical,practicalandsymbolicreasons.Thisdecisionwasneverre-considered;

throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the site of the former fort was slowly

reclaimed by theforesl. Despite this, a memory of the fort's location Iingered,andthe

hillside was occasionally referred to as the place where an Old FrenchFortonceexisted.

TheVieuxFortsitethusstandsasarecordofthewaysinwhichFrenchcolonial

administrators tried to ensure the defence of their newly establishedcolony. The Vieux

Fort also offers an opportunity to understand the lives of the soldiersandofficerswho



lived there during the colony's earliest years. Aside from a few exceptions, we do not

know their names or how long they served in the colony. However, we can determine

from both archaeological and historical evidence that the material world of the soldiers

was fairly restricted. This is unsurprising, as soldiers were probably amongst the most

poorly paid members of the colony. Soldiers were encouraged to supplement their

rations, as provisions were intentionally under-supplied. Soldiers undoubtedly hunted and

fished for extra food as a result. The best opportunity that soldiers had to increase their

rations came from hiring themselves out as engages to Plaisance' shabitants.Colonists

provided the soldiers with food,shelterand supplies, as well as extra funds to offset their

meager (and intermittently-received) pay.

When not working for the habitants, soldiers lived together in thebarracks.The

large west room was likely intended to house the beds (probably totailing 12) that would

have been provided forthehalf-companyof25 soldiers. In this room,the soldiers

preparedandatetheirfood,drank,socializedandslept. Personal possessionswerefew.

Each soldier probably filled his coffre with his uniform and work clothes (which were

undoubtedly his most valuable possessions) and the supplies that he had been provided to

maintain and repair them. Each soldier certainly possessed his own supply of lead shot

andguntlints,alongwithanyfishingorhuntingequipment.lfhewaslucky,asoldier

might have had his own eating utensils; he certainly possessed hisown tobacco pipes and

likely his own drinking vessels. Soldiers were active, ifsmall-scale, consumers in the

community. They were able to purchase alcohol and tobacco, either at the fort from

officer-run cantinesorin the colony from habitant-owned cabarets. Though they ranked



among the poorest residents of the colony, soldiers were able to acquiretheselittle

Officers were also intended to live at the site, and the smaller east room at the

barracks were likely their intended living space. Though the room was smaller than the

west room, it was better-appointed, with its brick-lined fireplace. A subset of material

culture excavated at the barracks (though unfortunately mostly derived from secondary

deposits outside the building) testifies to the presence of officers at the site. At this time,

fine wine glasses,jai'ence food service vessels, and decorated Chineseexportporcelain

were all items with status implications. Studies of post-mortem inventories, both from

Plaisance and elsewhere in New France, suggest that such items, reflectiveofhigher

social status, tended to be the possession of those of comfortable means.Theirexpense,

and the social refinement implied by their possession, probably put these items beyond

the reach of the simplesoldal. As a result, their presence at the barracksmeanofficers

must have been present at the fort.

Though the presence of the officers at the fort is clear, they wereprobablynot

constant residents at the Vieux Fort. Frequently, officers posted to fortifications in New

France chose to decamp to private accommodations instead. In this regard,theVieuxFort

was no different. For example, Lieutenant Louis Pastour de Costebelle chose to live

elsewhere in the colony in the I680s, just as many officers chose private residences in

Plaisance over barracks life at Fort Louis. lndeed,thecompletecomplementofthefort's

garrison was not always resident at the Vieux Fort. Bytheendofthefort'shistory,the

historical record indicates that many soldiers were living with and workingforltabilall/s



elsewhere in the colony. This would have led to a much-decreased military presence at

theVieuxFort,particularlyduringcod-fishingseasons. Though the entire garrison may

not have been living at the Vieux Fort at all times, the archaeological and historical

evidence indicates that the Vieux Fort was occupied up to itsdestructionduringthe

English raid on Plaisance in 1690.

TheVieuxFortsitealsooffersanopportunitytoexpandourknowledgeofthe

French experience in Newfoundland. Another main goal of this project was to develop

typologies that could be analytically useful for other French sites elsewhere in

Newfoundland and Labrador. The functional ceramic typology developed in this

dissertation is intended to perrnit inter-site comparison. Furthermore, the typology is

intended to be usable on archaeological collections that are not well-preserved. Highly

fragmented collections cannot be readily fitted into existing typologiesthatrequirea

significant degree of vessel completeness in order to distingu ish between types.

Furtherrnore, every effort has been made to define vessel definitions broadly enough to

incorporate diverse ceramic collections comprised ofa wide rangeofpottingtraditions.

The Vieux Fort's comparatively short occupation, and its single-context French

occupation means that the collection can serve as a good example 0 fthe French presence

inseventeenth-andearlyeighteenth-centuryNewfoundland.The typologies developed in

this dissertation are thus suitable for inter-site comparison 0 fFrench contexts of the

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, while the typologiescan easily be expanded to

suit other time periods as well.



Even though the Vieux Fort site is one of the few French fortificationsitesin

Newfoundland, the site still has comparative value for other non-military French sites.

The vast majority of the French archaeological sites in Newfoundland will be fishing

stations, many of which were seasonally occupied. However, as has been argued

throughout this dissertation, the Vieux Fort site did not stand apart from the rest of

Plaisance. The Vieux Fort's inhabitants were fishermen as much as they were soldiers. As

has been demonstrated with both archaeological and historical evidence,theworldofthe

soldier and the world of the sailor were not that far apart inseventeenth-andearly

eighteenth-century Newfoundland. The Vieux Fort site will thus be comparable to a

contemporary fisheries-based site of the same date.

Ata larger scale of analysis, the Vieux Fort site also offers up opportunitiesfor

inter-regional comparisons and studies of comparative colonialism. The English and the

French both occupied Newfoundland to pursue the cod fishery. The reason for settling on

the island was the same in both cases, as were the methods and practicesusedinthe

fishery. However, the French and the English approached the settlementof

Newfoundland in different ways. The approach of the French, with the establishment of a

colony directly administered by the French crown, was not the approachtaken in English

Newfoundland. The influence of the state is heavily felt in French Plaisance; it is for this

reason that the Vieux Fort was the earliest garrisoned European fortificationin

Newfoundland. Thus, the present analysis of the Vieux Fort site can certainly provide a

perspective on further studies in comparative colonialism in Newfoundland.



TheVieuxFortalsoprovidesanotherperspectiveontheFrenchAtlanticcolonial

experience. Recent writings in Atlantic history have suggested that French overseas

colonies and settlements can best be regarded as fundamentally experimental (Dawdy

2008). French colonies were not rolled out in colonial lands with a set package of

institutions and infrastructure. Each colony or settlement was a unique product: a result of

different agendas of the colonists, different geographical constraints oropportunies and

different historical contingencies. Nevertheless, each colony existed within broader

French sociopolitical structures and institutions.

The Vieux Fort embodies this notion of experimentation. The Vieux Fort was

constructed outofa need to protect the French fishery at the fledgling settlement of

Plaisance. Local authorities chose the location for the fort, andoversawitsconstructionas

best they could with the resources available. But no matter what thehistoricmapsofthe

Vieux Fort imply, it was never a standard early modem artillery fortification. The Vieux

Fort relied for its defence not on massively engineered ramparts,butratheron its location

on a high terrace overlooking part of the colony. The influence of Sebastien Ie Prestre de

Vauban, which was so strongly apparent in the design offortificationsinotherFrench

colonies,isnotseentoagreatdegreeattheVieuxFort.Colonialadministratorsin

Plaisance had access to comparatively few financial resources,and were tasked with

building the fort with their resident garrison (who proved mutinous during the colony's

first disastrous winter). Considered in this light, the Vieux Fort was an impOltant colonial

achievement, even if it is not typical in terms of its design. The Vieux Fort was not a



significant fortification-the fort's interior buildings were Iarge masonry constructions,

after all-but the fort was also not a standard fortification of its time.

The ultimate failure of the fort's defensive capabilities during the English raid of

1690 was not lost on Plaisance's administrators. The later fortifications system, which

would grow to include Fort Louis, Fort Royale, the Gallardin and many associated

oUlworks and batteries, shows that administrators had begun to experiment in a different

direction after 1690. Rather than building a fort to defend the settlement, adminislrators

and engineers made their first steps towards a fortified settlemenLThedefenceof

Plaisance's large harbour would require preventing enemy ships from landing forces

outside the range ofa fort's cannon. Plaisance's engineers (for after 1690, the colony was

allotted an engineer) realized that the length and breadth of the harbour would need to be

defended. lndeed,grappling with the needs of defending a fishing settlementwouldnot

be resolved with the Plaisance experiments. Engineers at Louisbourg would come to

discover that a fundamental tension existed in the fortification 0 ffishingsettlements.

Colonists needed to live on land suitable for the fishery, even ifit was not in easily

defensible positions (Johnston 2001:71). Placed in this overall context, the Vieux Fort

can be seen as an initial experimental step in coming to terms with the defence ofa

fishingselllemenL

IflhedesignoftheVieuxFortwasexperimental,sotoowerethestrategiesoflhe

peoplewholivedlhere.Allowingandindeedencouragingsoldierstoworkatjobsother

than soldiering was standard practice in New France. However, the terms by which

soldiers hired themselves out to habitQIl/s, and the terms by which administrators



attempted to control and profit by this process was certainly a local adaptation. This

practice, well-documented at the Vieux Fortbotharchaeologically and historically, was

developed by local actors to fit the needs of Plaisance's economicparticularities. Soldiers

were welcome to live with habitants, provided they did not wear their swords. Soldiers

were a valuable and stable part of the local workforce, providing some small relief for the

demand for seasonal engages from France. Indeed, Governor Parat seized on this

opportunity, and began to charge habitants for the privilege ofemployingsoldiers.

Soldiers hired out as engages also worked to the benefit of local administrators.Soldiers

working for the habitants did not need to have rations or supplies allocated to them from

otherwise meagre colonial funds.

Flexibility and experimentation was also a hallmark of the relationshipsbetween

Plaisance's inhabitants and the outside world. The Brunet papers demonstrate the depth

of the personal relationships which structured the tradingrelationships between merchants

and habitants in this period. These social relationshipsshapedthe state of French

provisioning and trade to the colony. This is particularly true of PIaisance's early history,

when the colony did not receive a great deal of state funding and officialsupplieswere

infrequently sent. The archaeological evidence from the Vieux Fort points to strong

trading connections with France, especially southwestern France, but French ports olltside

of this region also madecontriblltions to the Plaisance trade. The relative heterogeneity of

theVieuxFortceramicassemblagesliggeststhathabitantshadpersonalrelationships

with traders in many different French ports. This is echoed by the Brunet papers, which

demonstratethatPlaisance'sharbolirattractedshipsfrommanydifferent French ports in



thel670s.TheCastleHillassemblagesstudieddosuggestthattheports in France that

were responsible for the Plaisance trade began to change after 1690. Historical evidence

from this time period suggests that the trade to Plaisance became increasinglyregulated

and dominated by Basque ships; certainly, the archaeological evidencecorrelateswith

this trend. Geographical proximity to other ports in New France or New England did not

result in sustained trade with Plaisance. Thollghmaritimetrafficcertainlyexisted

between these North American ports and Plaisance, archaeological and historical

evidence sllggests that the Plaisance trade was resolutely dominated by ports in France.

The personal nature of transatlantic credit at this time also explains why English ceramics

do not occur in great nllmberon French Newfoundland sites.

StandardhistoriesofPlaisancehaveemphasizedtheroleofmarginalityand

dependence when characterizing the relationships between merchantsandhabital1tsinthe

colony. The Brunet papers demonstrate that this is an exaggeration; the reIationships

between overseas merchants and their customers in the colony were marked by co-

operation rather than outright coercion. Archaeological and historicalevidencehave

demonstrated that Plaisance was a bustling and busy harbour in thisearly period, and was

sllppliedwithcargoes from ships from many different French ports. Indeed,thePlaisance

trade is an entirely typical example of the trading experience inthe French Atlantic.

Trading efforts were regionally specific affairs, following the ebb and flow ofindividllal

relationships and the unique historical contingencies ofindividllalcolonies,settlements

and regions.



Ultimately, assessing the significance of the Vieux Fort depends upon the

perspective of the observer. While the site might not have been impressive to a military

engineerweli-versedinthefmerpointsofartilieryfortificationdesign,itwascertainly

impressive in a Newfoundland contexl. Between 1662 and 1690,itwastheonlylarge,

stand-alone fortification manned bya garrison of soldiers in Newfoundland. The stone

construction used in the buildings in the fort is a testimony to the effortandintensive

labour that the Vieux Fort's construction required. Though the Vieux Fort pales in

comparison with the larger, more extensive fortifications erected in Plaisance after 1690,

or indeed with other fortifications built elsewhere in New France, it was an impressive

effort and a substantial fortification in the context of seventeenth-centuryNewfoundland.

The soldier posted to the Vieux Fort may not have been pleased with his poor and

infreqllentlydeliveredpay, blithe found ways to augment his pay andacqllirelittle

luxuries. The Viellx Fort archaeological assemblage is replete with examples of these

individual decisions. The fish-hooks in the assemblage show that soldiers were

fishermen. The lead bird shot in the assemblage demonstrates that hunting was an

importantsubsidiaryactivitytosoldiering.Thesoldiers'tobacco pipes and drinking

vessels reflect that soldiers were consumers, and that they partook 0 flittleluxuriesof

colony that the fort protected has been viewed as smali and insubstantial; this was not the

perspective that overseas merchants like Henri Brunet possessed. Brunet's own words

indicate that Plaisance was a bllsy spot, home to a healthy and growing trade.



From the perspective of the archaeologist working in the twenty-first century, the

Vieux Fort is an exceptional site. The site is remarkable for its entirelyFrenchoccupation

and for its relatively undisturbed stratigraphy. The Vieux Fort site provides an

opportunity not only to study the lives of the military personnel posted to Plaisance but

also to investigate the relationships between Plaisance and the wider French Atlantic

world. Archaeologists may often be accused of searching for the earliest 0 r the oldest

sites in a region. In the case of the Vieux Fort, the site's early date provided one of the

most compelling arguments to make it the subject of a sustained research project. The

Vieux Fort site provides a perspective on the early history of the Frenchcolonyof

Plaisance that we wOllld not be able to derive from the written record alone. In short, the

VieuxFortsitepreservesanexcellentrecordoftheearliestFrenchefforts at colony-

bllilding in Newfoundland.
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1673b. Henri Brunet a M. Simon Devaux. BN, Coli. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol.

1673,June.Comptedesvituaillesquej'aiavancepourlevaisseau duRoyLeCalesian.

BN, Coli. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol. 23-24v.

1673, September 20-30. Resumes des lettres. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol.

1673-1674. Compte de quej'ai paye a nos matelotsdu Calesian;argent,vivres,et

marchandise. BN, ColI. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol. 30v-33.

1674. Journal de voyage de [La Rochelle] it Terre-Neuve ecrit par Jean Thore au nom

d'Henri Brunet. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol. 1-18,27 pages.

1674, August 4. Henri Brunet it Mssrs. Pages et compagnees. BN, Coil. Clairambault,

Volume864,foI34-36.

1674, August 29. Henri Brunet it Messrs Pagez et Papin. BN, Coil. Clairambault,

Volume864,foI.40-42.

1674, September 23. Henri Brunet it Messrs. Pages. BN, Coli. Clairambault, Volume

864,foI.45v-46v.



1674, September 24. Henri Brunet 11 M. de Lagny. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864,

1674, September 25. Henri Brunet 11 M. du Portault. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864,

1674, September 27. Memoire que rna soeur aura soins de m'acheter et envoyer. BN,

Coil. Clairarnbault,Volume864, foI.48v-49.

I674a, September 28. Henri Brunet 11 Louis Pagez. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864,

1674b, September 28. Henri Brunet 11 M. Pagez. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864,

fol.49v.

1674, September 29. Henri Brunet 11 Mssrs. Pagez. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864,

1674, September 30. Lettre de Henri Brunet. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol.

1674, October I. Henri Brunet 11 M. du Portault. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864,

1674, November 7. Lettre de Henri Brunet. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol.

1674, November 13. Lettre de Henri Brunet. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol.



1674, December 24. Henri Brunet aJapin. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol.

1675a.Memoiredecequ'ilfautchargerenunvaisseaupourlacostede LaCadieet

ensuite pour les Isles de I'Amerique. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, foI.66-66v.

1675a, February 4. Henri Brunet aJacques Godeffroy. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume

864,foI.61-62.

1675b. Memoire queje prie rna soeur m'envoyer outre Ie premier memoire. BN, Coil.

Clairambault, Volume864,foI.68v-69.

1675b, February 4. Henri Brunet aPapin. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol. 63-

1675c, Febmary 4. Henri Bmnet aManceau. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol.

1675d, Febmary 4. Henri Brunet aLaisement. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol.

1675, September 15. Henri Brunet aLouis Pagez. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864,

foI.75v-76v.

1675a, September 22. Henri Brunet aMssrs. Pagez, Tersemitte et Papin. BN, Coil.

Clairambault, Volume864,foI.78v-80v.

1675b, September 24. Henri Brunet aPapin. BN, Coil. Clairambault, Volume 864, fol.



1677, September-December. Diverses comptes de Henri Brunet. BN, ColI. Clairambault,

Volume864,foI.L03v-109.

1678. Memoire des debte qui me sont du que je laisse a M. Ie gouverneur. BN, Coil.

Clairambault, Volume864,foI.123-129v.

1666,January. Etatdes fonds faits pourla marine aLa Rochelle et Brest depuis Ie per

Janvier 1666. AN, B3, Volume 6, fol. 20.

1688, February 21. Le ministre 11 M. Parat. ANOM, Col. B, Volume IS, fol. 8v-9v.

1689, May 1. Le ministre au Sieur Parat. ANOM, Col. B, Volume [5, fol. 64v-66.

1700. ResumeetobservationsdubureauduministredurapportdeFontenusurl'etatdela

colonie. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume 3, fol. LOO-L05.

1709, February 1. Inventaire du Vaisseau du Roy La Vellus. ANOM, Col. E. Volume 93,

foI.460-481(documentfiledunderdossierpersollllelof'Costebelle,PhillippePastour

de').

Colbert,Jean-Baptiste

1669, October 7. Letlre de Colbert 11 son cousin Colbert de Terron, intendant de la Marine

11 Rochefort. BN, Manuscrits isoles, Volume 8027 , fol. 82-82v, 4 pages.
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l671, March 9. Letlre de Colbert ason cousin Colbert de Terron, intendant de la Marine a
Rochefort. BN, Manuscrits isoles, Volume 8027, fol. l72-172v, 3 pages.

ColbertdeTerron,Charies-Jean

1670, April 7. instruction pour M. de la Poippe, ayant commission de Sa Majeste pour

aller prendre possession du fort et habitation de Plaisance en l'ile de Terreneuve. ANOM,

Col.B, Volume2,fol.6l-63v.

l671, February l6. Lettre de Colbert de Terron. BN, Melanges de Colbert, Volume 156,

l672, January 25. Memoire au Roy sur les affaires du la Departement de Rochefort.

MelangesdeColbert,Volumel58,fol.l54-l55.

1673, February 20. Memoire au Roy sur les affaires du la Departement de Rochefort.

MelangesdeColbert,VolumeI63,fol.16.

l674, January 4. Memoire au Roy sur les affaires du La Departement de Rochefort.

Melanges de Colbert, Volume l67, fol. 72-76.

l716,December8.Basset,Jean,greffieretnotairedePlaisanceenl707,passeauservice

des Anglais puis renvoye par eux, et demandes de paiement. ANOM, Col. E, Volume 18,

lOpages.

Costebelle, Louis Pastourde

l688, September 3. Pastour au ministre. ANOM, Col. C"C, Volume I, fol. lOl-l04.
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1688, September 8. Pastour au ministre. ANOM, Col. C"C, Volume 1, fol. 131-132v.

1688, September 21. Pastour au ministre. ANOM, Col. C"C, Volume I, fol. 105-107v.

1689, August 1. Pastour au ministre. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume I, foI.123-124.

1690, September 1. Pastour a Seignelay. ANOM, Col. C"C, Volume 1, fol. 150-151.

1690, September 13. Inventairedesbiensd'AndreOoyenquidoiventetreconfisques.

ANOM, Col. C"C, Volume I, fol. 177-178.

1690a, September 15. Plan de l'Enclos de Plaisance en Terre-Neuve. ANOM, Col. OFC,

30FClOOC.lnternet-accessibleathttp://bd.archivescanaciafrance.org/acf-pleade-3

imaQes/img-viewer/FRCAOM/FRCAOM 030FC 100C/viewer.hlml. Accessed October

10,2011.

1690b,SeptemberI5.PlandelamaisonduS.ParataPlaisanceetdesechafaudsa

trancher la morne. Original document: ANOM, Col. OFC, 30FCIOIC, ANOM.

Internet-accessible at http://bd.archivescanadafrance.oro/acf-pleacle-3-imaoeslimg

viewerlFRCAOM/FRCAOM 030FC 10lC/viewer.html. Accessed October 10,2011.

1690, Oecember28. Pastourau ministre. Series MGI-CIlC, Volume I, fol. 183-184.

1691 Copie des Memoires du sieur Pastour au ministre. ANOM, Col. C'IC, Volume I,

Costebelle,PhilippePastourde

n.d.E:tatdecequ'ilfautachaquesoldatpoursonentretienpendantuneannee.ANOM,

Col. C"C, Volume 2,1'01. 118-119.



1698,September28.Etatdecequiestnecessaireal'entretiende lagamison de Plaisance.

ANOM,Col. C"C, Volume 2, fol. 172-172v.

1698, October 16. Etat du coGt de la maison que Costebelle a fait construire. ANOM, Col.

CIIC, Volume 2, fol. 160v.

1706, November 8. Costebelle au ministre. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume 5, fol. 30-70v.

1707, November 10. Costebelleau ministre. ANOM, Col. CIIC, VolumeS, fol. 118-155.

1708, October 28. Costebelle au ministre. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume 6, fol. 47-72v.

1712,November9a. Etatdesvaisseauxmarchandsquisontvenusenpecheouentroca

Plaisance. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume 7a, fol. 187-187v.

1712,November9b. Etatdes bateaux armes en course arrives a Plaisance des lies de

I'Amerique meridionale. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume 7a, fol. 188.

1712, November9c. Etatdes vaisseauxetbarques partis de Quebec etarrives a Plaisance

charges de farine, de pois et de biscuits. Series ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume 7a , fol. 188.

1713,December28. lnterdictiondu sieurde Costabelle, auxjeunes gens de pratiquer la

chirurgie, sans l'autorisatin du chirurgien major. ANOM, Col. 0 3
, Volume 2055, item

148,2 pages.

1714, NovemberS. Recensementdes habitants de Plaisanceet lsIesSt.Pierrerendusa

Louisbourg avec leurs femmes etenfams; nombre des chaloupes queMssrs.lesofficiers

doivent mettre en pesche. Dossier de Phillippe Pastour de Costebelle. ANOM, Col. E,

Volume93,foI.59-60.



1717. Denombrement des biens immobiliere que Ie Sr. De Costebelle gouverneur de

1'lsleRoyalleaestecontramed'abandonnerlorsdel'evacuationdePlaisancedansl'isle

de Terre Neuve. Dossier de Phillippe Pastour de Costebelle. ANOM, Col. E, Volume 93,

Costebelle, Phillippe Pastourde, and DurandlaGarenne

1711, October. Etat des vaisseaux marchands venus pecher aPlaisance en 1711. ANOM,

Col. CIIC, Volume 7, fol. 117-119.

Costebelle, PhillippePastourde, [Pierre] Lelarge, and Arroin

1715, November 15 Obmissions faites, Jardins externes, et estat du nom des habitants de

plaisance qui ont vandue leurs maisons aux Anglois. TNA, PRO, CO 194, Volume 5, fol.

Costebelle,PhilippePastourde, [Pierre] LeLargeand[Claude] Morin

1714,September6.Estatdesmaisons,magazinsethabitationsqui sonta Plaisance

appartenant a Monsr. De Costebelle, gouverneur de L' isle Royale. TNA, PRO, CO 194,

Volume5,foI.364-365.

Daiherre, David

1692, February 2. Memoire de (David Daiherre) touchant Ie commerce que fail Brouillan

au detriment des habitants de la colonie et des marchands. ANOM, Col. CII A, Volume

12,foI.163-166v.



Dawson, Richard

1758. View from the South East of the Town of Placentia. ROM, 951.84; also referenced

as image ROM2006_77 16_1.

1676. Remarques necessaires pour Ie bien du service dans les voyages aTerre-Neuve.

ANOM, Col. C'1C, Volume I, fol. 36-56.

1698, December 2. Memoire sur Plaisance. ANOM, Col. C1'C, Volume 2, fol. 176-180v.

1726,May. Procedurecriminelle instruitealarequetede Blaise Gandat, aubergiste,

contre Jean-Baptiste Lahaye, Frans;ois Dubois et Reymond Aulier de Saint-Louis, accuses

et convaincus de vol, condamnes a la torture et a lamort; aussi contreCharlotte

Dumesnil, complice, condamnee a la prison et au bannissement. Pieces cotees I a 68.

ANOM, Col. G2, Conseil superieur de Louisbourg, Volume 179, foI.129-428.

de Mezy

1697,Apri114. R61edessoldatsquicomposentlarecrueembarqueesurlevaisseaule

fFrallfoisl pour la gamison de Plaisance. ANOM, Col. D2c Volume 47,3 pages.

de Monsegur,Michel

1708. LeplanduportdeP.,PresenteasonaltesseroyalleMonseigneurlePrincede

Danemark. Original: BL, Maps K.Top.119.99. Copy: LAC, NMC 000049.
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Desmarest, Claude-Joseph leRoy

1726. lnventaire des hardes de La Haye, Dubois et Saint-Louis. ANOM, Col. G2
, greffes

judiciaries, Volume 179,pieces418-419.

Detcheverry, Pierre

1689. [Cartedel"iledeTerre-Neuvel,FaictaPlaisanceparPierreDetcheverrydorrede

StJandeLuzpourmonsrParatgouverneurdePlesanceetlisledeTerreNeufe.BN,

Service hydrographique de la Marine,Ge SH 18epfl25divOlp02/1 D.

Dubois, Pierre

1683, March 24. Audition rendue par Pierre Dubois, maitre de la Diligente de Bordeaux.

ADG, B-6B, Volume 1020.

Durand la Garenne and Daniel d'Auger de Subercase

1704,October25.R61edessoldatsquiontdeserteen 1704,parlesieurdeSubercase.

ANOM, Col. C"C, Volume 4, fol. l42-142v.

Gillebert, Pierre, Amus Trotel, P. Comus, Francois Bertrand, and other !labi/allls of

1690. Declaration aux tous les habitans de Plaisance [contre] Sr. Parat. ANOM, Col. F3
,

Volume54,foI.301-303v.

GoyditLalonde

1713, 19 September. Memoire de cequi m'est deub par Ie nomrne Gabriel deserte. Series

ANOM, Col. G3
, Volume 2055, fol. 76bis.
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Hacke, William

[c. 1693-1702]. Map of Placentia, Newfoundland. BL, Maps K.Top.VI1.3. Internet-

accessible copy at:

http://collections.mun.cafcdm4/item viewer.php?CISOROOT=/maps&CISOPTR=112,

accessed October 12,2011.

Holloway, Robert Edwards

[1901] Placentia. View of Placentia, showing Mount Pleasant [photograph]. COLL-137;

HPNL0613. Internet-accessible copy at

http://collections.mul1.cafcdm4Iitem viewer.php?CISOROOT=/arch geog&CISOPTR=3

242&CISOBOX=I&REC-17, accessed October 12,2011.

Hoyarsabal

1579. Les Voyages AVQlltvreltx. Reproduced from the original in the Bibliotheque

Nationale.Printedin 1930. Bourdeaux,France.

Jefferys, Thomas, and James Cook

1770, May 10. The harbour of Trepassey with Mutton and Biscay Bays; St. Mary's

Harbour; The Road and Harbour of Placentia. CNS, M0055.

Laforest, Marc Antoine, Etienne Grandgens, Adam Manesca, Pierre LeLarge, Claude

Morin, Jean Basset, and PhilippePastourdeCostebelle

1714, August 27-September 6. Recensement et estimations des habitations de Plaisance.

TNA, PRO, CO 194 Volume 5, fol. 342-361 v.



Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lorn d' Arce, Baron de

1703. New Voyages to North-America. 2 Volumes. Printed for H. Bonwicke in St. Paul's

Church-Yard,London.

[ca. 1704]. Fort de Plaisance. G 3439 P4 1704 L4 MAP, CNS-M0097. CNS, Memorial

University, St. John's.

http://collections.mun.calcdm4/ilem viewer.php?CISOROOT=/maps&CISOPTR=10 I&

CISOBOX-I&REC-I . Accessed October 2, 2011.

Lemoyne Fils

n.d.CartedePlaisanceal'lsledeTerreneuve,partiedeCanada. BN,Service

hydrographiquedelaMarine,PfI30-4-4D.

L'Herrnitte,Jacques

[ca. 1694-1697]. PlandufortetdesenvironsdePlaisance. BN,Servicehydrographique

de laMarine,Pf130-4-5D.

[1697].CartedePlaisance/PlanparticulierdePlaisance.BN,Service hydrographique de

laMarine Pf130-4-3.

1697,August25. Remarquessurlesbatteriesetlesretranchementsfaitsauxenvironsde

Plaisance, augmentes sur la carte et sur Ie plan particulier de la cour. ANOM, Col. DFC,

Volume2,item 107,2 pages.

1697, December 22. Memoire sur les travaux afaire aPlaisance. ANOM, Col. C"C,

Volume2,foI.145-148v.



l699a, September 20. Plan particulierdu Fort et des Graves et Habitations de Plaisance.

Original: ANOM, Col. DFC 3DFCl09A.

l699b,September20.PlanparticulierdesgravesdelaPointeVerte.BN,Service

hydrographiqlle de la Marine, Pf l30-4-9.

I699c, September 20. Plan particulierdll barachois etdes graves duPetitPlaisance.BN,

Service hydrographique de laMarine, Pf l30-4-1O.

1700, October 1. L'Hermitte au ministre. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume 3, fol. 43-52v.

1701. Plandu Fort Roial surunne hauteur qui bat larades et leportdePlaisance.

ANOM, Col. DFC, 3DFCllOB. Internet-accessible at

http://bd.archivescanadafrance.orglacf-pleade-3-images/il11''

viewer/FRCAOM/PRCAOM 03DFC II0B/viewer.htm!. Accessed October 9, 2011.

1706a, November 4. Plans des forts de Plaisance. ANOM, Col. DFC, 3DFC1l3A.

Internet-accessibleathttp://bd.archivescanadafrance.OI'''/acf-pleade-3-ima"eslil11"

viewer/FRCAOM/FRCAOM 03DFC I 13A1viewer.htm!. Accessed October 13, 20 11.

Copy held at LAC, NMC 0010856.

1706b, November 4. Plans des forts de Plaisance. ANOM, Col. DFC, DFC 112B.

Internet-accessible at http://bd.archivescanadafrance.org/acf-pleade-3-imageslim"

viewerlFRCAOM/FRCAOM 03DFC 112B/viewer.html. Accessed October 10, 2011.

1706, November 5. L'Hermitte au ministre. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume 5, fol. 71-74v.

1707 Plans des forts de Plaisance. ANOM, Col. DFC, 3DFCI14B. Internet-accessible at

http://bd.archivescanadafrance.ol'''/acf-pleade-3-ima''es/img

viewerlFRCAOM/FRCAOM 03DPC I 14B/viewer.htl11l. Accessed October 20ll.
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1707, October 26. L'Hermitte au ministre. ANOM, Col. C' IC, Volume 5, fol. 228-233v.

1708 Role des soldats etautres qui ontete employe aux travaux du roi it Plaisance en

Terre-Neuve. Series MGI-D2C, Volume 50,8 pages.

1708, November 15. L'Hermitte au ministre. ANOM, Col. C' IC, Volume 6, 149-154v.

1709,OctoberI4.PlandufortdePlaisanceetdesenvirons[etencartouche] Carte

particuliere de Plaisance et des environs. ANOM, Col. DFC, 3DFCI15A. Internet

accessible at http://bd.archivescanadafrance.oro/acf-pleade-3-imaoes/img

viewer/FRCAOM/FRCAOM 03DFC 115A/viewer.html. Accessed October 2, 2011.

Lilly, Christian

1693. The Journal of the Transactions of their Maljes]ty's Forces sent to the West Indies

under the Command of the Hono[ura]ble Sr. Francis Wheler and Col. Foulke, Anno 1693.

UM,BellColl.,1693Li.

1660. Commission it Nicolas Gargot. BN Baluze, Volume 149, fol. 20-21. [nternet

accessible at http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12 148lbtv Ib90027878.r=baluze+149.lanoEN.swf

(accessed October 8, 2011). Copy at LAC, Series MG7-IA4, Volume 149, fol. 11-12v.

Lubert,Sieurde

1679, May 30. Appointemens des Officiers du fort de Plaisance pendant 1679. ANOM,

Col. F'A, Volume I, fol. 107~108.



Mahier, Charles Henri

1725, October 4. Lettre de Charles Mahier concernant Ie depart de M. Morpain de La

Baleine, qui Ie laisse seul avec un Anglais et 3 soldats. ANOM, Col. CIIB, Volume 7, fol.

Malleret, Jean-Pierre

1684, February 19. Soumission de Jean-Pierre Malleret. ADG, B-6B, Volume 1022.

MauclercandCartigny

1687,ApriI15. Rollesdes soldatsdestinez pour plaisance etdes avances qu'ils 0 ntrecue.

ANOM, Col. FIA, Volume 3, fol. 123-123v.

Meres,JamesS

1786a. A View of the Town and Harbour of Placentia from the Hill aback of the Town.

Series MG23-J7, MlKAN no. 2833968. Internet-accessible at

http://collectionscanada.gc.ca/pam archives/index.php?fuseaction-genitem.displayEcopi

es&lang-eno&rec nbr-2833968&title-A+View+of+the+Town+and+Harbour+of+PIace

ntia+from+the+Hill+aback+of+the+Town.+&ecopy=c002529k&back url=%28&back ur

1-%28&&back url-%28&&back url-%28%29. Accessed October 15,2011.

1786b. A View of the Placentia Gut. Series MG23-J7. LAC has not catalogued this

image separately by MIKAN no., and the image is not internet-accessible. The image is

reproduced in Proulx (1979a:188).



Micouin, Lambert

1715,MayI1-15. InventairedespapiersdudUuntJean-BaptisteOenesis, maitre

canonnier du fort Louis de Plaisance. ANOM, Col. 0 3
, Volume 2056, item 9, 8 pages.

Monjaud,Jean

1712,Aprill0.R6Iedel'equipagedubateaulePrudent,commandeparlecapitaineJean

Monjaud. ANOM, Col. 0 3
, Volume 2055, item 11,2 pages.

Morgat,Jacques

1685. Joumal de bord du voyage 11 Terre-Neuve du Sailll-Jeall de Bordeaux, capitaine

Bargeau. ADO, B-6B, Volume 1032.

Parat,Antoine

1685, August 14. Le Sr. Parat 11 Plaisance. ANOM, Col. F3
, Volume 54, fol. 262-264.

1685, September 22. Le Sr. Parat 11 Plaisance. ANOM, Col. F3
, Volume 54, fol. 271-272.

1686, August 23. Lettre de Sr. Parat. ANOM, Col. F3
, Volume 54, fol. 279-280.

1686, September 21. Le Sr. Parat a Plaisance. ANOM, Col. F3
, Volume 54, fol. 281-282.

[16881. Resume d'une lettre de Parat avec commentaires dans la marge. ANOM, Col.

C"A, Volume lO,foI.192-192v.

1688, July 9. Parat au ministre. ANOM, Col. C"C, Volume I, fol. 89-94.

1689,May9.EtatdecequiestdemandeparleSieurParatpourlefortdePlaisance.

ANOM, Col. B, Volume IS, fol. 66v-67.



1689, July 29 and September 4. Resume de lettres de ParaL ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume

l,foI.I09-11O.

1689, July 29. Parat au ministre. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume I, fol. 112-114v.

1689, September 2. Lettre de ParaL ANOM, Col. F3
, Volume 54, fol. 288-289v.

1689, September 4. Parat au ministre. ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume I, fol. 115-119.

[1690]. Extrait d'un memoire de Parat accompagne des commentaires du ministre.

ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume I, fol. 85-87.

Phelypeaux

1707, May 9. Etat des fonds que Ie roi ordonne pour les depenses de Plaisance. ANOM,

Col. CIIC, Volume 5, fol. 302-305.

1700, January 28. Etatdes fonds necessaires pour les depenses de Plaisance en 1700.

ANOM, Col. CIIC, Volume 3, fol. 94-99.

Riviere, Rene, and PierreSoulard

1677, January 2. Convention entre Jean Depont, Benjamin Faneuil, tous deux bourgeois

du navire la Paix et Joannis Dehiriard Ie jeune. ADCM, B, Min. Riviere and Soulard,

Volume 1796, item 121.



1687, January 18. Marche entre Antoine Heron, agent de la Compagnie de l' Acadie et

proprietaire de la BrelOlllle...et Louis Burgaud, habitant de Plaisance. ADCM, B, Min.

RiviereandSoulard, Volume 1687,p.238-240,fol.llv.

1687, March 19a. Vente par Anthoine Allaire, marchand, tant pour lui que pour Daniel

Vivier,tousdeux syndics descreanciers de Henry Brunet, it Pierre Faneuillejeune.

ADCM, B, Min. Riviere and Soulard, Volume 1808, fol. 36.

1687,March 19b. Vente de poisson ethuileappartenantit Henri Brunet,decede,it

Plaisance. ADCM, B, Min. Riviere and Soulard, Volume 1687, p. 257-259, fol. 36.

1688, February 13. Institution par Pierre Faneuille jeune de Pierre Monroux. ADCM, B,

Min.RiviereandSoulard,VolumeI808,foI.27-27v.

Soubras, Pierre-August de

1715, January 14. Recensementde ('Isle Royale. ANOM,Col. G l
, Volume 466, No. 51,

10 pages.

Subercase, Danield'Augerde

1704, November. Numero 14. Recensement des habitants et pecheurs de Plaisance.

ANOM, Col. G l
, Volume467,4 pages.

1706,FebruaryI8-28.lnventairedeseffetstrouvesenlamaisondedefuntJosephLafard,

et ordre signe de Subercase de lOut remettre it sa veuve, Marie-Anne Ponce. ANOM, Col.

G3
, Volume2053(7/175),item70, 10 pages.



Sugnels, Pierre

1680, October 29. Declaration de plusieurs faits par Pierre Sugnet. ADG, 8-68, Volume

Taverner,William
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Appendix I

Structure, Feature and Event Designations, ChAI-04

The site plan (Figure 5.1) shows the location of the mainstructuresandfeaturesatthe

Vieux Fort site, which should be consulted in conjunction with Appendixl.

Structure Designations

Structure A: This is the stone-walled structure found during the 2001 excavations. It

consists two identified dry-laid stone walls (Features 2 and 4) and two stone gable walls

(Features I and 14),andoneinteriorstonewall(Feature3).Threepost-holeshavebeen

found (Features 5, 6,and 7).

Structure B: This designates the remnants of a second stmcture found in 2004 below

Structure A,consisting solely of Feature 18.

Feature Designations

Feature 1: The stone wall forming one of the long walls of Structure A, paralleling

Feature 4. It consists ofa long pile of surface rubble visible on the site.ln2001,our

excavations did not find any easily definable intact faces; weprobablydidnotexcavate

far enough inwards to find them. Excavations in 2002 uncovered ashortsegmentofthis

wall,where it intersects Feature 2. Excavations in 2004 uncovered a short section of the

intact stone wall. This is the same feature as Feature I identified by Gaulton and Carter

(1997).



Feature 2: This feature is a stone wall that forms the gable wall of Structure A. This is

represented by a pile of surface rubble, running roughly (magnetic) east-west. Excavation

demonstrated that underneath the surface rubble was a dry-laid stone wall, with rough

coursing, that was intact up to one m in height. We exposed only the outside face of

Feature 2 in 2001 and 2002. The inside face of Feature 2 is buried somewhere beneath a

rubble pile, which is so dense that almost no soil is found within the rubble. The inner

face was not exposed, because the stonework was unstable enough that we were

concernedthatexposingboththeexteriorandinteriorfaceswould de-stabilize the

existing standing stonework. Excavations around this dense pile ofrubble(inunitsN28

El and N29 El) found that modem material (especially broken beer bottles) has worked

down in between the soil-less rubble and can be found at quite a depth below surface.

This should not be taken to represent disturbance but rather as an indication of the

porosity of the soil-less rubble found in and around Feature 2. The remaining portions of

this feature were excavated in 2002. Feature 2 intersects with Feature 4 and Feature I.

Feature 3: This represents apile of rubble visible on the site surface. The rubble consists

ofa large round pile of rubble on the surface, and scattered surface stones and a slightly

raised 'hump' of ground that appears to connect the round pile to Feature 1. Excavation

in 2003 uncovered a small segment of this wall. Though we only exposed a small portion

of this wall, it seems to represent the remnants of an interior stone wall in Structure A. It



is badly preserved (only two courses) and the courses are badly displaced. This feature

was excavated in 2003.

Feature 4: This feature designates the subsurface remains ofa stone wall that parallels

Feature!. There was not any surface rubble present to indicate the location of this

feature before excavation. Feature 4 was first uncovered in unit N28 E3,andexcavation

units were laid out to follow this feature along. This feature is most intact where it

intersects Feature 2, where it approaches one m in height. This wall is much more

disturbed than Feature2,becausetree root action shifted and displaced many of the wall

rocks. This wall also intersects Feature 14 at the opposite end of Structure A. This

feature was excavated in 2001,2003 and 2004.

Feature 5: This is a post-hole discovered in N33 E3. The post-hole was not observed

until subsoil was reached in all other areas of the unit, at about 45 cmbelowthesurface.

The post-hole extends 20 cm deep into subsoil, and ends at 65 cm below the surface. The

post-hole has rocks wedged inon its west and south side. The hole is filled with sticky

wet brown clay, similar to Event 3. Only one artifact (a nail fragment) was recovered

from the bottom of the hole. This feature was excavated in200!.

Feature 6: This is a post-hole discovered in N31 E4. It measures approximately 15 by 30

cm. The post-hole was not observed until subsoil was reached in the unit, at about 49 cm

below the surface. The post-hole goes down another 22 cm into subsoil before



terminating. There are rocks placed on the hole's west and east side. The hole was full of

wet sticky clay and was devoid of artifacts. This feature was excavated in 2001.

Feature 7: This is a smaller post-hole discovered in the south-west baulk of unit N33 E4.

[t measures approximately 15 by [5 em, and was discovered when this baulk was

excavated to subsoil. The post-hole was first discovered at about 47 em below the

surface, and is about 18 em deep. The sticky clay in the hole also contained some small

pieces of iron. This feature was excavated in 2001.

Feature 8: This stone wall is part of the fireplace complex at Structure A. The wall

measures 90 em in length,adjoinsFeature 1 at its southeast end and Feature9atits

northwest end. This feature was excavated in 2002.

Feature 9: This wall is also part of the stone fireplace complex at Stmcture A. The wall

measures3mlong.ltadjoinsFeature8atitssouthwestsideandFeaturelOatits

northeast side. This feature was excavated in 2002.

Feature 10: This wall is the third supporting wall of the stone fireplace complex at

StructureA. [t adjoins Feature 9 at its northwest end. This feature was excavated in



Feature 11: This is a layer of flat paving stones that is found on the interiorofthe

fireplace complex, forming the hearth. [t measures approximately 180 byl [S cm.

Feature 12: This deposit was originally given a feature number on the chance that it

turnedouttobecobblestoneflooringorsomeotherarchitecturalfeature.[tconsistsof

manysmallangularandsub-angularrocks,roundedcobbles,andoccasionallybrick

fragments in a roughly level deposit. It is found just on top of subsoil in the western

section of the 2003 excavation. Further excavation revealed that mostofthestonesinthis

feature were not typical rounded cobblestones or large flat paving stones that would

represent an intentionally laid stone floor. This feature probably only represents a

localized layer of stone and brick fill laid on subsoil,

Feature 13: This feature number designates a possible post-hole, found in unit N40 E12.

As subsoil was being exposed in this unit, a patch of soil appeared that seemed to extend

into subsoil. The possible post-hole measures 40 by SOcm in size; nodiscemablepost-

mold could be located. Subsequent excavation determined that this feature was only 11

cm deep (measured from the level of the subsoil around it), which is likely too shallow to

be serve as a proper post-hole. FlIIthermore, a tree throw was also noted in this unit

before excavation, so there may have been some disturbance of the underlying strata in

this unit. The feature was photographed and mapped nonetheless.



Feature 14: This designates the northern stone gable wall of Structure A. ItparalleIs

Feature 2, and adjoins Feature 4. It likely adjoins Feature l,but excavation did not expose

this corner. The Feature 15-16 hearth is laid up againsthe interior face of Feature 14

wall, separated by a thin layer of clay. This feature was excavated in2004.

Feature 15: This is a stone hearth floor first uncovered in N43 E16. Itisfound

underneath Event 43. It consists of large, flat stones that abut the Feature 14 stone wall.

The stones are heavily charred. Feature 16 (the brick back to the of the hearth) is laid

directly on Feature 15. This feature was excavated in 2004.

Feature 16: This is a wall of mortared brick stacked on top of Feature 15 and laying

against Feature 14. All the brick is yellow except for one orange brick. It is well

mortared, and aside from a few pulverized bricks in the middle and a few crumbly top

courses, is in very good shape. One rock laid beside Feature 16 brick is all that remains

of vertical arms that intersected the Feature 16 brick face, though some rubble in this area

may be the collapsed remains of them. This feature was excavated in 2004.

Feature 17: These are a series of flat stones found in Event 56 in N26 WIO. They cover

the whole unit except for the eastern part. They are clearly not a wall, and it was initially

thought that they might represent some sort of rough paving. Artifacts are found in

between and underneath this feature. In the end, this deposit was determined not to bea



Feature 18: This is a mortared brick-and-stone feature first visiblein Event 58 inN42

EI7 and N42 E18. It is likely from the base of a fireplace that predates Structure A. The

orange-colouredbrickmeasurel8byl8by3cmandarelaidatleastthree courses deep.

One stone abuts the brickwork at the eastern end of the feature. It comprises the remains

of Structure B. This feature was excavated in 2004.

Event Designations

Event 1: This is a dark reddish-brown humus layerlocatedovertheentire surface of the

site. It is covered with moss and fern and other low-lying plants. It is loose and very

easy to remove with trowels. The humus contains tree needles, roots, sticks, leaves, and

other decomposing organic matter. Event I corresponds with Stratum I as recorded in

Gaulton and Carter (I 997:9). It varies in thickness between 3 and 15 cm deep. A small

sample of modem material (some refined earthenwares, and modem glass, particularly

beverage containers) is found in this event. This event was identified in the 2001, 2002,

2003,and2004seasonexcavations.lnthe200land2002seasons,Event I wasfollnd

overtop of Event 2. In the 2003 season, Event I was found overlaying Event 25 or26. In

the 2004 season, Event I overlaid Event 25.

Event 2: This lies underneath Event 1. It is a damp soil, grayish brown in colour. There

are still tree roots running through the top of this event. There is mllch angular rubble

dispersed throughOlll; the rocks are 1101 laid and are easily dislodged. Many of the rocks



are large-20-40and even up to 50 cm long. This event corresponds with Gaulton and

Carter's (1997:9) Stratum 2 (and possibly Stratum 3). This event probably corresponds

with the collapse of the surrounding wall features. Event 2 is found both within and

outside Structure A. There seems to be a lot of iron and many 17th century artifacts from

this event; very occasionally, a small amount of later material comes from the top few cm

of this event. In units found within the fireplace base (consisting 0 fFeatures8through

Il),therubbleeventsthatweredesignatedEvent22 and 24 should be considered

analogous to Event 2. This event was identified in the 2001 and 2002 season excavations.

Event 3: Firstllncovered inN31 E3. It is slightly greyer in colollrthan Event2,though

this is difficult to see sometimes. Its defining feature is thatthere are relatively few rocks,

especially compared with Event 2. There are still some small rocks (ca. 5-10 cm long)

blltvery few large rocks. Tree roots are still present in this Event. Thiseventprodllces

far fewer artifacts than Event 2. Occasionally, the top ofrollnded sllbfloorrocks are

visible at the bottom of this event. This event is only fOllnd inside of the Structure A

dwelling. It lies overtop of Event 4 (when present); when Event 4 is absent, Event 3 lies

Event 4: FirstdiscoveredinN31 E2. It consists of damp grey clayey soil very similar to

Event3,butcontains flecks of charcoal and occasionally brick. As with Event 3 there is

also some small fragments of chipped stone. The extent of this eventisverypalchyand

was not located in allllnits; it was only located inside of the Structure A dwelling. There



are very few artifacts from this event. Where found, this event is underneath Event 3, and

rests directly on subsoil. This event was identified in the 2001 excavation season.

Event 5: When first uncovered, this event seemed to be a damp grey clayey soil with

many small pebbles. Further digging revealed that this event was actuallysubsoil,whose

characteristic hardness had been altered by systematic flood ingon site. This event was

identified in the 2001 excavation season.

Event 6: This event is found in excavation unit N23 E3 only. It consists of a brown

clayeysoil,whichsitsuponbedrock. It is only a few cmthick; the only artifacts found

was a lump of charcoal and a brick fragment. This event was identified in the 200 I

Event 7: This event was first discovered in N37 E2, and was later found In N38 E2, N37

E3, N38 E3, N37 E4 and N38 E4. It is a medium brown soil underneath Event I, and has

much small chipped rock and some sand. This event rests on Event 8. This event was

Event 8: This is a red-brown soil with many large rubble rocks, underneath Event 7.

Initially, some of the rocks in this event seemed as though they werealignedinsome

form of order, but this later was determined not to be the case. This event also has much



small chipped stone. It rests onsubsoillbedrock. This event was identified in the 2001

Event 9: This is an orange-brown soil first noticed in N27 E3, and was marked by some

large-ish rocks at the surface of this event. This event represented the re-depositingof

excavated soil in the builder's trench. This event lies underneath Event 2 and overtop of

Event 10 (where that event exists) and subsoil where it does not exist. This event was

Event 10: This is a darker grey-brown soil found in N27 E2. It may have been present in

N27E3butwasexcavatedasEvent9. It has many small rocks and a few larger angular

rocks which may be wall rubble displaced by tree roots. This event must also represent

the re-depositing of excavated soil in the builder's trench. Where present, this event

Event 11: This is a localized event found in N38 E3. It is a light grey sticky soil with

some light brown mottling, with many small rocks. It is found below Event 7 and

probably represents a variant of Event 8. This event was identified inthe2001 excavation

Event 12: This is a soft sandy patch of dark brown soil with flecksofblackcharcoal.

Some small burnt artifacts are found. It is found in unit N28 E4 only in a 20-30 centim



wide circle. No rocks at all in this event. It is only a few cm thick, and terminates at 22

cm below the surface. This lens is underneath and surrounded by Event 2. This event

Event 13: This is a lens found in unit N26 EI, located within Event 10. It is a small

possible dump, containing a deposit of charcoal and bright orange soil, surrounded by

rubble, measuring ca. 30 cm across. It is only 5 cm thick. This event was identified in the

Event 14: This is a brown rocky soil underneath Event 2 in the units west of Feature 2

(outside the structure's walls). It contains much small and medium sized chipped rock; in

fact there seems to be more rock than soil in this event. After excavation, in examining

the profiles, it became obvious that Event 14 could be subdivided basedonthesizeof

rubble contained in the soil, and thus the top portion was labeled Event 14A and the

content between the two, and they should be considered sirnply two phases of the same

event. There are many large pieces of artifacts (contains more artifactsthananyother

event excavated in 2001 and 2002), some of which appear to be from the samevessel.

There are also a few pipe bowls, and it seems that the some of the smaller (i.e. older) ones

arebeingfoundatahigherelevationthansomeofthelarger(i.e.morerecent) pipe bowls

(Murphy's (2002) research has demonstrated this fieldobservationtobetrue). This all

suggests that this event represents soil that had been dug up fromsomewhere else on the



site and re-depositedhere as fill. This event probably represents an episode associated

with the repair of masonry. The top of this event in N32 W3 has small flecks of charcoal

and a few fragments of brick. Event 14 stops in N33 W3 and does not go further to the

north around the fireplace. This event rests on bedrock or subsoil, where present. This

event was identified in the 2001 and 2002 excavation seasons.

Event 15: This is a brown rocky soil found in N30 E6 and is located below Event 2. It

seems to represent the same episode (fill in builder's trench) as Event 9. This event rests

on subsoil. This event was identified in the 2001 and 2002 excavation seasons.

Event 16: This is a bright orange soil representing the original (ca. 1662) ground surface

into which the builder's trench was excavated before theconstruction of Structure A. The

builder's trench can be seen in the E6 profile about 2 to 2.5 m away from Feature 4. We

onlyexcavatedfarenoughbacktofinditinN28E5.Thiseventwasidentifiedinthe200l

Event 17: This event is found underneath Event 14 in N32 W3. It is a soft orange-brown

soil with only small pebbles and an occasional larger rock. ltisasmall patch offill found

beside Feature 8. Small pieces of glass and brick are found in this event. ltextendsout

west from Feature 8 but does not cover the entire unit. It rests on bedrock.ltisonlyfound

in N32W3. It probably represents fill placed around the Feature 8 fireplace waIl as it was

constructed. This event was identified in the 2002 excavation season.



Event 18: This event is found in N34 W2, and slightly into N34 WI. [t is underneath

Event 2, and consists ofa reddish-brown soil with traces of charcoaI,andsmallpebbles

with some small angular rocks. There are occasional flecks of greyish clay. [tis found

on the outside of the Feature 9 fireplace wall atadepthof37 cmbelow surface. [tmay

represent soil packed around the fireplace wall, in a similar way as Event 17. This event

Event 19: This consists of a dark brown peaty soil. [t was found at 18 cm below surface,

directly underneath Event I in N35 WOo [t rests on top of Event 2. [t is a lens that is only

found in this unit. This event was identified in the 2002 excavation season.

Event 20: This is a solid, largely soil-less layer of rubble underneath Event I in N32 WI.

At the top, it is mixed in with Event 1 soil. Very large (30-50 cm long) nIbble rocks are

found, mixed with smaller angular rocks. Because of the unusually high density of rubble

in this event, it must relate to the collapse of the stone chimney. This event extends into

N33WI. This event was identified in the 2002 excavation season.

Event 21: This is a solid layer of brick placed on top ofa flat rock. The bricks are lying

flat,thoughtheydonotappeartobelaidinanyfunctionalway;ithas all the appearance

of a cache of brick. It is found within Event 18. [t was given a separate number to make



the brick easier to isolate. This pile is found mostly in N33 W2, though a few bricks

extend intoN33 W3. This event was identified in the 2002 excavation season.

Event 22: This event is found underneath Event 20 in N32 W I. It consists of a medium

brown clayey soil lacking the very large rocks found in Event 20, but does still contain

rubble. It is probably analogous to Event 2 found over most of the site. This event was

Event 23: Dark brown to black soil with very few rocks and large quantities of iron. It is

tightly packed and hard to dig. It is underneath Event 22 and is found in N33 WI, N32

Wl,andN33 W2, and all other units where Feature II is found. It rests directly on the

paved hearth floor on the inside of the fireplace (Feature II). Much of the iron found in

this event is burnt and that which is found on Feature II has actually been fused to the

stones. We were able to remove some of this iron but not all; the rest was left in situ. [t is

thefireplacedeposit,withsmallflecksofash,charcoal,andburntartefacts. This event

Event 24: This is found underneath Event 20 in N30 W I. It consists of brown and black

mottled soil,witha few large rocks, though not as many as Event 20. [tprobablyis

analogous to Events 2 and 22,butbecauseofdifferentsoil colouration was given a

different number. [twas only found in this unit. This event was identified in the 2002



Event 25: A dark brown-black soil with some large angular rubble rocks; soil is quite

damp and soft and has few small pebbles. Occasionally large angular rubble rocks are

found in this event. It is foundundemeath Event I or Event 26, where that exists. It is

probably the same as Event 2 noted elsewhere at the site. Event25covers much of the

site, and rests on Event 27 and Event 28. Event 25 peters out in N39 E13 and vanishes in

N39 E12. There, it is found side by side with Event 29. In N42 E16, N42 E17, and N42

E15, this event contains much wall rubble, particularly. Where wall rubble is thick, the

event is very thick. This event was identified in the 2003 and2004excavationseasons.

Event 26: Found so far only in N38 E14. It is a bright reddish brown soil, directly under

Event. I. Event 26 was a localized lens found only in this area, and rests on top of Event

25. This event was identified in the 2003 excavation season.

Event 27: First discovered in N39 El4 at a depth of 40 cm below surface. It is a grey-

brown damp soil with a very few small rocks and occasional large rubble rocks. It is

particularly distinguished by small flecks of charcoal. It is found below Event 25. This

event should be considered the same thing as Event 30. Event 27 and 43 are found at the

same elevation and are roughly level. It is found in the E9 to El4units. Itis flat, perhaps

representingafloorsurface.ltcontainsangularrock,5-lOcminsize,lyingflat,and

seems well-compacted. Very few artefacts found in this event, particularly at its lower



Event 28: It was first discovered in N38 E15. The soil is a medium brown, and has the

same colour and texture as Event 25 above it. It was determined to be a new event

because the large wall rubble was absent. It may represent the originalgroundsurface

outside of Structure A when it was in use. Most artefacts seem to come from the top of

this event. This event was identified inthe2003excavationseason.

Event 29: This is a yellowy-brown soil with small angular rocks first discovered in N39

EI2 and N39E13. It is found beside Event 25, and probably represents the same thing as

Event 25, but was given a new event number because of its differentcolour.ltisfound

underneath Event I and on top of Event 30. This event was identified in the 2003

Event 30: This event is found underneath Event 29, and was first identified in N39 Ell

and N39 E12. It is a brown soil with many pieces of sub-angular and angular rocks,

averaging 5 to 10cminsize. Very occasional larger pieces of angular wall rubble are

found.ltisscatteredwithcharcoalflecks.Thisevenisalmostcertainly the same as Event

27, but because an unexcavated unit separated the two events [andwecouldnotbesure

that they were indeed the same event] a new number was given. In practice, Events 27

and30shouldberegardedasthesameevent.Thiseventwasidentifiedinthe2003



Event 31: A lens of burnt charcoal in N39 El3 and extending into N38 E13. It appeared

in Event 25 at 24 cm below surface (measurement taken in N39 El3). In N38 El3, it is

only found in the northern 2/3 of the unit. It is 6 cm thick and iscompletelycontained

within Event 25. This event was identified in the 2003 excavation season.

Event 32: First found in N38 El6 (and was in N38 El5 but was not noted). It lies below

Event 28 at a depth of 58 cm below surface (in N38 E16). It is a lighter yellowy-brown

soil with many small angular rocks. This event continues straight down to subsoil. There

are very few artefacts found in this event. Itlikelyfunctionedasfill in the builder's trench

outside of the Feature 4 wall. This event was identified in the 2003 excavation season.

Event 33: This is a localised event found only in unit N40 E12. It consists of the material

found inside Feature 13 (which was thought to be a possible post-hole during excavation).

It consists of a medium brown soil, with a wet and sticky consistency, and contains few

rocks or pebbles. It begins at40 cm below surface and continues to 5lcmbelowsurface,

Event 34: This event was first discovered in N40 EIO (and was probably found in N40

Ell but was not distinguished from Event 27 at the time). Itbeginsatadepthof61cm

below surface (in N40 EIO). This event begins below Event 27, and ends on top of

Feature 12,thecobblestone and brick scatter. The soil is fine, black and often almost

greasy, with flakes of white ash. There is also a lot of charcoal, burnt wood, and tiny



brick pieces. Much of the iron found in this event is badly burnt. It may represent part of

the original floor surface in Structure A. This event was identified in the 2003 excavation

Event 35: This event is a fairly solid layer of charcoal firstseenin the northwest corner

of N39 EI5 and extending over the entire unit in N40 E15. In N40 EI5, it begins at about

35 cm below the surface, and is about 5 cm thick. It does not seem to extend into N40

EI4. InN39El5itrunsrightuptoFeature4wall'sinnerface. It does not extend overtop

of the rubble comprising Feature 4 and its collapse, but rather ends atFeature4'sinner

Event 27 in this unit, and overlays Event 34. It is a smooth brown soil which seems to be

the remains of rotted wood. There are no rocks found in this event. It is probably limited

to this unit. This event was identified in the 2003 excavation season.

Event 37: Found underneath Event 35 in N40 EI5, N40 EI6, and the northern liS'" of

N39 E15. It is probably the same as Event 27, but was given a new event number to make

it easier to locate. It is a reddish-brown soil with some small angular rocks, and extends

from about 40 cm below surface to subsoil. This event was identified in the 2003



Event 38: This event was first found in N41 EJO. It is probably the same as Event 34

elsewhere-the soil has the same soft, greasy texture, but is a brighterredcolourand

doesn't have as much charcoal as Event 34. ItisfoundunderneathEvent27 and on top of

Event 39: A blackish-brown soil found underneath Event 28 in N40 E18 and extending

only slightly into N41 E17. It runs right up to the exterior face of Feature 4 wall. It

probably represents a fill event in the builder's trench that is simplydifferentincolour

than Event 32. This event was identified in the 2003 excavation season.

Event 40: This event is found in units N42 EI4 and N42 E15. It is a fine dark black-

brown soil that quickly oxidizes to grey. It may be related to the collapsed wall as it is in

and arollnd wall rubble collapse. It contains wall rubble and largechllnks of whitish solid

bllt friablechllnks of clayey soil. It may possibly be clay chinking/daubfromthewall.lt

is found underneath Event 25. It seems to be associated with Featllre l4,anddoesnot

extend into units to theeasL Occasional flecks of mortar are fOllnd in this evenL It is

probably the same thing as Event41,but is of different colour so it was given a different

number. It is found beside Event 41. This event was identified in the 2004 excavation

Event 41: This is found in units N42 EI5 and N42 E16. It is found underneath Event 25.

It is probably the same thing as Event 40, but is ofa different colour.ltisamedillm



brown colour, with many large pieces of rubble, very little angularrock,and oftsoil. It

likely is a collapse event. It is found beside Events 40 and 42. This event was identified in

Event 42: This was first found in N43 E16. It probably represents the same collapse

eventasEvents40and41,butthesoilisdifferentlycoloured,soitwas given a new

Event number. It is a lighter brown soil, with a pinkish tones. There is a lot of pinkish

coloured clay with scattered bits of brown flecks in it, and occasionaI bits of charcoal. It

is found underneath Event 25 and is on top of Event 43. It is found beside Event41, and

is found in the EI6to El7 units. This event was identified in the 2004 excavation season.

Event 43: This is probably the same as Event 35 from 2003. It is a fairl ythicklayerof

burned wood and soot. It has a very uneven surface, and seems to slope upwards towards

the north. It appears to be some sort of wood destruction layer; based on its position in the

stratigraphic profile, it is likely the remains ofaburnt wooden roof or debris from the

collapsed chimney stack. It is full of nails, often found in clumps. Thisevenl extends all

over the eastern part oflhe structure, sloping up to the north. Evenl27 is found at the

same level as Event 43, but is found in the EI5-E17 units. This event is found underneath

Evenl40,41, and 42, and starts just above (and in N42 El5, partially beside) Event 27.

Event 43 is very high up in the profile in unil N43 El7,andappearstoberight

underneath Event 25 in part of this lInit(i.e. Event 42 only found in the westernhalfof

this unit). There is a small corner of unit N42 El5 (right beside the inner-face jllnclionof



Features 4 and 14) where Event 43 is not found. Event 43 is thicker in the EI6 units than

intheEI70rEI8 units. This event was identified in the 2004 excavationseason.

Event 44: This was first uncovered in N42 EIO and N42 E9, and is also found in the

western third of N42 Ell. It is a bright orange-brown sticky soil with few rocks and

scattered flecks of charcoal. It is the same as Event 36 in 2003. It is found underneath

Event 27 in N42 EIO.ln N42 Ell where Event 44 is only found in the western third of

the unit, Event 27 continues on beside Event 44. It extends up to the front face of

Feature l. It seems to be remnants of a wood floor. It is slimy, and has few rocks,

especially compared to Event 27. This event was identified in the 2004 excavation

Event45: This is found on the outside face of Feature 14 and on top of Feature 4 and 14

rubble piles. It is a pinky-brown soil wet soil, with much clay that looks likedisplaced

subsoil. This may represent remnants of chinking/daub from the nearby stone walls. It is

found underneath Event 25. It was first found in unit N44 E18. There are very few

artefacts in it, and many small stones. This event was identified in the 2004 excavation

Event 46: This is found underneath Event 44 in N42 Ell. It is indistinguishable from

Event 27 and probably represents the same thing. It sits on top of subsoil. This event was



Event 47: This event was first found in N45 E13, at a depth of 80 cm below urface. It is

a light brown soil underneath extensive solid wall rubble and Event I surface material.

This event still contains much wall rubble and some smaller angular rocks. It probably

represents a collapse event much like Event 25 elsewhere. This event was identified in

Event 48: This designates a lens found in N45 E 14, within Event 47, at a depth of 95 cm

below surface. It is a brown soil, containing lots of small pieces of wall mbble. It ends at

100cm below surface. This event was identified in the 2004 excavation season.

Event 49: This event is a black-brown layer found at 110 cm below surface in unit N45

E15. There is some charcoal in this event. It is probably the same as Event 27, but was

given a separate number because it was excavated separately. This event was identified in

Event 50: This is found in all units from N42 EI5 eastward, up to the inside faces of

Feature 4 and 14. It is a brown-orange soil underneath Event 43. Itprobablyequals

Event 27 to the west, and meets up with Event 27 in unit N42 E15. It is found about 2-3

cmbelowthetopofFeature 15, and it dips down right before Feature I5, as though a hole

for Feature 15 was excavated slightly into it before it was laid. It sits on top of Event 54.



Event 51: This event is found in N45 E14, underneath Event 49, at a depth of 120 cm. It

is a pinky-grey soil that is very similar in appearance to Event 45 and seems to be

displaced subsoil. There is much angular rock. It is possibly a subfloor event. It is the

same thing as Event 52, but was given a separate event number because these two events

were excavated separately. This event was identified in the 2004 excavation season.

Event 52: A pinky-grey veryetayeysoil with lots of angular rock that 10oks like

displaced subsoil. It is found underneath Event 27. It looks very much like Event 51

noted elsewhere. It was given a new number because it was excavated separately. Event

52 was first noticed in N42 E15. There are very few artefacts found in this event. Itis

possibly a beaten floorsurfaceora floor substrate. This event was identified in the 2004

reddish-brown soil with small pebbles and brick and charcoal flecks attheinterface.ltis

probably a sub-floor event. It is probably the same as Event 58. This event was identified

Event 54: Found in units N42 E16, N42 EI7, N43 El6, N42 El5 and N43 E17. It is not

found west of the EI5 units. It is a thin layer of black charcoal (approximately2t04cm

thick) very similar to Event 43. It has small angular rocks. It is underneath Event 50 and



on top of Event 52. This may be related to when the fireplace was in use, perhaps a

cleaning event. Orperhapsitrepresentstheremnantsofaburnedwoodenfloor.ltisthin,

and appears to be sandwiched between occupation layers. It is also roughly level with the

top of Feature 15. This event was identified in the 2004 excavation season.

Event 55: A small lens of 'rolled' pulverized brick sitting on subsoil in N31 W3. This

Event 56: [n N25 W8, this is underneath Event [. It is a bright orange-brown soft loamy

soil that is very easy to dig. It contains few artefacts. This event was identified in the

Event 57: This event is found underneath Event 56 in N25 W8. It is a slightly darker

brown soil with lots of angular wall rubble. It ends on subsoil at a depth of 68 cm. This

Event 58: This event was first found in N43 El7 beside Feature 15. It is about 7-10 cm

below Feature IS's top surface. It extends into N43 EI5 and into the N42 units as well. [t

isasoilnodifferentintexturethantheeventaboveit(Event52)but is distinguished from

itbya fairly continuous layer of broken red brick rubble. Noneofthis brick appears to be

laidinanyway,butisratherjustascallerofrubble.Thesoilisorange-browninco[our,

as compared to the pinky-grey soil of Event 52. [tseems tobea fill event,perhapsasa



preparedsubtloor. It probably represents the same event as Event 53. The brick in this

event is particularly plentiful within I mofFeaturel4. It is quite a thick event, and ends

on Event 63. This event was identified in the 2004 excavation season.

Event 59: A small lens of burnt wood found in Event 56 in N26 WID. The wood was

badly degraded and could not be collected. ItisonIyaboUl3to4cmthick. This event

Event 60: Thin patches of charcoal found in Event 56 in N26 W 10. They are found at

roughlythesamedepth-74to77cmbelowsurface. They are patches and are not a

continuousevent,andtheyareonly2to3cmthick. They are found below the level of

Event 61: Found underneath Event 22 in unit N32 W2. It is a brown soil, without any

rocks, and is soft and reasonably easy to dig. Itis found underneath Event 22. This event

Event 62: This event is a burnt layer found underneath Event 61 in N32 W2. It is 23 cm

below the surface of Feature ll,anditisnotlevel. This event was identified in the 2004



Event 63: This is a layer consisting of much charcoal and brick fragments, level with the

surface of Feature 18. It extends right up 10 Feature 18. It is found underneath Event 58,

at 174 cm below surface. It is an orangey-brown soil with much charcoal. This event was



Appendix II

Selected Ceramic Vessellllustrations, ChAI-04

Theceramicvesselsillustratedonp. 580 are selected vessel illustrationsonly, of

the vessels that have a complete or near-complete profile (from base to rim). Fora

complete record of ceramic forms found at ChAl-04, please consult the final report for the

site filed with the Provincial Archaeology Office, Department of Tourism, Recreation and

Culture, St. John's, Newfoundland. The vessels illustrated on p. 580 are:

A) Plat. Saintonge-type coarse earthenware. Green glaze on interior. Yellow-orange

coloured fabric covered by buff-coloured slip.

B) Assiette. Saintonge-typecoarseearthenware. Green glaze on interior. Buff-coloured

fabric.

C) Assiette. Saintonge-type coarse earthenware. Yellow glaze on interior. Buff-coloured

fabric.

D) Cruel/e. Saintonge-type coarse earthenware. Green glaze completely covering interior

E)Cruelle. Beauvais coarse stoneware. Glossytranslucentglazeoverportionsofexterior,

having a green tint where it pools. Areas uncovered by glaze occasionallyappearslight

orange-red. Grey-coloured fabric.

F) Cruelle. Normandy coarse stoneware. Stamp at base of handle reads "G.S" though the

upperportionsoftheinitialsareobscuredbyasmudge.Purple-brown coloured

fabric.

G) Pot cl conserve. Tin-glazed earthenware, undecorated white glaze. Orange-coloured
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